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1. Introduction

Rapid technological advancements along with the fierce
competition in the construction market for providing
better services have stimulated profound change towards
using innovative methodologies in the construction in-
dustry. With this in mind, there is consensus among re-
searchers and practitioners that construction organizations
must draw upon the constant industrial digitalization trend
as an opportunity to modify current practices and apply
new ways of delivering construction projects. Of these,
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is currently con-
sidered the most innovative methodology across the
construction sector. In its core, BIM provides an intelligent
digital representation of buildings to support diverse ac-
tivities throughout the lifecycle of projects, bringing about
a wide range of benefits for various aspects of the delivery
process.

Despite the major technical advancements associated
with BIM, its adoption across the industry is still low, largely
due to the necessity of substantial change across the 25
supply chains, as well as risks and challenges associated with
this change. #is special issue aims to set a stage for re-
searchers in presenting their findings on current BIM
practices, advanced developments, and critical analysis of
BIM pillars in applying BIM-enabled practices: technology,
people, and processes.

2. Contributions

#e special issue includes 16 research articles and 2 review
studies. #e papers contribute to raise awareness of the
advanced developments in BIM practices by offering a
critical analysis of various methodologies and tools as well as
sociotechnical features of BIM to be considered in applying
it in construction projects.

In terms of geographic contexts of the submissions, the
special issue brought together researchers from various areas
of the world, while a majority of submissions came from
Asia (Figure 1 and Table 1).

Building information modeling (BIM) is a set of tech-
nologies that aim to increase interorganizational and cross-
disciplinary collaboration in the architecture, engineering,
and construction (AEC) industries to promote productivity
and the quality of design, construction, and maintenance
stages of a building. Studies on BIM adoption in small and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have remained an under-
represented area. P. Li et al. in their paper titled “Critical
Challenges for BIM Adoption in Small and Medium-Sized
Enterprises: Evidence from China” propose five strategies
for BIM adoption in SMEs. #e strategies may help prac-
titioners gain an in-depth understanding of BIM adoption in
SMEs from a stakeholder-oriented perspective. Structural
engineering companies (SECs) are currently affected
by various deficiencies that hinder their processes and
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interactions, productivity, and collaborative and inter-
connected processes. #e paper titled “Methodology for
Building Information Modeling (BIM) Implementation in
Structural Engineering Companies (SECs)” by F. M.-La
Rivera et al. proposes a methodology to implement BIM in
the SECs, focused on solving the complexities of the design
phase.#emethodology clearly and objectively identifies the
resources and expectations of organizations, sets out the
requirements necessary to BIM adoption, and provides
practical and technical recommendations for planning and
monitoring its implementation.

#e BIM use assessment (BUA) tool presented by M. J.
Rojas et al. in the paper titled “BIM Use Assessment (BUA)
Tool for Characterizing the Application Levels of BIM Uses
for the Planning and Design of Construction Projects,”
contributes to the diagnosis of the application of BIM uses,
thereby enabling companies and clients to identify the BIM
use state of the project, the way in which the BIM uses are
being implemented, and opportunities for improvement.
#e proposed tool can be used to evaluate companies to be
contracted seeking for the specific BIM use level or also for
benchmarking the BIM use level in the industry. #e review
on building information modeling based on construction
networks (BbCNs) conducted by B. Guo and T. Feng

provides a valuable reference to the developers of BbCNs to
understand the major barriers in their decision-making and
to the government aiming at promoting BIM or BbCNs in
the construction industry with relevant policies and
incentives.

In a building context, decisions made early in the design
phase can have a major impact on maintainability of the
resulting facility. #e paper titled “Augmented Reality for
Identifying Maintainability Concerns during Design” by
I. A. Khalek et al. examines the extent to which different
visualization media may be able to enable individuals
without prior maintenance experience to identify main-
tainability concerns in a design model. Results indicate that
BIM supports better identification of potentially problematic
areas, but augmented reality (AR) allows users to more
consistently determine why an area is problematic; this way,
there is an opportunity to use a hybrid approach for
identifying and resolving maintainability considerations
during the design phase. S. Alsafouri and S. K. Ayer in their
article titled “Leveraging Mobile Augmented Reality Devices
for Enabling Specific Human Behaviors in Design and
Constructability Review” present how augmented reality can
support effective design and constructability and demon-
strate how the context, in which different types of mobile
computing devices are applied, impacts the ways in which
they are used. #is may help future practitioners and re-
searchers to strategically choose to use, or not to use, certain
types of devices to elicit specific behaviors.

#e papers by J.-S. Lee et al. and N. Ham and S. Lee
investigate the advantages of digital fabrication. #e study
conducted by J.-S. Lee et al. presented in the paper titled
“BIM-Based Digital Fabrication Process for a Free-Form
Building Project in South Korea” proposes a BIM-based
digital fabrication process for prefabricated parts of build-
ings.#e proposed process is a generalizedmodel that can be
universally applied even though the characteristics of digital
fabrication might change owing to numerous variables, such
as the target project, part, type, form, scale, andmaterial.#e
BIM-based digital fabrication methodology enables com-
munication, collaboration, and coordination with con-
struction companies, construction project managers, and
professional construction companies and provides error
minimization and time reduction.

#e BIM methodology integrated with available tech-
nologies helps to solve different problems that arise during
construction in a more efficient way.#e study conducted by
Y. Ji et al. titled “A BIM-Based Study on the Comprehensive
Benefit Analysis for Prefabricated Building Projects in
China” analyses the implementation of BIM to identify the
economic impact of different construction techniques, in
this case, the prefabricated construction techniques. Con-
struction progress is simulated when the case study is ra-
tionally transformed from the prefabricated to the
conventional in situ construction technique. #e study
conducted by N. Khan et al., “Excavation Safety Modeling
Approach Using BIM and VPL,” proposes an automatic
safety rule compliance approach for excavation works
leveraging algorithmic modeling tools and BIM
technologies.

17%

42%

24%

7%

10%

Europe
Asia
USA

Australia and Oceania
South America

Figure 1: Number of publications from different continents.

Table 1: Contributions by countries.

Countries Number of contributions
Republic of Korea 5
USA 5
China 4
Chile 2
Spain 2
Australia 2
Taiwan 2
Colombia 1
Poland 1
Hong Kong 1
Lithuania 1
Portugal 1
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C. Kim et al. in “Automated Conversion of Building
Information Modeling (BIM) Geometry Data for Window
#ermal Performance Simulation,” introduce a BIM data
conversion program and illustrate a practical problem of
energy performance simulation for a window set. #is
procedure may lead to the increased use of certification
through simulation.

#e adoption of BIM integrated with web technology for
construction projects allows users to manage interfaces and
obtain responses effectively. Y.-C. Lin et al. in the research
article titled “Construction Database-Supported and BIM-
Based Interface Communication and Management: A Pilot
Project”, propose a platform for the communication and
management of interfaces (CMI) based on BIM that im-
proves the quality of management in construction projects.
#e study presented by X. Chen et al. in the research article
titled “Ontology-Based Representations of User Activity and
Flexible Space Information: Towards an Automated Space-
Use Analysis in Buildings” extends the current research on
activity ontologies in order to capture flexible space-use
patterns for user activities, and develops a new space on-
tology by abstracting the information related to both flexible
and nonflexible spaces.

F. Rodrigues et al. in “Development of a Web Appli-
cation for Historical Building Management through BIM
Technology” demonstrate the necessity of the development
and implementation of a strategy of intervention, which
contributes to the preservation and maintenance of heri-
tage, through the application of a management system able
to answer this need in a reliable process. #e work pre-
sented and the work analysed in the literature review show
that Historical Building Information Modeling (HBIM)
applications are often needed to jointly perform different
kinds of analyses and to properly connect the related en-
vironments and formats; thus, it is clear why there is a need
to focus the development of HBIM applications with a
heterogeneous multimodels’ interoperability with a stan-
dardized approach.

Y. Jeong in “A Study on the BIM Evaluation, Analytics,
and Prediction (EAP) Framework and Platform in Linked
Building Ontologies and Reasoners with Clouds” concludes
that there has been less focus on the connectivity and
convergence of multiple types of BIM data or even the
connectivity among non-BIM data, such as natural language
and image/video data. #e research contributes by in-
troducing an ontology to enable user-oriented object defi-
nition and operation with example cases.

3. Conclusions

#e scope of the special issue proved to be appealing to
researchers from all over the world. Papers from 12 coun-
tries, located in 5 continents, were published. #e main
research themes reported in this special issue revolve around
interorganizational and cross-disciplinary collaboration,
BIM adoption in SMEs, benchmarking the BIM use level,
BIM technology integration with web technologies and AR
technologies, BIM-based digital fabrication, and HBIM
applications.
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Building information modeling (BIM) is transforming the way of work across the architecture, engineering, and construction
(AEC) industry, where BIM offers vast opportunities for improving performance. BIM is therefore an area of great interest across
the AEC industry in general and for the structural engineering field in particular. *is paper is aimed at providing a broad picture
of published papers that relate BIM with structural engineering. *is overview will enhance understanding of the state of the
research work on this subject, drawing upon bibliometric analysis of 369 papers. Findings provide an updated picture of how now-
available studies that link BIM developments and applications in structural engineering are distributed chronologically, across
journals, authors, countries, and institutions. Detailed analyses of citation networks present the cooccurrence map of keywords,
citation patterns of journals and articles, the most cited journals, and the top 15 most cited articles on BIM in the area of structural
engineering. Discussions demonstrate that research on BIM applications for structural engineering has been constantly growing
with a sudden increase after 2014.*is study reveals that research attempts on this area have been dominated by exploring generic
issues of BIM like information management; however, technical issues of structural engineering, to be resolved through BIM
capabilities, have remained overlooked. Moreover, the research work in this area is found to be conducted largely in isolation,
comprising disjointed and fragmented research studies. Gaps and important areas for future research include modeling of
structural components, automation of the assembly sequence, planning and optimization of off-site construction, and dynamic
structural health monitoring.

1. Introduction

Building information modeling (BIM) is becoming in-
creasingly popular in the architecture, engineering, and
construction (AEC) sector [1–3]; research shows that BIM has
the potential to make changes to the way the AEC industry
operates [4, 5]. Analyzing the feedback on the benefits as-
sociated with the use of BIM on projects is still a matter of
investigation [6]. *ere is however evidence in the literature

to acknowledge the advantages of BIM for various areas and
disciplines across the AEC supply chain [7, 8]; BIM in-
corporates software and information processing procedures
for designing, documenting, visualizing, and reporting on
buildings and other facilities in integration with policies,
standards, regulations, etc. [2]. It helps AEC specialists in
visualizing a future building in a virtual environment,
planning the forthcoming construction processes, and
identifying any potential design, construction, or operational
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issues [1]. Such benefits can add value to the practices of all the
disciplines involved, including that of civil engineering, in
general, and structural engineering, in particular [9–12].

*ere have been some in-depth reviews on BIM in
general [9, 13–15] and studies that have dealt with specific
fields like transportation infrastructure, heritage buildings
[16], civil infrastructure maintenance [17], collaborative
management [18–20], health and safety [21–23], contractors
[10], and academics aspects [24, 25]. Research on the in-
tegration of BIMwithin civil engineering is still in its infancy
[9]. Few researchers have focused on civil engineering in
particular [26]. Within the civil engineering field, a review
run on the BIM literature reveals that some publications like
that of Hunt [27] and Bartley [12] have promoted the
benefits of BIM for structural engineers. No scholarly work is
found with a focus on analyzing the now-available literature
on the applications of BIM for structural engineering.
Synthesizing the existing literature to raise awareness of the
state of affairs of research and spot the gaps to be addressed
by future studies is, however, an essential step in advancing
the body of knowledge of any field of the study [9, 23].
Various types of review studies can be carried out to address
this gap. Despite the undoubted value, an in-depth critical
review of the content of existing studies can be prone to
subjectivity and is restricted because of their incapability in
producing a replicable broad picture of the field [28, 29]. As
asserted by Markoulli et al. [30], manual reviews provide a
picture of the “trees” but fail in offering a broad overview of
the “forest.” Since this paper is aimed at providing a broad
picture of published academic papers that relate BIM with
structural engineering, authors have not applied the content
analysis technique for all papers in search results but have
analyzed the content of the papers qualitatively.

With the above in mind, this study is targeted at con-
ducting a scientific literature review through a bibliometric
analysis of BIM papers related to structural engineering
published between 2003 and 2018 (both included). *is
review, as well as the subsequent analysis, is focused only on
scientific journal papers (included in the Scopus database);
trade journals and professional magazines are not included
here. Detailed analysis of the papers presents the coau-
thorship networks, the cooccurrence map of keywords, the
citation network of journals, the citation network of articles,
the list of the most cited journals, and the top 15 most cited
articles on BIM in the area of structural engineering. It is
deemed that this study contributes to the field in raising
awareness of the following:

(1) *e knowledge composition of BIM in structural
engineering in the analyzed 16-year period

(2) Most recent studies and trends of applying the BIM
methodology in structural engineering

(3) Dominant research topics on BIM-related applica-
tions in structural engineering

(4) Identifying gaps and defining future areas of research
on the topic

*e remainder of this paper is structured as follows:
Section 2 provides a background on potential advantages and

benefits of BIM for structural engineers. Section 3 provides an
overview of existing review studies on BIM applications for
various disciplines. Section 4 presents the methods used,
followed by findings and results in Section 5. *e key fin-
dings—literature gaps—are discussed and future areas for
research are suggested in Section 6 prior to the concluding
remarks in Section 7. *is paper concludes with communi-
cating the clearmessage of this study from a broad perspective.

2. BIM for Structural Engineers

Structural engineering comprises a wide range of skills and
competencies that apply to all project types. *is includes
projects that entail minor slope strengthening, as well as
large-sized structures of tall buildings [12, 31]. Structural
engineers can create complex structural systems and are
responsible for finding solutions for the efficient use of
structural elements and materials in order to make a
building and its systems safe, sustainable, and durable [32].
Usually, structural designs must be integrated with the
outputs generated by other disciplines like architects and
engineers of different building services [33, 34]. Other roles
and responsibilities of structural engineers include super-
vising construction activities on-site and maintaining
communication with manufacturers and suppliers to ad-
dress production problems [35].*e complexity of the tasks,
the required combination of many different competencies,
and the abundance of different communication channels
necessitate a reliable data exchange platform [19, 36].*at is,
maintaining the quality of the final product requires tools
that enable structural engineers to check the parameters of
the system under development and verify the reliability of
the information transmitted [25]. One available solution that
provides all such capabilities is BIM [9, 12].

BIM models are 3D geometric encoded, in diverse
proprietary formats with the potential to add time (4D) and
cost data (5D) attached to them [37]. *at is, the core
concept of BIM relies on providing object-oriented digital
representations of buildings in the form of data-rich models
and enabling simulation and analysis of these models for
design/construction/operation purposes [38]. Most vendors
offer BIM software that incorporates the three required
capabilities needed for structural engineering: geometry,
material properties, and loading conditions for an analysis.
*ese all can be derived directly from a BIM model, stored,
edited, and applied by such BIM software. For example,
Autodesk Revit can supplement the physical representation
of the objects commonly used by structural engineers, and
Tekla Structures allows users to specify the location of
connection nodes on its objects and degrees of freedom and
also has objects to model structural loads and load cases (see
Sacks et al. [38] for details).

Moreover, using BIM in structural engineering can re-
duce the number of request for information (RFI) items
from contractors and makes possible the visualization of
design for clients and other stakeholders [39]. BIM can also
provide all the stakeholders with the opportunity to explore
various readily available alternatives and design scenarios
[40, 41].
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*e digital models produced by structural engineers can
be coupled with downstream activities, for manufacturing
and assembly of structural elements as well as identifying
coordination problems between structural elements and
those of other disciplines [1, 34]. BIM can be a part of an
effective solution for structural engineers in monitoring the
health and life cycle performance of structural elements,
seismic retrofitting optimization [42, 43], and risk assess-
ment of structures [44]. Other applications of BIM for
structural engineering include increasing its efficiency in
modeling complex geological structures, generating shop
drawings, and designing temporary elements and formwork
[43, 45].

With the above in mind, structural design/analysis must
be treated as one of the main areas of application for BIM, a
point argued by Hosseini et al. [9]. *is further justified the
need for conducting this study.

3. Previous Discipline-Based Review Studies

Structural engineering is a subset of civil engineering [46].
Available studies have targeted different issues of civil
engineering projects concerning BIM: developments of
BIM implementations [13]; communication modes [47];
information management frameworks [10]; refurbishment
of historic buildings using BIM [16, 48]; implementation of
BIM to existing buildings [49]; sustainable buildings
[8, 50]; BIM adoption in different civil infrastructure fa-
cilities [26]; roles and responsibilities of BIM practitioners
[51]; conceptualization of a BIM-based facilities manage-
ment framework [52, 53]; visualization technologies in
safety management [21, 23]; data classifications [54]; BIM
knowledge mappings [14]; BIM research categories [55];
application of laser scan technology [56]; challenges facing
the facilities management sector [52, 57, 58]; application of
semantic web technologies; issues and recommendations
for BIM and life cycle assessment tools [59]; BIM and GIS
[60]; green BIM [61]; collaboration in BIM networks [19];
transportation infrastructure; road infrastructure [62];
highway maintenance [17]; role of BIM in generating big
data [37], etc. *ese studies have added much value to the
BIM literature and have explored a wide range of fields
associated with civil engineering. Civil engineering is
however a broad field, with many subsets, as argued by
Kosky et al. [46]. A list of major review studies that refer to
BIM for civil engineering is tabulated in Table 1. As il-
lustrated in Table 1, no review study has focused on BIM
applications for structural engineering purposes. In fact, as
argued by Hosseini et al. [9], BIM for structural engi-
neering has remained an overlooked area in the extant
literature, compared against other applications of BIM.

4. Research Methods

*e research design for reviewing papers on BIM in
structural engineering is displayed in Figure 1. *e pro-
cedure begins with a brief review of published papers on
BIM in Scopus, proceeds to a detailed review of the refined

dataset of publications, and concludes by analyzing the
data.

*is research process, as illustrated in Figure 1, com-
prises the following steps:

(1) Defining Research Questions. Research questions are
defined in this step. *e scope of the research
questions depends on the type of the study. *ere-
fore, according to Merschbrock and Munkvold [68]
and Arksey and O’Malley [69], this study is a scoping
study and designed to examine the available journal
articles and to determine the range of spreading and
usage of BIM and new trends of BIM developments
in structural engineering. *e research question is
formulated as “What is known from the existing
literature about the applications of BIM methodol-
ogy and tools in structural engineering?”

(2) Defining the List of Search Sources. *e Scopus
(https://www.scopus.com) database was chosen,
given that compared against similar databases like
Web of Science (WoS), Scopus covers a wider range
of sources and is quicker in indexing them, and
therefore, it is treated as the preferred database for
bibliometric purposes.

(3) Defining Search Query Based on Keywords.
Searching keywords and their meaningful com-
binations are defined as the following search
query, using keywords: (BIM AND “Building In-
formation Model∗” AND struct∗).

Other terms, like “digital model” and “3D model-
ling,” can also be used in the search. However,
adding such terms increases the number of results
but does not make it more specific. *e term “BIM”
was omitted, given that as recommended by previous
bibliometric studies on the BIM literature [9], in-
cluding BIM can result in adding research items
from nonconstruction contexts like chemistry and
economics and increase the likelihood of unrelated
studies being added to the dataset.

*erefore, they were excluded from the search. More-
over, using the special character∗ in the query results in
finding different variations of the same concept; for
example, usage of “model∗” allows to extend the search
by adding different variations, like “models,” “model-
ling,” and “modeling.”*is is also the case for “struct∗”;
that is, it finds “structure,” “structural,” etc.

(4) Searching. *e searching process is performed
according to the query defined in step 3, and the
preliminary results are presented in Figure 2.

(5) Assessing Quality of Results. Quality of results is
assessed here. According to Kitchenham et al. [70],
there is no commonly agreed definition of “quality.”
*erefore, quality issues presented by Zhang et al.
[71] were the basis for consideration.

(6) Bibliometric Analysis of Search Results. *e biblio-
metric analysis technique is used as the primary
analysis method, with the reason being this
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Table 1: Summary of major review studies on BIM for civil engineering.

Source
Review
period in
years

Number of analyzed
articles

Source of articles
(databases) Focus Key findings

Abdirad [13] 2007–2014 97 (selected out of 322)
ASCE, Elsevier, Taylor &

Francis, Emerald,
and ITcon

BIM implementation
assessment

Developments of BIM
implementations; metric-
based BIM assessment;
gaps and limitations

Bradley et al.
[10] 2000–2015 259

Scopus, Engineering
Village, ScienceDirect,

WoS
BIM for infrastructure

4 research gaps in
infrastructure and BIM;

an information
management framework

Bruno et al.
[48] 2007–2017

120, 86 of them with
international impact,

and 1 project
— Historic BIM

Gaps in historic BIM;
methodology for

diagnosis of historic
buildings using BIM

Cheng et al.
[26] 2002–2014 171 case studies and 62

articles — BIM for civil
infrastructure

Current practices of BIM
adoption in different civil
infrastructure facilities;

research gaps and
recommendations;

evaluation framework

Davies et al.
[51] 2007–2016 36 articles and BIM

guides —
Roles and

responsibilities of BIM
specialists

Definition of roles and
responsibilities of BIM

practitioners

Edirisinghe
et al. [52] 1996–2016 46 (selected out of 207) — BIM in FM

Conceptualization of a
BIM-based FM

framework; determining
the path of future research

Guo et al.
[21] 2000–2015 78 WoS and ASCE

Library databases
*e use of

visualization technology

Usage of visualization
technologies in safety

management

Kylili and
Fokaides [63] 2005–2016 Actual European policies

and legislation
European policies and

legislation

Existing European
policies and legislation for
the built environment and
the construction materials

Future trends in
construction

Laakso and
Nyman [54] 1997–2007

*e first 11 years of
research on
standard 938

— Research and
BIM standardization Classification of data

Li et al. [14] 2004–2015 WoS BIM knowledge map 60 key research areas
10 key research clusters

Lopez et al.
[64] —

BIM software websites,
articles, brochures, and

videos
— *e readiness and

development of 4D BIM

A BIM knowledge map; a
review of different issues
concerning the usability of
4D BIM; matrices for

decision-making
according to investment

in BIM software

Olawumi
et al. [55] — 445 — BIM research categories

BIM research categories in
the project sectors; a
visualization of the
structure of the BIM

literature

Pärn and
Edwards [56] 1970–2015 — —

Laser scanning, 3D
modeling devices, modes

of delivery, and
applications within

AECO

Hierarchy of laser scan
devices; analysis of 3D
terrestrial laser scan

technology applications

Pärn et al.
[57] 2004–2015 — —

BIM for asset
management within
the AECO sector

Challenges facing the FM
sector
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technique allows for an examination of the existing
literature based solely on reported data, in which any
potential for author bias is minimized, compared
against conventional literature reviews that are prone
to bias and subjective judgments [55].*e findings of
studies based on bibliometric analysis are hence
expected to provide a sound basis for the develop-
ment of various hypotheses based on the observed
trends extracted from published datasets for vali-
dation in future studies.

Various researchers, like Li et al. [14], Zhao [15], and
Santos et al. [65], have used different science mapping tools,
including VOSviewer, BibExcel, CiteSpace, CoPalRed, Sci2,
VantagePoint, and Gephi, for analyzing, mapping, and vi-
sualization of bibliometric data. A detailed review of visu-
alization tools is not the main aim of this paper, and hence,
VOSviewer (http://www.vosviewer.com/) was used as the
analysis tool, following the recommendations provided by
Hosseini et al. [9]. VOSviewer generates a network from the
given bibliographic data, i.e., a set of 369 articles. All net-
works consist of nodes and links. Nodes present documents
(i.e., articles), sources (i.e., journals), authors, organizations,
countries, or keywords. Nodes with a higher number of
occurrences are bigger. Links present relationships among
nodes. *icker links present closer relationships among

nodes. Closely related nodes are combined into clusters
using the smart local moving algorithm presented by
Waltman and Van Eck [72].

5. Results

5.1. Trend of Research. *e results obtained from the bib-
liometric search demonstrate the trend of research on the
topic, as illustrated in Figure 2. *e number of publications
on BIM for structural engineering has raised significantly
from 2014 onwards, with two years of delay compared
against the sudden increase in BIM research in 2012, as
argued by Santos et al. [65].*is increase from 2012 onwards
can be attributed to the 2011 mandate of the Government
Construction Strategy of the United Kingdom on the use of
Level 2 BIM on all public sector projects by 2016 [73]. *ere
is a growing interest (see Figure 2 for the exponential growth
of publications), acknowledging the necessity of further
research in this area. *is also highlights the importance of
covering various areas related to this concept as topics for
future research, as similarly argued by Hosseini et al. [9]. In
fact, construction is composed of a wide range of loosely
coupled disciplines [74–76], and the expansion of BIM
across the construction supply chain has been sluggish [58].
*erefore, the number of studies on structural engineering
and BIM is quite low; compared with the results obtained by

Table 1: Continued.

Source
Review
period in
years

Number of analyzed
articles

Source of articles
(databases) Focus Key findings

Santos et al.
[65] 2005–2015 381 — BIM

New emerging areas in
BIM research; topics

related to the
development of BIM tools

Soust-
Verdaguer
et al. [59]

— — — LCAmethod for buildings
based on BIM

Issues and
recommendations for
BIM and LCA tools

Zhao [15] 2005–2016 614 WoS BIM
*e most productive and
cocited authors, countries,

and institutions

Oraee et al.
[19] 2006–2016 62 —

Collaboration in BIM-
based construction

networks

BIM-enabled projects
have focused on
technology, whilst
project-related and

managerial antecedents
have remained
underresearched

Martinez-
Aires et al.
[22]

1981–2016 76 WoS and Scopus
Occupational health and

safety in building
construction

BIM to improve safety in
construction and identify
potential hazards through

4D scheduling

Ganbat et al.
[66] 2007–2017 526 WoS BIM risk management in

international construction

A framework of current
research field; suggestions

for future research
directions

Jin et al. [67] 276 Scopus
Identifying research

trends in the literature on
BIM

A framework leading to
needed research

directions
Note. —: data not provided.
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Hosseini et al. [9], less than 20% of studies on BIM referred
to structural engineering applications. *is acknowledges
the claims in the literature about the lack of attention paid to
structural engineering in the BIM literature [9, 77, 78].

5.2. Coauthorship Networks. Identifying existing research
collaboration networks on a topic has several advantages:

(1) the awareness can facilitate access to funds, and needed,
(2) the awareness will result in higher productivity, and (3) the
awareness assists investigators to reduce silo-based and iso-
lated research activities with boosting scholarly communi-
cations [79]. In Figure 3, a coauthorship network of authors is
generated from the core dataset, as a result of which VOS-
viewer detects 836 authors. In Figure 3, a minimum of three

Step 1. 
Defining research 

questions

Step 2. 
Defining the list of 

search sources

Step 3. 
Defining search query 

based on keywords

Step 4. 
Searching

Step 5. 
Assessing quality of 

results

Step 6. 
Bibliometric

analysis of search results

Step 7. 
Results and discussion

What is known from the existing literature about the usage of BIM in 
structural engineering to improve efficiency of the design and 

construction processes and enhance the use of emerging technologies 
throughout the project’s lifecycle?

Scopus (https://www.scopus.com/search/)

(BIM AND “Building Information Model∗” AND struct∗)

Documents identified 
(all/articles): 369

Filtering of search results
Publication year (2003–2018)
Journal articles only
Subject areas (Engineering, Computer Science, Mathematics,
Materials Science, Decision Science, and Multidisciplinary)
Language (English)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

A bibliometric review
By year of publication 
By countries
By authors
By institutions
By author’s keywords
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(iii)

(v)
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Figure 1: Research design for bibliometric analysis of retrieved papers.
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documents per author were chosen. After applying VOS-
viewer algorithms, 52 authors were obtained. Figure 3 depicts
eleven collaboration networks of authors in isolated groups
and ten single authors disconnected from the network.

Authors with strong relationships and more articles are
set as leading authors in a group of coauthorship. *e most
active authors, havingmore than three published articles, are
presented in Table 2.

underwood j.
scherer r.j.

kassem m.

mourshed m.
alreshidi e.

bosché f.

goldberg h.e.

cheng j.c.p.

wang x.

truijens m.

wang y.

zhang j.

golparvar-fard m.

li h.

zu z.

wu i.-c.

merschbrock c.akinci b.
oti a.h.

staub-french s.
yan w.

nahangi m.

brilakis i.

borrmann a.

solihin w.sacks r.

eastman c.m.

jung j.
lee j.-k.

ma z.

liu y.

Figure 3: Coauthorship network of authors.

Table 2: *e most active authors, whose number of articles focusing on BIM for structural engineering exceeds three.

Author Number of articles % of articles Number of citations
C. M. Eastman 11 13.75 704
R. Sacks 10 12.50 476
X. Wang 10 12.50 396
M. Golparvar-Fard 6 7.50 278
A. Borrmann 5 6.25 46
I. Brilakis 5 6.25 172
S. Staub-French 5 6.25 31
B. Akinci 4 5.00 318
K. K. Han 4 5.00 155
L. Hou 4 5.00 93
J.-K. Lee 4 5.00 299
Y.-C. Lee 4 5.00 42
M. Nahangi 4 5.00 105
W. Solihin 4 5.00 33
Total 80 100
Bold values depict the most cited authors in the set of leading authors in a group of coauthorship.
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Ranking authors by the number of citations is different
from ranking by the number of articles. Citations offer an
indication of prominence, as a widely accepted measure for
ranking the influence level of authors [80]. *erefore, a
network of authors based on their citations was analyzed (see
Figure 4). In Figure 4, a minimum of 10 citations of an
author were chosen to make the analysis manageable. After
applying VOSviewer algorithms, the result of the citation
network of 49 authors is obtained. *e most cited five au-
thors are as follows: Eastman (704 citations), Sacks (476
citations), Wang (396 citations), Akinci (318 citations), and
Lee (299 citations).

In view of the outcomes from Figures 3 and 4, several
findings are worth mentioning. First, some large collabo-
ration networks contribute to a major part of research on
BIM in structural engineering, in the form of a “linked
research enterprise,” as termed by Newman [81].

*ough presenting a promising picture, this also dem-
onstrates that a major part of research on BIM in structural
engineering is dominated by several researchers in a closed
circle, calling for more investigation from other authors
outside the identified research circle.

Second, a clear intellectual isolation from the main-
stream of research on the topic is illustrated, where those
who do not belong to the existing clusters form very small
and disconnected clusters disjointed from the remaining
parts of the network. *is calls for more effort to integrate
the existing disconnected clusters into one large linked
research enterprise, not dominated by few investigators in a
closed circle.

A coauthorship network of countries generated from the
core dataset presented is illustrated in Figure 5.

A set of 50 countries is identified by VOSviewer (see
Figure 5). After applying VOSviewer algorithms, the result
of 26 countries is obtained. Finland, India, Norway,
Sweden, and Taiwan have no interconnections with other
countries; therefore, they are not presented in Figure 5.
However, as can be seen in Table 3, the distribution of
countries according to the number of citations differs.
Here, the five leading countries are United States (2074
citations), United Kingdom (968 citations), South Korea
(941 citations), Australia (656 citations), and China (592
citations), which were also referred by Jin et al. [82], as the
current leaders in BIM adoption. *is shows that many
countries, including European countries (Germany, Italy,
France, Netherlands, Spain, and Belgium), have had
technological advancements in terms of applying BIM for
various civil engineering purposes. *at said, research
activities in these countries and the level of influence of
investigators from these countries in facilitating the in-
tegration of structural engineering with BIM have a no-
ticeable gap with those in the five leading countries in the
field, as discussed.

Table 4 introduces the top organizations that have
published more than five papers. As can be seen, the most
active four organizations are the Georgia Institute of
Technology (16 articles), Curtin University (14 articles),
Tsinghua University (13 articles), and Technion-Israel In-
stitute of Technology (10 articles). *is also reiterates the

findings as discussed: other than few leading countries,
institutions in other countries, even in countries with ad-
vanced BIM technology like European countries, have
overlooked the importance of conducting research to fa-
cilitate and expedite the permeation of BIM-based structural
engineering and stand far away from their counterparts in
leading countries identified in Figure 4.

5.3. Cooccurrence Network. *e cooccurrence analysis is
usually performed using keywords, to present the main
content of articles and the range of researched areas in any
domain of the study [83]; it provides a picture of a domain,
main areas of research, and trends of development. *e
cooccurrence analysis of the keyword network is performed
using authors’ keywords. VOSviewer creates the keyword
network by considering the closeness and strength of
existing links.*e closeness and strength are calculated from
the number of publications, in which both keywords have
occurred together [80].

VOSviewer identified 2869 keywords from the initial set
of 369 articles. Applying VOSviewer algorithms and lim-
iting the minimum number of occurrences of a term to five
times, the result was obtained from 147 keywords. *e
generated set of keywords must be refined again. *at is,
VOSviewer is capable of identifying synonyms and words
with identical meaning, even with different orthography,
like “modelling” and “modeling” and “technology” and
“technologies.” Moreover, similar keywords, like BIM, and
building information model have the largest number of
occurrences, given the nature of the topic at hand [9].
*erefore, in order to avoid distortion of the results, the
resultant set of keywords was refined to omit such un-
necessary items in the list. *e refining procedure includes
the following steps following the lessons by Hosseini et al.
[9]:

(i) Elimination of terms related to BIM and having the
same meaning, like “BIM,” “building information
model,” and “building information modelling.” *e
primary search of articles was made according to
those terms, and it is natural that these terms will be
repeated in each analyzed paper and will have the
highest number of occurrences and total link
strength calculated by VOSviewer.

(ii) Elimination of generic terms, like “construction
industry,” “architectural design,” and “information
theory,” since those terms have the highest number
of occurrences and total link strength, calculated by
VOSviewer, because of searching query specifics in
this area.

Moreover, as can be seen from Figure 6, the keyword
map is visualized using various colors to show the chro-
nological order of items.

In Figure 6, the most occurred keywords are presented.
From Figure 6 and Table 5, the most occurred keywords in
three periods are presented next. In the period 2010–2012
(colored in blue), the most popular keywords are “project
management,” “three dimensional,” “productivity,”
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Figure 4: Citation network of authors.
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“computer aided design,” “database systems,” “algorithms,”
“software design,” “virtual reality,” “standards,” etc. *e
most occurred keywords in the period from 2013 to 2015
(colored in green) are “information systems,” “information
management,” “industry foundation classes,” “life cycle,”
“interoperability,” “decision making,” “energy efficiency,”
“semantics,” etc. *e most occurred keywords in the period
2016–2018 (colored in yellow) are “simulation,” “automa-
tion,” “data handling,” “point cloud,” “object detection,”
“cost benefit analysis,” “risk assessment,” “efficiency,”
“model view definition,” etc. Arranging the keywords
according to the citation score (see “Average citations”

column in Table 5) results in generating a slightly different
picture. *at is, the popularity of terms according to the
citation score in the three periods is as follows:

(i) 2010–2012: “in-buildings,” “three dimensional,”
“productivity,” “concrete construction,” “computer
aided design,” “database systems,” “algorithms,”
“software design,” “virtual reality,” etc.

(ii) 2013–2015: “model checking,” “AEC,” “planning,”
“scanning,” “scheduling,” “geometry,” “in-
teroperability,” “design and construction,” “col-
laboration,” “precast concrete,” etc.

Table 4: *e most active organizations, whose number of articles exceeds and equals 5.

Organizations Number of articles % of articles
Georgia Institute of Technology (United States) 16 3.87
Curtin University (Australia) 14 3.39
Tsinghua University (China) 13 3.15
Technion-Israel Institute of Technology (Israel) 10 2.42
University of Salford (United Kingdom) 9 2.18
Hanyang University (South Korea) 9 2.18
Kyung Hee University (South Korea) 8 1.94
Hong Kong University of Science and Technology
(Hong Kong) 8 1.94

Hong Kong Polytechnic University (Hong Kong) 8 1.94
Cardiff University (United Kingdom) 8 1.94
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign (United
States) 6 1.45

University of Waterloo (Canada) 6 1.45
Technical University of Munich (Germany) 6 1.45
Texas A&M University (United States) 6 1.45
Carnegie Mellon University (United States) 6 1.45
University of Cambridge (United Kingdom) 6 1.45
Pennsylvania State University (United States) 5 1.21
*e University of British Columbia (Canada) 5 1.21
Yonsei University (South Korea) 5 1.21
University of New South Wales (UNSW) (Australia) 5 1.21
*e bold values depict the most active four organizations.

Table 3: *e most active countries, where the number of articles exceeds or equals 5 (Scopus, December 2018).

Country Number of articles % of articles Number of citations
United States 87 20 2074
United Kingdom 57 13 968
China 55 13 592
South Korea 34 8 941
Australia 30 7 656
Germany 25 6 272
Canada 19 4 316
Hong Kong 18 4 201
Israel 11 3 477
Malaysia 11 3 34
Taiwan 9 2 41
Spain 8 2 258
Turkey 8 2 231
Ireland 6 1 155
Italy 6 1 82
Finland 6 1 71
India 6 1 42
Norway 5 1 39
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(iii) 2016–2018: “simulation,” “point cloud,” “object
detection,” “automation,” “classification,” “model
view definition (mvd),” “efficiency,” “data han-
dling,” “inspection,” “robotics,” etc.

*is analysis reveals the evolution of the BIM domain in
the area of structural engineering has started with funda-
mental concepts like parametric design, computer simula-
tions, and analysis of data structures, followed by a focus on
the information management, interoperability, and collabo-
ration in construction projects; the trend has shifted towards
recent ideas of automation and big data analyses, decision-
making, and development of knowledge management sys-
tems [75].*e interesting finding here is revealing the delayed
attention paid to technical features and specific application of
structural engineering within the BIM literature. *at is,
specialized applications of structural engineering are illus-
trated as isolated and small nodes in yellow color at the border
of the circle of the network. *is applies to all areas such as
concrete construction, damage detection, floors, and retro-
fitting (see Figure 6). As such, research on BIM has been
largely concerned with generic issues of integrating BIM into
structural engineering practice and addressing common
barriers that hinder BIM implementation on projects. *e
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Figure 6: Cooccurrence map of keywords according to years.

Table 5: Keyword analysis (Scopus, December 2018).

Keyword Links Occurrences Average
citations

2010–2012
project management 91 38 11.37
three dimensional 138 33 33.59
computer aided design 95 28 22.96
software design 111 26 14.37
database systems 74 16 21.92
algorithms 47 9 20.44
productivity 35 7 26.86
virtual reality 28 7 19.71
standards 37 6 9.00
civil engineering 28 6 5.17
in-buildings 33 5 76.00
building materials 30 5 16.40
concrete construction 28 5 25.60
2013–2015
architectural design 146 258 14.84
information systems 181 140 14.00
structural design 130 126 15.80
information management 274 87 15.36
industry foundation classes (ifc) 254 71 19.20
construction 122 44 18.94
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specialized and technical capabilities of BIM in various areas
of structural engineering are hardly studied.*e existing ones
also remain isolated efforts disjointed from the main body of
the BIM literature. *is shows that the body of knowledge on
the capabilities of BIM for integration with structural
engineering practices is in its infancy. *is can be
explained in view of the fact that structural engineers still
remain unsure of the risks and/or benefits of using BIM in
performing their day-to-day activities and hence are
uncertain of the potential to redesign their practices to
align with the BIM methodology [84]. Moreover, the
findings demonstrate fragmented and loosely coupled
efforts in the absence of a coherent strategy or vision for
integration of BIM into the structural engineering do-
main, and as a result, further research on these areas is
much needed [9, 12, 78].

5.4. Citation Network. Analysis of citation networks de-
termines cocitation of journals and documents, demon-
strating an analysis of the number of times papers cite
each other [9]. A journal network was generated using the
dataset; 116 journals were detected by VOSviewer. After
applying VOSviewer algorithms and limiting the mini-
mum number of citations of a source to 50, the results
pulled out 13 journals to form the main citation network
(see Figure 7).

As it can be seen in Table 6, the most cited five journals
are Automation in Construction (2374 citations, 82 articles),

Table 5: Continued.

Keyword Links Occurrences Average
citations

life cycle 95 38 10.68
design 96 33 13.12
interoperability 76 27 30.93
decision making 109 26 15.81
cost estimating 99 23 7.77
energy efficiency 91 22 5.68
semantics 81 22 19.32
concrete buildings 94 21 14.27
construction projects 69 18 17.56
sustainable development 75 17 14.84
structural optimization 70 17 13.51
office buildings 63 17 27.53
visualization 52 16 15.31
laser applications 75 14 27.71
reinforced concrete 58 14 6.21
design and construction 51 14 29.93
structural analysis 55 13 8.62
facility management 79 12 27.73
AEC 58 11 50.55
digital storage 57 10 13.10
building codes 49 10 11.80
construction management 48 10 14.70
product design 48 10 4.60
data visualization 44 10 11.20
application programs 49 9 5.00
scheduling 48 9 38.11
intelligent buildings 46 9 19.56
model checking 43 9 62.00
cloud computing 38 9 20.78
information retrieval 35 9 10.78
ontology 48 8 16.50
quality control 47 8 15.38
precast concrete 41 8 28.50
knowledge management 39 8 13.00
architecture 37 8 22.50
artificial intelligence 45 7 14.71
building components 44 7 13.43
building 34 7 17.71
scanning 33 7 48.43
topology 30 7 12.71
compliance control 30 7 6.71
social networking 29 7 17.43
collaboration 27 7 28.71
cost engineering 44 6 16.00
specifications 42 6 9.67
genetic algorithms 39 6 21.50
software testing 37 6 13.67
planning 36 6 50.17
object oriented programming 35 6 11.50
historic preservation 32 6 18.00
damage detection 29 6 10.67
integration 28 6 8.00
earthquakes 26 6 4.67
walls (structural partitions) 25 6 43.67
constructability 21 6 12.17
software prototyping 41 5 14.40
user interfaces 36 5 17.00
geometry 29 5 32.20
conceptual design 28 5 12.20
economic and social effects 27 5 16.00

Table 5: Continued.

Keyword Links Occurrences Average
citations

search engines 27 5 5.40
laws and legislation 26 5 4.60
levels of detail 25 5 26.40
floors 25 5 51.00
design coordination 23 5 21.40
asset management 13 5 8.80
2016–2018
simulation 62 18 40.19
automation 77 16 27.88
data handling 65 13 7.54
point cloud 43 11 37.45
housing 47 9 9.89
maintenance 46 9 4.67
cost benefit analysis 28 8 4.88
risk assessment 25 8 4.88
efficiency 38 7 8.43
model view definition (mvd) 33 7 11.86
human resource management 32 7 17.86
classification 44 7 13.00
inspection 32 7 7.43
bridges 34 6 6.67
information modeling 33 6 6.50
manufacture 22 6 2.67
geophysics 21 5 3.20
big data 26 5 5.80
robotics 16 5 7.20
object detection 61 10 32.70
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Advanced Engineering Informatics (697 citations, 29 arti-
cles), Journal of Information Technology in Construction
(337 citations, 28 articles), Journal of Computing in Civil
Engineering (295 citations, 21 articles), and Visualization in
Engineering (95 citations, 9 articles).

*e citation network of articles is presented in Figure 8.
After applying VOSviewer algorithms and limiting the
minimum number of citations of an article to 15, the results
are shown in the form of a network with 85 articles as its
nodes. Of these, only 55 articles have cited each other.

Eliminating self-citation in Scopus, an overall view
emerges that slightly differs from that of Figure 8 (see Ta-
ble 7). *emost cited four articles are as follows: Zhang et al.
[85] (198 subtotal and 225 total citations), Xiong et al. [86]
(195 subtotal and 220 total citations), Singh et al. [87] (122
subtotal and 186 total citations), and Lee et al. [88] (77
subtotal and 167 total citations).

6. Gaps and Future Areas for Research

*e analysis of results reveals that research on the topic of
BIM in structural engineering has been an area experiencing
significant growth, confirming the importance of applying
BIM in structural engineering [12, 84]. *is growth, how-
ever, is merely a reflection of the growth of the overall
number of articles on BIM triggered by the 2011 mandate of
the Government Construction Strategy of the United
Kingdom [73]; while the noticeable increase in BIM research

appears in 2012 [9, 65], structural engineering and BIM, as a
topic, has come to the fore only after 2014. Previous studies
have identified similar delays in conducting research on
various BIM areas, where evidence refers to the delay for
infrastructure, people side, and managerial areas of BIM
[18]. *is study highlights an analogous delay in research on
structural engineering, revealing it as an area with major
potential for implementing BIM. With the above in mind,
this study, as an original insight provided, reveals that the
now-available scientific literature on applications of BIM in

electronic journal of information technology in constr

built environment project and asset management

advanced engineering informatics

visualization in engineering

energy and buildings

journal of information technology in construction
automation in construction

computers in industry

journal of computing in civil engineering

computer-aided civil and infrastructure engineering

structural survey

Figure 7: Citation network of journals.

Table 6: *e most cited journals.

Journal Number of
citations∗

Number
of articles

% of
articles

Automation in Construction 2374 82 22.22
Advanced Engineering
Informatics 697 29 7.86

Journal of Information
Technology in Construction 337 28 7.59

Journal of Computing in Civil
Engineering 295 21 5.69

Visualization in Engineering 95 9 2.44
Construction Innovation 48 7 1.90
Computer-Aided Civil and
Infrastructure Engineering 79 6 1.63

Built Environment Project and
Asset Management 57 5 1.36

∗Journals cited more than 40 times are included.
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structural engineering has been mainly concerned with
generic issues of BIM like information management. As a
result, BIM has much unexplored capacity for solving
complex technical issues in specialized areas of structural
engineering, another evidence for the infancy of BIM ap-
plications in the civil engineering field [9] and, in particular,
structural engineering applications.

Another novelty of this study lies in its approach to bring
together various applications of BIM in structural engi-
neering from isolated studies in the literature, in the
chronological order.*e outcome is a point of reference that
showcases all these applications, as a readily available ref-
erence frame for researchers, as well as practitioners. Re-
search studies refer to much unexploited potential for using
BIM in structural engineering, in integration with a bulk of
available technologies for information management like
classification tools based on [9] ontology rules, cloud

computing, laser scanning, visualization techniques, simu-
lation software, etc. Interested readers are referred to Sacks
et al. [38] for details.

As another contribution of this study (illustrated in
Figure 9), the findings demonstrate the evolution of BIM
developments in areas associated with structural engineer-
ing, starting from the development of standards for com-
puter-aided design, database systems, algorithms, software
tools, and approaches to rise productivity. *ese de-
velopments are followed by shifting the focus towards in-
formation management, interoperability, and decision-
making, eventually moving to the automation of processes,
big data analytics, and simulation practices [19]. As the
outcome, gaps and important areas for future research are
identified, a description of which is as follows.

Automated modeling is deemed an essential element of
various key applications like progress monitoring, status
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Figure 8: Citation network of articles.

Table 7: *e most cited articles on BIM in the area of structural engineering excluding self-citation.

Year Reference 2015 2016 2017 2018 Subtotal (2015–2018) Total∗

2013 Zhang et al. [85] 29 47 59 60 198 225
2013 Xiong et al. [86] 38 40 52 60 195 220
2011 Singh et al. [87] 14 24 43 37 122 186
2006 Lee et al. [88] 20 16 19 20 77 167
2015 Pătrăucean et al. [89] 4 16 23 39 84 84
2008 Isikdag et al. [90] 6 11 15 12 44 82
2011 Yan et al. [91] 13 10 15 18 56 77
2014 Chen and Luo [92] 8 15 23 29 75 75
2009 Jeong et al. [93] 9 5 13 8 35 75
2012 Steel et al. [94] 16 10 18 10 57 74
2012 Venugopal et al. [95] 11 19 13 8 54 72
2009 Murphy et al. [96] 4 10 18 23 56 68
2008 Arayici [97] 9 11 13 13 47 68
2015 Golparvar-Fard et al. [98] 8 17 13 18 56 66

Total count 428 685 1057 1310 3594 4439
∗All years covered by Scopus.
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assessment, and quality control. *erefore, an exponential
growth of research efforts on automated construction
progress monitoring is detected, in recent years.

*e area, however, is still in its infancy [99]; that is,
automated detection of structural elements within BIM
models still is seen as a challenge, and hence, improving
techniques and methods for accurate automated object
identification—structural elements—within models is a ripe
area for future studies [100].

With the sudden increase of interest in off-site con-
struction—prefabrication—in many countries [101], in-
creasing the prefabrication rate of precast concrete
structures, automation of the assembly sequence and
planning, and optimization must be topics important on the
agenda within the domain of structural engineering [102].
With BIM in mind, future studies can target the unique
characteristics of cast-in-place concrete in developing future
versions of IFC, overlapping of structural elements, use of
reinforcement bars, and the need for precision in loads and
material considerations [103]. Automated creation of cen-
tralized accurate semantically rich as-built building in-
formation models of structural elements also remains a
fertile area for future research, given various challenges that
affect successful implementation of BIM for such purposes
[104–107].

Dynamic structural health monitoring is another re-
search area of paramount importance, to be considered for
future investigation of BIM in the structural engineering
domain. *ere is increasing demand for integration of BIM
with data generated through sensors for live monitoring the
health of structural elements [108]. Several ideas about
automatic generation of BIM models of structural moni-
toring systems that include time-series sensor data that
support dynamic visualization in an interactive 3D envi-
ronment exist [109, 110], and the area remains in need of
empirical studies to validate the proposed designs. *ese are
hence future areas for research to promote the use of BIM in
structural engineering.

7. Conclusions

*is study is the first attempt in its kind in exploring the state
of published research studies that link BIM with structural
engineering. *e area has attracted much interest, and some

research efforts in the form of literature reviews are available
in related fields like infrastructure engineering and civil
engineering applications. Nevertheless, this study stands out.
*is is because this study offers a picture of the landscape of
the body of BIM knowledge in relation to structural engi-
neering, as an area that remains unexplored and unassessed.
*is study contributes to the field by diagnosing the
problems of the literature from a holistic vantage point. It
provides original insight into the issues revolving around
technical aspects of structural engineering being over-
shadowed by challenges of BIM process implementation.
*is study also provides a point of reference to demonstrate
what areas of BIM for structural engineering have been
explored and what remain to be investigated, acting as an
agenda for future research on the topic. In methodological
terms, this study draws upon a quantitative analysis of ci-
tation networks, which involves minimal subjective judg-
ment, making the findings reliable and reproducible. *e
findings presented contribute to the field by spotting the
gaps to be addressed, trends to be redefined, and main areas
of focus for future research. *at is, the findings reveal that
research on structural engineering applications of BIM is
still in its infancy with many gaps; much remains yet to be
done in making it an established domain of inquiry.

*e clear message is that BIM-related issues like chal-
lenges of BIM implementation on projects have over-
shadowed the potential of BIM for structural engineering,
and as such, existing studies have overlooked the technical
issues of structural engineering to be resolved through the
use of BIM. Moreover, the extant literature on the topic
presents fragmented, isolated research efforts. And the
isolation applies to the research subjects, active investigators,
and their institutions, alike. *ese trends need reassessing
and redefining, as highlighted by the findings of this study.

With the above in mind, future work—in the area of
structural engineering and BIM—must target bringing in issues
of structural engineering to be addressed and solved through
applying BIM capabilities. Future research is needed through
forming research collaborative networks that have enhancing
dialogue, debate, and intracountry and intraorganization cross-
fermentation of initiatives and ideas, as their priorities. *ese
findings raise awareness and enhance understanding of the
necessity of addressing the identified gaps and neglected areas
within the BIM literature. *is contributes to directing deeper,
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more carefully selected, research into the field and assists
policy-makers and industry partners of research projects in
their plans for supporting and funding.

Despite the contributions associated with this study, all
research studies have limitations, and this study is no ex-
ception. First, the analysis only covered the literature in
English, using a certain set of keywords for searching.
Second, the analysis was based on the dataset retrieved from
Scopus; hence, it is affected by the limitations of Scopus in
terms of coverage. *erefore, the findings may not fully
reflect the entire available corpus of the BIM literature.
Furthermore, this study, because of space limitations, was
focused on providing a broad picture of the available lit-
erature on BIM for structural engineering through a bib-
liometric analysis of citation networks and less concerned
with an in-depth content analysis of available studies.
Nevertheless, before the bibliometric analysis of citation
networks, authors made an in-depth qualitative analysis of
the retrieved papers. A complementary study to analyze the
content of available studies remains a ripe area for research
on the topic.
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In recent years, many public and private sector owners have started to require a building information modeling (BIM) com-
ponent in new construction projects. Although there has been a significant increase in industry-wide acceptance of BIM, it is
still not a standard practice in the educational facility sector. +is research aimed at exploring the use of BIM in educational
facility projects by the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) disciplines. A survey that investigated BIM adoption
at the company level, BIM implementation in projects, benefits of using BIM, and obstacles to using BIM was distributed to
architects, site engineers, structural engineers, mechanical engineers, and contractors across the United States. +e survey
results showed that a majority of the respondents from all five disciplines used BIM. BIM was most commonly used for 3D
visualization, automation of documentation, and clash detection. +e most important benefits of BIM included better
marketing and clearer understanding of projects which is crucial for clients such as school students, teachers, and principals.
Lack of expertise and need for training seemed to be main obstacles to BIM use. +e research contributes to the body of
knowledge by showing prevalence of BIM use on educational facility projects and indicating how BIM could help improve
collaborative knowledge sharing among designers, contractors, and clients, resulting in better quality educational buildings.
+ese research findings can be used to assist AEC companies that are interested in implementing BIM in the educational
facility projects.

1. Introduction

In the past years, building information modeling (BIM)
has strongly impacted the architecture, engineering, and
construction (AEC) industry as one of the top information
and communication technologies used by the industry
[1, 2].

+e AEC industry uses BIM for 3D visualization,
clash detection, feasibility analysis, constructability re-
view, quantity take-off and cost estimate, 4D/scheduling,
environmental/LEED analysis, creating shop drawings,
and facility management [3–6]. BIM use has potential
to improve construction efficiency, enhance collabora-
tion and knowledge sharing among the team members,
and support construction-related tasks [7, 8]. Using BIM
throughout a project reduces risks by promoting

efficiency, by minimizing errors or misinterpretations
between designers, engineers, and contractors, and by
requiring collaboration and knowledge sharing between
all parties involved to ensure accuracy and reliability [9].

In integrated project delivery (IPD), the owner, design
team, construction, and operation and maintenance pro-
fessionals are involved in making decisions in all project
phases starting with project programming/pre-design and
ending with the operation and maintenance phase. How-
ever, in a typical office building, the owner and client are
not necessarily the same entity and, thus, clients might be
excluded from the design and construction process. On the
contrary, in the case of educational buildings, it is im-
portant to include the client (e.g., students, teachers,
principals, and superintendent) in the process of design,
construction, and maintenance of the buildings in order to
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achieve a high-quality project that would meet the cli-
ent needs [10]. Previous studies also showed the IPD
creates a project environment that allows full utilization of
the BIM process; as a result, the client involved in IPD can
also benefit from the use of BIM on an educational project
[11].

For example, BIM can be used for 3D visual commu-
nication, which is much more user-friendly in the case of,
e.g., elementary school students as compared to verbal
communication. During the design phase, school students
can be involved in making decisions about building design
by utilizing 3D walkthroughs of a school [12–14]. In ad-
dition, BIM can help in the design phase with simulating
evacuation of the school occupants in the case of emer-
gency situation (e.g., fire) [15, 16]. Students could also be
involved in daylight analysis of a school project with the use
of 3D BIM tools; it is important that students evaluate
daylighting design as daylight is found to be very beneficial
for student well-being and their learning of the course
material [16–18]. Another example is the use of BIM for
monitoring building energy performance [19, 20]; this
process can be incorporated in a high-school curriculum
(e.g., physics course) where students could utilize their
school building as a living laboratory.

Regardless of all the advancements and potential ap-
plications and benefits, BIM is yet to be adopted as the
industry-wide standard in the US [21, 22]. Lu et al. con-
ducted a comprehensive review of literature published
from 1998 to 2012 and showed that a rigorous research on
information and communication technology applications
in the AEC industry is missing [1]. Previous research
pointed out the need for more research on BIM adoption
in general [3] as well as for more specific research focusing
on all AEC disciplines [23]. In addition, Son et al. [24]
indicated that very little research had been conducted about
the attitudes of architects towards BIM adoption. Lee et al.
[3] also suggested additional research about correlation
between BIM use and factors that affect that use.

Miettinen and Paavola [25] emphasized the need for
detailed research on developing specific BIM uses in dif-
ferent project phases by different disciplines. Universities
in the USA as facility owners have been using BIM mostly
for facility management in the operation and maintenance
(O&M) phase of the building life cycle [26–29], while BIM
use for design, new construction, and remodeling/reno-
vation of existing educational buildings has been limited
[30, 31].

In summary, the literature review indicated a scarcity
of literature on BIM use for K-12 (kindergarten to 12th
grade) educational facility projects. It also showed that
there is limited knowledge regarding the existing use of
BIM within the educational facility sector of the AEC
industry market. +is lack of research on BIM use in
educational facility projects was our motivation to conduct
this study.

In addition, note that the research presented in this
paper was part of a larger study that had a goal to investigate
existing use of BIM for educational facilities in the USA and,
based on these results, develop guidelines for integrating

BIM in this kind of projects.+e guidelines were proposed to
be used by Florida Department of Education for design and
construction of educational facilities.+emotivation for this
research came from a few examples of BIM standards de-
veloped to be used by universities in the USA such as the
Ohio State University [32], Indiana University [33], Uni-
versity of Illinois [34], Western Michigan University [35],
University of Southern California [36], and Virginia
Commonwealth University [37].

Previous studies found that the BIM is beneficial for the
entire vertical construction sector (i.e., buildings), and our
study had a goal to investigate how BIM could benefit
specifically educational facility projects as a subset of the
vertical construction projects. To address the above-men-
tioned research needs, we performed a comprehensive,
nationwide assessment of the existing use of BIM on edu-
cational facilities in the USA (including both K-12 and
university buildings) in different life-cycle phases of projects.
+e goal of this research was to investigate BIM adoption
and use by AEC disciplines in order to obtain a better
understanding of their attitudes towards BIM use in edu-
cational facility projects. +e research objectives were to
determine each discipline’s perceptions about BIM adoption
within their companies, BIM implementation in projects,
benefits of using BIM, and obstacles that impede BIM
implementation in educational facility projects. More spe-
cifically, this research aimed at answering the following
questions:

(i) How prevalent is BIM use in educational facility
projects?

(ii) What are the BIM applications on educational
facility projects?

(iii) How has BIM been used for collaborative knowl-
edge sharing by different stakeholders on educa-
tional facility projects?

(iv) How does BIM use help designers address a lack of
an efficient method to explore and evaluate dif-
ferent designs of educational facilities and the
issues of incomplete, inaccurate, and inconsistent
drawings?

(v) How does BIM use help contractors address the
issues of large numbers of building system clashes
and working with incomplete construction
documents which increases the number of RFIs
and change orders in educational facilities
construction?

(vi) How could BIM help delivering better quality ed-
ucational facilities for a client?

(vii) How BIM use differs on educational facility projects
as compared to other buildings (e.g., commercial
buildings)?

2. Literature Review

+e literature review presented in this section focuses on all
building types as the literature on BIM use on specifically
educational facilities was very limited.
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BIM as a term is used to present both a building in-
formation model and a collaborative methodology used
by different project stakeholders. +e National Institute of
Building Sciences (NIBS) [38] has defined building in-
formationmodels as “a digital representation of physical and
functional characteristics of a facility . . . [that] serves as a
shared knowledge resource for information about a facility.”
BIM interprets and communicates the attributes of each
building system simultaneously through a shared data-rich
model that aids all parties involved in the project. +is
automated model provides easier transfer of data, in-
terference checking, documentation, and exchange of ideas
between different disciplines [39]. In addition, building
information modeling is defined as a collaborative meth-
odology that generates data to be used during the different
phases of a building’s life cycle such as design, construction,
operation, and maintenance [38].

BIM adoption has been on a steady increase since 2007
[40]. In 2007, 28% of the industry adopted BIM, almost half
(49%) in 2009 and 71% in 2012. In 2012, 70% of architects,
67% of engineers, and 74% of contractors were imple-
menting BIM. Another McGraw Hill Construction [41]
survey of contractors around the world reported that half of
the contractors in the USA and Canada have been using
BIM for 3–5 years and 8% for over 11 years.+e demand for
BIM from public and private owners has also been a factor
that has encouraged these fast adoption rates amongst
design and construction companies. In 2014, one-fourth of
the owners in the USA required use of BIM while 43%
encouraged but did not require BIM use [42]. Several
government entities, like the US General Services Ad-
ministration (GSA), have required implementation of BIM
on all new projects [43].

2.1. Benefits of BIM Implementation in Projects. BIM
implementation in projects is affected by willingness of
project manager, field engineer, and architect to use BIM,
owner’s request to use BIM, and complexity of project [22].
Project size and project type [44] as well as the project
delivery method and establishing collaborative work en-
vironments have significant influence on the BIM imple-
mentation in projects [45].

According to Ahn et al. [7], Gheisari and Irizarry [4], and
Wang et al. [5], BIM can be implemented in the various
phases of a project life cycle (planning, design, con-
struction, operation, and demolition). +us, the product of
BIM is a digital model that provides information about, for
example, the design (3D), schedule (4D), cost (5D), and
lifecycle analysis (6D) [5, 46]. Gu and London [23] showed
that BIM does not have to be utilized in all the project
phases and activities. +e level of BIM implementation on
a project can vary from a complex multidisciplinary BIM
use in an online collaborative environment through all
project life-cycle phases to simple individual/standalone
and discipline-/phase-specific building information
models [23]. For example, Cao et al. [44] found that in
China, almost one-third of the projects used BIM in only
one project phase.

In general, use of BIM creates time and cost benefits
[7, 45, 47] resulting from increased efficiency, clearer
communication of information, collective efforts
[6, 25, 48, 49], more accurate design estimates, and re-
duced number of design changes [6, 48]. More than half
(58%) of the companies indicated that the biggest reward
of using BIM was a significant reduction of costs due to
resolving conflicts while almost half (48%) reported that
the main benefit was improved project quality resulting
from lower project risk and better predictability of project
outcomes [50].

BIM improves decision-making, safety of construction
workers, and operation andmaintenance of facilities as well
as decreases the number of change orders, number of
claims and litigations, and uncertainty [7, 51]. Using BIM
on projects means encouraging a collaborative effort from
all participants and sharing of ideas and information in a
more effective and organized manner than in the tradi-
tional approach [7, 25, 45, 52]. Moreover, BIM improves
project task quality [44], provides better quality product
[6–8, 25, 52], creates possibility of sharing information
[49, 52], and improves work efficiency [6, 8, 25, 52].

BIM also helps improve project productivity. Chelson
[53] showed that BIM-enabled projects benefitted from
field productivity improvement ranging from 5 to 40%. He
proposed using the four key indicators of increased pro-
ductivity such as reduced number of RFI, reduced rework,
schedule compliance, and decreased change orders due to
plan conflicts. He found that the overall benefit of BIM use
is a net savings for the owner ranging from a few percent for
competitive bid projects to over 10% for integrated pro-
jects. BIM-based projects have 10% of the RFI that a typical
non-BIM project would have, leading to an average savings
of 9% in management time for a contractor. Trade con-
tractors experience 9% savings of project costs on BIM-
enabled projects due to reduced rework and idle time due
to site conflicts savings. In addition, Poirier et al. [54] found
an increase in labor productivity ranging from 75% to 240%
on BIM-enabled projects. In another study, reduced
number of change orders led to a savings of 42% of
standard costs, RFIs decreased 50% per tool or assembly,
and decreased project duration resulted in a savings of 67%
as compared to the standard duration [55]. Nath et al. [56]
investigated productivity improvement of project activities
in terms of total time and processing time. Quantity take-
off activity had the largest productivity gain, that is, 72% for
processing time and 64% for total time. An overall pro-
ductivity improvement was about 36% for processing time
and 38% for total time.

2.1.1. BIM Benefits to Designers. Over 40% of the pro-
fessionals from all three AEC industry sectors stated that
the value of BIM was crucial during the design develop-
ment and construction documentation phase [50]. Ar-
chitects and engineers use BIM to evaluate design options
and automatically generate accurate 2D drawings from the
3D model [57]. BIM helps transfer information quickly
between different design disciplines [57], and, thus, BIM
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use enhances their collaboration [8]. Architects also use
BIM for 3D visualization and communication with
owners [44, 51]. BIM helps architects minimize errors and
omissions in documents, reduce rework, and decrease
design time [43]. With the incorporation of BIM, ar-
chitects can automate the development of construction
documents, like fabrication details and shop drawings
that are easily generated for many building systems from
the working model. +is automation of construction
documents allows architects and engineers to spend
more time on the design of the project rather than pro-
ducing and modifying contract documents while also
providing higher accuracy of drawings and diminished
risk [9, 46]. Individual capabilities and production are
optimized by the software because the system allows for
faster modeling and simultaneous manipulation of data;
one person using BIM can produce more than three
people using CAD [9].

In addition, building information models provide op-
portunity to perform code compliance review [39], cost
estimates, and sustainability analysis in the early design
stages [6, 8]. A survey conducted by Bynum et al. [57]
indicated that the general perception of the AEC indus-
try is that BIM is ideal for sustainable design because
it fosters collaboration between parties. BIM tools en-
able designers to assess the performance of each building
component, the efficiency of sustainable design ap-
proaches, and their environmental impact as well [57, 58].
Engineers use BIM to determine structural loads or
the requirements for the design. Features of BIM-like
automated assembly and digital production are used by
engineers to process manufacturing information and
coordinate the sequence of different systems with fabri-
cators and subcontractors [39].

2.1.2. BIM Benefits to Contractors. Contractors use building
information models to coordinate building systems, detect
clashes, and immediately communicate these problems
with the parties responsible for the errors [7, 39, 44]. +is
analysis increases cost and time savings in the con-
struction phase due to discovering design errors in the
project and eliminating clashes early on in the proj-
ect, that is, before any construction starts [39, 59, 60].
Contractors also use BIM for calculating quantity take-
offs and estimating costs for bidding purposes, and
planning out project schedules [39, 51] as well as for field
management [7]. BIM also improves planning and
scheduling of subcontractors. According to contractors,
the top two benefits of BIM use in construction were
reducing rework and marketing to owners [61]. +ere-
fore, contractors also actively use BIM for visualization
and marketing purposes [7].

BIM can be also beneficial for accessing building in-
formation models and requests for information (RFIs) on
construction site, for solving any construction problems
on-site as soon as they arise [7], and for visualizing the
sequence of construction activities, which is particularly
useful in the case of complex projects [8]. BIM is beneficial

for creating a database of information that is generated on
a construction site during the construction phase of the
project [49]. Another benefit of BIM is that it facilitates
prefabrication of the building components off-site, which
again reduces the cost and duration of a project [7, 8].
Furthermore, BIM technology is being enabled on con-
struction sites with the use of mobile devices, such as
iPads and other handheld tablets. Using mobile de-
vices, the on-site crew can generate, navigate, modify,
access, and check the building information model and its
attributes operating in real time. +is sophisticated im-
aging technology can also augment on-site training
and significantly impacts the way parties, including
subcontractors and owners, communicate with each
other [62].

2.1.3. BIM Benefits to Owners. Implementing BIM provides
a competitive advantage to AEC companies by enabling
them to offer new services to owners and guaranteeing
owners maximum return on their investment. Public
owners have noticed that BIM-based projects are yielding
higher quality products and more efficient buildings that
result in reduced lifecycle costs [55, 59]. BIM also in-
creases owner engagement by providing clearer and more
accurate visualizations of design [63]. +is simplifies the
communication with owners because realistic 3D visual-
ization models are easier to comprehend than 2D draw-
ings [39].

2.2.Obstacles toBIMUse. Despite all the benefits of BIM use,
BIM adoption has been slow [21, 25]. +e fragmented na-
ture of the AEC industry inhibits successful adoption of
BIM [23, 25]. More specifically, the lack of BIM adop-
tion worldwide could be a result of both nontechnical
factors (e.g., interoperability, investment, and training)
and organizational factors (e.g., professional liability,
intellectual property, and trust). In addition, several in-
terorganizational issues such as reluctance to openly share
information, lack of collaboration management tools,
security risk, and problems with managing BIM master
model could hinder BIM adoption [22, 51]. Moreover,
lack of BIM implementation plan, need for cultural
change within organization in order to adopt BIM, or-
ganizational challenges, increased risk with the use of
BIM, and complexity of developing building information
model are the barriers to BIM adoption [7, 51]. According
to Dodge Data & Analytics’ survey [47], the largest ob-
stacles to BIM success were low level of team interest in
support for BIM and low level of collaboration among
team members.

Several researchers pointed out that the lack of data
interoperability among different BIM applications and the
lack of software integration impede adoption of BIM
[4, 25, 44, 45, 51]. Lack of interoperability can result in
inaccurate building information models, thus potentially
leading to legal disputes [45].

Additional obstacles to BIM adoption include lack of
appropriate legal environment and contracts related to BIM-
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based project delivery [45] as well as perceived legal mat-
ters regarding lack of clarity when determining ownership
of the intellectual property and liability for design [3, 7, 8].
From a legal perspective, when all the parties are involved
in a close collaboration, it is inevitable that risks and re-
sponsibilities overlap or shift from one party to another
[64]. To prevent confusion and disputes, the contract
should specify the duties and responsibilities of each party
involved in order to clarify who faces consequences of any
liable errors, inaccuracies, or discrepancies in the model
[3, 23, 45].

Another major obstacle to BIM use is that the industry
lacks a standard way to evaluate the quality and sustain-
ability of a facility [22] and to assess or collect data related to
the benefits of BIM [3]. It is hard to measure the impact of
BIM or any other variable for a specific project because no
two projects are identical and many other uncontrollable
factors influence the results [25, 59]. +e industry is in
critical need of a standard but it is having difficulty collecting
performance metrics or finding a consistent way to analyse
and show the direct and indirect benefits of BIM imple-
mentation [65].

Moreover, the adoption of BIM carries an initial fi-
nancial burden that causes companies to be resistant to the
use of BIM because of the costs associated with buying the
software and training employees [3, 4, 7, 22, 24, 51, 52].
Apart from technical issues, human factors are a critical
setback for BIM. +e lack of BIM-knowledgeable workers
within the design and construction fields presents an
obstacle to the implementation of BIM [1, 4, 7, 22, 51, 52].
Personnel who lack proper formal BIM training hinder
the project success and the overall collaboration
[1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 23]. +e level of BIM experience from one
design team member to another is uneven, and this ad-
ditionally limits the potential of BIM [9]. A crucial ele-
ment for successful BIM use is the level of involvement of
all the key disciplines that participate in the project. If not
all parties have adopted BIM use as their standard
practice, then the resulting model may only have certain
systems accounted for. For example, Won et al. [22] and
Ahn et al. [7] indicated that lack of subcontractors that
can use BIM presents a barrier to BIM adoption. An
additional challenge to BIM adoption is worker resistance
to new technologies and changes in traditional procedures
[7, 23]. +is resistance to change prevents the full
adoption of BIM within company practices [1, 4, 9, 23].
Also, lack of familiarity with BIM adoption process
hinders BIM utilization [3].

3. Research Methods

+e goal of the study was to obtain an understanding of BIM
use by designers and contractors in educational facility
projects. In order to achieve this goal, a survey instrument
was developed based on a literature review. +e survey
had a total of 32 questions on various topics concerning
participant perceptions on BIM use on educational facility
projects (see Appendix A). +ese questions were grouped
in the following major sections: demographics, BIM

adoption at the company level, BIM implementation at
the project level, perceived benefits of BIM use, and
perceived obstacles to BIM use. Based on the Institutional
Review Board- (IRB-) approved survey protocol, partic-
ipants were asked to consent to participate in the survey
prior to commencing. Participants were informed that
they were required to have experience with educational
facility projects when they were asked to voluntarily agree
to participate in the survey and also as part of the survey
itself. Each participant was given two weeks from the
initial moment of contact to consent to participate.

+e survey was developed using SurveyMonkey, and the
link to the survey was emailed to architects, engineers, and
contractors that were the members of professional AEC
societies in the USA including the American Institute of
Architects (AIA), Associated Builders and Contractors
(ABC), the Associated General Contractors of America
(AGC), and the American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE). A total of 1,265 participants were reached via email;
569 from architecture firms, 344 from engineering firms, and
352 from construction companies.

Eighty-eight responses to the survey were received from
the architects, engineers (site, structural, and MEP), and
contractors. Only the responses from 68 participants that
responded to the survey question about whether or not they
used BIM were included in the analysis. Responses of 53
respondents that stated they had an experience with using
BIM on educational facility projects were included in the
analysis of the questions related to BIM adoption at the
company level and BIM implementation at the project
level. However, responses of all the survey respondents (68)
to the questions related to perceived benefits of BIM and
obstacles to BIM implementation were included in the
analysis. +e survey responses were analysed using de-
scriptive statistics. +e cross-tabulation method was used
to analyse responses according to the respondent’s role in
the design and construction process in order to determine
findings by discipline. Note that, in this paper, “N” refers to
the number of respondents, while “n” refers to the number
of selections made in the case of “select all that apply” type
of questions.

4. Results and Discussion

+e five roles used to analyse the survey responses included
architect, site engineer, structural engineer, MEP engineer,
and contractor. About half of the 88 respondents (47, 53%)
were architects, while 15 (17%) were contractors. Almost
one-third of the respondents (26, 30%) were engineers
comprising site engineers (7, 8%), structural engineers (14,
16%), and MEP engineers (5, 6%) (Figure 1).

4.1. BIM Adoption at the Company Level. +e respondents
were asked a series of questions regarding the BIM adoption
in their companies. More than three-fourths (53, 78%) of the
responding professionals used BIM. Regarding specific
disciplines, majority of the mechanical engineers, structural
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engineers, architects, site engineers, and contractors claimed
to use BIM in their practice (Figure 2).

When asked about the driving forces for BIM imple-
mentation in educational facility projects within their
company, a majority of the architects thought that man-
agement was the main driving force, while a minority stated
that the clients and competition from other companies were
driving BIM implementation (Table 1). However, the ma-
jority of the structural engineers, MEP engineers, and
contractors perceived clients to be the main reason for
implementing BIM.+is is a very important finding because
it shows that owners/clients of educational facilities might be
encouraging or requesting use of BIM as it most likely helps
them better visualize and understand a project. All of the site
engineers perceived the pressure of competing with other
companies to be a driving force. Note that the respondents
were asked to “select all that apply” when answering this
question.

Since one of the measures of the extent of BIM adoption
is the number of BIM-knowledgeable employees within a
company, the average percent of BIM-knowledgeable em-
ployees within each of the five participating disciplines was
calculated (Figure 3). +e MEP engineers had the highest
average percent of BIM-knowledgeable employees within
their companies, followed by the site engineers and
architects.

When asked about the business value of using BIM that
their companies realized, the largest proportion of the
architects along with all of the site engineers stated that
their companies were just starting to see the potential
value of using BIM (Table 2). +e majority of the con-
tractors and structural engineers claimed to have opti-
mized the value of BIM use in their current use. Minority
of the structural engineers and contractors perceived that
their companies were just starting to see the potential
value of BIM use.

+e survey participants were asked about the current
methods that their companies employed to encourage the
use of BIM. +e largest proportion of the responding ar-
chitects said that their companies required the use of BIM,
and more than a third of the architects claimed that their
companies provided BIM training (Table 3). All the
responding site engineers indicated that their companies
compensated employees for continuing education as the way

to encourage BIM use. +e majority of the responding
structural engineers and almost half of the contractors
answered that their companies provide BIM training to
encourage the use of BIM.

When asked about their perceptions about the best ways
to provide BIM expertise, a majority of the respondents from
all five disciplines suggested either providing internal
training or hiring new BIM-skilled professionals (Table 4).
All the responding site engineers thought that hiring new
skilled BIM professionals was the best way to acquire BIM
expertise for the company, while majority of the MEP en-
gineers, structural engineers, and contractors and the largest
proportion of the architects thought that internal training
was the best way to acquire BIM expertise.

+e respondents who claimed that their companies did
not use BIM (15, 22%) were further asked about the reasons
for their company’s lack of BIM involvement (Table 5). +e
only discipline that responded that their company used BIM
in the past but no longer uses it was the site engineers. None
of the respondents claimed to have never heard of BIM.
Surprisingly, the only disciplines that responded that their
company had no interest in using BIM were the architects
and contractors. However, majority of the responding
contractors, structural engineers, and site engineers that did
not use BIM stated that these companies were interested in
implementing BIM.

4.2. BIM Implementation on Educational Facility Projects.
Regarding BIM implementation on projects, the survey
participants were asked to estimate the percent of educa-
tional facility projects in which certain BIM applications had
been used in the previous five years (Table 6). +e average
percent of all the responses was calculated for each appli-
cation and cross tabulated with the role of the respondents to
determine the existing use of BIM applications by different
disciplines in different phases of the project.

All the responding disciplines indicated that BIM was
used most frequently in the design phase of educational
facility projects. +e architects and contractors used BIM for
3D visualization and automation of documentation as well
as for clash detection in the majority of the projects. Sim-
ilarly, the site engineers claimed to use BIM for 3D visu-
alization and structural analysis in almost all of their
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Figure 1: Distribution of the survey participants by the discipline (total N� 88).
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Table 2: Relationship between the role of the respondent and their company’s perceived current business value of using BIM.

Perceived business value of
using BIM

Architects
NA � 25 (48.1%)

Site engineers
NSE � 3 (5.8%)

Structural engineers
NSTE � 10 (19.2%)

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 5 (9.6%)

Contractors
NC � 9 (17%)

We have optimized the value of
BIM in our current use 9 (36%) 0 (0%) 5 (50%) 2 (40%) 7 (78%)

We are just starting to see the
potential value of using BIM 10 (40%) 3 (100%) 4 (40%) 1 (20%) 2 (22%)

We are getting no meaningful
value from BIM 6 (24%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 2 (40%) 0 (0%)

Note. Total N� 52.
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Figure 3: BIM-knowledgeable employees within disciplines (N� 52).

Table 1: Relationship between the role of the respondent and the perceived driving force for BIM implementation in educational facility
projects∗.

Perceived BIM implementation
drivers

Architects
NA � 25 nA � 49

Site engineers
NSE � 3 nSE � 6

Structural engineers
NSTE � 10 nSTE � 19

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 5 nMEPE � 9

Contractors
NC � 9 nC � 19

Clients 11 (44%) 0 (0%) 9 (90%) 4 (80%) 9 (100%)
Subcontractors 1 (4%) 1 (33%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Management 13 (52%) 1 (33%) 2 (20%) 1 (20%) 3 (33%)
Manufacturers/fabricators 2 (8%) 1 (33%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Government permitting agencies 3 (12%) 0 (0%) 2 (20%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Competition from other companies 10 (40%) 3 (100%) 4 (40%) 2 (40%) 6 (66.6%)
Other 9 (36%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (40%) 1 (11.1%)
Note. ∗Select all that apply. Percent (%)�number of selections divided by number of respondents for a specific discipline. Total N� 52 and total n� 102.
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Figure 2: Relationship between the role of the respondent and the company’s use of BIM (total N� 68).
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Table 5: Relationship between role of the respondent and the reason for their company’s lack of BIM involvement.

Reasons for lack of BIM involvement Architects
NA � 6 (40%)

Site engineers
NSE � 2 (13%)

Structural engineers
NSTE � 1 (7%)

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 0 (0%)

Contractors
NC � 6 (40%)

My company does not use BIM but would like to
implement BIM 1 (17%) 1 (50%) 1 (100%) 0 (0%) 3 (50%)

My company has used BIM in the past but no longer
uses it 0 (0%) 1 (50%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

My company outsources BIM 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (33.3%)
My company has no interest in using BIM 5 (83%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (16.7%)
I have never heard of BIM 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Note. Total N� 15.

Table 4: Relationship between the role of the respondent and the best method for acquiring BIM expertise.

+e best method for acquiring
BIM expertise

Architects
NA � 25 (48%)

Site engineers
NSE � 3 (6%)

Structural engineers
NSTE � 10 (19%)

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 5 (10%)

Contractors
NC � 9 (17%)

Hire new BIM-skilled
professionals 8 (32%) 3 (100%) 3 (30%) 0 (0%) 3 (33.3%)

Internal training 12 (48%) 0 (0%) 6 (60%) 5 (100%) 5 (55.6%)
Online seminar 1 (4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Outside training 2 (8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (11.1%)
Other 2 (8%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Note. Total N� 52.

Table 3: Relationship between the role of the respondent and their company’s method for encouraging BIM use.

Methods companies use to
encourage the use of BIM

Architects
NA � 25 (48%)

Site engineers
NSE � 3 (6%)

Structural engineers
NSTE � 10 (19%)

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 5 (10%)

Contractors
NC � 9 (17%)

It does not encourage use of BIM 2 (8%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 1 (20%) 1 (11.1%)
It provides training 9 (36%) 0 (0%) 6 (60%) 2 (40%) 4 (44.4%)
It requires it 10 (40%) 0 (0%) 3 (30%) 2 (40%) 3 (33.3%)
It compensates employees for
their continuing education 0 (0%) 3 (100%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (11.1%)

Other 4 (16%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Note. Total N� 52.

Table 6: Relationship between the role of the respondent and the average percentage of educational facility projects in which they have used
the specific BIM applications in the previous five years by the project phase.

Building phase
Types of BIM applications

used in projects
(average % of projects)

Architects
NA � 22
(45.8%)

Site engineers
NSE � 3 (6.3%)

Structural
engineers
NSTE � 9
(18.7%)

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 5 (10.4%)

Contractors
NC � 9 (18.7%)

Design phase

Automation of
documentation 64% 75% 71% 67% 61%

3D visualization 69% 92% 66% 51% 67%
Space planning and validation 44% 33% 34% 67% 15%
Automated checking of code

compliance 6% 20% 3% 0% 3%

Clash detection and collision
assessment 49% 75% 54% 50% 68%

Structural analysis 44% 93% 69% 50% 39%
MEP analysis 35% 77% 46% 60% 54%

Sustainability analysis
(LEED) 29% 39% 32% 44% 18%

Construction phase

Geographic information
systems (GIS) and site-

specific analysis
20% 17% 0% 33% 7%

4D scheduling and simulation
of construction activities 8% 32% 23% 17% 38%

5D quantity take-off and cost
estimate 9% 35% 20% 17% 45%
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educational projects. Similar to the architects and con-
tractors, the structural engineers indicated that they used
BIM for automation of documentation and 3D visualization
most often in their projects, and, as expected, for structural
analysis. Frequent use of BIM for 3D visualization is an
important finding as it indicates a potential of BIM to help
clients of educational facilities (e.g., students and teachers)
to better understand the project as well as to communicate
their ideas and needs to the design team.+eMEP engineers
used BIM for space planning most frequently in their ed-
ucational building projects. As expected, during the con-
struction phase of educational projects, BIM was used
primarily by contractors and mostly for quantity take-offs
and estimating, and scheduling and 4D simulations of
construction activities as this is the major scope of their
work. All the respondents regardless of their discipline in-
dicated less frequent use of BIM in the operations and
maintenance (O&M) phase of the educational facility pro-
jects. +e reason for this might be that these disciplines are
not frequently involved in O&M of the buildings. As ex-
pected, the MEP engineers reported that they often used
BIM for building performance analysis during the entire life
cycle of educational buildings.

+e relationship between the role of the respondent and
the discipline these respondents primarily share BIM in-
formation with when working on the design and con-
struction of educational facility was investigated to
understand the level of collaborative knowledge sharing
among project stakeholders (Table 7). +e architects shared
BIM information primarily with engineers and to a lesser
extent with the owners of the projects and the contractors.
+e site engineers stated that they only shared BIM in-
formation with the architects. +e structural engineers
mainly shared BIM information with architects and seldom
with other engineers and subcontractors. +e MEP engi-
neers only shared BIM information with architects and the
owners. +e finding that design disciplines collaborate and
share information primarily with the architects as the central
design discipline was expected because of the scope of design
work and the design workflow. However, it was not expected
that architects would report less frequent information
sharing with contractors, although this might be expected in
the case of design-bid-build delivery of the projects. +e
contractors indicated that they generally shared BIM in-
formation with all the other disciplines, mostly with ar-
chitects, engineers, and owners. As expected, structural

engineers and contractors were the only disciplines that
shared BIM information with subcontractors. Overall, the
survey responses indicated collaboration among the various
stakeholders driven by the specific educational facility
project phase and scope of the particular work.

When asked about BIM software that their company
utilizes, as anticipated, the large majority of the architects
responded that they used Revit™ Architecture (Table 8). +e
site engineers solely used the Revit™ Suite software, which
includes Revit™ Architecture, Revit™ Structure, and Revit
MEP™. Site engineers was the only discipline that did not
use Navisworks™, which is justifiable by the fact that
Navisworks™ is mostly used for coordination of buildings
systems and clash detection which is out of the site engi-
neer’s scope of work. As expected, the structural engineers
primarily used Revit™ Structure along with Tekla
Structures™ and Navisworks™ because they meet the needs
of their scope of work.+eMEP engineers used mostly Revit
MEP™ and Revit Structure™ followed by Navisworks™.+is
particular software use by MEP engineers is expected as
main purpose of their use of BIM is to model MEP systems
and coordinate the systems with the structure of a building.
+e contractors used almost equally Navisworks™ and Revit
Architecture™, Revit MEP™, and Revit Structure™ which
again might be explained by the BIM applications needed by
the contractors such as constructability review, building
system coordination, clash detection, and 4D scheduling of
construction activities. In summary, the Autodesk software
was the most utilized BIM software by the different disci-
plines. Fewer respondents used ArchiCAD™, Bentley™,
VICO Construction™, Bentley Facilities Management™, and
Digital Project™. Note that the respondents were asked to
“select all that apply” when answering this question.

4.3. Perceived Benefits of BIM Use in Educational Facility
Projects. +e respondents were asked to select all the design
and construction phases in which they perceived BIM use to
be valuable for their company (Table 9). Note that the re-
spondents were asked to “select all that apply” when an-
swering this question. In addition, all the respondents
regardless of whether they used BIM or not were asked to
answer this question. As anticipated, the architects perceived
that BIM implementation was most valuable in the design
phases, i.e., in schematic design, design development, and
construction documentation phases. Architects found BIM

Table 6: Continued.

Building phase
Types of BIM applications

used in projects
(average % of projects)

Architects
NA � 22
(45.8%)

Site engineers
NSE � 3 (6.3%)

Structural
engineers
NSTE � 9
(18.7%)

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 5 (10.4%)

Contractors
NC � 9 (18.7%)

Operation and
maintenance phase

6D facilities management and
maintenance 5% 12% 20% 0% 17%

All phases
Building performance

analysis 24% 32% 20% 70% 11%

Lifecycle analysis 15% 20% 10% 31% 12%
Note. Total N� 48.
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least valuable in the closeout phase of educational facility
projects, most likely because they are not involved in this
project phase. +e site engineers and structural engi-
neers perceived BIM to be most valuable in the construc-
tion documentation phase. +e reason for this might be that
these two disciplines are heavily involved in producing
construction documents and, therefore, are able to experi-
ence BIM benefits in this phase. +e MEP engineers was the
only discipline that believed that BIM was consistently

valuable in all phases of the design and construction process.
Majority of MEP engineers found BIM beneficial in oper-
ation and maintenance (O&M) of educational facilities;
the reason for this might be that MEP engineers are heavily
involved in this project phase and, therefore, can benefit
from BIM use in O&M. As expected, the contractors
found BIM to be most valuable in the construction
documentation phase, construction administration phase,
and design development and preconstruction phases

Table 8: Relationship between respondent’s role and the BIM software they use in projects∗.

BIM software Architects
NA � 24 nA � 54

Site engineers
NSE � 3 nSE � 7

Structural engineers
NSTE � 10 nSTE � 33

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 5 nMEPE � 19

Contractors
NC � 9 nC � 41

Revit Architecture™ 22 (91.7%) 3 (100%) 3 (30%) 3 (60%) 8 (88.9%)
Revit Structure™ 6 (25%) 3 (100%) 9 (90%) 5 (100%) 6 (66.7%)
Revit MEP™ 8 (33.3%) 1 (33.3%) 4 (40%) 5 (100%) 7 (77.8%)
Bentley™ 1 (4.2%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 1 (11.1%)
Bentley FM™ 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 2 (22.2%)
ArchiCAD™ 2 (8.3%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (22.2%)
Digital Project™ 1 (4.17%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Tekla Structure™ 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 6 (60%) 0 (0%) 2 (22.2%)
Ecotect™ 5 (20.8%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 1 (20%) 0 (0%)
VICO Construction™ 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 3 (33.3%)
Navisworks™ 6 (25%) 0 (0%) 6 (60%) 4 (80%) 8 (88.9%)
Other 3 (12.5%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 1 (20%) 2 (22.2%)
Note. ∗Select all that apply. Percent (%)�number of selections divided by number of respondents for a specific discipline. Total N� 51 and total n� 154.

Table 7: Relationship between the role of the respondent and the disciplines they primarily share BIM information with when working on
educational facility projects.

Disciplines respondents share
BIM information with

Architects
NA � 25 (48%)

Site engineers
NSE � 3 (6%)

Structural engineers
NSTE � 10 (19%)

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 5 (10%)

Contractors
NC � 9 (17%)

Owner 4 (16%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (20%) 2 (22.2%)
Architect 1 (4%) 3 (100%) 8 (80%) 4 (80%) 3 (33.3%)
Engineer 14 (56%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 2 (22.2%)
Contractor 3 (12%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Subcontractor 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 1 (11.1%)
Manufacturer 1 (4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (11.1%)
Other 2 (8%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Note. Total N� 52.

Table 9: Relationship between the role of the respondent and the perceived value of BIM in different phases of the design and construction
process∗.

Project phases Specific project
phases

Architects
NA � 30
nA � 160

Site engineers
NSE � 4
nSE � 15

Structural engineers
NSTE � 11
nSTE � 44

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 5
nMEPE � 34

Contractors
NC � 15
nC � 78

Design

Predesign 9 (30%) 0 (0%) 1 (9%) 3 (60%) 4 (27%)
Schematic design 22 (73%) 2 (50%) 5 (45%) 4 (80%) 7 (47%)

Design development 23 (77%) 3 (75%) 8 (73%) 4 (80%) 10 (67%)
Construction documentation 23 (77%) 4 (100%) 9 (82%) 4 (80%) 12 (80%)

Construction

Bidding process 14 (47%) 0 (0%) 3 (27%) 3 (60%) 9 (60%)
Preconstruction 15 (50%) 2 (50%) 4 (36%) 4 (80%) 10 (67%)

Construction administration 19 (63%) 2 (50%) 6 (55%) 3 (60%) 11 (73%)
Fabrication 15 (50%) 1 (25%) 7 (64%) 4 (80%) 6 (40%)

Close-out/commissioning 8 (27%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 2 (40%) 5 (33%)
Operation and
maintenance Operation and maintenance 12 (40%) 1 (25%) 1 (9%) 3 (60%) 4 (27%)

Note. ∗Select all that apply. Percent (%)�number of selections divided by number of respondents for a specific discipline. Total N� 65 and total n� 331.
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because these phases directly relate to their scope of work
and, thus, they could experience BIM benefits in these
phases. In summary, the majority of the responding
disciplines found BIM beneficial in the schematic design
and design development phases in which client in-
volvement and input is very important for creating a high-
quality educational project.

Next, the survey participants were asked to use a 5-point
Likert scale (1� strongly disagree, 2� disagree, 3� neither
agree nor disagree, 4 � agree, and 5 � strongly agree) to
express their agreement with the specific benefits of BIM
use for the design and construction of educational facil-
ities. For the analysis of these responses, a mean (that is,
average rating score) was calculated for each of the five roles
of the respondents, and the benefits were grouped according
to the educational facility project phase (Table 10). For further
analysis, the means were grouped into a ranking category. In
this research, the means between 1.00 and 1.49 were con-
sidered as strongly disagree, means between 1.50 and 2.49
were considered as disagree, means between 2.50 and 3.49
were accounted for as neither agree nor disagree, means
between 3.50 and 4.49 were considered as agree, and means
above 4.50 were considered as strongly agree. Note that all the
respondents regardless of whether they used BIM or not were
asked to answer this question.

4.3.1. BIM Benefits in the Design Phase of Educational Facility
Projects. All the responding professionals regardless of their
discipline agreed that the BIM was beneficial for enabling
automation of documentation. Architects and site engi-
neers more than other disciplines agreed that BIM
was beneficial for evaluating different design alternatives
which is expected due to the fact that these two disci-
plines are focused on design. Use of BIM also allows
clients (e.g., students, teachers, school administrators) to
be involved in visually evaluating different designs and
selecting the one that would best meet their needs. In
addition, site engineers and structural engineers were the
only two disciplines that agreed that the use of BIM
resulted in allowing more time to be spent on design
rather than on contract documentation. All the re-
spondents from the design disciplines except the MEP
engineers agreed that the BIM was beneficial for lowering
project risk because it helped discovering errors, omis-
sions, and conflicts before construction started.
According to site engineers, structural engineers, and
contractors, BIM provides benefit of faster reviews for
approval and permits.

4.3.2. BIM Benefits in the Construction Phase of Educational
Facility Projects. Contractors and site and MEP engineers
agreed that BIM use is beneficial for reducing RFIs,
change orders, and claims. +ese three disciplines also felt
that the use of BIM helped reduce the project delivery
time as well as material use and site waste. As expected,
contractors was the only discipline that indicated that
BIM helped them reduce construction and production
costs since they are the primary discipline directly

involved in construction and, therefore, could benefit
from the BIM use in this phase. Interestingly, only site and
MEP engineers indicated that BIM was beneficial for
modular construction and prefabrication, while other
responding disciplines were neutral regarding these
benefits. Typically, a majority of MEP and site compo-
nents are prefabricated and this might be a reason that
these disciplines were perceiving benefits of BIM use for
prefabrication. +e benefits of BIM for improving con-
struction safety were only recognized by MEP engineers;
the other disciplines neither agreed nor disagreed with
this BIM benefit.

4.3.3. BIM Benefits in Both Design and Construction Phases of
Educational Facility Projects. Structural engineers strongly
agreed and the respondents from the remaining four disci-
plines agreed with the statement that BIM was beneficial for
increasing engagement of the educational building client (e.g.,
students, teachers, principals, and superintendents) and
providing the client with clearer visual understanding of the
3D building information model in both design and con-
struction of educational facilities. Respondents from all five
disciplines either strongly agreed or agreed that using
BIM as a new marketing tool for firms was beneficial as it
might help attract clients/users of educational buildings
to select their firm for a project. Site engineers and
contractors were the two disciplines that agreed that BIM
helps with increasing productivity and efficiency. +ese
two disciplines are directly involved in construction of an
educational building and, therefore, can experience
impact of BIM on efficiency and productivity of con-
struction. Interestingly, site engineers was the only
discipline that agreed that BIM helps with sustainability
efforts on the educational project. Similarly, site engi-
neers strongly agreed and other disciplines agreed that
BIM use encourages use of other information technol-
ogies such as Unity and GIS.

4.3.4. BIM Benefits in Both Construction and O&M Phases of
Educational Facility Projects. Site engineers, MEP engi-
neers, and contractors agreed that BIM was beneficial for
creating accurate as-built models of educational facility. +e
as-built documentation is an important final project de-
liverable prepared by contractor and handed over to an
owner to be used during the O&M phase of the project. +is
might be a reason for contractor opinion about this benefit.
MEP engineers can be involved in the O&M phase and, thus,
could be users of these as-built models and, as a result,
experience this BIM benefit.

4.3.5. BIM Benefits in All the Building Phases of Educational
Facility Projects. +e survey respondents recognized
several BIM benefits that applied to all educational proj-
ect phases. For example, all the respondents except archi-
tects agreed that BIM improves collaboration
among the disciplines. As expected, contractors, and in-
terestingly, site engineers, agreed that BIM increases
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project profitability in all the phases of the educational
building project. Site engineers and structural engineers
were only two disciplines that found BIM was beneficial
for the long-term data assessment on educational facility
project.

Overall, site engineers was the discipline that agreed
with the majority of the listed benefits while architects agreed
with only a few BIM benefits offered in the survey instrument.

4.4. Perceived Obstacles to BIM Use in Educational Facility
Projects. +e survey participants were asked to use a 5-point
Likert scale (1� not likely at all, 2� somewhat likely,
3�moderately likely, 4� very likely, and 5� extremely
likely) to express their opinion about the obstacles
that prevent BIM use on educational facility projects. For
the analysis of these responses a mean (that is, average
rating score) was calculated for each of the five roles of the

Table 10: Relationship between the role of the respondent and their level of agreement with perceived benefits of using BIM in educational
facility projects (mean/average rating score) by the project phase.

Project phase BIM benefits
Architects
NA � 30
(47.6%)

Site
engineers
NSE � 4
(6.3%)

Structural
engineers
NSTE � 10
(15.9%)

MEP
engineers
NMEPE � 5
(7.9%)

Contractors
NC � 14
(22.2%)

Design phase

Evaluates the impact of different
design solutions 3.50 4.00 3.10 3.40 3.43

Allows more time to be spent on
design than on contract

documentation
3.03 3.75 3.60 2.80 3.36

Lowers risk and better predicts
outcomes due to discovery of errors,

omissions and conflicts prior to
construction

3.53 4.00 3.70 3.20 4.00

Enables automation of
documentation (better accuracy and
accounts for adjustments and changes

automatically)

3.63 4.25 3.60 3.60 4.00

Enables faster reviews for approvals
and permits 2.57 3.75 3.50 2.80 3.79

Construction phase

Reduces RFI’s, change orders, claims,
and conflicts 3.27 4.00 3.40 3.60 4.07

Reduces construction and production
costs 2.97 3.00 3.30 3.40 4.14

Reduces project delivery time 3.03 4.00 3.30 3.60 4.00
Facilitates modular construction 3.13 4.25 3.10 4.00 3.43

Increase prefabrication 3.07 3.50 3.10 3.60 3.36
Reduces on-site waste and materials

use 2.90 3.75 3.00 4.20 3.50

Improves construction safety 2.47 3.00 2.80 3.60 3.21

Both design and
construction phases

Increases client engagement and
provides clearer understanding of 3D

visualizations
3.97 4.00 4.60 4.20 4.36

Increases productivity and efficiency 3.30 3.50 3.40 3.20 4.21
Encourages consideration for

sustainable building systems that
conserve energy

3.03 3.75 3.30 2.60 3.36

Serves as a new marketing tool for
firms 3.77 3.75 4.50 4.60 4.36

Encourages use of other technologies
(GIS, unity, etc.) 3.07 4.50 3.20 4.00 3.43

Both construction and
O&M phases

Provides more accurate as-built
deliverables 3.27 3.75 3.40 3.60 4.07

All project phases

Improves collaboration and
communication between disciplines
due to more reliable and direct data
exchange from a single resource of

information

3.43 4.00 4.20 4.00 3.93

Increases project profitability 2.97 3.75 3.10 2.80 4.07
Allows for long-term data assessment 3.37 4.50 3.50 3.40 3.29

Note. Total N� 63.
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respondents (Table 11). +ese means where then grouped
into a ranking category as follows. In this research, the
resulting means between 1.00 and 1.49 were considered as
not likely at all, means between 1.50 and 2.49 were con-
sidered as somewhat likely, means between 2.50 and 3.49
were accounted for as moderately likely, means between 3.50
and 4.49 were considered as very likely, and any means
above 4.50 were considered as extremely likely. Note that all
the respondents regardless of whether they used BIM or not
were asked to answer this question.

4.4.1. Cost. +e contractors was the only discipline
that thought that cost of software and hardware and
cost of hiring BIM-savvy professionals were the obsta-
cles that would very likely hinder wider implemen-
tation of BIM on educational facility projects. According
to the site and structural engineers, lack of quantifi-
able benefits due to BIM use would very likely pre-
vent BIM use. In addition, the site engineers and
contractors indicated that it would be difficult to justify
the use of BIM on fast-paced and small educational fa-
cility projects.

4.4.2. Demand. All the respondents regardless of the dis-
cipline felt that insufficient demand for BIM use by owners
would either somewhat likely or moderately likely prevent
the BIM use. +is finding might indicate the willingness of
these professionals to use BIM even if owners do not re-
quire it.

4.4.3. BIM Professionals. Regarding the obstacles related to
BIM professionals, the site engineers and contractors
thought that lack of expertise and need for training as well as
unclear roles and responsibilities of the participants in the
educational facility projects would very likely prevent BIM
use. +e architects, structural engineers, and MEP engineers
indicated that these obstacles would moderately likely
hinder the use of BIM on educational buildings. In addition,
MEP engineers and architects were two disciplines that
reported the largest number of BIM-savvy professionals in
their firms, which might explain why they did not see this as
an obstacle.

4.4.4. BIM Process. +e site engineers and contractors
perceived that disruption in workflow which would happen
due to the implementation of new BIM-based processes
would very likely hinder BIM implementation on educa-
tional facility projects. In addition, the site engineers was the
only discipline that thought that lack of software in-
teroperability would very likely obstruct BIM use. On the
contrary, none of the disciplines indicated that vulnerability
or security of file sharing was likely to prevent BIM
implementation on educational facility projects.

4.4.5. Legal Obstacles. When asked about legal-related is-
sues as the potential obstacles to BIM use on educational

facility projects, site engineers and contractors stated that
the lack of BIM standards would very likely hinder BIM
implementation. Respondents from most of the surveyed
disciplines felt that lack of precedence, established laws, and
regulations about BIM use would moderately likely prevent
BIM implementation. Only site engineers indicated that
legal liabilities of the BIM process would very likely impede
BIM use.

In summary, similar to the BIM benefits, the site en-
gineers was also a discipline that experienced the most
obstacles. On the contrary, architects and MEP engineers
disagreed or were neutral regarding all the listed obstacles
meaning that they did not perceive that these obstacles
would prevent them from using BIM in their practice.

+e survey participants were also asked whether they had
any disputes related to BIM implementation in educational
facility projects. Most of the respondents indicated that their
companies have not experienced disputes while using BIM
(Table 12). Of those respondents that stated that BIM use has
led to certain disputes, the most commonly mentioned
reason for these disputes was related to liability of system
designs. +e second reason for disputes was related to in-
tellectual property ownership of the building information
model; all disciplines except the MEP engineers specified
that this was a problem with BIM use. One architect in-
dicated that their firm had disputes related to adequate
compensation for BIM services, while another architect
stated that BIM-related disputes happened because other
disciplines were not using BIM. One structural engineer
indicated that disputes arose due to different levels of model
accuracy. Note that the respondents were asked to “select all
that apply” when answering this question.

5. Comparison of Current Findings and
Previous Research

In order to answer the research question on how BIM use
differs on educational facility projects as compared to other
projects (e.g., commercial buildings) as well as to identify the
contributions of our study, the authors performed the
comparison of this research findings and previous research.
Please note that our research focused on BIM use in edu-
cational facility projects and that there is very limited
previous research on this topic. +erefore, we expanded our
literature search on BIM use in general, that is, without
focusing on a specific building type.

Table 13 shows the comparison of our study and previous
research in regard to BIM benefits. +e analysis of the results
is performed using the data presented in Table 10. If
majority of the disciplines in our study either agreed or
strongly agreed (that is, mean score was larger than 3.50)
with the BIM benefits shown in Table 10, the check mark
was assigned to that specific benefit in Table 13. Regarding
BIM benefits in the design, construction, and O&M
phases, our study confirmed several benefits of using BIM
on educational facility project that were very similar to
BIM benefits experienced on, e.g., commercial buildings
and identified by previous research. +ere were a few BIM
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benefits that were found by previous studies on com-
mercial buildings but were not selected by the majority of
the participants in our research. +us, our study did not
find that BIM was beneficial on educational facility
projects in terms of allowing more time for design instead
of creating contract documents, reducing production and
construction costs, improving construction safety, and
encouraging sustainability efforts. Similar to the previous
research on commercial buildings, our study on educa-
tional facility projects did not find BIM beneficial for

encouraging use of other technologies, increasing project
profitability, and allowing for long-term data assessment.
On the other hand, our study contributed to the body of
knowledge by identifying the following four new benefits
specific to educational facility projects that were not
mentioned in the previous research: BIM enabling faster
reviews for approvals and permits, facilitating modular
construction, reducing on-site waste and material use,
and providing more accurate as-builts (see italics in
Table 13).

Table 11: Relationship between the role of the respondent and their perception of the obstacles preventing the use of BIM (mean/average
rating score).

Obstacle
category

Obstacles that prevent
BIM use

Architects
NA � 30
(48.4%)

Site
engineers
NSE � 4
(6.5%)

Structural
engineers
NSTE � 9
(14.5%)

MEP
engineers
NMEPE � 5
(8.1%)

Contractors
NC � 14
(22.6%)

Cost

Cost of software and new hardware to keep up with
the software 3.10 2.75 2.67 3.00 4.00

Cost of hiring experienced staff 3.20 3.25 2.67 2.80 3.93
Lack of substantial quantifiable
benefits and evaluation methods 3.20 3.75 3.56 2.80 3.21

Fast-paced and small-sized
projects do not justify the time needed for the cost of

implementing BIM
3.00 3.50 3.11 3.20 3.50

Demand Not enough owner demand 2.90 3.25 3.30 2.20 3.43

BIM
professionals

Lack of expertise and need for training 3.33 3.50 3.33 3.40 3.86
Unclear responsibilities,

assigned roles, and BIM deliverables 3.07 4.25 2.89 3.00 3.69

BIM process

Disruption in workflow to implement new BIM
processes 3.21 4.25 3.44 2.40 3.79

Vulnerability or security of file sharing 2.45 3.25 2.78 2.00 3.29
Lack of software interoperability 3.10 4.00 3.11 2.80 3.29

Legal issues

Lack of BIM standards 3.03 3.50 3.44 2.40 3.50
Lack of precedence, established laws, and

regulations about BIM use 2.87 3.25 2.78 2.20 3.21

Legal liabilities of the BIM process 2.97 3.75 3.22 2.40 3.07
Note. Total N� 62.

Table 12: Relationship between the role of the respondent and the kind of disputes their companies have encountered when implementing
BIM in educational facility projects∗.

Types of disputes Architects
NA � 25 nA � 26

Site
engineers
NSE � 3
nSE � 4

Structural
engineers
NSTE � 10
nSTE � 12

MEP engineers
NMEPE � 5
nMEPE � 5

Contractors
NC � 9
nC � 9

My company has not
encountered disputes with BIM
implementation

14 (56%) 3 (100%) 7 (70%) 4 (80%) 6 (67%)

Intellectual property
ownership of the model o
r parts thereof

2 (8%) 1 (33.3%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 2 (22%)

Disputes regarding
liability for system designs 8 (32%) 0 (0%) 3 (30%) 1 (20%) 1 (11%)

Adequate compensation
for BIM work 1 (4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Lack of BIM use from
other disciplines 1 (4%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)

Level of model accuracy 0 (0%) 0 (0%) 1 (10%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Note. ∗Select all that apply. Percent (%)�number of selections divided by number of respondents for a specific discipline. Total N� 52 and total n� 56.
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Table 14 shows the comparison of our study and pre-
vious research regarding obstacles that prevent BIM use.+e
analysis of the results is performed using the data presented
in Table 11. Similar to the benefit comparison, if majority of
the disciplines in our study thought that the obstacles
shown in Table 11 are likely (that is, mean score was larger

than 3.00) to impede BIM implementation, the check mark
was assigned to that specific obstacle in Table 14. Six ob-
stacles identified in previous research on commercial
buildings were also confirmed by our research on BIM use
in educational facility projects. +ere were a few obstacles
to BIM use that the participants of this research did not

Table 13: Comparison of current findings and previous research: benefits of BIM use.

Project phase BIM benefits Current findings: BIM use on
educational buildings

Previous research: BIM use on
general type of the buildings

Design phase

Evaluates the impact of different
design solutions ✓ Bynum et al. [57]

Allows more time to be spent on
design than on contract

documentation
Cefrio [9], Korman and Lu [46]

Lowers risk and better predicts
outcomes due to discovery of
errors, omissions and conflicts

prior to construction

✓ U.S. General Service
Administration (GSA) [43]

Enables automation of
documentation (better accuracy
and accounts for adjustments and

changes automatically)

✓ Bynum et al.[57]

Enables faster reviews for approvals
and permits ✓

Construction phase

Reduces RFI’s, change orders,
claims, and conflicts ✓

Azhar [39], Ahn et al. [7], Cao et al.
[44], Porwal and Hewage [59],

Kraling and Dunbar [60]
Reduces construction and

production costs
Ahn et al. [7], Hamdi and Leite [45],
Dodge Data and Analytics [47]

Reduces project delivery time ✓ Ahn et al. [7], Hamdi and Leite [45],
Dodge Data and Analytics, [47]

Facilitates modular construction ✓
Increase prefabrication ✓ Ahn et al. [7], Eastman et al. [8]

Reduces on-site waste and materials
use ✓

Improves construction safety Ahn et al. [7], Ganbat et al. [51]

Both design and
construction phases

Increases client engagement and
provides clearer understanding of

3D visualizations
✓

McGraw Hill Construction [42],
Ganbat et al. [51], Arayici et al. [63],

Azhar [39]

Increases productivity and
efficiency ✓

Cefrio [9], Chelson [53], Poirier
et al. [54], Barlish and Sullivan [55],

Nath et al. [56]
Encourages consideration for

sustainable building systems that
conserve energy

Bynum et al. [57]

Serves as a new marketing tool for
firms ✓ Ahn et al. [7], Bernstein [61]

Encourages use of other
technologies (GIS, unity, etc.)

Both construction and
O&M phases

Provides more accurate as-built
deliverables ✓

All project phases

Improves collaboration and
communication between

disciplines due to more reliable and
direct data exchange from a single

resource of information

✓ Bynum et al. [57], Eastman et al. [8]

Increases project profitability
Allow for long term data

assessment
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identify on educational projects as compared to the pre-
vious studies. +ese obstacles include vulnerability or se-
curity of file sharing and lack of precedence, established
laws, and regulations about BIM use. +e contribution of
our study is in discovering five new obstacles that the study
participants thought were specific to educational facility
projects and that were not mentioned in the previous re-
search on commercial buildings. +ese obstacles relate to
cost of hiring experienced staff, fast-paced and small-sized
projects not justifying the time needed for the cost of
implementing BIM, insufficient owner demand, disruption
in workflow to implement new BIM processes, and lack of
BIM standards (see italics in Table 14).

6. Conclusions

+is study investigated the use of BIM by the AEC industry
on educational facility projects in the USA. +e objectives
were to determine perceptions of the design and con-
struction professionals about BIM adoption by companies,
BIM implementation on projects, benefits of using BIM, and
obstacles that hinder BIM adoption. A survey was sent to the
members of professional organizations such as AIA, AGC,
ABC, and ASCE across the USA. +e five disciplines that
participated in the survey were architects, site engineers,
structural engineers, MEP engineers, and contractors. +e
survey results revealed the following:

(1) Majority of the Respondents Use BIM. BIM use was
prevalent on educational facility projects according
to the professionals from all five disciplines. +e
majority of those respondents who did not use BIM
would be interested in implementing BIM in the
future except the architects that indicated having no
interest in using BIM. +e MEP engineers, site en-
gineers, and architects stated that about half of the
employees in their companies were BIM-savvy while
the structural engineers and contractors came from
the companies with a smaller proportion of BIM-
knowledgeable employees. Most of the designers
perceived clients as a driving force for BIM imple-
mentation which is an important finding in the case
of educational projects in which input from the
clients (e.g., students, teachers, and principals) is
crucial during the design phase.

(2) 2e Major BIM Applications on Educational Facility
Projects by All Five Disciplines Are 3D Visualizations,
Automation of Documentation, and Clash Detection.
As expected, the major BIM applications by a dis-
cipline were based on the discipline’s scope of work.
For example, the structural and site engineers used
BIM for structural analysis, the MEP engineers for
MEP analysis, and the contractors used BIM for
clash detection on the majority of the educational
facility projects.

Table 14: Comparison of current findings and previous research: obstacles to BIM use.

Obstacle
category Obstacles that prevent BIM use Current findings: BIM use on

educational buildings
Previous research: BIM use on general

type of the buildings

Cost

Cost of software and new hardware to
keep up with the software ✓

Lee et al. [3], Gheisari and Irizarry [4],
Ahn et al. [7], Won et al. [22], Ganbat
et al. [51], Samuelson and Björk [52]

Cost of hiring experienced staff ✓
Lack of substantial quantifiable benefits

and evaluation methods ✓ Won et al. [22], Smith [65]

Fast-paced and small-sized projects do not
justify the time needed for the cost of

implementing BIM
✓

Demand Not enough owner demand ✓

BIM
professionals

Lack of expertise and need for training ✓

Lu et al. [1], Gheisari and Irizarry [4],
Ahn et al. [7], Won et al. [22], Ganbat
et al. [51], Samuelson and Björk [52],
Lee et al. [3], Cefrio [9], Gu and

London [23]
Unclear responsibilities, assigned roles,

and BIM deliverables ✓ Lee et al. [3], Gu and London [23],
Hamdi and Leite [45]

BIM process

Disruption in workflow to implement new
BIM processes ✓

Vulnerability or security of file sharing Won et al. [22], Ganbat et al. [51]

Lack of software interoperability ✓
Gheisari and Irizarry [4], Miettinen
and Paavola [25], Ganbat et al. [51],
Cao et al. [44], Hamdi and Leite [45]

Legal issues

Lack of BIM standards ✓
Lack of precedence, established laws, and

regulations about BIM use Hamdi and Leite [45]

Legal liabilities of the BIM process ✓ Lee et al. [3], Ahn et al. [7], Eastman
et al. [8]
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(3) BIM-Based Collaborative Knowledge Sharing among
the Various Project Stakeholders Is Driven by the
Educational Facility Project Phase and the Disci-
pline’s Scope of the Work. BIM as a process/meth-
odology requires a collaborative workflow. As
expected, due to this workflow and the scope of each
discipline work, the large majority of the engineers
and the largest proportion of contractors shared the
information primarily with architects. +e designers
and contractors also shared the information with
owners indicating that BIM creates collaborative and
inclusive environment on educational projects,
which also integrates clients into the process.

(4) BIM Use Is Beneficial in All the Phases of the Edu-
cational Facility Projects. +e architects and site
engineers thought that the use of BIM was providing
value in the design phase of a project while the
structural engineers and contractors saw the benefits
of BIM use in both design and construction phases of
the projects. +e MEP engineers thought that BIM
use was almost equally valuable in all the project
phases. All disciplines agreed that the use of BIM as a
new marketing tool and use of 3D models for clearer
visualization and understanding of the projects by
the clients are some of the most important benefits of
BIM. In terms of the other potential benefits, the
perceptions varied among the five disciplines due to
their specific scope of work. For example, architects
indicated that BIM helped them with evaluating
different design alternatives and reducing numbers
of errors and omissions early on in the project, while
the contractors valued highly the use of BIM for
increasing productivity and efficiency and decreasing
cost and duration of the educational facility projects.

(5) Regarding the Specific Obstacles 2at Could Prevent
the BIM Use on Educational Facility Projects, the
Majority of Respondents Indicated a Few Obstacles as
Compared to BIM Benefits. +e architects, site engi-
neers, and MEP engineers thought that BIM-related
personnel issues would hinder BIM use, while for the
contractors, the cost of BIM implementation was the
major barrier to BIM use. According to the structural
engineers, lack of substantial quantifiable benefits and
evaluationmethods would very likely hinder BIM use.
Regarding legal disputes related to BIM use, most of
the respondents stated that their companies have not
encountered disputes with BIM implementation.

(6) Comparison of the Findings of Our Study 2at Fo-
cused on Educational Facility Projects and the Pre-
vious Research 2at Investigated All Building Project
Types Showed 2at Most of Our Findings on BIM
Benefits and Obstacles to BIM Use Correspond to the
Findings of Previous Research 2at Investigated All
the Building Types. However, our study identified
four new benefits (i.e., BIM enables faster reviews
for approvals and permits, facilitates modular
construction, reduces on-site waste and material
use, and provides more accurate as-builts) as well as

five new obstacles (i.e., cost of hiring experienced
staff, fast-paced and small-sized projects not jus-
tifying the use of BIM, insufficient owner demand,
disruption in workflow to implement new BIM
processes, and lack of BIM standards). +ese factors
are specific to the educational facility projects and
their discovery represents one of the major con-
tributions of our study.

+e contribution of this research is in filling the gap in
literature that relates to BIM use specifically on educational
facility projects. +e study showed prevalence of BIM use on
educational projects, possible applications, and how BIM
could improve collaborative knowledge sharing among ar-
chitects, engineers, contractors, and clients, leading to better
quality educational buildings. +e findings of the study
could be utilized by AEC companies in their efforts to
implement BIM on educational facility projects.
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In the recent years, owners and construction management companies have shown an increasingly more interest in adopting
approaches that result in enhanced quality and less risks, conflicts, and wastes on their projects despite potentially higher initial
cost. Implementing advanced technology trends and incorporating more integrated methods of delivering projects have proven to
be highly value-adding and forward-thinking approaches.*e objective of this research was to evaluate the effectiveness of and the
synergy between three of such trending concepts in the construction industry, namely, integrated project delivery (IPD), lean
principles, and building information modeling (BIM) in terms of cost and schedule performance measures. Data analysis was
conducted on 72 vertical projects through interviews and study of the published articles, reports, and case studies. Qualitative
analysis was performed through grounded theory while quantitative analysis was implemented using univariate and multivariate
analysis of variance tests on schedule performance and cost performance. Results of the grounded theory analysis summarize six
crucial characteristics required for an effective coordination between IPD, lean construction, and BIM. Statistical analysis on
different combination of these three components revealed considerable effectiveness in terms of schedule performance while the
effect on cost performance was not as much significant.*is study contributes to the body of knowledge and practice in the field of
construction by demonstrating the cost and schedule benefits realized through the use of IPD, lean construction, and BIM and
identifying their collective conceptual advantages.

1. Introduction

*e US construction industry experienced 6% performance
(approximately $712 billion) in value and achieved 13%
increase in the financial profit in 2016 [1]. It is predicted that
construction industry’s value will be consistently growing
with the advancement of modern technologies and adoption
of integrated approaches to improve construction perfor-
mance measures [2]. Construction project cost and schedule
are difficult to predict accurately due to complexity of
procedures and the presence of various uncertain variables
throughout a project. As a result, forecasting and envi-
sioning project cost and schedule performance measures are

complicated even for experienced construction experts and
professionals [2]. As such, many researchers have been
trying to find and recommend the factors that can influence
project cost and schedule in a positive way. Many such
recommendations are proposed to improve project quality,
reducing total costs and time to build, and achieving the
most desirable value. Furthermore, regardless of the project
delivery method, construction project owners show signif-
icantly increased interest in employing technology trends
such as building information modeling (BIM), sensor-based
resources tracking, automation and robotics, and machine
learning [3–5]. In addition to the technological advance-
ment, the industry has come to a general agreement on the
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value of implementing lean principles while benefiting from
the advantages of early coordination and communication
between project parties [6]. *e latter, has commonly
characterized itself via a trending project delivery method,
the integrated project delivery (IPD). In the US construction
industry, use of IPD necessitates benefiting from advanced
techniques including BIM and lean practices [7, 8]. In IPD
projects, members meet regularly in early stages of the
project initiation where they deliberately discuss relevant
issues and practically streamline critical tasks related to the
design and construction stages [9]. Not only do such
methodologies guarantee lower number of changes and
higher levels of confidence in adhering to the original project
budget and duration estimate, they also tend to result in
more sustainable and resilient outcomes. *e motivating
questions of this study are as follows:

(1) How can the three components, IPD, BIM, and lean
construction be efficiently used in construction
projects?

(2) What are cost and schedule implications of projects
that utilized a combined framework of IPD, BIM,
and lean construction?

*is research study aims to investigate the cooperative
relationship and efficiency of different combinations of IPD,
lean construction, and BIM in improving the performance of
construction projects in the U.S. construction industry.
Towards this goal, the efficiency of construction projects
benefiting from integrated frameworks including different
combinations of IPD, lean principles, and BIM (ILB in short
hereinafter) is explored in 72 vertical construction projects
and case studies. Qualitative and quantitative analyses were
employed to evaluate the projects’ cost and schedule per-
formance. *ree key phases of a construction project,
namely, preconstruction (planning, predesign, estimating
costs, schematic design, and constructability review), con-
struction (managing constructing process, tracking project
schedule, and controlling costs), and postconstruction
(project closeout work and completion) are specifically in-
vestigated using the proposed evaluation model.

2. Literature Review

A number of recent research studies have discussed the use
of IPD, lean construction, and BIM in the US construction
industry while there are few projects focusing on in-
vestigating themixed use of all IPD, lean principles, and BIM
in terms of project performance metrics, such as cost and
schedule performance. In this section, the definition of each
component of the ILB integration as described in the
construction literature is provided and then the recent re-
search concentrating on the use of all three components in
projects are discussed.

2.1. Integrated Project Delivery. According to the American
Institute of Architects (AIA), IPD is an important concept in
the modern construction that brings together people to
examine different building systems through various means

of business practices in a collaborative environment [9]. It
provides two contractual conceptions: multiparty agree-
ments (MPA) and single purpose entity (SPE) [10]. *ese
concepts refer to the equal distribution of risks and rewards
of project-involved parties and requiring an early partici-
pation of all involved parties [7, 11]. *e main purpose of
IPD is to resolve several considerable weaknesses of com-
mon project delivery methods such as unassured pro-
ductivity levels, deficiencies in managing schedule and
budget, inadequate information in specifications and
drawings, and high level of materials’ wastage [12].

2.2. Lean Construction. In the 1990s, recognized as an
outcome of the Toyota Production System (TPS), lean
manufacturing (or lean production) was established and
executed with significant achievements that led to the
original uses of lean thinking in the construction industry
[13–15]. Since lean principles were originally appeared as a
philosophy, it can be defined in many different ways in
accordance with the purpose of the users [16–18]. Lean in
construction is described as a method to design a con-
struction system to immensely lessen waste of time, mate-
rials, and effort in the interest of maximizing possible project
value [19, 20]. Lean thinking concentrates on identifying and
setting up expected targets and attempts to streamline the
master plan. Transforming from lean production, there are
three unique concepts of lean principles that construction
professionals have identified and evolved: the last planner
system, target value design, and lean project delivery system
[17, 21–23]. In addition, a variety of means and techniques
related to these three concepts are utilized in the con-
struction industry, such as integrated lean project delivery
(ILPD), A3 report, lean process design, just-in-time and off-
site fabrication, value stream mapping, visual site associated
with the 5S principle, daily team cluster, and plan-do-check-
adjust procedure [24–26].

2.3. Building InformationModeling. BIM is defined as digital
representation of a facility illustrating accurate geometry and
pertinent data used for supporting the project’s fabrication,
construction, and procurement work [6, 27]. Building in-
formation models also encompass exchangeable data or files
used to assist communication and decision making pro-
cesses [28]. *e term 4D BIM refers to adding time di-
mension or schedule-related information into the 3D BIM
model (usually 3D computer-aided design or CAD) of the
project [29]. With the use of simulation in 4D models, many
construction conflicts, design clashes, and constructability
issues can be found and resolved in advance [30]. 5D BIM is
another variation of BIM models developed to incorporate
the cost dimension [31]. 5D BIM is still in its infancy stage of
practice, and 6D BIM, which has all data of the project’s life-
cycle management, is forthcoming in practice [32, 33]. All
such BIM-centric concepts are useful for any kind of project
delivery method. BIM software is varied due to the com-
plexity of its usages and types of project [27, 34]. BIM
implementation in the US involves virtual design and
construction (VDC) concepts and theories [35–37].
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*ere are many studies about the coordination between
IPD and BIM or lean construction and BIM but the par-
ticular integration of these three elements has not yet been
studied. *is is while many construction firms try to
combine the functions of each component in order to boost
the productivity of their projects [38–40]. In order to suc-
cessfully integrate IPD, lean construction, and BIM, a col-
lection of their essential conceptions and a detailed analysis
of such combination are critical.

2.4. Current Studies on the Integration of IPD, Lean Con-
struction, and BIM in Construction. *e current construc-
tion literature associated with the integration of IPD, lean
construction, and BIM is limited, and existing studies mostly
focus on qualitative approaches. As one of the first quali-
tative studies related to implementing BIM in conjunction
with lean principles and IPD, Miettinen and Paavola [41]
conducted a position literature study outlining de-
velopments and enhancements of this cooperation. As a
result, they proposed two conceptual frameworks, namely,
normative and the activity—theoretical/evolutionary, where
BIM can be utilized together with other management tools
and project concepts. Rokooei [42] affirmed that the use of
the BIM-based IPD approach supports the project team to
keep track and review the project in addition to making
important decisions and resolving potential conflicts to
enhance the project execution. Another study showed that
BIM utilization enables collaborative lean construction ex-
ercises extensively; in fact, BIM users experience leaner
procedures by minimizing waste and maximizing value and
are more able to deal with potentially complex conflicts and
threats to project success [43]. In a theoretical approach to
analyze the collaboration between IPD and BIM, Froese [44]
indicated that these two elements can lead to a compre-
hensive scheme that establishes meaningful and predictable
relationships between the time constraint, processes, and
products. *e aforementioned studies suggest that past ef-
forts using qualitative analyses supports the mixed use of
IPD, lean practices, and BIM in improving project
performance.

In terms of quantitative approaches, the existing body of
knowledge includes research focusing mostly on case studies
about the feasibility of using ILB. Using a case study of the
first IPD-implemented project, AutoDesk headquarters in
San Francisco, California, Kent and Becerik-Gerber [7]
concluded that the application of IPD in the construction
industry was, at the time, in its infancy, but the utilization of
BIM can assist IPD to be more productive and valuable
approach. Lee et al. [45] used three real-world projects in
California to assess the project performance with the si-
multaneous implementation of IPD, lean principles, and
BIM. Furthermore, many construction professionals and
experts believe that BIM application will intensively facilitate
lean principles in expanding project performance [22].
Taking into account the improvement of project perfor-
mance, IPD and lean construction need to be utilized to-
gether with a view to improve reliability between project
participants and increase true value for everyone [46].

Correspondingly, quantitative approaches in the current
construction literature reinforce the integration of IPD, lean
practices, and BIM in achieving better project performance.

*is research paper, first, conducted the grounded
theory for the qualitative part in order to demonstrate how
ILB integration can be theoretically achieved. Second, a
quantitative approach with multiple statistical testing pro-
cesses aiming at analyzing how ILB integration was actually
implemented in vertical construction projects was proposed.
Finally, key findings were summarized to support the dis-
cussion points.

3. Research Methodology

*is study attempts to fill in the current underlying research
gaps of incorporating IPD, lean principles, and BIM by
utilizing both qualitative and quantitative approaches to
assess ILB-based project performance. Firstly, qualitative
research manner was used to gather information and case
studies of ILB in the current construction industry which
leads to a summary of how to use ILB and its structure.
Secondly, quantitative research manner was executed with
multiple statistical testing in order to assess proposed hy-
potheses. Lastly, a detailed discussion was performed.

3.1. Data Collection. Initially, data regarding 76 vertical
construction projects with a variety of use cases, including
healthcare, educational, commercial, military, and in-
dustrial, were collected via phone interviews, emails, pub-
lished articles, construction firms’ websites, and other online
sources. Due to the nature of some projects and according to
the nondisclosure agreements (NDA) between the owner
and contractors, several data sources are required to be kept
confidential. *e phone interviews took place with partic-
ipations of numerous construction professionals from 36
general contractor firms in the US. After cleaning the col-
lected data (i.e., removing missing data points and extreme
outliers), data regarding 72 projects were prepared to pro-
ceed with the qualitative and quantitative analyses. *e
majority of the data pertained to healthcare (61.84%) fol-
lowed by commercial (9.21%) and educational (9.21%)
projects.

Table 1 shows descriptive statistics of collected data with
55 IPD-utilized, 70 BIM-employed, and 54 lean-based
projects. Turner Construction, DPRConstruction, and Clark
Construction were the top three firms that provided the
majority of the collected data.

3.2. Qualitative Analysis. To thoroughly understand the
extent of using IPD, BIM, and lean practices in the current
US construction industry, a commonly used qualitative
method, called the grounded theory, was utilized. Grounded
theory is a general methodology to develop theory that is
grounded in the data collected systematically about the
phenomena of the research [47]. In this case, the phe-
nomenon of the research is ILB combination in order to
theoretically assess ILB-based project performance. Due to
the fact that there are many different types, definitions, and
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practices of IPD, BIM, or lean construction in the industry, it
is difficult to classify and recognize typical practices of those
three methods. *e objective of the grounded theory used in
this study was to identify and group all common practices of
ILB in order to provide a comprehensive view of the current
use of ILB in the US construction industry.

According to grounded theory analysis, collected in-
formation is initially coded by identifying and naming es-
sential concepts, indicating main phrases, and transforming
data into theoretical components. *eorized concepts are
needed before preparing the first draft for data analysis.
Examined theories are incorporated and refined together
with generating conceptual models in order to compare
analyzed data and write up complete theories [47]. In this
study, qualitative data were collected via phone interviews,
emails, and other online materials. Qualitative questions
related to definitions, practices, current uses, and benefits of
ILB were distributed to collect opinions and subjective
judgements of professionals about the use of ILB in vertical
construction.

3.3. Quantitative Analysis. In the quantitative analysis part,
this study used the following as the null hypotheses for
univariate and multivariate statistical tests:

(1) *e use of all three components (IPD, BIM, and lean
practices) does not statistically significantly affect the
cost performance of building construction projects.

(2) *e use of all three components (IPD, BIM, and lean
practices) does not statistically significantly affect the
schedule performance of building construction
projects.

(3) *e use of all three components (IPD, BIM, and lean
practices) does not statistically significantly affect
both cost and schedule performance of building
construction projects.

In order to analyze the relationships and characteristics
of ILB synergies, the descriptive statistics research method
that represents the relations of collected variables was ap-
plied. Inference statistics theory, such as analysis of variance
(ANOVA), generalized linear model (GLM), and data
transformation techniques like power transform and natural
logarithm are used in this analysis. *e Statistical Package

for the Social Sciences (SPSS) computer software is
employed to perform the statistical testing analyses. A
summary of input variables and control factors is presented
in Table 2: the first model contains a full ILB integration; the
second model contains lean and BIM; and the third model
contains IPD and BIM.

Descriptive statistics are employed to calculate the
median, mode, mean, maximum, and minimum values of
the standard deviation, kurtosis, and skewness of the col-
lected data. Subsequently, analyzed variables are examined
by normality tests to determine if the collected data are
normally distributed. If normal distribution is not observed,
methods of data transformation including power transform,
the decimal logarithm, linear transformation, natural log-
arithm, and inverse distribution functions are used. After-
wards, normally distributed data are classified into three
separate models according to Table 1 and analyzed by
univariate and multivariate analysis of variance (ANOVA)
as well as Duncan’s multiple range test (MRT). Duncan’s
MRT is a multiple comparison process which utilizes an
estimating range statistic in order to measure groups of
means. *e outcomes of these tests demonstrate accurate,
detailed, and certain differences of cost performance and
schedule performance of analyzed groups in terms of the
mean, median, and mode. About thirty projects are grouped
for each model based on their characteristics of delivered by
IPD, enhanced lean principles, and utilized BIM techniques.
Multiple ANOVA tests are carried out to assess the proposed
hypotheses while the least square regression is performed by
the applying generalized linear models (GLMs). *e use of
GLM is to assure the reliability of quantitative data in the
analytical process.

4. Grounded Theory Implementation

Grounded theory in this study is used to demonstrate ILB
cooperation and their effects in enhancing project perfor-
mance. According to Khan [47], grounded theory analysis
includes four main steps as follows:

(i) Stage 1—codes: determining key data and required
aspects in order to obtain facts and specific
information.

(ii) Stage 2—concepts: clarifying and grouping collected
data by considering analogous andmutual concepts.

(iii) Stage 3—categories: developing theories and con-
ceptual models based on immense groups of defined
concepts.

(iv) Stage 4—theory: revealing and expounding de-
veloped descriptions and concepts in furtherance of
making clear study objections.

*e first step of this research is to conduct an adequate
review of the literature and collect key data related to IPD,
lean construction, and BIM use in both synergistic and
individual perspectives.*e used keywords were “Integrated
Project Delivery,” “Building Information Modeling,” and
“Lean practices in construction.” In stage 1, a literature
review was conducted to determine the IPD-related

Table 1: Descriptive statistics of collected data.

Characteristics Unit N Mean Median Max Min
Project area sq.ft 72 389,590 200,000 4,000,000 1,600
Planned
schedule Month 72 30 25 125 1

Actual
schedule Month 72 29 24 120 1

Target cost Million
($) 72 244 124 1,300 0.5

Actual cost Million
($) 72 240 122 1,298 0.3

Year of
completion Year 72 2012 2013 2019 2007
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concepts, lean practices, and BIM-related themes which
were later transferred to stage 2. In stage 2, fourteen concepts
associated with the incorporating use of IPD, lean con-
struction, and BIM were gathered from literature reviews,
interviews, and online materials and summarized in Table 3.
*ese concepts are the key practices of ILB in the con-
struction industry which certainly impact on the success of
implementation of ILB. *e lean culture and associated
techniques provide state-of-the-art principles of typical lean
practices in construction.

After gathering and organizing all ILB-associated data,
the analyzed definitions and perceptions were input into a
conceptual model that consists of overlaps and common-
alities of IPD, lean principles, and BIM using mind-mapping
and pattern-matching techniques. *is model includes
fourteen particular concepts investigated in the earlier
section and is constituted into six prime measures used to
explain how to enhance project performance with the
fourteen conceptual practices of ILB indicated in Table 3. In
consideration of clarifying the relationships of every prime
measure within the model, the categories’ selection (stage 3)
and arrangement of collected concepts are demonstrated as
follows:

(i) Durable value and continuous development: (1)
BIM-4D and BIM-5D; (3) key performance in-
dicators (KPIs); (4) A3 report; (6) project modifi-
cation or innovation (PMI); (7) value stream
mapping and cluster teams; (9) multiparty agree-
ment (MPA); (11) virtual design and construction
(VDC); (13) lean culture and other techniques; and
(12) set-based design (SBD).

(ii) Customer satisfaction and waste elimination: (1)
BIM-4D and BIM-5D; (4) A3 reports; (5) choosing
by advantages (CBA); (6) project modification or
innovation (PMI); (7) value stream mapping
(VSM); (8) last planner system; (9) multiparty
agreement (MPA); (10) target value design (TVD);
(11) virtual design and construction (VDC); (12)
set-based design (SBD); (13) lean culture; and (14)
owner participation.

(iii) Communication and achievement metrics: (4) A3
Reports; (5) choosing by advantages (CBA); (6)
project modification or innovation (PMI); (7) value
stream mapping; (8) last planner system; (9) mul-
tiparty agreement (MPA); (11) virtual design and
construction (VDC); and (14) owner participation.

(iv) Interrelationship improvement: (2) big room; (4)
A3 reports; (5) choosing by advantages (CBA); (6)

project modification or innovation (PMI); (8) last
planner system; (9) multiparty agreement (MPA);
(10) target value design (TVD); and (13) lean
culture.

(v) Information transmission and transparency: (3) key
performance indicators (KPIs); (4) A3 reports; (5)
choosing by advantages (CBA); (7) value stream
mapping; (8) last planner system; (9) multiparty
agreement (MPA); (11) virtual design and con-
struction (VDC); and (13) lean culture.

(vi) True cooperation and trusts: (2) big room; (6)
project modification or innovation (PMI); (7) value
stream mapping; (8) last planner system; and (9)
multiparty agreement (MPA).

Stage 4 of the grounded theory will be verified through a
quantitative approach with descriptive statistics and in-
ferential testing of cost and schedule performances in the
next section.

5. Quantitative Data Analysis

5.1. Descriptive Statistics Analysis and Data Normality.
*e particular descriptive statistics of cost performance and
schedule performance used in this paper are means, vari-
ance, range, standard deviation, andmedian. In addition, the
normality test was performed as a requirement of as-
sumptions for inference statistics (hypothesis testing) to
confirm whether the data are normally distributed or have
some degree of symmetry. *e skewness test for cost per-
formance returned the value of −7.212 and that of the
schedule performance was 2.080. Since neither of the
skewness values are in the range of −1 to 1, this distribution
is not normal. In addition, the Kolmogorov–Smirnov (K-S)
test was used to further verify that the data are not following
the normal distribution. *e normality Shapiro–Wilk test
confirmed that the data pertaining to the two factors are not
normally or near-normally distributed. *erefore, data
transformation was required to convert and reconstruct the
datasets for further statistical analyses.

5.2. Data Transformation and Inferential Statistics Procedure.
A two-step mean transformation method was used for
converting the continuous variables to the ones normally
distributed. *e process begins with fractionally ranking
variable cases in order to have a consistency for the
transformed variable [48]. Subsequently, the inverse normal
distribution was employed to transform data distribution
with the SPSS software. As a result, the skewness distribu-
tions of both cost performance and schedule performance
data are adjusted, to satisfy the requirements of normality,
uniformity, and linearity of multiple analyzed variances. In
addition to the cost performance and schedule performance
data transformation, project size (or gross area) was also
transformed to be included in the univariate and multi-
variate ANOVA analyses as well as generalizing linear
models in the next step of the data analysis procedure. As a
result, the new skewness test statistics for cost performance

Table 2: Analyzing models and control factors.

Model
Variables Control factors

IPD Lean BIM Cost
performance

Schedule
performance

1 Y Y Y C1 S1
2 — Y Y C2 S2
3 Y — Y C3 S4
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and schedule performance after transformation were 0.03
and 0.06, respectively, which are in the acceptable range of
normal and near-normal distribution (i.e., between −1 and
1).

5.3.Measurements of Project PerformanceMetrics. *e use of
any project delivery methods, tools, or techniques can be
measured by proper project performance in order to ade-
quately assess their efficiency and precisely enhance them.
*is study utilizes two commonly used measurements for
construction projects: cost and schedule performance, which
are calculated using the following equation:

CP �
(FC− IC) × 100

IC
,

SP �
(FD−PD) × 100

PD
,

(1)

where CP is the cost performance, FC is the final project cost,
IC is the initial project cost, SP is the schedule performance,
FD is the final duration, and PD is the planned duration.*e
following section provides descriptive statistics and treat-
ments for nonnormally distributed data of cost performance
and schedule performance.

5.4. Cost Performance Analysis. To evaluate the first null
hypothesis, adjusted cost performance data as the de-
pendent variable, the five levels of ILB combination as the
independent variables, and the adjusted project size as the
covariate factor were used for the univariate and multi-
variate ANOVA tests. With the p value of 0.63 at 95%
confidence interval, there was no statistically significant
difference between cost performances of the different
models. Because of the small sample size, the use of
several post hoc tests, including Hochberg’s GT2 and
Games-Howell process is recommended by Dell et al. [49]
to ensure equality of population variances. *is setting
was applied to the rest of univariate tests. *e multiple
comparison range tests based on the confidence interval

of 95% and examination via two procedures with cost
performance dependent variable are shown in Table 4. In
particular, the table shows the differences between one
combination and the other at 95% confidence interval. In
addition, it also indicates the significance of each dif-
ference to show the reliability of the comparison. How-
ever, there was no statistically significant difference found
in pairwise comparisons for combination groups.

According to the results from estimated marginal means
and significance (p values), the reliability of the outcomes of
the comparison between five combination levels with the
cost performance index variable was ensured. As a result, the
first null hypothesis is rejected because of the insignificance
or p value higher than 0.05 in the univariate test. Not-
withstanding the null hypothesis evaluation for cost per-
formance, different projects benefiting from different
combinations of IPD, lean construction, and BIM showed
interesting results in terms of the cost performance mean.
Results of the ANOVA test with the 95% confidence interval
for cost performance (with the adjustment for project sizes)
indicate that projects that utilize IPD, lean construction, and
BIM have the highest value of cost performance compared to
other projects.

5.5. Schedule Performance Analysis. In order to evaluate the
second null hypothesis, the univariate test for the ILB effects
on schedule performance was conducted with SPSS software.
Here, adjusted schedule performance data are used as the
dependent variables, the five levels of ILB combination serve
as the independent variables, and the adjusted project size is
used as the covariate factor for the ANOVA tests. In con-
sideration of investigating the differences in schedule per-
formance of five levels, multiple comparison range tests were
carried out. Similar to the cost performance’s univariate
results, a full ILB combination shows a significant mean
difference compared to the others which proves that its
implementation would have a positive effect on the project’s
schedule performance as shown in Table 5. *e p value
(0.008) of this univariate analysis indicates that the null

Table 3: Synergizing concepts from case studies.

Key analyzing concepts
(1) BIM-4D and 5D with five different levels: visualization, coordination, constructability, fabrication/installation and total cost of
ownership
(2) A big room, co-location, small breaks, and track plan percent complete (PPC)
(3) Key performance indicators (KPIs)
(4) A3 reports or rainbow report
(5) Choosing by advantages (CBA)
(6) Project modification or innovation (PMI)
(7) Value stream mapping and cluster teams
(8) *e last planner system (e.g., pull planning, master scheduling, weekly work planning, etc.)
(9) Multiparty agreement (MPA) (Consensus-DOCS 300-2008, AIA document A195-2008, A295-2008, B195-2008) and single purpose
entity (SPE) (AIA document C195-2008)
(10) Target value design (TVD)
(11) Virtual design and construction (VDC)
(12) Set-based design (SBD)
(13) Lean culture and other techniques (i.e., the “customer-supplier” viewpoint, plan do study act (PDSA), etc.)
(14) Owner participation in ILB
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hypothesis of the significant effect of ILB combination on
project schedule performance cannot be rejected. Pairwise
comparisons of combination groups in terms of schedule
performance do not show significant difference except
when the full ILB combination is compared to using only
BIM.

As compared the schedule performance values for the
projects that used different combinations of ILB components
to those of the projects that only employed BIM, full
combination of ILB components indicates the highest
schedule performance value while using only BIM results in
the lowest schedule performance value of all the models.

5.6. Cost and Schedule Performance Analysis. *e third null
hypothesis is investigated to assess the impact of ILB in-
tegration on both cost and schedule performances simul-
taneously with normalization with respect to the size of
projects. As such, a multivariate ANOVA (or MANOVA)
test is performed. F-ratio and four measuring statistics,
namely, Pillai’s trace, Hotelling-Lawley’s trace, Wilk’s
lambda, and Roy’s largest root, have been used to test the
null hypothesis.*ese four tests were used in order to ensure
the reliability of the multivariate test regarding the statis-
tically significant difference between the three separate
models, including ILB, Lean-BIM, and IPD-BIM, in terms of
cost performance and schedule performance. Table 6
summarizes the results of the MANOVA test. In particu-
lar in this table, values refer to the test statistics of the four
models; the F-ratio shows the test reliability; the significance
refers to the acceptance/rejection of the research hypothesis,
and observed power is another variable which confirms that
the results are reliable. According to four distinguishing
multivariate tests, p values from 0.005 to 0.03, which are less
than 0.05, the third null hypothesis is answered, so a full
combination of IPD, lean construction, and BIM will have a
significant effect on both cost and schedule performance,
considered as a group, with differences in project sizes or
gross area. In addition, the F value and hypothesis df show

the reliability of these hypothetical tests (Table 6). In par-
ticular, the third hypothesis is accepted because of the
multivariate result of a full ILB in terms of both cost per-
formance and schedule performance by four statistical tests:
Pillai’s Trace, Wilks’ Lambda, Hotelling’s Trace, and Roy’s
largest root. As a result, a full ILB does have a significant
effect on both cost performance and schedule performance
of construction projects.

6. Discussion and Conclusion

In this research, 72 real-world construction projects that
implemented a subset of IPD, lean principles, and BIM (ILB
in short) were studied. Qualitative analysis was performed to
identify specific concepts that lead to a successful imple-
mentation of ILB using grounded theory. Additionally, six
influential aspects of a successful project were outlined in
terms of quality, cost, and schedule performance. Developed
with a combination of defined concepts and project-specific
factors, an ILB checklist was created with supporting evi-
dence. According to that recommended checklist for ILB
synergies, unique tools and techniques are summarized and
categorized into three key sections related to four main
phases of a typical construction project. *is classification
helps project team members to consider and employ es-
sential factors leading to project success with respect to the
leveraging the power of ILB. *e cooperative characteristics
of the fourteen identified concepts are evaluated during

Table 4: Pairwise comparisons of combination groups in terms of cost performance.

Combination group Mean difference Significance (p value)

IPD+Lean+BIM (ILB) Lean +BIM 0.045 0.909
IPD+BIM 0.031 0.902

Lean +BIM ILB −0.048 0.640
IPD+BIM −0.017 0.992

IPD+BIM ILB −0.031 0.902
Lean +BIM 0.017 0.992

Table 5: Pairwise comparisons of combination groups in terms of schedule performance.

Combination group Mean difference Significance (p value)

IPD+Lean+BIM (ILB) Lean +BIM 0.008 0.997
IPD+BIM 0.058 0.081

Lean +BIM ILB −0.008 0.997
IPD+BIM 0.050 0.271

IPD+BIM ILB −0.058 0.081
Lean +BIM −0.050 0.271

Table 6: Multivariate tests.

Variable Test model Value F Sig. Observed
power

ILB

Pillai’s trace 0.219 2.156 0.034 0.838
Wilks’ lambda 0.787 2.199 0.031 0.847
Hotelling’s trace 0.264 2.241 0.028 0.854
Roy’s largest

root 0.231 4.038 0.005 0.893
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different phases of a construction project, from planning to
operation.

In terms of quantitative analysis, descriptive statistics
were used to evaluate the effect of ILB integrations on
projects’ cost performance and schedule performance.
Various quantitative and inferential statistics tests were
performed, including normality examination, data trans-
formation, and univariate and multivariate ANOVA in-
vestigation. According to analyzed outcomes, for projects
that implement a full combination of ILB, (1) the effect on
the cost performance index was not statistically significant,
(2) the effect on the schedule performance index was sta-
tistically significant, and (3) the effect on the cost perfor-
mance index and schedule performance index, collectively,
was statistically significant.

*is study contributes to the body of knowledge in the
general area of construction engineering and management
by providing evidence-based indicators of the factors af-
fecting successful implementation of IPD, lean principles,
and BIM. With the identification of 14 most common
practices of using ILB in the current US construction in-
dustry, this study contributes to the body of knowledge by
providing contextual information about having all the three
components together. *is study also contributed to the
body of practice by providing an insight about the cost and
schedule performance of projects that took advantage of ILB.
It also demonstrates the significance of implementing those
typical three factors on the cost and schedule performance of
the projects using vertical project cases. Future research may
evaluate other project performance measures such as the
number of request of information (RFI), punch list ratio, and
green features implementation. Moreover, future studies can
provide designated analysis for different industry sectors
such as commercial, residential, and industrial, in separate
categories.
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+e evaluation of BIM capabilities and repeatability enables a company or project to identify its current status and how to
improve continuously; this evaluation can be performed with BIM maturity models. However, these maturity models can
measure the BIM state but not specifically the application of BIM uses. Likewise, in interorganizational project teams with a
diversity of factors from various companies, it is possible to evaluate the capacity at a specified time with specified factors, but it
is not possible to evaluate the repeatability unless the client always works with the same project teams. +erefore, despite the
existence of various BIM uses in the literature, there is no instrument to evaluate the level of implementation of them in
construction projects. +is research proposes a BIM Use Assessment (BUA) tool for characterizing the levels of application of
the BIM uses in the planning and design phases of building projects.+e research methodology was organized into three stages:
(1) identification, selection, and definition of BIM uses; (2) proposal of the BUA tool for characterizing the level of BIM use
application; and (3) validation of the BUA tool.+e tool was validated using 25 construction projects, where high reliability and
concordance were observed; hence, the BUA tool complies with the consistency and concordance analysis for assessing uses in
the design and planning phases of construction projects. +e assessment will enable self-diagnosis, stakeholder qualification/
selection, and industry benchmarking.

1. Introduction

Building information modeling (BIM) is becoming an es-
sential methodology in the architecture, engineering, and
construction (AEC) industry. Indeed, public agencies from
several countries are encouraging the use of this method-
ology by issuing requirements, user guides, and manuals
regarding its use [1]. +ere are several ways of using BIM
(BIM uses), which lead to various benefits; as stated by
Kreider and Messner [2], applications of BIM during the
infrastructure lifecycle can enable the realization of one or
more specific objectives. +erefore, it is important to un-
derstand the way that organizations apply BIM uses.

BIM uses are defined in various ways: the Penn State
guide defines BIM use as “a method of applying Building
Information Modeling during a facility’s life cycle to achieve
one or more specific objectives” [2]. According to Succar,
BIM uses “identify and collate the information, re-
quirements that need to be delivered as—or embedded
within—3D digital models” [3]. Another definition comes
from the New York guide, which defines BIM uses as “the
most common applications of BIM on the Department of
Design and Construction Projects; BIM uses shall be con-
sidered and aligned with project goals” [4]. +us, while there
is a consensus on the relationship of uses to project ob-
jectives, there is no agreement on whether uses are methods,
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applications, or actions; therefore, there is no universal
definition for BIM uses.

Although there is no universal definition, the definitions
are aligned in that the BIM uses are present throughout the
project lifecycle, as in each phase, it is possible to realize a
specific benefit. +e infrastructure lifecycle is defined as
consisting of four phases: planning, design, construction,
and operation [5, 6]. During all these phases, it is possible to
apply various BIM uses according to the objectives that are
established in the project, which increases the number of
possible uses of this methodology [7]. +e initial stages,
namely, planning and design, are considered instrumental in
the development of the project. According to MacLeamy’s
curve [8], the planning and design phases have a significant
impact on the entire project; early efforts in these phases can
help to prevent cost overruns and time delays at the con-
struction site [9].

To realize the optimal applications of BIM, it is im-
portant to be aware of the BIM use level; in this way, it is
possible to identify the possibility of improving the BIM in
the project. However, it is possible to use a tool that enables
the characterization of the BIM level but, not each BIM use
in a project. Moreover, measuring the BIM level is not the
same as measuring the BIM uses. +ese tools are BIM
maturity models because several BIM maturity models fa-
cilitate understanding how companies apply the BIM
methodology, where the term “BIM maturity” refers to the
quality, repeatability, and degree of excellence within the
BIM capability [10]. +ese maturity models can measure the
BIM state but not specifically the application of BIM uses.
Likewise, it is possible to evaluate the capacity at a specific
time [11] in interorganizational project teams (specialists
coming from different companies) [12], but it is not possible
to evaluate the repeatability unless the client always works
with the same project teams. +erefore, despite the existence
of various BIM uses in the literature, there is no instrument
to evaluate their level of implementation in construction
projects.

+us, addressing the lack of a tool to evaluate how BIM
uses are applied in construction projects, this research
proposes and validates a BIM Use Assessment (BUA) tool
for characterizing the application levels of BIM uses in the
planning and design phases of building projects. +e ob-
jective assessment enabled by the BUA tool yields benefits
for both the industry and the academia. Organizations can
use this assessment to perform a self-diagnosis that supports
strategic implementation of decisions and to qualify/select
other organizations in the context of future projects or joint
ventures. +e academia, on the other hand, can use this
assessment tool for industry benchmarking and diagnosis.

2. Research Methodology

+e overall research methodology is organized into three
stages: (1) identification, selection, and definition of BIM
uses; (2) proposal of the BUA tool for characterizing the level
of BIM use application; and (3) validation of the BUA tool.
Figure 1 specifies the activities, research tools, and de-
liverables for each stage.

In the first stage, the user guides and manuals regarding
BIM uses were identified to select the BIM uses to be
evaluated in this research. +e guides were classified
according to three criteria: (1) definition of uses that are
associated with an objective/application for the project, (2)
classification of the uses according to the phases of the
project life cycle, and (3) definition of uses that are sup-
ported by the scientific literature.

Subsequently, each use was defined based on the selected
guide and a review of the literature from the last ten years.
+e search was carried out in the following libraries: En-
gineering Village, Web of Science, and Scopus. In this re-
view, 64 references regarding the application of the BIM uses
were identified in the design and planning phases of con-
struction projects.

Next, a panel of experts validated the selection and
definitions of the BIM uses. Table 1 lists the experts who
participated in the three sessions. Finally, we created a
definitive list of BIM uses and their definitions for the design
and planning phases of construction projects.

In the second stage, the BUA tool is proposed for
characterizing the levels of application of BIM uses in
construction projects in the planning and design phases. A
BIM use has various levels of complexity that are associated
with its own characteristics, for example, the dimensionality
of the model, the level of automation, and the number of
associated systems. To establish each level, the researchers
defined two or more characteristics for each use; those
characteristics are elements that are associated with the
objective or application of each BIM use. +ese character-
istics were defined by analyzing the necessary factors for
implementing each use successfully. +en, for each char-
acteristic, a state was defined, which represents the level of
complexity with which this characteristic is employed. Each
characteristic and its state were defined in work sessions with
the panel of experts.

+ereafter, combinations of states were defined
according to characteristics that place a project in each level.
Finally, the expert panel validated the combination of states
that defined each level for each use. +erefore, in the BUA,
evaluating each use on a scale from one to five is proposed,
where the minimum level (1) does not use the BIM model
and the maximum level (5) uses it in a way that realizes all its
applications. +e proposal of classification by levels allows
having a structured and consistent tool. Table 2 presents a
general description for each level; however, a detailed de-
scription of each level of each use is provided in the BUA (see
Supplementary Data available here).

In the third stage, the BUA was validated by applying the
proposed instrument to 25 construction projects in the
planning and design phases. +e only requirement for the
evaluation is to declare that the company is using BIM. +e
evaluation process consisted of the following steps: First, a
researcher conducted an interview with each BIM manager
of each project. +e interviews were conducted in a
conversation-like manner to ensure that the interviewees
would respond transparently [13]; this avoided the bias
of previously having examined the answer for each level.
+en, based on a recording of the interviews, two researchers
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independently defined the level of the project for each BIM
use. Next, in a collaborative session, the two researchers who
qualified the projects were asked to discuss the final qual-
ification of each use.

To validate the BUA tool, we conducted a concordance
analysis of the evaluations of the two researchers and be-
tween each researcher and the final decision; we used the
Kappa Cohen test to measure the level of concordance.
Additionally, we conducted a reliability analysis of the BUA

Selection of BIM uses and BIM 
guide

Literature review

25 construction 
projects

(1) Identification, 
selection, and 

definition of BIM
uses

2 research 
qualifications

(2) Proposal of 
the BIM Uses 
Assessment 
(BUA) tool

(3) Validation of 
the BUA tool

Research tools Activities DeliverablesStage

Definition of BIM uses

Validation of the BIM uses and 
their definitions 

Kappa-Cohen test
Cronbach's alpha test

List of BIM uses and their 
definition 

Definition of characteristics of 
each BIM uses

Definition of states of each 
characteristics of each BIM uses 

Definition of BIM uses levels 
(combination of characteristic states) BUA tool

Execution of BIM management 
interviews

Rating of BIM uses with BUA tool

Concordance analysis
Reliability analysis

BUA tool validated

Descriptive 
statistics Descriptive analysis

BUA evaluation of 25 
construction project

BIM guides and 
manuals

BIM guide and
literature review

Expert panel

Expert panel

Figure 1: Research methodology.

Table 1: Characterization of expert panel.

Profession (grade) Occupation Field of work Years of experience

Architect, Ph.D. Professor and consultant Construction management; virtual design and
construction; building information modeling >30

Civil Engineer, Ph.D. Professor and consultant Construction management; project management;
lean construction; building information modeling >30

Civil Engineer, Ph.D. Professor and consultant Construction management; virtual design and
construction; building information modeling >15

Civil Engineer, Ph.D.(c) Professor and consultant Construction management; lean construction;
building information modeling >10

Civil Engineer, M.Sc. Researcher and consultant Construction management; building information
modeling >5

Table 2: BIM levels—a general description for each level.

Level General description
1 Traditional methods (2D model)
2 Low use of BIM and little information in the model

3 Medium use of BIM and sufficient
information for BIM

4 High use of BIM

5 Full use of BIM; the best tools are utilized
to realize all its applications
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using Cronbach’s alpha test to measure the level of internal
consistency of the BUA tool.

Finally, a descriptive analysis of the results that were
obtained for the 25 projects was conducted. Two measures,
namely, central tendency and variability, for each of the uses
were analysed. Via this approach, the uses with highest and
lowest levels of implementation in the sample of this study
were identified. +e interviews were carried out by project
and not by company because even if a company has several
ongoing projects, the demands of the client or the nature of
the project can affect the specifications of the application of
BIM uses.

3. Identification, Selection, and Definition of
BIM Uses

A BIM use is a set of actions and conditions that are as-
sociated with BIM, which together have a defined objective
or application for the construction project. +ere are various
guides or manuals that define BIM uses without specifying
an objective/application or only as actions that are associated
with the modeling process. Two examples are “existing
condition modeling” and “record modeling,” which are
defined in the “BIM uses of Penn State” [2], because these
uses are utilized for modeling without a defined application
for the project. In applying a BIM use to a project, it is
assumed that a BIMmodel exists. Other guides, such as “211
in model uses BIM” by Succar [3], consider additional
modeling uses. In this guide, several modeling actions are
specified, such as “fire modeling” and “foundation model-
ing.” However, actions of this type are not considered BIM
uses in this research.

To select a guide on which to base the definition of BIM
uses, five guides or manuals were characterized based on
three criteria: definition of uses, classification of uses, and
literature background of uses (Table 3). +e selected guide
defined uses more in accordance with the definition that is
proposed in this article, with a classification that is associated
with the phases of the project’s lifecycle, and with a more
extensive literature background.

+e BIM uses of Penn State were selected as the baseline
guide in this research.+is guide was selected for three main
reasons: First, most BIM uses are aligned with an objective/
application for the project, not just the modeling action.
Other guides have BIM uses that are directly related to the
modeling and not to the specified application; however,
these are BIM tools, not BIM uses. Second, the classification
of lifecycle phases is better suited to the requirements of this
research. +ird, every definition of BIM is strongly sup-
ported by the scientific literature.

Using this guide, an analysis was conducted on each of
the uses that were specified in the planning and design
phases of a construction project to determine which uses are
considered in the evaluation tool. Fifteen uses are proposed
in the planning and design phases by the Penn State guide;
however, this research did not consider all the uses that are
defined in the guide. +e use “existing condition modeling”
was deleted because it only considers the modeling and does
not explain the associated benefit. In fact, the resulting

model could be used, e.g., for cost estimation, 3D co-
ordination, and site analysis. Moreover, “lighting analysis”
and “energy analysis” are too specific in comparison with
other uses; therefore, they were included in the use “sus-
tainability analysis.” Likewise, the uses “structural analysis”
and “mechanical analysis” were included into the “engi-
neering analysis” use, along with other uses such as “hy-
draulic analysis” and “fire protection system.” Both changes
were made in order to simplify the evaluation of BIM uses;
however, it is possible that these simplifications are too
general for specific projects where illumination, sound, or
any specific analysis are carried out. Finally, ten of the fifteen
uses were selected for the planning and design phases
(Table 4).

Once the uses to be evaluated had been selected, the next
step was to define each of them based on the Penn State
guide and the analysed literature of 64 papers from the last
ten years. Once the uses were defined, working sessions were
held with the expert panel to provide feedback, implement
the recommended corrections, and validate each of the
definitions of the BIM uses.

4. Proposal of a BUA Tool for Measuring the
Level of BIM Application

Once the BIM uses were defined, the characteristics, which
are the actions or conditions that are necessary for applying
these uses, are identified. Table 5 lists the characteristics that
are used to assess each use. Additionally, each characteristic
use is defined in annexed Supplementary Data available here
(BUA).

Each characteristic is evaluated in various states; for
example, in the use “space programming,” the characteristic
“distribution analysis” has the following states: manuals,
consults, report, and automatic. A characteristic can be
evaluated in one or more states since the states are not
necessarily mutually exclusive. For example, in the use “site
analysis” and the characteristic “type of model,” the states
are BIM and GIS; therefore, a project can have one or both.
In the annexed Supplementary Data available here, all the
states of each characteristic are presented.

To clearly illustrate the characteristics of the uses, the
example below presents the selected features for the use “cost
estimation.” +e “cost estimation” use has three main
characteristics: the type of model, the origin of the quan-
tities, and the number of systems on which the use is applied
(Figure 2).+e characteristics were defined by answering the
following question: What yields a higher benefit on the
application of this use? Via this approach, it will be possible
to analyse the current state of a project and to identify the
next steps for improvement. In this example, the use of BIM
to support the cost estimation is at its maximum level of
application when the extraction of quantities is bidirectional
between the cost’s software and the model, and based on a
BIM model, without distinguishing if this is applied to a
large or small number of specialties.

+e characteristic “applied systems” is used to analyse
the number of systems in which a BIM use is applied. +e
feature is divided into two options: “<50%” and “≥50%.” In
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Table 3: Characteristics of BIM use guides and manuals.

Guide or manual BIM use definition associated with specific
objective Classification Literature

background

211 in Model Uses list [3] General application of BIM Type of information
use High

BIM uses Penn State [14] With an objective or application for almost all uses Lifecycle project High
BIM Guidelines NYC [15] General application of BIM No classification Medium
Singapore BIM Guide [16] Without a specified objective or application Lifecycle project Low
BIM Procurement Guide Harvard
[17] General application of BIM Lifecycle project Medium

Table 4: Definitions of BIM uses for planning and design.

Stage Use Definition (proposal) No. of papers

Planning, design Cost estimation A BIM model is used to generate accurate quantity
takeoffs and cost estimates 7

Planning, design Phase planning
A 4D BIM model is utilized to effectively plan,

especially spatial planning, including spatial clashes
and paths

9

Planning, design Space programming
A BIM model is used to design and analyse the

project’s spaces and rooms and to assign to each space
a use and its measurements

6

Planning, design Site analysis BIM/GIS is used to select and evaluate a site location
and to select a building position on the site 8

Planning, design Design authoring

A process in which 3D software is used to develop a
building information model. A project is designed in
a BIM model, where the typical iterations of a project
are made, and everything is built directly in the BIM

software

3

Planning, design Design review
A process in which stakeholders interact with a BIM
model and provide their feedback to validate multiple

design aspects
5

Design Engineering analysis
A BIM model and specialized software are used to
conduct an engineering analysis to identify the most

efficient method or design
4

Design Sustainability evaluation
A process in which the sustainability of a facility is
evaluated and tracked using a sustainability metric

system
8

Design Code validation

A process in which code validation software is
utilized to check the model parameters against
project-specific design or construction codes or

norms

7

Design 3D coordination
A process in which 3D coordination software is used
to identify 3D geometric conflicts by comparing 3D

models of building systems
7

Table 5: Uses and their characteristics.

Phase BIM use Characteristics

Planning

Cost estimation Source of quantities, type of model, and applied systems
Phase planning 4D model, type of use, and link type
Site analysis Type of model and type of analysis

Space programming Type of model and distribution analysis

Design

Design review Type of model, immersive lab, and list of requirements
Code validation Type of software, type of model, applied systems, and level of mock-up

Sustainability analysis Type of model, type of software, and applied systems
Engineering analysis Type of model, compatible software, applied systems, and documentation
Design authoring Type of models, generative models, and applied systems
3D coordination Type of models, analysis method, and applied systems
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Figure 2, the feature “applied systems” corresponds to the
two last columns; however, the number of systems depends
on the characteristics of the project; hence, the tool cannot
use a fixed number for each of the options. +erefore, it is
necessary to calculate the number of systems to which a BIM
use can be applied.

Once the levels have been defined, a BUA is constructed
as a template for each use, which includes the use name, use
definition, use levels (1 to 5), and use characteristics (Fig-
ure 2). +is BUA tool serves as a rubric and should be read
horizontally. +e light-grey squares indicate the conditions
that must be satisfied to belong to a level. Likewise, the dark-
grey squares indicate the possibilities within a level. +e
dark-grey colour is applied with the objective of avoiding
subjectivity to enable the analysis of various combinations at
the same level. For example, a project is assigned a score of
one for the “cost estimation” use if it uses a 2D model to
calculate manually the quantities for over or under the 50%
of the systems.

5. Validation of the BUA Tool via the
Evaluation of Projects in the Planning and
Design Phases

To validate the consistency resulting from the application of
the proposed BUA tool, 25 civil infrastructure and building
construction projects were considered, which were all in the
first phases of the lifecycle (planning and design) (Table 6).

To evaluate each project, interviews were conducted with
the BIMmanager and/or project manager. All the interviews
were recorded with the interviewees’ consent so that their
answers could be later analysed by two BIM researchers, who
independently evaluated each use of the BUA.

Finally, the evaluators held a meeting to decide on the
final score of the project for each use; they focused on the
categories in which the scores differed between the two
evaluators. In conducting this evaluation, the evaluators

followed the format that is shown in Figure 3. +e template
must be filled by a BIM specialist who has been selected
through an interview with the project leaders.

To validate the BUA tool, three concordance analyses
were performed: (i) between the answers of the two re-
searchers, (ii) between the answers of Researcher 1 and the
final decision for each use, and (iii) between the answers of
Researcher 2 and the final decision for each use. Cohen’s
Kappa was applied to each of these scenarios (Table 7), and
an almost perfect level of agreement of over 93%was reached
in all three cases [15]; hence, the tool is unbiased and precise.

+en, as the next step in validating the BUA tool, the
internal consistency of the measuring scale was analysed
using Cronbach’s alpha coefficient. For the BUAs of 10 items
and 25 test projects, a Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of 0.8617
was calculated. Hence, the elements of the BUA tool assess
the same characteristic for a project for each BIM use. From
the high level of internal consistency (reliability) and the
high level of agreement between the interviewers, it is
concluded that the BUA is an objective and consistent tool
for evaluating the levels of BIM uses in the design and
planning phases of construction projects.

Based on the high measurement performance of the tool
in the validation process, the BUA tool can systematically
characterize the levels of application of the BIM uses in the
planning and design phases of building projects. +us, the
proved trustiness of this tool to assess BIM uses in the early
stages of the project enables self-diagnosis of an organiza-
tion’s practices regarding how BIM is used in their projects.
For example, an organization can understand that its cost
estimation process (BIM use) consists of consulting quan-
tities from 3D models in less than half of their main cost
items, while its design review process (BIM use) is based on a
nonimmersive visualization of BIMmodels with an informal
identification of design issues. +is understanding can allow
a company to formulate an improvement plan to take full
advantage of BIM for its projects. Additionally, a company
can use the BUA tool to assess the BIM use of potential

Cost estimation
Type of model Source of quantities Applied 

systems

2D 3D BIM Manual Just view Report Integration <50% ≥50%

BIM model is 
used to 

generate 
accurate 

quantity takeoffs
and cost 
estimates

1

2

3

4

5

Quantity takeoffs are 
calculated manually with plans

Measures or volumes are 
consulted, but a full project 

report is not generated

Specialized bidirectional so�ware with 
code that allows an interaction between 

the BIM model and the costs

A report of quantities of the model is generated;
there may or may not be a management data 

so�ware for the quantities

Figure 2: BUA—cost estimation.
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partners or design consultants in future projects where
certain BIM uses are required. Additionally, the results of the
assessment done with the BUA tool in a particular project
can be compared to successful cases of BIM application
within the company or the industry (if available) to identify
the most efficient practices for BIM uses.

Using the 25 evaluated test projects, a descriptive
analysis was conducted to determine the distribution of the
levels for each BIM use. Figure 4 shows a box plot for each
BIM use. According to this figure, the BIM use with the
highest level of application is “3D Coordination” and the
BIM use with the lowest level of application is “Phase
Planning,” which is associated with Level 1 in almost all cases
(three projects showed an application, which were repre-
sented as atypical dots and asterisks). +is low application of
“phase planning” is due, according to the interviewees, to the
lack of a specific requirement for this use in the contract.
“Sustainability Analysis” was another BIM use that has
application level of 1; however, it has higher variability. For
this BIM use, even if not all the projects required an en-
vironmental certification by the clients, some projects had
their own environmental requirements to be satisfied, for
which BIM was helpful.

BIM uses “Site Analysis,” “Space Programming,” and
“Code Validation” were associated with Level 2 of appli-
cation, while “Design Review” and “Engineering Analysis”
were associated with Level 3. Regarding “Engineering
Analysis,” according to the interviewees, it is difficult to ask
the external designers to develop the whole process in BIM
software.

Finally, 6 out of the 10 evaluated BIM uses presented
high variability in terms of the application levels. +is is due
to the differences among the projects in terms of their
characteristics, the companies that execute them, and their
clients. For most of the projects, an improvement oppor-
tunity was identified in the BIM uses.

Additionally, hypothesis tests were conducted to identify
significant differences according to the characteristics of the
evaluated projects. Nonparametric hypothetical tests were
applied with a significance level of 95% since the variable of
each evaluation is ordinal qualitative. +e Mann–Whitney U
test was used to compare pairs of samples, and the
Kruskal–Wallis test was used to compare three samples. No
significant differences were identified between projects with a
public or private client. +ere are also no significant differ-
ences between projects with an internal or external client.
+ere are no significant differences between infrastructure
projects and building projects. Differences were identified in
terms of the countries of origin of the projects; p values of less
than 0.05 were obtained between the pair Chile-Colombia and
Spain, where in the latter country, the projects had signifi-
cantly lower evaluations. No significant differences were
identified between the projects in Chile and Colombia.

+erefore, from this initial evaluation, it can be noted
that there is a high variability in the types of BIM uses in the
design planning phases, where the most developed use is
coordination between specialties, and the least developed is
4D planning. In addition, this sample shows high variability
in the level of development and automation of each use, for
example, in cost estimation or design authoring.

Table 6: Summary of project characteristics.

Country Project Total Public Private External clients Internal clients

Chile Building 7 0 7 3 4
Infrastructure 2 2 0 2 0

Colombia Building 11 0 11 5 6
Infrastructure 1 1 0 1 0

Spain Building 3 0 3 3 0
Infrastructure 1 0 1 1 0

Total 25 3 22 15 10

Co
st 

es
tim

at
io

n BIM model is 
used to generate 
accurate quantity 
takeoffs and cost 

estimates

Level
Type of model Source of quantities Applied 

systems

2D 3D BIM Manual Just view Report Integration <50% ≥50%

3

Figure 3: Cost estimation evaluations (example of an assessment).

Table 7: Concordance analysis.

Researcher 1–Researcher 2 Researcher 1–final decision Researcher 2–final decision
Agreement percentage 93.7 96.8 96.8
Kappa 0.91 0.96 0.95
p value 0.02 0.01 0.01
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6. Conclusions

+e proposed BUA tool that is presented in this study
contributes to the diagnosis of the application of BIM uses,
thereby enabling companies and clients to identify the BIM
use state of the project, the way in which the BIM uses are
being implemented and opportunities for improvement. Via
this approach, it is possible to realize higher benefits from
the BIM methodologies when they are applied in the earliest
stages of the projects. Since countries are encouraging the
use of BIM methodologies, having a tool that enables the
assessment of the application of BIM uses in projects is
advantageous for those who are in the process of imple-
menting or are seeking to implement this methodology
efficiently. +en, the BUA tool becomes crucial for com-
panies in evaluating how they are utilizing all the “uses” that
BIM can offer. Likewise, BUA tool can be used to evaluate
companies to be contracted seeking for the specific BIM use
level, or also for benchmarking the BIM use level in the
industry.

In the validation process of the BUA tool, a high con-
sistency value was obtained; i.e., the tool is reliable and
measures what is being measured. In addition, when the
same project was evaluated by two researchers, a high
percentage of agreement was obtained; therefore, it can be
concluded that the tool is free from the evaluator’s bias. +e
BUA tool has high concordance and consistency values;
however, it is recommended that external specialists evaluate
a project to eliminate biases. +e BUA can be used as a self-
assessment tool if the examiner is knowledgeable regarding
BIM. In addition, this evaluation enables the comparison
between projects of the same company or of different
companies and promotes benchmarking and continuous
improvement in organizations.

+e descriptive analysis and hypothesis tests were
conducted with the pilot test of 25 projects. +e use of a

larger sample size is recommended for obtaining more
general conclusions according to the characteristics of the
project. +e BUA defines each level as a combinatorial of
states associated with each characteristic of each use;
however, this combinatorial could be different. +e uses
“sustainability analysis” and “engineering analysis” group
several specialties, respectively; this simplification could
generate an information gap if the objective of the assess-
ment is to understand the use of each specialty individually.

Future work will focus on the extension of BUA, which
was developed for implementation in the planning and
design phases, to the other project lifecycle phases, namely,
the construction and operation phases. In addition, it would
be of substantial value to assess the level of socialization of
each BIM use since, for effectively using BIM, the integration
of information among all factors of the project is necessary.
+is would involve assessing the way in which the in-
formation is managed, shared, and stored. Additionally, with
a greater number of projects, a deeper descriptive analysis
can be made of the states in which each characteristic of each
BIM use is located.
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Supplementary Materials

+e BUA is composed of three sheets in an Excel file. +e
first two sheets (“Plan” and “Design”) define the conditions
for belonging to each level for the BIM uses and are similar
to help tables.+e third sheet, namely, “Interview Template,”
should be used to conduct the interview. In this template, the
project data are obtained by writing an “x” in the corre-
sponding box and using the first sheet, the level of imple-
mentation for each BIM use in the project can be identified.
(Supplementary Materials)
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Since the concept of building information modeling (BIM) was introduced in South Korea in 2008, digital fabrication concerning
free-form shapes and complex parametric information has been expanding owing to the development of BIM software and tools.
However, the digital fabrication process is inadequate in terms of efficiency and productivity because of the need to convert from
conventional two-dimensional (2D) drawings to a BIM design; this adversely affects the unified design, fabrication, installation,
and inspection processes. Moreover, an optimized process has not been developed thus far because the productivity of digital
fabrication has not been quantitatively verified for various projects in the field.,is study proposes a BIM-based digital fabrication
process for prefabricated parts of buildings. In addition, a productivity analysis method based on the queuing model is proposed
using personnel input and performance calculation data to verify productivity. It is expected that the digital fabrication process
and productivity analysis model proposed here will be applied to complex digital fabrication works.

1. Introduction

,e main trend of the construction industry in the 21st
century is the creation of different spaces to improve the
quality of human life and in forms that were previously
unavailable to meet various user needs [1]. ,ese needs have
increasingly decided that the buildings be massive and the
shapes be more complex; thus, the design of free-form and
complex elements, manufacture of building components, and
construction technology at the site must be supported to meet
these needs [2]. Existing architectural techniques and para-
digms are mostly available only in fragments, such as the
optimal design technology for complex structures, techniques
for fabrication of components, and precise installation
technology. ,erefore, the cost and time requirements for
design, fabrication, and construction of complex types of
structures will increase, eventually leading to construction

errors and deterioration of building quality [3]. However,
since the BIM concept was introduced in Korea in 2008,
efforts have been made to overcome the problem of pro-
ductivity degradation in the life cycles of construction projects
[4].

Building information modeling (BIM) technology has
been rapidly replacing conventional construction models,
such as two-dimensional computer-aided design (2D CAD),
paper documents, and Excel chart-based schedules, by
improving the technical level of construction automation,
introducing BIM-based innovations, and application of
integrated project delivery (IPD) method in several coun-
tries. Digital fabrication is one such technology developed
through the application of BIM and virtual design and
construction (VDC) methods in the construction industry.
,rough BIM-based digital fabrication, designers, builders,
and manufacturers of construction materials can perform
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detailed design and examination of the products to be
fabricated as digital objects [5, 6].

BIM can integrate design, manufacturing, and con-
struction processes to increase the level of transparency and
interoperability among partners in construction projects
that use prefabricated components [7]. Based on this ad-
vantage, BIM-based digital fabrication technology simplifies
the procurement process in construction and improves the
productivity of the workflow between designers, builders,
and those involved in the manufacturing of construction
components [8]. Moreover, from a fabrication productivity
perspective, construction member manufacturers can utilize
the data input from BIM objects to assist the fabrication
process, and these are parametric data that are not provided
by conventional 2D-based fabrication methods [8]. Auto-
matic member shape recognition and fabrication are pos-
sible by inputting parametric BIM fabrication data into the
member production process of the computerized numerical
control (CNC) machine.

Despite this advantage, the digital fabrication process
remains very inefficient in South Korea. In particular, al-
though the level of digital fabrication requirement is very
high for free-form buildings because each material has its
own free-form shape, development of the elementary
technologies required for actual fabrication and construc-
tion has been slow. Owing to these technical limitations,
optimized processes or management methodologies for the
life cycle management of free-form construction members,
including design, fabrication, installation, and construction,
are not sufficient, despite the rising demand for free-form
buildings in South Korea. ,is affects the cost, construction
period, and quality of projects.

,erefore, this study aimed to establish the life cycle
process, including design, fabrication, and construction, of
free-form structural members that are components of free-
form buildings. Moreover, the proposed digital fabrication
process for free-form construction members was imple-
mented in an actual building based on a case study, which
allowed for technical verification and productivity evalua-
tion, as well as verification of the productivity of the
implemented process.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Prefabrication of Construction Project. ,e pre-
fabrication method in the construction industry is a way to
reduce the overall project schedule since the processes at
the factory and the on-site fields are carried out simulta-
neously. ,is advantage can be obtained by simultaneously
running a large number of processes on-site and at the
factory, compared to the on-site process, in which all tasks
are performed in order [9]. ,is enables the contractor to
actively utilize the prefabrication method for projects with
an extremely short site schedule and complicated processes
[9]. Prefabrication also helps to reduce costs by preventing
the waste of materials due to poor field processing and
through the repeated training of workers [10, 11]. In ad-
dition, previous studies found that the use of prefabrication
methodologies improved the quality of construction.

Digital applications and IT technologies can significantly
improve the quality of construction by accurately reflecting
the initial design and entering this design in the fabrication
equipment [12–15]. In addition, prefabrication has the
effect of reducing the wastage of resources by reducing the
warehousing space, improving material quality, and opti-
mizing the supply chain [7].

2.2. Digital Fabrication. Digital fabrication refers to a
methodology that systematically manages all processes,
such as generation, design, material processing, and
construction of a structure that is intended to be produced
by utilizing digital tools [16]. Digital fabrication tech-
nology is primarily used in specific projects, such as free-
form buildings. In such projects, fabrication processes
that exceed the conventional construction production
methods are created through design goals and technical
innovations [17]. ,e digital fabrication process of a
construction project is generally classified as additional
fabrication, and it is based on computer-based design
methods and robotic-based production processes [18]. In
particular, for the construction of free-form parts, various
members are processed and assembled through additional
fabrication processes that utilize industrial robots [19].
Owing to the recent development of digital technolo-
gies and the introduction of computer-based fabrica-
tion, buildings with very complex designs can also be
realized [20].

2.3. Implementation Cases and Benefits of BIM-Based Digital
Fabrication. A representative case of the use of digital
technology for implementing digital fabrication is BIM.
However, the application of BIM is determined by the
characteristics of the project and can be limited to simple
conversions of 2D CAD into a three-dimensional (3D)
model or it can be more complex as in an ideal case in which
design, fabrication, and construction are integrated and
maintenance is considered [21]. Won et al. [22] conducted a
case study on a collaborative organization and information
management method based on a free-form project. Frank
Gehry first applied CATIA, a design software program
primarily used for the design of airplanes or automobiles, to
construction in the Fish project (1991-1992) and aggressively
utilized it for the 3D representation of curved shapes and the
production process of construction members. Moreover,
from the perspective of project information management,
assembling one integrated team with designers and con-
structors for the 3D model constructed through CATIA
improved the completeness of the design and contributed to
the manufacturing of components and on-site construction.
In particular, in the Bilbao Guggenheim Museum project
(1991–1997), approximately 50,000 2D drawings were au-
tomatically created using a 3D model and were provided to
the project participants.

Jang and Lee [23] analyzed the effect of applying mul-
titrade prefabrication, in which multitrade mechanical,
electrical, and plumbing (MEP) elements were preassembled
in a factory, for construction instead of using the existing
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prefabrication method applied to a single process, and they
also analyzed the technical requirements for this. Skanska
USA reported that productivity increased by approximately
300%, and the construction period was reduced by eight weeks
in the Miami Valley hospital project by applying multitrade
prefabrication to the corridor rack and bathroom pods [24].
Mortenson [25] reported that the total construction period
was reduced by approximately 15%, but the construction cost
increased by approximately 6% through the application of
multitrade prefabrication in the Saint Joseph Heritage project.

2.4. Limitations of Existing Research on Digital Fabrication.
Despite the abovementioned advantages of digital fabrica-
tion, few studies on productivity factors, such as reduction of
schedules, quality, and resource reduction during the
manufacturing and construction stages, have been con-
ducted. ,is is because the definition or efficiency of the
digital fabrication life cycle process has never been verified,
despite interest in implementing building element tech-
nology using digital fabrication [26]. In addition, the lim-
itations of contracts, participants, organizations, and
technologies hinder the unification and utilization of BIM
data in digital fabrication, and as a result, the efficiency of
BIM utilization is extremely low [27]. ,is is essentially
owing to the absence of a methodology and technical lim-
itations for managing processes based on BIM data
throughout the fabrication life cycle [28].

2.5. Research on the Productivity of Digital Fabrication.
Numerous studies have been conducted to measure the
benefits of the BIM-based digital fabrication work process
mentioned in Section 2.2, i.e., cost, construction period, and
quality.

Jang and Lee [29] conducted a case study on the mul-
titrade corridor rack prefabrication case project. ,ey
proposed a prefabrication process for the corridor MEP rack
and analyzed its effectiveness using details of the process,
productivity, and economic efficiency. de Soto et al. [30]
proposed a new methodology for the automatic production
of complex concrete walls in the field. ,ey found that the
process of the wall work changed when a concrete pouring
robot was used and verified the effects of the CYCLONE
discrete event simulation system on the cost and time to
validate the process. Fazel and Izadi [31] proposed a work
methodology for a free-form modular surface using a head-
mounted display visualizing an augmented reality for ac-
curacy and construction period reduction of masonry work
and verified the quality of the augmented-reality-based
HMD methodology based on the visualized augmented
reality coordinates and the coordinates of the actual ma-
sonry. Hamid et al. [8] proposed a CNC machine utilization
methodology using a BIM-based digital fabrication model
for woodwork. In particular, they proposed a CNC utili-
zation methodology using a three-step cycle including
process-level knowledge, component-level knowledge, and
object development and validated the methodology through
component fabrication. Knippers [32] redefined the role of
the architect and proposed a new process for digital

fabrication and analyzed a case that reflected these pro-
posals. Li et al. [33] proposed a prefabrication production
process for housing (RBL-PHP) using the RFID, BIM, and
Lean methods and performed a simulation composed of
steps, such as the prefabricated production of the structure,
constraint identification, standardized work, and RBIMP, to
verify the proposed process. Nahangi and Haas [34] pro-
posed a three-step model (preprocessing, registration, and
condition assessment) for 3D quality examination to per-
form quality and compliance verifications in the pre-
fabrication phase of building piping. Wang et al. [35]
classified the BIM-based framework for a unified process of
the design-construction phases for the MEP system layout
into the design, fabrication, and construction phases. Said
[36] proposed a prefabrication applicability review model of
electrical work.

,e previous studies did not present a process for the
entire life cycle, including basic design, shop design, pre-
fabrication, and installation. ,e effects of the methods
proposed in these studies were verified through case analysis,
statistical analysis, and simulations.

2.6. Queuing Model. ,e queuing theory has been used in
different research areas. Queuing systems are expressed
using several types of queuing models [37]. Customers arrive
at a queuing system individually and randomly to receive
services. If a customer cannot receive services immediately
upon arrival, the customer waits in a queue. Normally, one
or more servers provide services. Each customer receives
services from one of the servers and leaves the system. ,e
queuing theory can be utilized to efficiently analyze the
workflow, which is a network of various activities [38]. In the
queuing system, the times between the arrivals of customers
are referred to as the interarrival times. When sufficient data
on the arrival of customers are collected, the average number
of arriving customers per unit time can be estimated. Unlike
conventional performance measurement tools, the perfor-
mance and effectiveness measurement method based on the
queuing model can measure the work of service providers at
the request of customers based on time and manpower. It is,
therefore, possible to measure practical work productivity.
Ham and Kim [39] analyzed the performance of BIM
personnel who stayed on the construction site for the
construction phase of a BIM application project. ,ey fo-
cused on the requests for information (RFIs) of the project
participants considering the characteristics of the queuing
model. Kim et al. [40] found that costs may occur owing to
the waiting times of the project participants depending on
the performance of the BIM personnel.

Many studies have indicated that the queuing model is
an optimized tool for analyzing the performance of a
construction process and output. Queue performance
measures, such as waiting time and queue length, are some
of the most important simulation outputs in construction
management for analyzing the balance between different
resources [41]. Furthermore, queue performance measures
can make the estimation of important outputs of the con-
struction performance simulation reliable as they use
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appropriate quantitative modeling of activity duration and
input resources [41]. Queue performance measures, such as
average queue length and waiting time, are important for
finding bottlenecks and optimizing the amount of resources
for construction projects [42].,e digital fabrication process
is nonquantitative, and it deals with different types of factors,
and thus, performance simulation using the queuing model
is an optimized methodology for investigating the pro-
ductivity and efficiency of processes [30].

3. Research Methodology

3.1. Research Approach: Exploratory Case Study. In this
study, a digital fabrication process formulated through case
analyses and an evaluation method based on the queuing
model that is capable of analyzing the construction process is
proposed. According to Gerring [43], case analysis is “an
intensive study of a single unit for the purpose of un-
derstanding a larger class of (similar) units.” From a general
perspective, case analysis is typically a research methodology
that enables empirical and plentiful explanations and
analysis of one phenomenon occurring in a specific case
based on the diversity of data sources [44]. ,erefore, a law,
as a theoretical proposition and logical configuration, can be
defined through the evidence derived from a case, and the
methodology can be used for quantitative and qualitative
evidence collection [45, 46].

,is paper comprises a literature review, proposal of
digital fabrication process for a free-form podium, case
analysis, and productivity analysis for the proposed digital
fabrication process, as shown in Figure 1.

3.2. Implemented Case: S Tower at South Korea. S Tower is
located in Seoul, South Korea. It is a very tall building with
123 floors and a height of 555m. It was designed by K&B
Architects and constructed by L E&C. L CM company
performed the CM. Digital fabrication was applied to the
podium region (approximately 8,200m2) of the S Tower.

A CNC T-BAR shape control system was selected for the
precise shape control of the podium region with a free form.
,e CNC T-BAR shape control system applied the member
concept of a section shape, which is used for producing the
curved structures of airplanes and ships, to construction
projects [47]. ,is system precisely controls all the co-
ordinate points of a curved surface with vertical and hori-
zontal variable thickness attributes. After developing the
cross section formed by cutting a free-form curved surface
into a curved shape, the system processes a steel plate with
CNC equipment (e.g., laser, router, and plasma). ,e system
performs the mass production (or fabrication) of the flange,
web, and connecting members of vertical and horizontal
T-bars with various curvatures.

4. Digital Fabrication Process for
Free-Form Podium

4.1. Digital Fabrication Process Proposal. ,e case analyzed
in this study was the free-form paneling and subwork

installed in the podium region of the S Tower. ,e process
for performing digital fabrication was developed in the
planning phase.

During on-site construction, the traditional construc-
tion method, prefabrication is not performed, and direct
on-site installation is performed. ,is causes many prob-
lems, such as quality degradation, cost increase, weather and
ambient air impacts, and inconvenient work site conditions
caused by construction period delays and quantity in-
creases. As such problems largely occur with free forms,
complex shapes, and multitrade objects, design or con-
struction is generally difficult. Prefabrication is considered
for these parts, and the digital fabrication method can be
applied to achieve the prefabrication of free-form or
complex structures. ,erefore, while the conventional
construction method is a simpler design-construction
method, prefabrication is added to the construction pro-
cesses, including the manufacturing work.

,e case studied herein was part of a free-form panel
fabrication. In particular, it involves significant difficulties,
such as the derivation of a design reflecting 100% of the
designer’s intention for the free-form panel with a secondary
curved surface; selection of an appropriate structural system
for supporting the design; derivation of drawings with nu-
merical data, such as accurate coordinates, from the design;
creation of shop documents for panel fabrication based on the
basic design; shop model creation and utilization for CNC
machine utilization; on-site construction consistent with the
drawings; precise quality control for fabrication and con-
struction; and measurement of the accuracy improvement.

To overcome the difficulties of digital fabrication, a BIM-
based model capable of implementing the accurate shape as
intended and an implementation process that utilizes the
unified data based on the BIM model must be used. In
particular, an optimized work plan that accounts for the
personnel and the construction period of each task involved
in the digital fabrication task during the project life cycle,
including design, fabrication, on-site delivery, and in-
stallation, is required. As shown in Figure 2, a digital fab-
rication process was developed to overcome various
difficulties expected in the case project.

4.2. Case Application of the Digital Fabrication Process

4.2.1. Step 1: Design of Free-Form Part Shape and Panels.
When a podium is designed in the design phase, a detailed
construction method is not typically considered. ,erefore,
the design model as shown in Figure 3 does not include
specific information for construction.

However, in the construction phase, the constructability,
economic efficiency, and quality must be considered. Digital
fabrication for the podium region was performed for seven
months, including fabrication design, member fabrication,
and construction. In the fabrication design phase, the model
was optimized by dividing the exterior panel of the free-form
region into panels composed of curved surfaces in two
directions, flat panels and curved surface-plane connection
panels, as presented in Table 1.
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Figure 3: Design model: (a) preliminary concept model and (b) DD stage design model.
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,is is the basic repetition procedure for a production
process used to construct a large number of panels and
maximize quality and productivity. Figure 4 shows the shape
optimization model of the podium region. ,is becomes the
reference surface of the final materials, such as the NTpanels
and reveal. Moreover, through this reference surface, the
structural members and accessories for controlling the
shapes of the final materials are precisely fabricated.

4.2.2. Step 2: Design of the Structural System Controlling the
Panel Shape. ,e coordinates for the free-form curved
surface of the NTpanel were controlled by the CNC T-BAR
shape control system. First, the secondary structure attached
to the primary structure was designed, as shown in Figure 5.
,e primary structure was designed and engineered based
on the free-form curved surface shape from Step 1. ,is
history is utilized for producing fabrication drawings, and it
provides detailed processing information (e.g., bending and
bolt and nut positions) for factory fabrication. Moreover, to
remove the clashes between the structural system and MEP
materials, the BIM-based clash detection step was performed
using the Autodesk Navisworks manager, as shown in
Figure 6.

Based on the secondary structure, vertical and horizontal
CNC T-BAR shapes for controlling the free-form curved
surface shape of the NT panel were designed, as shown in
Figure 7. Moreover, the details of the CNC form plate for
controlling the position of the NTpanel along with the reveal
and NTpanel, which are finishing materials, were examined.
,e NTpanel, a finishing material, and the CNC form plate,
a structural member, were connected, and the details of the
adjustment bracket for precisely controlling the shape were
examined.

An integrated fabrication model with the construction
method and details for precisely controlling the free-form
curved surface shape was completed, as shown in Figure 8.

4.2.3. Step 3: Production of BIM-Based Fabrication Drawings.
,e fabrication model for which the construction method
and details were examined was utilized to produce drawings
for factory fabrication. Table 2 lists the members fabricated
in factories for this case project. ,e total quantity of the
members was 29,654. When the adjustment brackets and
small members were included, 35,000 or more members
needed to be produced.

Digital fabrication companies provided fabrication
drawings and quality criteria (e.g., welding and bolt/nut
fastening methods) to the companies responsible for the
fabrication and construction of each member using the

fabrication model. As the members were produced by dif-
ferent companies, the fabrication drawings for factory
fabrication, such as the planar figure, were transmitted
according to the classification of the member set unit
(e.g., the CNC T-BAR and reveal) as shown in Figure 9. ,e
detailed drawings for fabrication of the CNC T-BAR and
secondary steel structure were extracted from the fabrication
BIM model, as shown in Figure 10.

4.2.4. Step 4: Manufacturing Prefabrication Materials Using
Digital Information. When the subcontractors responsible
for the fabrication of each member received the fabrication
drawings, the members were produced through various
fabrication methods. In this process, automatic production
was performed using a CNC machine, and engineers pro-
duced the members in accordance with the fabrication
drawings and quality criteria. For example, for the production
of the CNC T-BAR, the planar figures of the main members,
such as the PLANGE (59A03VW) and WEB (59A03VF),
along with the unit member information for connecting these
two members (59A03V_U1, 59A03V_U2, and 59A03V_U3)
were required, as shown in Figure 11. Moreover, planar
figures of the PLANGE (59A03VW2) and WEB (59A03VF2)
for the stiffener together with the unit member information
for connecting these two members (59A03VS1, 59A03VS2,
59A03VS3, 59A03VS4, and 59A03VS5) were also required.
,us, various data, as shown in Figure 11, are required for
fabricating a single unit member, and the information re-
quired for quality control must also be calculated from the
integrated fabrication model created by professional con-
struction companies. In this process, the professional con-
struction companies provided various types of data required
for fabrication drawing production, quality control criteria
provisions, and material inspection criteria.

4.2.5. Step 5: Material Warehousing and Inspection. A
photograph of each member fabricated in the factories as
received is shown in Figure 12, and quality inspection was
performed by the product number and the coordinate in-
formation extracted from the fabrication model, as listed in
Table 3.

4.2.6. Step 6: Material Installation and Quality Control

(1) Simulation and 1 :1 Mock-Up. In the construction phase,
a construction simulation was performed to improve the
workers’ understanding of the entire process before con-
struction, as shown in Figure 13. Issues with quality and
constructability were examined in advance by performing a
partial 1 :1 mock-up in the section with the highest con-
struction difficulty, as shown in Figure 14. After these issues
were solved, the production of several tens of thousands of
fabrication drawings began, and the CNC machine con-
figuration, member fabrication, and construction for
member production were performed.

(2) Installation. In the actual construction process, the
process in which fabrication drawings are produced from the

Table 1: Panel optimization of upper and lower surfaces.

Category Upper surface Lower surface
Two-way irregular panels 1,867m2 240m2

Flat and irregular panels 465m2 73m2

One-way irregular panels 2,555m2 1,688m2

Optimization area (% of
gross area)

2,332m2

(approx. 48%)
313m2

(approx. 16%)
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integrated fabrication model, members are prefabricated in
factories, and construction is performed on the site as shown
in Figure 15. If fabrication and construction are performed
before the quality examination is completed, serious quality

defects may occur. ,is process is different from those used
in existing BIM application projects, in which design errors
during construction are examined by converting 2D design
drawings into 3D designs. For the precise implementation of

(a) (b)

Figure 5: (a) SSS model (green and red). (b) Section view.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 4: Surface optimization model of the podium.
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the digital fabrication, errors must not occur in the pro-
duction processes, such as manufacturing.

(3) Quality Control of Installed Parts. ,e quality inspection
for the construction results of free-form surfaces was per-
formed using 3D laser scanning. ,e professional con-
struction companies managed the quality of installation by

examining the data extracted from the survey data and
integrated fabrication model.

5. Results

By analyzing the case in which the proposed digital fabri-
cation process was applied to a free-form podium

(a) (b)

Figure 8: Fabrication model.

Table 2: List of prefabricated components.

Part EA Length/area Duration (month) Daily output (EA)
Secondary structure 3,115 8,855.87m 2 71.20
T-BAR 3,542 9,581.01m 3 53.67
Form plate 3,435 9,640.41m 3 52.05
Reveal 1,619 3,339.88m 3 24.53
NT panel (10T) 17,943 8,181.49m2 (curved surface, plane, aperture) 4 203.80
Edge panel (1.6T) 80 250.13m 0.5 7.27

(a) (b)

Figure 6: Clash detection between the secondary steel structure and MEP system.

(a) (b)

Figure 7: Free-form curved surface (a) and CNC T-BAR system (b).
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construction project, the unification, simplification, and
automation levels of major tasks, such as automation design
technology, fabrication drawing production automation
technology, and construction quality control technology, were
found to be more satisfactory than those of cases which are
implemented through traditional BIM implementation
methods (establishing the BIMmodel by using 2D drawings).

5.1. Assessment of the Proposed Process

5.1.1. Condition Settings for the Evaluations

(1) Multiserver QueuingModel (M/M/s). A digital fabrication
company provides the contractor, subcontractor, and

construction project manager participating in the con-
struction with design and engineering models for fabri-
cation and quality inspection. ,erefore, in the queuing
system, the company that provides the digital fabrication
service becomes the server, and the contractor, sub-
contractor, and construction project manager that receive
information from the server and participate in the con-
struction of free-form parts become the customers. ,ere
are various queuing models depending on the probabilities
of the arrival times of customers and the service time of the
server. However, in this study, a multiserver queuing
model was utilized, as shown in Figure 16, under the
assumption that the digital fabrication company input
multiple servers.

Figure 10: Fabrication shop drawings of CNC T-BAR and secondary steel structure extracted from the fabrication BIM model.

CNC T-BAR call-out view

Fabrication document for CNC T-BAR
Member list and call-out view of reveal

CNC T-BAR member list

Figure 9: Planar figure example of CNC T-BAR and reveal.
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In the multiserver queuing model, the frequency with
which the server, i.e., the digital fabrication company, re-
ceives a request for information on the construction of free-
form parts is random. Considering this randomness, the
time at which a customer arrives at the queue to receive the
service is generally assumed to be an exponential distri-
bution. In addition, the service time during which the

information request of the customer is dealt with by the
company is random, and the service time of the server is also
assumed to be an exponential distribution [37]. Moreover,
for most of the general BIM application construction pro-
jects, one BIM person stays on the site [40]. However, for the
digital fabrication of free-form parts, multiple personnel are
generally input because the input company can minimize

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 12: Warehousing of SSSs, T-BARS, reveals, and NT panels.

(i)
(ii)

(iii)
(iv)

Size: T-200X125X8T (SM490) 
Number: 3,542EA (9,587.01M) 
Fabrication method: CNC laser cutting and robot laser welding 
Fabrication period: 3 months (installation: 4 months) 

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 11: Fabrication information of a CNC T-BAR.
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Secondary
steel structure

Reveal

CNC T-BAR

(a) (b)

Figure 14: 1 :1 mock-up.

Table 3: Member list and information samples for quality inspection of CNC T-BAR.

Product no.
Start (top or left) End (bottom or right)

Straight line (mm)
x1 y1 z1 x1 y1 z1

401IN1 20,917 15,879 17,754 19,537 18,911 17,382 3,352
401IN2 17,598 17,725 15,236 17,598 19,264 17,047 2,377
402HD 20,950 −9,629 17,763 20,950 −12,775 17,763 3,145
402IN1 17,661 19,386 17,179 19,445 18,998 17,367 1,836
410AV 26,382 12,636 19,235 26,382 12,636 16,300 2,935
410BR11 25,542 14,302 17,763 26,043 15,663 17,763 1,450
410BR11 25,542 14,302 17,763 26,043 15,663 17,763 1,450
410BR12 24,982 12,780 17,763 25,483 14,141 17,763 1,450

Figure 13: Construction simulation (1st: SSS and CNC T-BAR; 2nd: reveal; 3rd: high-level NT panel; 4th: edge and low-level NT panel).
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effects on subsequent processes when it completes its work
within a short period of time. ,erefore, the multiserver
queuing model includes the following assumptions:

(i) ,e interarrival times follow an exponential dis-
tribution with an average of 1/λ

(ii) ,e service time follows an exponential distribution
with an average of 1/μ

(iii) ,e queuing system has s servers
(iv) ,e server utilization rate (ρ) is defined as λ/sμ
(v) ,e queuing system is infinite
(vi) ,e queuing service rule: FCFS (first come, first

served)

5.2. Performance Indicators. When the performance of the
construction companies that specialize in digital fabrication

is analyzed through the multiserver queuing model, it is
possible to analyze basic performance measures for the
number of customers and waiting time, as shown in
Figure 17, and perform probability analysis for the number
of customers and waiting time in the queuing system.

5.2.1. Basic Performance Measure Analysis. ,e perfor-
mance of the queuing system can be analyzed using the
following two measures: (1) How many customers are
generally waiting in the queuing system? (2) How long do
the customers generally wait? ,ese two measures are
generally expressed with mean values (expected values).
Four specific performance measures can be defined based on
whether only the customers in the queue or all customers in
the queuing system will be considered:

(i) L� the average number of customers in the system
including those in service

(ii) Lq � the average number of customers in the queue
excluding those in service

(iii) W � the average waiting time of each customer in
the system (including the service time)

(iv) Wq � the average waiting time of each customer in
the queue (excluding the service time)

,e basic equations for deriving the performance
measures of the multiserver queuing model (L, Lq, W, Wq)
are shown below:

Poisson arrivals of
Service request (λ)

Customer queue

C C C C C C

C
C
C
C

Service completion

Service completion

Queuing system

S
S
S
S

Service
server (μ)

Figure 16: Multiserver queuing system (“C” represents a customer
and “S” a server).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 15: Site installation: (a) secondary steel structure; (b) CNC T-BAR; (c) NT panel; (d) finished status.
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μ
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(1)

,e most important formula for calculating the basic
performance measures in the queuing model is Little’s
formula, which represents the direct relationship between L

and W, as shown in (2) [48]. Equation (2) also applies for Lq
and Wq.,us, if either L, Lq or W, Wq is analyzed, the other
performance measures can be immediately obtained. ,is
enables a basic status analysis of the service to be performed.

L � λW(λ: mean arrival rate). (2)

5.2.2. Probability Analysis for the Number of Customers and
Waiting Time in the System. ,rough the queuing model, a
probability analysis for the status of the queuing system,
including the number of customers in the system and
waiting time, is possible. If the server utilization rate (ρ) is
high, the system condition may deteriorate, and costs may
result owing to waiting time increases. If this waiting cost is
relatively higher than the server input cost, problems with
economic efficiency may occur. In the case of free-form
building projects, severe problems with quality may occur in
addition to problems with economic efficiency. ,erefore,
the performance of the company must be evaluated by
predicting how many customers are in the queuing system
on a probabilistic basis. Pn represents the probability of a
stable state when there are n customers in the system:

Pn � CnP0,

Cn �
λn−1λn−2 . . . λ0
μnμn−1 . . . μ1

�

(λ/μ)n

n!
, n � 1, 2, . . . , s,

(λ/μ)n

s!sn−s , n � s + 1, S + 2, . . . .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

,e probability of the waiting time of a customer in the
system (t) can be expressed as follows. Equation (4) rep-
resents the probability that the waiting time of a customer in
the system is longer than t, and equation (5) represents the
probability that the waiting time in the queue is longer
than t:

P(W> t) � e
−μt 1 +

P0(λ/μ)s

s!(1− ρ)

1− e−μt(s−1−λ/μ)

s− 1− λ/μ
  , (4)

P Wq > t  � 1− 
s−1

n�0
Pn

⎛⎝ ⎞⎠e
−sμ(1−ρ)t

. (5)

5.3. Data Collection for Analyzing Quantitative Project Per-
formance and the Queuing Model. In the case project, the
members produced through the fabrication drawings pro-
vided by the digital fabrication company are listed in Table 3.
In the case of the aperture NTpanel, if it is assumed that one
fabrication drawing in the form of a planar figure is required
for one member, as fabrication drawings for the front and
rear processing are required, a total of 36,274 fabrication
drawings must be created. During the total service period of
seven months, nine engineers from professional construc-
tion companies were input (one professional engineer, one
special engineer, one advanced engineer, four intermediate
engineers, and two beginner engineers). Detailed in-
formation is presented in Table 4.

It was found that they participated in the project for a
total of 6,574 h during the period of seven months. As the
nine workers also participated in projects different from this
case project, a total of 52,441 fabrication drawings could
have been produced arithmetically had they participated in
this case project on a full-time basis (a total of 9,504 h). Based
on these data, the daily mean arrival rate (λ) for the fab-
rication drawing request becomes 274.80 (�36,274 copies of
drawings/132 day for six months). If this is converted based
on the number of the personnel, the mean arrival rate (λ) is
30.53 (�274.80/9). Using the assumption that the nine en-
gineers work on a full-time basis, the daily mean service rate
(μ) becomes 340.53. If this is converted based on the number
of workers, the mean service rate (μ) becomes 37.84. Ac-
cordingly, the server utilization rate (ρ � λ/sμ) is calculated
to be 0.81 (� 274.80/(9∗ 37.84)). In addition, the server idle
rate, (1− ρ), is calculated to be 0.19.

,is means that the digital fabrication process is active
only 81% of the time. ,e remainder of the time is utilized
for performing other tasks explained above. ,is includes a
month of preparation period, work plan, and environment
establishment for the professional construction company
responsible for the digital application work before the
contract. In detail, the establishment work of the fabrication
BIM model is included in the fabrication documentation
work (6 months). Furthermore, initial preparation and
quality control for drawing extraction are included in the
drawing extraction work (6 months), and thus, the 19%
server idle rate is by no means too high and is one of the
works that must be performed.

Multiserver
queuing model

Performance
indicator 1

(L, Lq, W, Wq)

Performance
indicator 2

(Probability)

Performance
calculation

Figure 17: Performance calculation.
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5.4. Performance Measurement Model Analysis Results

5.4.1. Basic Performance Measure Analysis. As a result of
analyzing the average performance of nine personnel input
for digital fabrication, the server utilization rate (ρ � λ/sμ)
was 0.81, a value less than 1, which is the requirement for the
queue to reach the stable state. ,is indicates that the
professional construction companies can provide normal
services to customers in need of fabrication drawings in the
queuing system. As for the basic performance measures, L

was 9.13 cases, Lq was 1.87 cases, W was 0.03 d, and Wq was
0.01 d. ,us, the average waiting time of a customer is
approximately 0.24 h (14.4min), which is 0.03 of a day
(based on 8 h).

5.4.2. Probability Analysis for the Number of Customers and
Waiting Time. In the queuing system, Pn represents the
probability that during the stable state, there are
n(n � 1, 2, 3, . . .) customers in the system. Figure 18 shows
the probability according to the number of fabrication
drawings in the queuing system of the case project.

If the goal is to maintain the requests for fabrication
drawings to less than 15 cases in the queuing system over
90% of the time, the equation P0 + P1 + · · · +

P15 � 0.9003≥ 0.90 is valid. ,e value of P0 was 0.0005,
indicating that this queuing system is always waiting for
fabrication drawing production. As shown in Figure 18, the
value of P7 is the highest at 0.1180, followed by P6(0.1137),
P8(0.1071), P5(0.0940), and P9(0.0864). However, a cus-
tomer did not wait long in most cases because nine servers
were input. ,is means that the professional construction
companies can provide information in time without cus-
tomers having to wait. ,ere was almost no waiting time for
the service to request and receive fabrication drawings be-
cause the fabrication drawing production method was au-
tomated through the integrated fabrication model described
above.

,e probability that the waiting time of a customer has a
certain value was analyzed to more accurately judge the
productivity of the project.,e probability of waiting 10min
or longer was analyzed. As a result, P(W> t) was 0.5762,
indicating that the probability of waiting 10min or longer in
the queuing system to receive fabrication drawings was
57.6%. Moreover, P(Wq > t) was 0.1137, indicating that the
probability of waiting 10min or longer in the queue to
receive fabrication drawings was 11.37%. ,is means that a

customer does not wait for long to receive fabrication
drawings and that the service status for providing fabrication
drawings is excellent.

5.5. Comparative Analysis of the Work Productivities of the
Proposed and Conventional Methods. Existing case analysis
studies were utilized to compare the productivity of the
proposed digital fabrication process with that of the con-
ventional method [40, 49]. Table 5 presents the BIM con-
version design personnel input in various studies. While
BIM personnel were inputted in the construction phase and
performed BIM-related requests for information (RFIs), the
digital fabrication company was input during a short period
of time for the construction of the free-form podium region.
Owing to the nature of the construction, high-level engi-
neering and project management capabilities, such as
structural system selection, discussion of other processes,
and detail determination, are required despite completion of
the free-form construction. Moreover, the determined work
period must be followed because subsequent processes can
be significantly affected. Although the man/month inputs of
the conventional and proposed methods are similar, there
are considerable differences in work performance. ,e BIM
personnel supporting the design conversion respond to the
RFIs of the project participants, and they are focused on
improving the consistency of the BIM model during the
remaining time. However, for cases where free-form projects
require tens of thousands of fabrication drawings, improving
the consistency of the BIMmodel is not the goal.,e focus is
on achieving zero errors in the final implementation through
the information extracted from the BIM model to ensure
construction quality. ,erefore, digital technology must be
aggressively utilized to implement precise construction
quality and produce the tens of thousands of fabrication
drawings required for short-term construction. In other
words, the automation design technology was aggressively
introduced to construct an integrated BIM model capable of
providing information on the design, fabrication, and
construction within a very short period of time. Further-
more, the application of the BIM model was done at a very
high level by performing factory fabrication through the
technology to automatically produce tens of thousands of
fabrication drawings from the BIM model and manage the
construction quality.

When the performance of the BIM personnel utilizing
the multiserver queuing model is compared with the existing

Table 4: Input manpower for digital fabrication works.

Month
Worker level

Professional Special Advanced Intermediate (total hours for 4 workers) Beginner (total hours for 2 workers) Total hours
1st month 92 120 256 446 86 1,020
2nd month 145 194 249 554 226 1,368
3rd month 28 120 229 173 212 762
4th month 25 214 262 594 296 1,391
5th month 20 228 192 600 390 1,430
6th month 22 104 222 88 167 603
Total (h) 332 980 1,410 2,475 1,281 6,574
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study cases, the high performance of the professional
construction companies of this study can be observed ob-
jectively (Table 6). Kim et al. [40] analyzed performance of
BIM-based digital fabrication using the RFIs supported
while the BIM personnel remained at the site for the con-
struction phase of the BIM application project (case projects
1–4 in Table 6). ,e mean arrival rate (λ: 0.748–1.094) and
mean service rate (μ: 1–3) were extremely low compared to
the mean arrival rate (λ: 26.17) and mean service rate (μ:
37.84) of the professional construction companies. ,is is
because the number of the fabrication members required in
the course of implementing the shapes of free-form curved
surfaces (36,274) was higher than the BIM RFIs. Such results
were obtained even though the company did not work on a
full-time basis. If the company had worked on a full-time
basis and if BIM technology was utilized at a very high level,
such as for automation design, automatic fabrication
drawing production, and factory fabrication based on 3D
model information, 52,441 fabrication drawings could have
been produced.

6. Discussion

In general, conventional fabrication methodologies have
relied on 2D CAD and numerous paper documents, which
have caused various problems, such as difficulties and errors
in design, poor fabrication quality, and increased con-
struction difficulty. BIM, which is a simple support tech-
nology, has been applied to supplement these processes.
However, the BIM data cannot be used to manage the entire
life cycle of the project, including the design, fabrication, and
installation phases. In particular, it is difficult to obtain
effects such as cost reduction, schedule reduction, and in-
formation provision to improve work productivity
throughout the production life cycle.

,e BIM-based digital fabrication proposed in this study
is a methodology for steadily managing and utilizing a single
set of BIM data throughout the entire life cycle of the project,

from the initial stage to the construction and quality control
stages. To determine the quantitative effect of the proposed
digital fabrication process, the amount of work performed in
relation to the personnel and time input, i.e., the perfor-
mance, was analyzed. ,e resulting values of mean in-
dependent rate (μ), mean service rate (μ), server efficiency
(ρ/sμ), and server efficiency (1− ρ) proved that the proposed
process exhibits satisfactory performance.

,is means that the proposed BIM-based digital fabri-
cation service is very efficient in providing the right in-
formation to the right participants in the design, fabrication,
and construction work. To optimize the process through
digital communication, it is necessary to produce and
provide high-level and effective information.,ese tasks can
be produced through BIM and automation technologies, and
the man/months carrying them out are not significantly
different from the existing personnel. In other words, this
study reveals that by improving the process, considerable
improvements can be achieved without increasing man-
power or time.

7. Conclusions

7.1. Study Summary. In this study, a digital fabrication
process during the life cycle of a building project was
proposed based on the free-form podium construction case.
,e main steps are as follows:

(1) Free-form part shape optimization
(2) Structure system selection for NT panel shape

control
(3) Fabrication drawing production
(4) Digital manufacturing
(5) Material receipt and inspection
(6) Construction and measurement

,e proposed process is a generalized model that can be
universally applied even though the characteristics of digital

Table 5: Comparison of labor input and findings.

Category BIM labor [49] BIM labor [40] Specialty contractor (6,574 h) Specialty contractor (9,504 h)
Period (M) 20 13–17 7 7
No. of workers 1 1–3 9 9
Finding BIM RFI Fabrication documentation
No. of findings 244 214–381 36,274 52,441
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Figure 18: Probability of the number of BIM RFIs in the queuing system.
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fabrication might change owing to numerous variables, such
as the target project, part, type, form, scale, and material.
Moreover, a productivity evaluation model was proposed
using the queuing model to verify the productivity of the
case project implemented through the proposed process.
Basic performance measures were verified, and the number
of customers and waiting time probabilities were calculated
using themultiserver queuingmodel as the basic framework.
,rough a comparison with the conventional 2D-based
fabrication and installation method, an improvement in
productivity was demonstrated.

8. Contributions

,e BIM-based digital fabrication methodology provides
error minimization, time reduction, and collaboration ef-
ficiency reinforcement in performing tasks such as 3D
fabrication, model construction, panel design automation,
fabrication-drawing production automation, and 3D status
measurement data examination for quality control. More-
over, it enables communication, collaboration, and co-
ordination with construction companies, construction
project managers, and professional construction companies
hired for the construction of free-form exterior panels and
low structural members using BIM data.

,e performance analysis, based on a multiserver
queuing model, provides a quantitative analysis method-
ology and uses data obtained throughout the project, such as
the number of fabrication drawings, input personnel, input
period, and input time. ,e results revealed that the pro-
fessional construction companies performing digital fabri-
cation could automatically produce the tens of thousands of
fabrication drawings required for free-form shape imple-
mentation by applying various digital technologies that
utilize 3Dmodels andmaking these drawings available to the
project participants. ,is proposed digital technology is
different from design conversion, which converts the
existing 2D design drawings into 3D models.

8.1. Limitations and Future Work. While this study focused
on the performance of the personnel of professional con-
struction companies, the productivity of the computers and
robots utilized in the digital fabrication process were not
considered. Had they been considered, the performance of
digital fabrication would have been verified more specifi-
cally. Moreover, the cost of digital fabrication was not di-
rectly input into the analysis target, and it was indirectly

reflected through the comparison of the service rate and
waiting time. ,e limitations of these two factors will be
analyzed in connection with the evaluation methodology
based on the queuing model in a future study.
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Building information modeling-based construction networks (BbCNs) are teams from several professional organizations working
together to assume building information modeling- (BIM-) related assignments on BIM-enabled projects. With a view to
achieving a better understanding of the knowledge domains on integration in BbCNs, a systematic mixed-method review of the
relevant studies published from 2008 to 2018 is conducted in this study. An “integration pentagon” made up of context, process,
organization, task, and actor is used as a theoretical lens to identify and construct knowledge maps describing the integration in
BbCNs. .e study conducts a comprehensive review upon a bibliometric analysis based on 1019 researches into BIM and a
qualitative analysis of 42 carefully selected researches into integration in BbCNs..e findings confirm that the solutions provided
by these researches to support integration in BbCNs are altogether technology oriented. .e sociotechnical dimensions including
context, organization, task, and actor show limitations. More importantly, the major academic contributions of the study lie in
offering an objective and systematic analysis of previous researches, revealing the gaps on integration in BbCNs, and advising
researchers in future studies regarding the integration pentagon as an all-inclusive analysis tool. .ese results highlight the status
quo of BbCNs knowledge and serve as a dynamic platform to allow other scholars to perform further developments of integration
in BbCNs.

1. Introduction

Applying building information modeling (BIM) in de-
livering construction projects has been on the rise [1, 2].
BIM-enabled projects are delivered through using building
information modeling-based construction networks
(BbCNs), defined as teams comprising specialist organiza-
tions that are contracted to execute BIM-related works on
these projects [3]. .e capability to increase integration in
these BbCNs has been essential BIM [4]. Nevertheless,
sustaining integration among members with geographic
dispersion from various organizations and disciplines within
BbCNs has been regarded to be problematic [5, 6] and thus
consequently deserving further exploration.

Although the existing research underlines the impor-
tance of integration and explores the factors impacting

integration in BbCNs [7], the insufficiency application
status of integration in practice still makes reference to the
gaps in the body of knowledge (BOK) on integration within
BbCNs [5, 8, 9]. At the stage, there is an absence of BOK on
integration to guide its development in BbCNs, although
Oraee et al. [10] have researched the collaboration in
BbCNs. However, it should be emphasized that from the
point of view of project management research, the meaning
of “collaboration” and “integration” is not consistent, and
the “integration” means the synergy of internal systems in a
separate unit (that is, the project), which is more responsive
to the characteristics of the project [11, 12]. BbCN is a
construction network built from a project-based unit, and
it is more necessary to study its integration characteristics.
.is discovery induces a great obstacle in determining the
direction for research on integration in BbCNs, which
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make it difficult to capture frontier highlight or repetitive
efforts.

Accordingly, it is urgent to integrate the existing liter-
ature, which might fill the gap and indicate future research
highlights [13]. To this end, we draw on the research method
of the article of Oraee et al. [10] which was published in the
International Journal of Project Management (IJPM) in 2017
and analyze the scholarship on integration in BbCNs. In
addition, unlike the study of Oraee et al. [10], this research
provides an extended version of an extended Leavitt soci-
otechnical model as the theoretical point to map and analyze
the status of existing literatures on the integration in BbCNs.
.e results are likely to grasp the connotation and char-
acteristic of integration research in BbCNs and reveal the
concepts and patterns which have been maintained hidden
on this topic. Moreover, the findings will play a positive role
in guiding and promoting theoretical research and practical
application in this field.

.e paper starts with a brief explanation of integration
within BbCNs, which is followed by the research method.
Research findings are then outlined. In the subsequent
section, a discussion of those findings is introduced. .e
paper folds with a summary of the major points and
conclusions.

2. Background

2.1. Integration on Construction Projects. Integration refers
to the process of integrating isolated elements or things into
an organic whole. .e concept of integrated management
was first proposed and applied from the information
technology (IT) industry and later developed into a field of
expertise in project management. In this new management
concept and method, integrated concepts are leveraged to
guide and manage practical activities [14]. A traditional
management mode derives from the theory of division of
labor, while this new approach highlights integration
thought, and it also fuses and amplifies individual advan-
tages so that improved comprehensive efficiency, along with
management activities, is ensured.

An integrated implementation relies on close commu-
nications between project participants [15–18]. With the
occurrence of CIM (computer integrated manufacturing)
propagation and applications of IT into construction ac-
tivities [19], the essence of integration has experienced a
thorough variation over the past few years [20, 21]. In nature,
BIM has evolved into the core of cross-organization in-
tegration technology to support integration of participants
[22]. As BIM is developed into a state-of-the-art technology
to facilitate integration in the construction industry, BbCNs
appear as a major carrier to foster integration [2, 5, 9] as
described below.

2.2. BIM-Based Construction Networks (BbCNs). BIM is a
solution to multiparty coordination of innovative technol-
ogy, and its value depends on a rational organization pattern.
Solihin et al. [23] even believe that the traditional project
organization model fails to make BIM meet project

requirements. Under such circumstances, scholars recognize
the necessity of studying the cross-organization application
of BIM and putting forward the BbCNs [2]. As BbCN is
proposed, construction projects have essentially transitioned
to “temporary social networking organizations,” [24] in-
dicating that project participants are exposed to a new in-
tegration environment. .e attainment of the goal and
success in BbCNs depends on a closely integrated working
and seamlessly information sharing of participants
[19, 25–27]. .erefore, many scholars emphasize that we
should cultivate the integration environment to transform
our traditional ideas so as to better foster integration among
BbCN participants [8, 28, 29]. Integration of construction
and BbCNs, however, is a complicated system manipulated
by many elements [8, 28]. It underlines the necessity of an
in-depth analysis by combining the characteristics of in-
tegration and the BbCNs [30].

2.3. 1eoretical Lens. As recommended by Merschbrock
et al. [15], a theoretical lens was applied to translate the
findings into understandable messages. .is theoretical lens
assists researchers in developing explanations so that au-
diences are allowed to relate the findings to broader aspects
and findings are made comparable to other cases. Selecting a
theoretical lens enhances the internal validity of findings in
the cases of studies through a pattern matching in which
researchers compare patterns in established theories with
empirically observed patterns [31].

Such systems, including BbCNs, are defined by socio-
technical system (STS) theories as organizational work
systems consisting of two subsystems, both socially and
technically, that interact with and influence each other [32].
.ese subsystems integrate effectively with each other
provided that the interdependency of the subsystems is
clearly recognized [32, 33]. .is premise is deemed valid for
investigation integration in BbCNs [34] and has provided a
theoretical basis for this study.

Sackey et al. [35] reviewed the existing theoretical
models to select the most workable for analyzing BbCNs.
.ey concluded that the Leavitt sociotechnical model [36],
stereotype though, has evolved adequately and embodies key
principles that vividly reflect the working nature in BbCNs.
.e model has been referred to for a long time in studying
technology applications and shows validity in explaining the
challenges modern STSs meet [37]. .e Leavitt socio-
technical model is associated with technology, task, actor,
and organization dimensions. .e predictive power of the
model, however, grows with the inclusion of new di-
mensions for specific BbCNs [35, 37]. In the context of
innovation, Poirier et al. [38] added several dimensions as
process, context, and team to increase the explanatory power
of the model in dealing with modern teams. Sackey et al. [35]
extended the model in construction by introducing several
analytical concepts to produce a modified model that ef-
fectively reflects BIM-related systems.

2.4. Integration Pentagon of BbCNs. In this study, according
to the Leavitt sociotechnical model by Leavitt [36] and the
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extended framework proposed by Poirier et al. [38], an
extended Leavitt sociotechnical model has been regarded as
a so-called integration pentagon of BbCNs as shown in
Figure 1.

As defined by prior researches, context dimension
refers to the specific environment that all these dimensions
are set within [38]. Actor dimension involves members of
an organization who carry out the work. Process dimension
refers to tools and inventions, and it also possesses a
functional dimension [39, 40]. As highlighted in Figure 1,
technology and process together compose the technology
subset, while other dimensions belong to the social subset
in a BbCNs [32]. Organization dimension refers to the
common relational system of BbCNs, as shown in Figure 1.
Structure and term dimensions have been synthesized into
the organization dimension. Task dimension represents
the characteristics of BbCNs activities tasks to be
completed.

.us, the system of integration in BbCNs comprises
several actors, who use a range of tools and technologist to
share their expertise and skills in a context of openness,
trust, and mutual respect. .ey jointly work on the tasks
that meet their common goal. .e core premise embedded
in this system is that all five dimensions are highly in-
terrelated in a nondeterministic manner. .ese di-
mensions together lend a transformation of integration
process and so on and ultimately catalyze the deeper in-
tegration in BbCNs [33]. .e precondition has formed the
pattern of integration pentagon that synthesizes five in-
terrelated dimensions with reciprocal interactions. .e
integration pentagon shown in Figure 1 is adapted as the
theoretical lens in this research, which provides a criterion
to analyze where the gaps regarding integration in BbCNs
are.

2.5. Research Methods. To reach the research objective, a
“systematic mixed-methods review” has been used to
identify the existing studies, research directions, and gap
integrations in BbCNs. Systematic review is a tried and
tested method, which is normally counted as superior in the
matter of transparency. Compared with systematic ways for
flagging up literature reviews, this method can easily be
verified through replicating the research setting by other
researchers. Aarseth et al. [41], however, pointed out that
examining the bibliographic sources only by a review might
be of bias, as it leads to subjective judgment and in-
terpretation. .erefore, it is necessary to adopt a systematic
mixed-method review in synthesizing literature to ensure
breadth and depth in understanding [42]. .e systematic
mixed-method review synthesizes quantitative and quali-
tative research to collect and review the available literature
on the topic of integration in BbCNs, integrating both the
automatic and manual search strategies. To collect as many
relevant published research papers, automatic and manual
search strategies are turned to.

2.6. Data Collection. By providing a comprehensive and
objective summary of the academic research achievements

in the field of BIM and BIM-enabled projects over the past
decade, we use the authoritative academic database web of
science (WoS) as the main retrieval platform in this study.
.e database contains more than 12,000 journals worldwide,
which was considered to be sufficient for a broad review on
the integration in BbCNs.

2.7. Bibliographic Analysis. In the first stage, a bibliometric
analysis method was adapted to review the available studies
on BIM-mentioning integration. In this step, common word
analysis and common citation analysis were made to explore
the distribution and individual signs of literatures in a
knowledge domain [43]. .is enables researchers to analyze
the intellectual landscape of a research area and fulfill their
research objectives. .ere exists a wide range of computer
programs for the bibliometric analysis, including VOS-
viewer, Cite-space, and Gephi. Results from previous re-
searches have offered evidence possible to select computer
programs for the bibliometric analysis, and the most im-
portant advantage of VOSviewer is that its outputs are closer
to the data of WoS [44]. .erefore, VOSviewer has been
applied for bibliometric analysis hereafter.

2.8. Qualitative Analysis. In qualitative analysis, what
matters is to identify the findings various studies make and
any respective gaps by comparing the notions, theories, and
themes in a number of retrieved documents. .e theoretical
lens (integration pentagon) facilitates quantitative analysis in
this study by serving as a classification code to classify the
retrieved documents. .e process of qualitative analysis
follows the objective proposed by Gough [26] for qualitative
phases in mixed.

3. Findings of the Study

3.1. Bibliometric Analysis of the Literature on Integration in
BIM. To examine the attention level of integration in the
field of BIM-related literature from a more comprehensive
perspective, the first step in this study is retrieving the BIM-
related studies from WoS. .e selected results were all
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Support to integration
in BbCNs
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Figure 1: .e principal knowledge domains (integration pentagon)
of BbCNs: a theoretical lens in this study.
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academic papers published during the past decade (2008–
2018), with title/abstract/keywords including the terms of
“building information modeling,” “building information
modeling,” and “building information modal.” .e “BIM”
was not set as the search keyword because papers of other
disciplines that are not within the scope of this study might
appear [45]. A total of 1019 BIM-related documents were
retrieved as of February 2018. .ese papers were down-
loaded and used as core data to support the subsequent
analysis in this study.

It has widely been accepted to use citation analysis as an
important method to recognize the most influential litera-
ture in the field of BIM [46]. .erefore, the data of selected
1019 papers were uploaded to VOSviewer to establish a
network of studies based on citations. As suggested by Riaz
et al. [46], “fractional counting” served as a counting ap-
proach to minimize the influence of sources with plenty of
citations on the network [10]. To ensure that the most in-
fluential literature can be identified in BIM, the least number
of citations in one publication was set as 10. .ere were 35
papers meeting the threshold and thus were put in the
network which is created based on connections and is shown
in Figure 2.

Font size distinguishes the degree of citation concen-
tration where larger size represents the higher level of ci-
tations concentration. .e color of these nodes was set
according to the level of the citation concentration, with red
being the highest level. .e literatures adjacent to the center
of the network, as presented in Figure 2, are those with high
level of citations, which are information sources and rep-
resentative view of reference on BIM. An in-depth analysis
on these works reveals that these BIM-related influential
researches not necessarily focus on integration. .erefore, it
can be deduced form Figure 2 that although integration is an
important concept in BIM performance, it is not yet the
mainstream research direction in BIM-related studies.

.e second step in this study is retrieving the relevant
studies with regard to integration within the corpus of BIM
from the database set in the first step..e target publications
were identified through the “searching within results”
function of WoS. .e function was served through setting
integration as a target term in the keyword/abstract/title of
the identified list of research papers on BIM (1019 re-
searches). While retrieving, we filtered the results by using
the following combinations of terms: “collaboration” OR
“interoperability” OR “integrated” OR “coalitions” OR
“interaction” OR “coordination” OR “process integration”
OR “technology integration” OR “system integration” OR
“partner integration” OR “customer integration” OR
“supplier integration” OR “manufacturing integration” OR
“information integration” OR “interoperability”. Accord-
ingly, the number of documents retrieved dropped from
1019 to 90 (ended in February 2018). All of these 90 BIM-
related papers regard the integration on their keyword/
abstract/title in varying degrees.

A clear display of the main outlets for publishing re-
searches might contribute to offer a more comprehensive
perspective to capture the present research state of in-
tegration in BbCNs. .e VOSviewer was thus utilized to

extract and establishes a source network of main outlets
from the dataset which was formed by the second step. In the
course of operation, the “analysis type,” “analysis unit,” and
“count method” were set to “citations,” “sources,” and
“fractional counting,” respectively. In the network, 79
sources in total were defined. With the least number of
documents and citations for each source was set at 2 and 1,
respectively, with 38 sources meeting these criteria con-
tained in the source network of main outlets. .e network
also presents the information flow between nodes, which
indicates the citation strength of the data. .e tightness of
links and the size of nodes suggest the relative impact of the
node and the intensity of their respective connections [46].

According to the network shown in Figure 3, the most
frequently cited journal in this collection is “Automation in
Construction,” which was identified as the most effective
channel on this topic. From the arrow directions in this
network, the information flow begins with “Automation in
Construction” as a source of citations. .e published papers
in this journal generally are based on the researches focusing
on technology, software, integrated technologies, and au-
tomation. .is reveals the fact that the effective outlets
hitherto are highly technology oriented, while journals fo-
cusing on professional issues, management, construction,
and education are less influential in terms of the integration
in BIM. Just as contended that the BIM study is almost
entirely driven from the perspective of technology.

As a result, available researches, technology oriented on
researches into BIM, have not addressed project manage-
ment and managerial features of integration. .ese findings
point out that enhancing integration in BbCNs is still
considered as a technical matter, despite that researchers
increasingly value the key role of managerial components in
BbCNs.

To comprehend the contents mentioned in researches
connected with integration in BbCNs, the cooccurrence
network of keywords was established from the dataset
containing 90 documents. “Authors keywords” rather than
all keywords were applied to create visualization. .e
method of “fractional counting” allowed us to extract 454
keywords from the dataset. .e least occurrence number of
keywords is set at 5, and it resulted in a cooccurrence
network of 51 terms with 178 links. As Lee and Yu [20] said,
the author keywords present the core of the research, and the
key point of the survey was selected by authors carefully.
.erefore, the cooccurrence network of keywords shown in
Figure 4 demonstrates the highlights of research covered by
the literature included in the dataset.

.e idea of the PageRank algorithm originates from the
mechanism of citation indexing. .e more the papers are
cited by the more authoritative papers, the more valuable
these papers are. .is algorithm allows us to rank the nodes
based on their importance in the network. From the dis-
tance between the nodes and the strength of those links
(Figure 4), it is seen that everything highlighted here is BIM
or expansions of BIM, while integration was found to be
associated only with the node of benchmark, construction,
and information technologies. .e size of the node also
represents the degree of recognition, abd the results drawn
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from Figure 4 stated that technology-oriented studies re-
ceived much more attention than those focusing on
integration.

Accordingly, the author keywords’ cooccurrence net-
work confirms the discovery of the relevant outlets, and

integration is hardly resolved from PM perspective within
the body of knowledge on integration in BbCNs. .is
conclusion is made from the absence of a direct links be-
tween the two nodes and the distance between those nodes
on the network as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3: .e main outlet networks describing the “Automation in Construction” as the most effective journal on the topic of integration in
BbCNs.

Figure 2: Most influential studies in BIM field: 2008–2018.
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3.2. Qualitative Analysis of the Literatures Associated with
Integration inBbCNs. To reduce the scope of the dataset and
recognize researches relevant to integration directly, all 90
recognized documents have been reviewed to discover their
major points. Each study has thoroughly been reviewed
upon “integration pentagon” by at least two times to de-
termine their relevance with the integration in BbCNs. A
total of 42 articles were identified and covered in qualitative
analysis shown in Table 1.

As affirmed by Abbas et al. [55], “coding is the be-
ginning form in any kind of qualitative analysis, and also
the basis of the later.” One forward-thinking method of
coding is to concentrate on the contrast, similarity, and
comparison with an existing model or framework to frame
the corresponding explanation [40]. In this study, the
coding list of the all 42 articles is made on the basis of the
integration pentagon as illustrated in Figure 1. .e re-
searches reviewed all 42 articles and allocated the content to
the codes presented in Figure 1. .e classification results of
the content is shown in Table 1, which clearly illustrates the
focus of the selected literatures and allows researchers to
spot the differences easily.

3.3. Context Dimension of Integration in BbCNs. Eight
studies (20% of the total) focus on the context dimension in
influencing the integration in BbCNs, registering the
highest rate among all dimensions in this review. Context
dimension refers to the environment conducive to the
development of integration in BbCNs. It is necessary to
provide a fertile soil for plant growth; likewise, it is im-
portant to nurture a supportive environment to enhance
integration in BbCNs [5, 53]. In this sense, the focus of the

articles highlighting “context” dimension is to identify the
major driving forces to nurture a supportive environment
[38].

Grilo and Jardim-Goncalves [27], Fadeyi [54],
Jacobsson and Linderoth [49], and Demirkesen and
Ozorhon [12] brought to light the central role of an en-
couraging organizational environment good for in-
tegration, affecting BbCNs as socio-organizational factors.
Studies falling in this category also figured out a favorable
context to develop the integration in BbCNs, including
improving BIM education [55], exerting positive influence
from the culture [49], and building up a needed legal
framework to consummate the organizational environ-
ment. Accordingly, three key barriers to integration are the
concept, and knowledge of interorganizational integration
is the key skill that should be incorporated into the
BIM education programs [55]. In addition, resisting the
change from traditional work practices, adapting to in-
novative technologies, takes a long time, lacking un-
derstanding of the processes and workflows required by
BIM [28, 56, 76, 77].

By studying the existing researches, we can get the en-
lightenment that the key work of cultivating a supportive
environment to enhance integration in BbCNs lies in
transforming the traditional thinking patterns of organi-
zational division of labor. .e impact of education and
policy laws accelerates the shift bymaking the participants in
BbCNs realize that the integration and BIM are more than
just a tool, but an important innovation of organizational
model is driven by a multiwin business strategy. In future
researches, more attention should be attached to the strat-
egies and mechanisms promoting the transformation of
thinking patterns.

Figure 4: .e cooccurrence network of keywords for the studies on integration in BbCNs describing the nodes of benchmark, construction,
and information technologies closely related to integration.
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3.4. Actor Dimension of Integration in BbCNs.
Implementation of a new technology inevitably leads to the
emergence of new work roles of the individual team
members [39]. As Azhar [78] said, BIM represents a new
paradigm within AEC, one that encourages integration of
the roles of all stakeholders on a project. As illustrated in
Table 1, 8 studies (20%) focus on the roles of BbCN actor.
.ese studies in this category show that the present orga-
nizational actors were not supportive of the concomitant
process changes associated with new technological solutions
[79] because in effect, the changes intrinsic to BIM imple-
mentation is substantial and it necessitates new set of skills
and new ways of thinking.

Consequently, the roles of BbCNs, which are relevant for
supporting BbCNs-enabled project, have been identified:
include not only technical competencies bus also skills re-
lated to process changes and management [47, 48, 51].
Concerning expectations of the characteristics of a BbCNs
actor, these researches had relatively similar opinions that
are made in these researches. Besides, there seems a high
expectation on the characteristics of a BbCNs actor, espe-
cially in terms of excellent interpersonal skills, commitment,
and leadership in the study of Jacobsson and Linderoth [49]
and Linderoth [13]. Bosch-Sijtsema et al. [80] and Shao [52]
compared the similarities and significant differences be-
tween BIM and non-BIM actors in characteristics, experi-
ences, and education and found that BIM actors considered
their roles, characteristics, and education as coordinating
and pushing for change.

In conclusion, we find that the data from these studies
provide insights into the level of professional competence of
the BbCNs actor. Nevertheless, there has been scant research
on the responsibilities and obligations of BbCN-related
roles. Given present incomplete researches, one might
conclude that a systematic study on the topic of the BbCNs
actor is of necessity.

3.5. Process Dimension of Integration in BbCNs. As shown in
Table 1, 18 studies explore the importance of process on
integration in BbCNs. .is subsystem involves business
processes and the technologies (tools, techniques, machines,
etc.) with functionalities to perform required processes and
enhance the overall performance of the system [71, 72, 74].
Studies falling in this category such as Uhm et al. [81], Liu
et al. [5], Takim et al. [82], and Succar [83] underline the use
of software and tools as required processes to support in-
tegration in BbCNs.

Solihin et al. [23] proposed a framework that can more
fully integrate different models into an integrated model in
a federated environment. Liu et al. [5] stated that the re-
liable network-based systems are conducive to achieving
successful integration. Amann and Borrmann [45], Ajam
et al. [64], Sanguinetti et al. [73], and Yi et al. [6] identified
that cloud-based platforms are of a great potential for
integrating models, simulating components, and providing
seamless data sharing for end users in BbCNs. Ahola et al.
[11] and Arayici et al. [69] proposed an interoperability
specification development approach for intergraded BIM
use in performance-based design. Zhang et al. [70], Dave
et al. [65], and Ilhan and Yaman [66] also proposed a
multiserver information sharing with a private cloud after
analyzing the requirements for cross-party integration in a
BIM scenario.

Scholars, however, came upon different points of view.
Just as what has been described by Grilo et al. [84], process
integration cannot be simply regarded as a result of cloud-
based tools and coordination and collaboration among
stakeholders are equally important. In terms of this argu-
ments, we propose that the follow-up researches into process
integration should focus on both technology and manage-
ment perspectives.

Table 1: Study associated with integration in BbCNs and the di-
mensions targeted in each study.

ID Study associated with
integration in BbCNs

Dimensions of integration
pentagon

1 Akintola et al. [47] Actor
2 Demirkesen and Ozorhon [12] Actor/context
3 Habibi [48] Actor
4 Jacobsson and Linderoth [49] Actor/context
5 Linderoth [13] Actor
6 Ozorhon et al. [50] Actor
7 Rahman et al. [51] Actor
8 Shao [52] Actor
9 Poirier et al. [53] Context
10 Liu et al. [5] Context/process
11 Fadeyi [54] Context
12 Abbas et al. [55] Context
13 Grilo and Jardim-Goncalves [27] Context/process
14 Babič et al. [56] Context
15 Gemünden et al. [57] Organization
16 Eskerod and Larsen [58] Organization
17 Wen and Qiang [59] Organization/task
18 Oti et al. [60] Organization
19 Mignone et al. [61] Organization
20 Al Mousli and El-Sayegh [17] Organization
21 Son et al. [62] Organization
22 Berteaux and Javernick-Will [30] Organization
23 Whyte and Hartmann [63] Organization
24 Ajam et al. [64] Organization/process
25 Solihin et al. [23] Process
26 Dave et al. [65] Process
27 Ahola et al. [11] Process
28 Ilhan and Yaman [66] Process
29 Forgues et al. [67] Process
30 Amann and Borrmann [45] Process
31 Tarandi [68] Process
32 Arayici et al. [69] Process
33 Zhang et al. [70] Process
33 Wang et al. [29] Process
34 Ding et al. [71] Process
35 Yi et al. [6] Process
36 London and Singh [72] Process
37 Chen et al. [18] Process/task
38 Sanguinetti et al. [73] Process
39 Singh et al. [74] Process
40 Gassel et al. [19] Task
41 Papadonikolaki et al. [2] Task
42 Shin [75] Task
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3.6. Organization Dimension of Integration in BbCNs.
Following the presentation in Table 1, 10 studies stress the
importance of organization on integration in BbCNs. Or-
ganizational dimension is to integrate a set of participants
with different functions into an organic organization.
Arayici et al. [69] stated that the problem of interoperability
between organizations exists in many areas where collab-
oration, interaction, and data exchange are required. .is is
especially suitable for the construction, engineering and
construction (AEC) fields, where the evolution of practice
and the BIM paradigm have reinforced the need for in-
tegration among different stakeholders.

Whyte and Hartmann [63], Gemünden et al. [57], and
Oti et al. [60] found that BIM become a “cultural driver” for
integration, and each partner in the BIM-enabled project
will bring new aspects to the project organization, which will
require organization changes in how BIM is applied and
used. .e findings present in the literature work in this
category suggest that the redefining work roles [9, 85] and
designing relationships [30] have been considered as positive
factors to support organizational integration. In addition,
some scholars have proposed that establishing the mecha-
nism of benefit conforming and contradiction handling
contribute to can effectively improve the level of trust and
then promote the cooperation of participants [17, 59, 61].

Building on the discussions above, the future research on
organization dimension is expected: (1) investigate the
contract forms of BbCNs, (2) identify the supportive or-
ganizational structures, and (3) follow a multisystem
thinking of a governance model.

3.7. Task Dimension of Integration in BbCNs. As inferred
from Table 1, 5 studies explore integration from micro-
perspective, focusing on the importance of tasks on in-
tegration in BbCNs. In these studies, discussions are made
on the potential impact of tasks performed by a BbCNs
and how they influence team functioning and effective-
ness [75, 81]. An interesting result is that seemingly low
volume of papers addresses the actor aspect of BbCNs,
this being referred to as one of the best aspects of BbCNs,
though.

Literatures in this category attach important specific
tasks and activities of integration in BbCNs, such as in-
tegrated knowledge, integrated changes, and integrated
production factors. As illustrated by Chen et al. [18], Xue
et al. [77], and Wen and Qiang [59], integrated knowledge is
definitely essential for fulfilling integration in BbCNs..is is
because knowledge disclosure would result in repetitive
work and waste, lack of innovation and thus leads to or-
ganization inefficiency. .e studies by Gassel et al. [19]
proved that the integration of changes lends to fewer ob-
stacle for information transmission and less time for in-
formation interaction between participants, thus making the
change more time sensitive. .e findings also indicate that
BbCNs could not only support the project development
process as a systematic management tool but also serve as a
core data generator and platform allowing other participants
to perform further tasks.

Generally, previous researchers into task dimension
highlight the tasks required to implement BbCNs, yet with
insufficient details, i.e., there shows a lack of more detailed
research. Such as a lack of research on how task types and
task complexity influence the performance of BbCNs
implementation.

4. Implications of the Findings

Identifying further strategies for BbCNs is an intriguing area
for future research. Based on the scientmetric analysis, some
fundamental viewpoints and frontier insights with respect to
the existing literatures into integration in BbCNs have been
developed. Systematic mixed-methods allow us to review the
available literatures on BIM, and the result suggests that
integration is a core element in the BIM literature. Although
the potential value of integration in advancing successful
BIM-based projects have been accepted [9], the research into
integration in BbCNs has not received enough attention it
deserves (Figure 2). .e findings also show that previous
studies mainly explored integration in BbCNs from a
technology-oriented orientation (Figure 3). Although BIM is
a sociotechnical system [5], the research into BIM has not
been carried out from the managerial perspective, and de-
ficient focus has been made on social-related features of
integration within BbCNs [9]. Such a research situation runs
counter to the widely held view in the industrial sector that
“successful integration originates from 80% of people and
20% of the technology or information.” It shows that the
future research into integration in BbCNs must shift the
focus to the managerial areas.

To reach the study objective, a qualitative analysis based
on integration pentagon is conducted to exam and dem-
onstrate the current status and future directions of in-
tegration in BbCNs. .e findings call for future research to
target these dimensions such as context, tasks, actors, and
organization, which are currently under-represented in
studies exploring integration in BbCNs. .e findings
magnified the gap in the study of context dimension so that
future research is expected to cultivate the incentive
mechanism for promoting the enthusiasm of participants to
implement BbCNs in project management practice. .e
research gaps related to the actor dimension call for a
systematic research to identify the responsibilities and ob-
ligations of BbCNs-related roles. As for the organization
dimension, three components including the contract forms
of BbCNs, a multisystem thinking of the governance model,
and the supportive organizational structures should receive
attention. .e challenge the existing studies of task di-
mension confronts is that implementing BbCNs often re-
quires a specific environment, so the future research in this
regard must be highly bespoke and context specific. In other
words, future research on task dimension should take into
account its interrelationships with organizational context,
structures, roles, and other elements.

In addition, the outcome of this study also reveals that
existing BIM researches explore integration from a frag-
mented and disjointed way. Namely, isolated antecedents are
observed in various researches with little paying no attention
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to the importance of associations and the synergy between
these antecedents. .ese antecedents’ dimensions of in-
tegration in BbCNs have rarely been considered as necessary
components of a unified system. .ere is a lack of necessary
attention to reflect how the integration is affected by mis-
alignment between these dimensions. Even if Leavitt had
earlier argued for the interrelatedness of these sociotechnical
system dimensions and for the need for Aa comprehensive
consideration. .ese conclusions consequently lead to a call
for more studies that examine the interacting impacts and
synergy among the interrelated integration dimensions in
BbCNs.

5. Conclusions and Future Research

Although enhancing integration in BbCNs has been a well-
recognized problem, this study explores the problem in an
all-round way..is study has drawn findings from a batch of
literature works comprising 42 studies. A systematic mixed-
method review was used to analyze the storyline of research
studies relevant to integration in BbCNs..e results provide
a solid foundation for the research of integration in BbCNs.
Moreover, this study also extends the scope of research into
integration in BbCNs by focusing on the significance of
social components. .e primary theoretical and methodo-
logical contribution made by this study to the body of
knowledge of integration in BbCNs can be summed up in
three aspects.

First, this study maps a research area of integration in
BbCNs based on the knowledge base, domains, and evo-
lution by using a systematic mixed-method review. .e
study results highlight how the research of integration of
BbCNs evolves, thus greatly contributing to understanding
the status quo of BIM knowledge. .e methods presented
detailed in this study can be generalized and used as an
effective tool for mapping discipline knowledge. It is rec-
ommended that future studies should be conducted peri-
odically to improve the BOK of BbCNs provided in this
study.

Second, in this study, an extended Leavitt sociological
model was used for reference to build an integration pen-
tagon which was made up of context, process, organization,
task and actor. .e integration pentagon is used as the
conceptualization theoretical lens offering researchers to
identify the existing gaps in the literature regarding the
integration in BbCNs and providing a theoretical foundation
to test and guide future research. .e integration pentagon
also enhances our comprehension of the integration ante-
cedents for BbCNs by emphasizing the essentiality of
pondering these enablers from an all in view.

More importantly, these findings provide a valuable
reference to the developers of BbCNs to understand the
major barriers in their decision-making and to government
aiming at promoting BIM or BbCNs in the construction
industry with relevant policies and incentives.

Despite that the contributions of this study have been
mentioned, some of the study limitations must be ac-
knowledged before applying the findings. First, the research
is made merely based on WoS publications. Another

limitation involves generalization, which is a result of using
specific keywords which may omit the relevant research. In
addition, the integration pentagon, which has been used to
match and encode studies on integration, could be con-
sidered subjective in nature. In future studies, this may occur
by incorporating members to check validation processes to
enhance the credibility. In addition, a lack of publications in
available databases also affected the results of bibliometric
analysis.
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Prefabricated construction has been widely accepted as an alternative to conventional cast-in-situ construction, given its improved
performance. Great efforts have also beenmade to develop prefabricated construction technologies in China. However, there is a lack
of an appropriate pattern for evaluating its comprehensive economic merits, and reasonable mathematical models for providing a
comparative analysis of conventional cast-in-situ and prefabricated building projects have yet to be developed. +erefore, the
research in this paper aims to comprehensively evaluate the economic benefits of implementing prefabricated construction
techniques in order to surpass the economic barrier and promote the development of prefabricated buildings in China. +e
comprehensive economic evaluation is formulated in terms of resource-use efficiencies, project progress, and incentive policies. An
apartment building in Shanghai is selected as a case study. Construction progress is simulated on the BIM platform when the same
case study is rationally transformed from the prefabricated to the conventional cast-in-situ construction technique.+e results reveal
that the comprehensive economic merit can reach ¥739.6/m2 when selecting the prefabricated construction process. +e economic
benefit brought by shortening the construction period can be regarded as the most significant contributor. Yet, the current incentive
policies only contribute 7.1% of the comprehensive economic evaluation. Overall, this research contributes an assessment framework
for decision-making in the technique management of building construction. +e BIM-based simulation approach can greatly help
investors to identify the relevant economic factors and adopt the latest incentive policies.

1. Introduction

+e adoption of new technological advancement in the
construction industry plays an important role in achieving
project success. For example, prefabrication technology has
been widely practiced in many countries and has fostered
substantial change in the development of the construction
industry worldwide in recent decades [1, 2]. Prefabricated
construction refers to the practice of designing and fabricating
building elements in manufacturing factories, transporting
the elements to construction sites, and assembling the ele-
ments to a greater degree of finish for rapid site assembly
compared to traditional piecemeal on-site construction [3, 4].
Since building elements can be selected to achieve automated
production in factories and assembled on site through the
semimanufacturing construction method, interchangeable
terminologies associated with prefabricated construction in

the existing literature include off-site prefabrication [5],
off-site construction [6], and off-site manufacturing con-
struction [7].

Prefabricated concrete construction can be regarded as a
widely accepted alternative to conventional cast-in-situ
concrete construction owing to numerous benefits for in-
vestors and contractors, such as safer construction envi-
ronments, faster construction progresses, enhanced quality
outputs, and less labour rework on-site [8–10]. Construction
schedule can be significantly shortened as a large number of
construction activities that can be automated and finished
in manufacturing factories. +e indoor built environment
also contributes to improved construction safety, and
construction activities with high health and safety risks can
be effectively reduced or even avoided on construction sites
[11]. In a factory-controlled environment, there is less risk
for problems associated with moisture, environmental
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hazards, and dirt, and there are strict factory processes and
procedures that protect workers from on-the-job injury
[12–14]. As for environmental sustainability, prefabricated
concrete construction offers benefits in waste reduction [15],
facilitates the reuse of some components [16], and reduces
water consumption [17]. Prefabricated buildingmodules can
also be designed and fabricated with requests of clients to
meet living comfort requirements [18].

Based on the aforementioned merits, prefabricated
buildings (PRBs) have also been greatly developed to meet
the requirements of sustainability and housing demand in
China [1]. China has also embarked on several initiatives to
promote prefabrication [19]. For instance, the Ministry of
Housing and Urban-Rural Development recently stated that
China will strive to increase the proportion of PRBs to 30%
of new building areas and increase the number of highly
skilled industrial workers to 3 million within 10 years [20].
However, in comparison to traditional building (TRB)
construction, there are also notable disadvantages that
should be considered, such as transportation restrictions and
span limits [21]. PRB projects also require increased and
more detailed coordination at all stages, which increases the
difficulty in progress monitoring and planning. From the
economic perspective, prefabricated components incur
more initial investment, higher taxes, and more incremental
costs [22, 23].

2. Literature Review

Considering availability and selection of the construction
techniques, the economic analysis of PRB projects should be
conducted for projecting the potential expenditure and
indicating their economic benefits. Recently, Jeong et al. [24]
selected a case study in South Korea and evaluated several
performance indices through the Web-CYCLONE simula-
tion when replacing conventional steel-reinforced concrete
columns with form-latticed prefabricated steel-reinforced
concrete columns. +e results found cost savings of
1.32%. In 2017, Afzal et al. [25] proposed research involving
the economic estimation and performance for both pre-
fabricated and conventional construction techniques. +eir
study reported a sound cost performance of about 5.74
million PKR (Pakistani Rupee) when prefabrication was
used for the construction of the given case study building
project. However, some studies have expressed concerns
regarding the practicability of prefabricated construction in
terms of its economical effectiveness [26, 27]. For example, a
perceived higher cost has been seen as one of the four main
barriers in Australia’s prefabricated construction [28]. In
particular, material increment costs and labour costs are
capable of producing significant impacts on the production
cost [29]. In 2018, Hong et al. [1] investigated basic cost
composition of prefabrication and examined the effects of
adopting prefabrication on the total cost of building projects.
Results suggested that transportation could account for 10%
of the total cost and the average incremental cost was linearly
correlated with the prefabrication rate, which ranged from
¥237/m2 to ¥437/m2 for the selected projects. +e work of
Mao et al. [23] also conducted an analysis on expenditure

items of prefabricated and conventional construction
methods through a case study approach in China. +e re-
search compared the civil project budget costs of a resi-
dential building designed in accordance with the PRB design
and traditional design schemes based on bid documents and
construction drawings, indicating that the PRB incremental
cost could reach ¥32/m2.

Overall, economic benefits of implementing pre-
fabricated construction techniques should be clarified. It is,
therefore, necessary to comprehensively evaluate economic
benefits from PRB projects in order to break the economic
barrier and promote the development of PRBs in China. In
particular, the potential economic effects produced by
resource-use efficiencies, project progress, and incentive
policies need to be further investigated in China’s con-
struction industry. Moreover, developing an appropriate
pattern for obtaining accurate cost data and reasonable
mathematical models for providing a comparative analysis
of TRB and PRB projects are also challenges. In addressing
these challenges, building information modelling (BIM), as a
digital model-based process, emerges as a solution to rapidly
simulate and identify the economic impacts of different
construction techniques.

Building information modelling (BIM) is regarded as an
engineering data platform that integrates various data from
engineering projects based on three-dimensional (3D)
digital technologies [30]. Refined 3D models can be used to
correlate the schedule and cost information of the whole
construction process through simulation [31, 32]. +e au-
tomatic calculation tools of BIM platforms are also capable
of effectively reducing error rates for the cost calculation
results. In addition, BIM has been applied to prefabricated
construction [33]. For example, in 2017, a new BIM-based
4D construction simulation framework was proposed by Lee
and Kim [34] to explore the improved management method
for modular construction projects. On the basis of the new
framework, a visually optimal manufacturing process was
identified from the perspectives of resources, material, and
quality, and it was also verified that time and cost for module
manufacturing could be reduced by the proposed frame-
work. Furthermore, the work of Baltasi and Akbas [35]
demonstrated a preconstruction cost analysis method using
BIM and prototype resource integrated planning and sim-
ulation software, namely, GSimX, proving that the BIM-
based cost estimation method was capable of rapidly and
accurately producing economic results. +e synergy of in-
tegrating BIM and prefabrication could also minimise un-
necessary and costly rework and conserve resources [36].

Yet, relatively little research exists regarding the com-
prehensive economic evaluation by adopting BIMwithin the
prefabrication industry, and few mathematical models
considering possible economic values are caused by time and
political factors. +us, the research in this paper aims to
propose a comparative analysis of TRB and PRB projects
based on BIM simulation. PRB projects are rationally
transformed into TRB projects through case study method
on a BIM platform. +e proposed mathematical models
consider potential economic effects produced by resource-
use efficiencies, project progress, and incentive policies to
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conduct a comprehensive economic evaluation. +e as-
sessment measure can be beneficial for decision makers to
consider appropriate construction techniques in building
construction projects.

3. Methodology

In order to comprehensively investigate economic benefits
of implementing prefabricated construction techniques, this
research establishes a framework for evaluating multidi-
mensional economic benefits in terms of three aspects,
namely, resource-use efficiencies, project progress, and in-
centive policies.

First, the corresponding models are proposed after
determining the economic composition in terms of
resource-savings, shortening of construction periods, and
latest policy subsidies. Specifically, construction activities
and construction machinery that consume different re-
sources, such as water, electricity, and fuel, are identified
in order to explore the potential economic benefits from
saved resources. On the basis of this idea, prefabricated
construction activities from component production to on-
site assembling stages and conventional construction ac-
tivities are fully demonstrated. Various activities with
shorter duration are also sorted to identify the economic
benefit indicators related to shortening construction pe-
riods. Furthermore, since policy subsidies mainly affect
capital performance, all cash inflows and outflows during
the whole period, including fund raising, land purchase,
construction, and building sales, are identified by the study.
Policy subsidies, such as financial subsidies, tax incentives,
and sales incentives, are analysed to investigate the com-
position terms of the economic benefits when the latest
policy subsidies are adopted.

Second, the results are produced through the BIM-based
simulation, in which the same case study is transformed
from PRB into TRB.+is is because the comparative analysis
using two similar but different cases may result in inaccurate
evaluation. In addition, BIM platforms based on commonly
used commercial software tools are capable of producing
relatively reliable data and calculation results.

3.1. Modelling of Resource-Use Efficiencies. As mentioned
previously, the economic benefits of PRB projects from the
perspective of the resource-use efficiency are mainly derived
from cost savings since prefabricated construction can re-
duce the use of natural resources and energy, such as water,
electricity, coal, petrol, and diesel. Compared with the
conventional cast-in-situ construction techniques, the pre-
fabricated construction pattern can achieve automated
production in factories and adopt on-site assembly pro-
cedures.+us, labour cost can also be significantly decreased
by the mechanisation. Figure 1 demonstrates the compo-
sition of economic benefits from saved resources through the
identification of differences between the conventional and
prefabricated construction techniques.

Economic benefits of resource-savings in prefabricated
construction can be formulated as

ICr � ICr,A1 + ICr,A2 + ICr,A3

� ICr,A11 + ICr,A12 + ICr,A13 

+ ICr,A21 + ICr,A22 + ICr,A23  + ICr,A31 + ICr,A32 

� Pw α1 · Q1 + α2 · Q2 + α3 · S  + Pe β1 · QTs + β2 · ΔQ3( 

+ β3 · QTt + β4 · ΔQ4(  + β5 · S

+ Po c1 · QTm + c2 · ΔQ5(  + c3 · S ,

(1)

where ICr represents the economic benefits of resource-
savings; Q1 and Q2 (m3) denote the engineering quantities
of beam-column junctions and prefabricated components,
respectively; S (m2) represents the gross floor area; QTs (t/
machinery one-shift) denotes the power consumed by electrical
machines for steel engineering in the simulated TRB projects;
ΔQ3 (t/machinery one-shift) indicates the incremental con-
sumption of machines for steel engineering; QTt (m

2/ma-
chinery one-shift) represents the consumption of machines for
the formwork engineering of wall-column junctions in the
simulated TRB projects; ΔQ4 (m

2/machinery one-shift) de-
notes the incremental consumption of machines for the
formwork engineering of wall-column junctions; QTm (m3/
machinery one-shift) denotes the consumption ofmachines for
the scaffolding engineering in the simulated TRB projects; ΔQ5
(m3/machinery one-shift) represents the incremental con-
sumption of machines for the scaffolding engineering; Pw, Pe,
and Po represent the unit prices of water, electricity, and diesel;
and α, β, and c are coefficients.

3.2. Modelling of Reduced Construction Time. Reducing
construction time without sacrificing quality is beneficial for
saving construction project costs, decreasing loan interest
payments, and avoiding some finance charges. +us, short-
ening construction periods resulting from prefabricated con-
struction can offer several economic benefits. Figure 2 displays
the potential economic benefits from the perspectives of capital
charges and construction costs, which are used to compare
with the conventional cast-in-situ construction technique.

Economic benefits of shorter construction periods
caused by adopting prefabricated construction techniques,
ICt, can be defined as
ICt � ICt,B1 + ICt,B2 + ICt,B3

� ICt,B1 + ICt,B21 + ICt,B22  + ICt,B31 + ICt,B32 + ICt,B33 

� 
ΔN

k�1

Pk · ΔN · ik

1 + ik( 
ΔN + 

2

n�1
ΔT1 · Pmln

+ 
3

t�1
ΔT2 × Pmyt

+ ΔT3 × Pmyc
,

(2)

where ΔN represents the reduced number of days for the loan
payment; ik and Pk indicate the interest rate and total amount
of the loan payment, respectively; ΔT1, ΔT2, and ΔT3 de-
note the reduced number of days for the construction
progress, decoration engineering, and concrete engineering,
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respectively; and Pmln
, Pmyt

, and Pmyc
represent the unit rental

price of the nth item, such as formwork and scaffolding, the
unit rental price of the tth type of equipment, such as mortar
pump systems and suspended platforms, and the unit rental
price of concrete pump systems, respectively, in ¥/month.

3.3. Modelling of Policy Subsidies. At the early stage of de-
velopment, local governments often issue several incentive
policies, such as financial subsidies and tax incentives, for the
adoption and spread of prefabricated construction tech-
niques. +ese incentive policies not only decrease the PRB
project costs and reduce loan payments but also bring more
economic returns on invested projects. Various economic
factors should be considered, such as the subsidies for the
unit price per m2, the proportion for value-added tax ex-
emption, the proportion for enterprise income tax exemp-
tion, and the subsidies in terms of floor area ratios (Figure 3).

Economic benefits of policy subsidies caused by adopting
prefabricated construction techniques, ICp, can be expressed
as equation (3), where a compound interest algorithm is used
to calculate the savings in repayments and taxes:

ICp � ICp,C1 + ICp,C2 + ICp,C3

� ICp,C11 + ICp,C21 + ICp,C22  + ICp,C31

� 
N

k�1

S · a · 1 + ik( 

1 + ik( 
N

+ Pz · J + b · Pq 

+ c ·
S · Pd

Sl
+ S · Pb ,

(3)
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A13: kicking line decoration

A21: steel engineering

A22: composite 
concrete formwork
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material and labour
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assembly of scaffolding

A23: kicking line decoration

Figure 1: Economic benefits of resource-savings in prefabricated construction.
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where S and Sl represent the floor area and the land area; ik
indicates the interest rate for the kth year; a indicates the
subsidies for the unit price per m2; N denotes the Nth
repayment period; J denotes the proportion for value-added
tax exemption; Pz and Pq represent the expenditures on
value-added tax and enterprise income tax, respectively; Pd
and Pb represent the unit prices per m2 for land and
building; b indicates a proportion of enterprise income tax
exemption; and c represents a proportion of a sold floor area,
based on which local governments reward the sales of
prefabricated buildings.

4. Background and Data on the Case Study

4.1..e Selected Case. For the preliminary application of the
algorithm proposed in the previous section, an existing
apartment building is chosen as a case study to demonstrate
the comprehensive economic evaluation, including resource-
use efficiencies, project progress, and incentive policies. +e
selected project is located in Qingpu District, Shanghai,
China. +e project can be seen as a representative case as it is
applicable to incentive policies issued by the local govern-
ment. +e left image of Figure 4 displays the target building,
based on which the BIM model is developed using Autodesk
Revit by the researcher, as illustrated in the right image. +e
Revit BIM platform provides rich data and information on
building materials and construction techniques [38, 39].

+e selected building adopts an assembled integral shear
wall structure. +e total ground area is 4,015m2. +e main
load-bearing prefabricated components include pre-
fabricated laminated panels, prefabricated stairs, pre-
fabricated balconies, and prefabricated exterior walls. Non-
load-bearing prefabricated components are prefabricated
interior walls and precast concrete facade panels. Figure 5
displays the transformation between the prefabricated
construction technique and the cast-in-situ construction
technique on the Revit platform. Prefabricated components
provide embedded anchors, which are used for crane lifting.
Additionally, prefabricated exterior walls often have thicker
protective layers than cast-in-situ exterior walls to avoid
subsequent decoration engineering. Steel trusses of pre-
fabricated laminated boards aim to reduce steel fixing tasks.

+e total duration of this case project was 207days, from
10March 2017 to 3October 2017, and the duration of themain
construction phase and decorating phase was 85 and 59days,
respectively. Figure 6 demonstrates the differences between
prefabricated and cast-in-situ construction techniques, which
are implemented on the Revit platform to simulate their
construction processes. +e construction project duration
changes with the change in the construction process. +e
resulting simulation is illustrated in the next section.

4.2. Data Preprocessing. Values of variables and coefficients
should be determined after the case is selected. +e coefficients
of equation (1), namely, α, β, and c, are identified based on
construction codes, such as Consumption Quota of Pre-
fabricated Construction (TY01-01(01)-2016) [41], Consump-
tion Quota of Building Construction and Decoration

Engineering (TY01-31-2015) [42], and Unified National
Consumption Quota of Machinery and Equipment [43]. Ta-
ble 1 lists the coefficients by analysing primary construction
procedures, such as production of prefabricated components,
hoisting, concrete pouring, and decoration, and investigating
various fees, such as labour, materials, machines, andmeasures.

Each coefficient of resources-savings for water, electricity,
and diesel equals unit resource consumption of the TRB
project minus unit resource consumption of the corre-
sponding PRB project. +us, only the positive coefficients,
which refer to the saving parts of PRBs compared with TRBs,
are considered. Water savings come from the different con-
struction activities, and the values of α1, α2, and α3 refer to
Cell2,4 of Row 2 and Column 4, Cell1,4, and Cell17,4 in Table 1,
respectively. Electricity-related and diesel-related savings are
derived from the energy consumption of different types of
construction machinery and equipment in construction ac-
tivities.+e values of β1 and β2 can be determined by summing
Rows 6–11 of Column 5 and summing Rows 6–11 of Column
6, respectively. +e values of β3, β4, and β5 refer to the sum of
Rows 12–14 in Column 5, the sum of Rows 13–14 in Column
6, and Cell17,6. c1 is the sum of Cell15,7 and Cell15,8, and the
values of c2 and c3 come from Cell15,8 and Cell16,8, re-
spectively. Furthermore, in this case study, Q1, Q2, ΔQ3, ΔQ4,
ΔQ5, and S are defined as 425.64m3, 750m3, 38.28 t/
machinery one-shift, 643500m2/machinery one-shift,
2921.63m3/machinery one-shift, and 4015m2, respectively,
according to construction drawings, cost plans, procurement
files, and other documents. QTs, QTt, and QTm are 674.87 t/
machinery one-shift, 56545.02m2/machinery one-shift, and
4549.92m3/machinery one-shift, respectively, based on the
BIM simulation and Codes for Design of Concrete Structures
[44]. +e unit prices of water, electricity, and diesel (Pw, Pe,
andPo) are set as 4.57 ¥/t, 1.86 ¥/kwh, and 6.1 ¥/L, respectively.

It is assumed that the financial resources are mainly
derived from the available capital and bank loans. Table 2
lists the detailed information on the project investment and
plans. +e loan for the first phase, ¥1,012,700, is used for the
initial investment.+e total investment capital is ¥6,000,000.
+e investment from the available capital must be more than
20% of the total investment capital, according to the rules.
+us, the available capital is ¥2,988,000. +e loan capital is
¥3,012,000 in terms of the interest rate of 1.85%.

In addition, according to incentive policies issued by
local governments in China [45, 46], the subsidies for the
unit price per m2, a, are set as ¥100/m2 in equation (3). +e
proportion for value-added tax exemption, J, is defined as
100%. In addition, there is a proportion of 15% in the
enterprise income tax exemption, namely, b � 0.15. Local
governments reward the sales of prefabricated buildings in
terms of 3% of a sold floor area, namely, c � 0.03.

5. Results and Analysis of Simulated
Economic Benefits

5.1. Specific Performances of Economic Indicators

5.1.1. Resource-Saving Perspective. +eBIM platform is used
to simulate these two construction processes. Collected data
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on relevant designs and project consumption quantities are
then substituted into equation (1) of the economic evalua-
tion. For prefabricated construction, the increments of
economic benefits per m2 are summarised in Table 3 by
comparison.

By summing all values, it can be concluded that the total
economic benefit from resource-savings is ¥52.52/m2. +e
cost savings in water consumption reaches ¥17.1/m2 and
accounts for 32.6% of the total reduced cost, as illustrated in
Figure 7. Unlike concrete, which is manually cured and
vibrated, steam curing of concrete is capable of accurately
controlling the usage of water and power in manufacturing
factories. Furthermore, water-saving mainly occurs in the
three construction activities, namely, concrete pouring of
column-beam junctions (A11), production of prefabricated

components (A12), and kicking line decoration (A13).+ese
indicators can offer corresponding economic benefits of
¥1.005/m2, ¥0.92/m2, and ¥15.2/m2, respectively. Indicator
A11 accounts for the proportion of 5.9%, A12 for 5.4%, and
A13 for 89.6% from the water-saving perspective. Fur-
thermore, prefabricated construction produces a saved cost
of ¥4.3/m2 owing to the electricity-use efficiency, which
accounts for 8.2% of the total reduced cost. Economic merits
of ¥2.1/m2, ¥2.0/m2, and ¥0.23/m2 occur in construction
activities of steel engineering (A21), composite concrete
formwork (A22), and kicking line decoration (A23). In
addition, prefabricated construction can save a cost of ¥31.1/
m2 due to the higher utilisation rate of diesel oil. PRB
projects often require less fuel-consumption machinery and
equipment, such as concrete pump trucks. +e economic

Figure 4: Target building provided by the construction company [37] and architectural rendering developed by the researchers.

Prefabricated interior wall

Cast-in-situ interior wall

Prefabricated stairs
Cast-in-situ stairs

Prefabricated laminated 
board

Cast-in-situ laminated 
board

Prefabricated beam

Cast-in-situ beam

Prefabricated exterior wall

Cast-in-situ exterior wall

Prefabricated balcony 
board

Cast-in-situ balcony board

Figure 5: Transformation between prefabricated components and cast-in-situ components, developed by the researchers.
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value accounts for 59.2% of the total reduced cost, consisting
of saved costs of ¥25.1/m2 in the scaffolding engineering (A31)
and ¥5.05/m2 in the vertical delivery (A32). Overall, the saved
consumption of diesel oil can be considered the most sig-
nificant contributor from the resource-saving perspective.

5.1.2. Time-Saving Perspective. +e number of days for loan
repayments, the total repayment, and the construction time
are derived from construction management plans and fi-
nancial reports. Based on the Construction Period Quota of
Building Installation Engineering (TY01-89-2016), the re-
payment days and the construction duration are calculated.
+ese two periods are reduced by 20 and 35 days, re-
spectively. Reducing repayment time is beneficial to save
expenses on loan interest payments. Reducing construction
time results in the decrease in material rental expenses, such
as formwork and scaffolding, and equipment rental ex-
penses, such as pumps and platforms. Table 4 lists the results
of economic merits by shortening the construction period.

+e total economic benefit by shortening the con-
struction period reaches ¥552.9/m2, in which the reduced
expense on the loan interest payment (B1) is ¥173.3/m2 and
accounts for 31.3% of the total reduced expenses. +e benefit
from the saved expenses reaches ¥379.64/m2, consisting of
the material rental (B2) and equipment rental (B3). In-
dicators B2 and B3 produce the economic merits of ¥170.2/
m2 (30.8%) and ¥209.5/m2 (37.9%,), respectively, as shown
in Figure 8, but there is little difference between their

proportions. +e B2-related economic value is mainly de-
rived from the saved expenses on the formwork rental (B21)
and the scaffolding rental (B22). B21 and B22 account for
46.2% and 53.9% of B2, respectively. In addition, adopting
prefabricated construction can save expenses of ¥43.1/m2 in
the rental of mortar pump systems (B31), ¥28.9/m2 in the
rental of suspended platforms (B32), and ¥137.5/m2 in the
rental of concrete pump systems (B33). B31, B32, and B33
account for 20.6%, 13.8%, and 65.6% of B3, respectively.

5.1.3. Policy Perspective. Table 5 provides the results of
economic merits due to the transformation from the pre-
fabricated construction technique to the conventional cast-
in-situ.

Specifically, the total economic benefit by adopting the
latest incentive policies reaches ¥155.63/m2. +e reduced
expense on the principal and interest (C11) is ¥8.9/m2 be-
cause of financial subsidies (C1). It accounts for 5.7% of the
total economic benefit, as shown in Figure 9. In addition, it
should be noted that the tax exemption (C2) is only available
to prefabricated building projects, which are checked and
identified by local governments in terms of building area,
assembly rate, structural characteristic, and construction
technology in China. Other sustainable construction pro-
jects, such as green buildings, are only stimulated by means
of financial subsidies. As for the selected case, the benefit
from the tax exemption (C2) reaches ¥66.4/m2, consisting of
the enterprise income tax exemption (C21) and value-added
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Figure 6: Simulated prefabricated and cast-in-situ construction processes developed by the researchers, referring to the construction
code [40].
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tax exemption (C22). +ese two factors, C21 and C22, offer
the economic merits of ¥23.9/m2 and ¥42.4/m2, respectively,
accounting for 36% and 64% in C2. +e local government
rewards investors in terms of sold floor areas of PRB pro-
jects. +us, the sales incentives (C31) increase by ¥80.4/m2,

Table 2: Project financing and investment plans.

Item Capital
(¥1000)

Project progress (¥1000)
Phase
1

Phase
2

Phase
3

Phase
4

Construction
investments 5,891.4 1,777.4 1,692.9 1,514.4 906.4

Loan interest 108.9 32.9 31.3 28.0
Total investment 6,000 1,810.2 1,724.3 1,542.4 906.4
Available capital 2,988 1,896 660 432
Loan 3,012 1,012.7 1,056 943.3
Project
financing 6,000 2,908.7 1,716 1,375.3

Table 3: Results of economic merits brought by resource-savings
(¥/m2).

Water Power Diesel Sum Total
Concrete pouring of
column-beam junctions
(A11)

1.005 ─ ─

17.1

52.5

Production of prefabricated
components (A12) 0.92 ─ ─

Kicking line decoration
(A13) 15.2 ─ ─

Steel engineering (A21) ─ 2.1 ─

4.3

Formwork engineering of
column-beam junctions
(A22)

─ 2.0 ─

Kicking line decoration
(A23) ─ 0.2 ─

Scaffolding engineering
(A31) ─ ─ 25.1

31.1Vertical delivery
engineering (A32) ─ ─ 5.05
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Figure 7: Economic proportions of indicators from resource-
saving perspective.

Table 4: Results of economic merits by shortening construction
period (¥/m2).

Item Cost-
saving Sum Total

Capital charges
(B1)

Loan interest payments
(B11) 173.3 173.3

552.9

Material rental
expense (B2)

Formwork (B21) 78.5 170.2Scaffolding (B22) 91.7

Equipment rental
expense (B3)

Mortar pump systems
(B31) 43.1

209.5Suspended platforms
(B32) 28.9

Concrete pump
systems (B33) 137.5
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Figure 8: Economic proportions of indicators from time-saving
perspective.

Table 5: Results of economic merits by adopting incentive policies
(¥/m2).

Item Obtained
benefits Sum Total

Financial
subsidies (C1)

Loan principal and
interest (C11) 8.9 8.9

155.63Tax exemption
(C2)

Enterprise income
tax (C21) 23.9

66.4Value-added tax
(C22) 42.4

Rewards (C3) Sales incentives (C31) 80.4 80.4
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Figure 9: Economic proportions of indicators from policy
perspective.
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which accounts for 51.7% of the total economic benefit
by adopting the latest incentive policies of prefabricated
construction.

5.2. Overall Performances of Economic Benefits. Previous
research suggested that the increased cost can reach between
¥464.41/m2 and ¥783.94/m2 when adopting prefabricated
construction in China [47, 48]. However, the present re-
search considers that the comprehensive economic merit
can reach ¥739.6/m2 through higher resource-use efficien-
cies, faster project progress, and current incentive policies
for the adoption of prefabricated construction.+e proposed
economic benefit is capable of offsetting the incremental cost
and even producing revenues. In addition, the compre-
hensive incremental benefit and its economic components
are not directly affected by the size of the site. As discussed in
Section 3, the benefit evaluation of saving resources mainly
relies on materials and other resources consumed by ma-
chines. +e benefit evaluation of shortening construction
time is determined by the project progress, and the benefit
evaluation of receiving policy subsides is related to building
size and application situation of prefabricated construction
technologies. However, comprehensive economic benefit of
a PRB project is often positively correlated with its scale.
Increasing the project scale is capable of promoting the
economic benefit. For example, from the resource-saving
perspective, a larger floor area means that more building
components are fabricated and more construction materials,
such as formwork, are reused in manufacturing factories. A
larger floor area also means that more building components,
such as exterior walls, are prefabricated, and thus, the on-site
construction progress can be more significantly accelerated.
Equation (3) also indicates that the subsidies and rewords
are related to the project scale. In this case, the economic
benefit from shortening the construction period can be
regarded as themost significant contributor, namely, ¥552.9/
m2, accounting for 74.8% of the comprehensive economic
evaluation. +e current incentive policies contribute the
smallest value of the comprehensive economic evaluation,
namely, ¥52.3/m2, which accounts for 7.1%.

In order to further identify the temporal change of the
comprehensive economic benefit in the project, the eco-
nomic benefits of saving resources, shortening construction
time, and receiving policy subsides with the construction
period are calculated for main construction days in terms of
equations (1)–(3).+e results are listed in Table 6 and plotted
in Figure 10 to display the temporal changes in economic
benefits over a project period.

+e building project progress can be divided into three
phases, namely, construction phase, decoration phase, and
sales phase. After the construction and decoration phases,
there are no economic benefits caused by resource- or time-
savings. Yet, the comprehensive economic merit will be
increased to ¥739.6/m2 owing to sales incentives. For this
building project, the duration of the construction phase is
from Day 1 to Day 85 and the decoration phase is from Day
85 to Day 207. Figure 10 demonstrates that the compre-
hensive incremental benefit has significant growth between
Day 1 and Day 110.

+e trend line in the incremental benefit of shorting
construction time aims to plot the cumulative economic
merits on main days brought by the prefabricated con-
struction technique from the time-saving perspective. It can
be observed that there is a rapid increase in the economic
merit due to the faster on-site construction progress when
selecting the prefabricated construction technique. Its trend

Table 6: Economic benefit values on main days in the project.

Construction
period (day)

Economic benefits (¥/m2)
Resource-
saving

Time-
saving

Policy
subsidies

Comprehensive
economic benefits

1 2.03 21.37 50.50 73.90
10 4.06 42.74 52.60 99.40
20 6.09 64.11 56.90 127.10
29 12.12 85.48 62.30 159.90
39 15.15 106.85 63.10 185.10
52 17.18 128.22 64.20 209.60
61 22.21 149.59 65.20 237.00
71 25.24 170.96 66.40 262.60
74 29.27 192.33 66.70 288.30
79 34.30 213.70 67.80 315.80
85 38.33 235.07 69.40 342.80
92 41.36 256.44 70.90 368.70
103 42.69 297.81 71.00 411.50
115 43.42 332.18 72.40 448.00
124 44.75 343.55 73.10 461.40
135 45.48 361.92 74.60 482.00
143 46.51 392.29 75.30 514.10
157 47.54 425.66 76.10 549.30
164 48.57 463.03 77.20 588.80
179 49.60 497.40 78.10 625.10
189 51.62 521.77 79.20 652.60
207 52.65 552.95 80.10 685.71
237 52.65 552.95 89.00 694.61
266 52.65 552.95 95.00 700.61
267 52.52 552.95 133.00 738.48

Incremental benefit of resources-saved
Incremental benefit of shorted-construction period
Incremental benefit of recieving policy subsides
Comprehensive incremental benefit
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change is similar with the line of the comprehensive in-
cremental benefit, and its economic values are greater than
other economic components after around Day 20. +is
means that the time-saving factor can be considered the
largest contributor to the economic benefit of the pre-
fabricated construction technique, expect for the early stage
of the building project. +e fastest growth occurs between
Day 90 and Day 207, which means that decoration engi-
neering is more important to incremental values produced
by the faster construction progress of the prefabricated
construction technique. +is is because production of pre-
fabricated components simplifies the on-site work of exte-
rior walls, slabs, and other building parts. High-quality
prefabricated components with insulation layers can avoid a
number of decoration tasks involving plastering and insu-
lation and reduce the rental expenses on material and
equipment.

Furthermore, saving resources has been the lowest
contributor to the comprehensive economic benefit over the
project period. It experiences a relatively fast growth be-
tween Day 25 and Day 85 and a slow increase fromDay 85 to
Day 207. Compared to the decoration phase, the con-
struction phase can offer more economic benefits due to
resource-use efficiencies of prefabricated construction. As
for the incremental benefit brought by policy subsidies of
prefabricated construction, its relatively fast growth occurs
during the early stage of building construction; yet, sales
incentives will contribute to the growth of economic benefit
caused by policy subsidies after the decoration phase.

6. Conclusions

Overall, prefabricated construction has been considered a
widely accepted alternative to conventional cast-in-situ
concrete construction since it is capable of offering numer-
ous benefits for investors and contractors. However, re-
searchers hold various viewpoints on economic merits of PRB
projects. +us, considering availability and selection of the
construction techniques, the economic analysis of PRB
projects, should be conducted for projecting the potential
expenditure and indicating their economic benefits. +is
research aims to comprehensively evaluate the economic
benefits of implementing prefabricated construction tech-
niques in order to surpass the economic barrier and promote
the development of PRBs in China. +e comprehensive
economic evaluation is formulated in terms of resource-use
efficiencies, project progress, and incentive policies. An
apartment building in Shanghai is selected as a case study.
Construction progress is simulated on the BIM platform
when the same case study is rationally transformed from the
prefabricated to the conventional cast-in-situ construction
technique. For the adoption of prefabricated construction, the
significant economic benefit results from saved resources,
shortened construction periods, and policy subsidies.

+e results reveal that the comprehensive economic
merit can reach ¥739.6/m2 when selecting the prefabricated
construction process. +e economic benefit offered by
shortening the construction period can be regarded as the
most significant contributor because of a large proportion.

Among the project-progress-related factors, the reduced
expenses on machinery rental and material rental are seen as
the largest and smallest parts, respectively, but there is not a
significant difference. +e reward policy plays the most
important role from the policy perspective. It can offer an
economic benefit of 80.4/m2 and account for more than half
of the total policy-related economic benefit.

Additionally, the assessment measure can be beneficial
for decision makers to consider prefabricated construction
techniques in building construction projects in terms of the
potential economic benefits. +e results can contribute to
judicious construction patterns and the efficient utilisation
of incentive policies. +is research is expected to contribute
to further improvement by incorporating more detailed data
on construction processes and addressing more economic
indicators in future research.
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Soil excavation is a fundamental step of building and infrastructure development. Despite strong enforcement of construction best
practices and regulations, accidents in construction industry are comparatively higher than other industries. Likewise, significant
increase in injuries and fatalities are recently reported on geotechnical activities such as excavation pits and trenches. Academic
researchers and industry professionals have currently devoted vital attention to acquire construction safety in preconstruction
phase of the project. -ey have developed various algorithms to enhance safety in preconstruction phase such as automated
generation of scaffolding and its potential risk analysis, checking BIM model for fall risks, and limited access zone allocation in
wall masonry. However, safety in geotechnical works at preconstruction phase is yet unexplored. -is paper proposed automatic
safety rule compliance approach for excavation works leveraging algorithmic modeling tools and BIM technologies. -e focused
approach comprises of the following three modules: information extraction and logic design (IELD), information conversion and
process integration (ICPI), and automodeling and safety plan generation (ASPG). Specifically, the scope of the paper is limited to
major risks such as cave-ins, fall, safety egress, and prohibited zones risks. A set of rules-based algorithms was developed in
commercially available software using visual programming language (VPL) that automatically generates geometric conditions in
BIM and visualizes the potential risks and safety resources installation along with their quantity take-off and optimized locations.
A case study has been presented to validate the proof of concept; automated modeling tool for excavation safety planning
generated the required results successfully. It is anticipated that the proposed approach has potential to help the designers through
automated modeling and assist decision makers in developing productive and practical safety plans compared to the conventional
2D plans for excavation works at the preconstruction phase. Moreover, it is realized that the same approach can be extended to
other rule-dependent subjects in construction.

1. Introduction

Safety in construction is a major concern worldwide [1].
Recent studies reported a significant increase in excavation-
related accidents [2] and could have been avoided with
additional considerations. Soil excavation is an essential step
of infrastructure development that includes removing of
earth for the foundation installation, cut and fills to create
usable lands, and landfill to construct embankments for
floodmitigation [3]. In building construction, significance of
the excavation works is eminent due to the ultimate base of

entire construction. In general, construction projects such as
building foundation, utility lines, tunneling, and un-
derpasses require excavation in different makeup, e.g., open
excavation, potholing, trenches, and shaft drives. According
to safety and health agency in the United States, Occupa-
tional Safety and Health Administration, hereinafter re-
ferred to as OSHA, excavation typically refers to any man
made cut, trench, cavity, or depression made by removal of
earth [4]. Despite constant determination from safety
professionals, researchers, and imposed safety regulations,
injuries and fatalities in construction have not significantly
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dropped [5]. Unfortunately, geotechnical-related injuries
and fatalities are incessantly growing [6]. Digging operations
are one of the most challenging among other activities [7, 8],
incorporating cave-ins, fall into the pit, working with ma-
chinery, deficiency of oxygen, flooding, and many more
[6–10]. -e unpleasant statistics from the United States (US)
revealed the death of more than 30 workers per year in
digging operation [11], cave-ins as a severe risk to the
worker’s life [12]. Likewise, in the private construction in-
dustry of US, statistics from 2003 to 2011 show the death of
287 workers caused by trench collapses [13]. -ese high
numbers of accidents make serious contribution to time
delays and cost overruns [14]. Earth excavation with a steep
vertical or near vertical diggings needs to be protected by
sloping, benching, shoring [4, 6, 12], and bracing system to
avoid cave-ins or damage to the surroundings [8]. Evidence
recorded by OSHA revealed more trench-related accidents
in 2016 with the comparison of previous two years (2014 and
2015) combined [2]. Accordingly, OSHA considered pits
and trenching hazards as a priority for 2018 [15], with the
target of reducing accident rates by ten percent till SEP, 2019
[7]. -e facts and indication presented to acknowledge the
solemnity of the excavation safety and demand additional
focus for proactive safety prevention methods.

In 1970, Occupational Safety Health Act laid the
foundation for development of various strategies and safety
standards in order to prevent accidents which show sig-
nificant amelioration in construction safety management
[16]. Construction safety performance has been significantly
improved over the last four decades due to strong en-
forcement of these standards and strategies [17]. If these
safety standards had not been provided and enforced, then
the abovementioned statistics would have been higher than
the current numbers [6]. -e foundation of construction
risks identification is safety standards and regulations [18];
enforcement of these regulations reported [17] in planning
and monitoring could minimize the accidents in excavation-
related tasks. Analysis of risks is crucial in planning phase to
avoid misshapes in the execution and construction phase.
Safety in construction was considered sole obligation of the
constructor during execution phase of the project [19, 20].
Meanwhile, there is viable understanding about the miti-
gation of these risks that arise during construction, opera-
tion, maintenance, or repair works through proper
consideration during design phase [1]. In the UK, estab-
lishment of Construction Design and Management (CDM)
rules imposed health and safety considerations in the
planning and design phase as an obligation [20]. Recently,
different software tools are also developed rapidly for
implementation of construction safety knowledge in the
design phase, for example, “ToolBox” by Construction In-
dustry Institute (CII) for identification of project-specific
hazards along with improved design suggestions [21], web-
based system by Dharmapalan et al. for quantification of
safety risks based on design alternatives [22], and many
more tools are proposed [23–25]. However, it is still in-
teresting to note that construction safety planning is gen-
erally carried out separately from execution [18] which
results in lack of communication and generates problems for

safety manger in assessing (how, when, what, where, and
why) safety measures needed for accident prevention [19]. It
is further observed that traditional safety planning in con-
struction has been infrequent, manual, time-consuming,
labor-intensive, and prone to human error by using two-
dimensional (2D) paper drawings and reports [5, 19, 21, 25]
during the construction phase of the projects. On these
grounds, advancement and automation are required for the
improvement of the existing 2D drawing-based manual
safety management processes as well as early prevention in
the design phase by using technologies.

-is paper proposed a unique approach for automated
safety excavation modeling approach compliance with safety
regulations and best practices, leveraging visual pro-
gramming and BIM technologies for safety management
process. To identify the benefits and limitations of the
proposed approach, a system prototype is developed and
verified through a case study. More specific objective of the
study is to develop an automatic BIM-based safety planning
tool specific to the excavation in construction that can
identify potential hazards related to fall, cave-ins, and safety
egress along with a visualized 3D model with built-in pre-
ventive solution for recognizing hazards. -is research work
does not consider the entire hazards related to geotechnical
activities at this stage. Hence, the scope of the study is limited
to the major types of potential risks, including but not
limited to cave-in, fall, and safety egress risks.

2. Safety Planning Practices and
BIM Applications

With regard to understanding the current safety planning
status in focused area, a deep review of the previous research
studies is summarized as safety planning practices related to
pits and trenches in construction industry. Insufficiencies in
contemporary safety planning were contemplated herein
with BIM-based advanced design for safety concepts. Re-
search works on rule-based safety planning and BIM are
thoroughly reviewed, and necessity of the proposed safety
rule-based automated excavation modeling approach is
established.

2.1. Safety Planning Practices for Excavation in Construction.
Despite extensive research and technological advancement
in the construction industry, still it is considered as a
hazardous industry that exposes workers to accidents. Safe
environment is mandatory in all industries, while in con-
struction, it is of particular importance compared to other
industries because of four times higher fatality rate [26].
Accident statistics related to excavation revealed a relative
increase in injuries and fatalities in the last years [2], which
makes the excavation safety planning challenging. Execution
of bad safety planning consumes the financial resources and
time ineffectively and sometimes causes severe accidents
[18]. In order to enhance safety at construction sites,
companies have been establishing strategies and rectifying
construction methods to ensure health and safety, such as
toolbox talks, regular safety planning meetings, owner’s
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involvement in safety planning, etc. [8]. Several rules and
best practices have been developed since Occupational
Safety Health Act 1970 [16, 17] that can be categorized under
three general groups: (1) preexcavation—procedures re-
quired prior of any digging task; (2) excavation—safety
during the activity execution; and (3) post-
excavation—processes required after completion of exca-
vation [6]. Safety planning based on these regulations in the
design and planning phase is cumbersome owing to the
dynamic nature of excavation activity. Construction com-
panies depend on perpetual manual observations of the
safety managers, which is requisite by OSHA; besides, a
competent person with relevant safety skills [27] has to visit
frequently and examine site condition. -is requirement
sometimes causes inconvenience due to economic and time
constraint; consequently, safety managers are not present
when obligatory and thus accidents occur [4]. Furthermore,
safety knowledge such as safety regulations and experience
integration with the design phase could reduce or even
eliminate related risks by suggesting proper consideration or
even changes in the design [28]. -e analysis of 224 accident
cases depicts that 42 percent of fatalities were linked to risks
associated with design phase [29]. As manual detection of
unsafe design is difficult due to scattered regulations and
complex nature of construction projects [18], designers are
mostly unaware of the activity conditions and associated
physical constraint during construction; consequently, de-
signers feel vexation in determining risks associated with
their design components that may arise at construction
phases of the project [1]. Correspondingly, communication
gap and limited cooperation of the stakeholders regarding
construction safety curtail the safety culture [30]. Even
though trench collapse has a notable impact on safety and
causes a major portion of accidents in the construction
industry, it is still undiscovered. However, Literature
revealed a lack of concentration towards workers safety
aspect in the preconstruction phase of excavation works.
Overcoming these limitations and challenges is extremely
important in order to ensure a safe working environment
with minimum accident possibilities in excavation-related
activities.

2.2. Rule Compliance BIM-Based Safety PlanningApproaches.
Building information modeling (BIM) transformed the way
of planning, designing, construction, operation, monitoring,
and controlling for building and infrastructure [18, 31–39].
Several procedures have been recommended recently by
extensive research employing BIM and other advanced
technologies in order to figure out the problem of manual
safety planning in the construction industry [1, 5, 23, 28, 36].
Zhang et al. [19] proposed an automated approach to safety
planning by integrating fall prevention rules with BIM
model. Feng and Lu [25] used algorithmic modeling tool
(dynamo) to automate scaffolding planning and their risk
analysis in construction sites. Existing construction best
practices and rules can be used in convergence with three-
dimensional (3D) model to engender an automated
checking system for safety rule [38]. Automated workspace

visualization method was established by Zhang et al. [40],
which proactively improves safety during construction by
using workspace modeling technologies and remote sensing.
Wang et al. [6] also used safety rules and range point clouds
as a modeling technology to control excavation-related
hazards during construction phase. A tool called “See-
BIM” has been developed by Belsky et al. [41] that tests
topological relationship and embeds new knowledge details
about the model through compiling a set of rules. Studies
have considered risk factors in the design phase that could
avert construction accidents and developed automated BIM
and safety rule-based unsafe designs in construction [18]. In
past few years, extensive research has been carried out fo-
cusing on rule-checking algorithms and BIM applications in
order to enhance existing safety culture, its processes, and
procedures [42, 43]. Studies have confirmed the use of
programming to formalize the algorithms. Program de-
velopers have currently options to exploit various tools and
techniques such as Open C, Java, Python, visual pro-
gramming or visual algorithmic modeling, etc. To exercise
the advantages of such tools, BIM users are trying to extend
the use of BIM to the early design stages by connecting their
product directly or indirectly [44].

2.3. Need for an Automated Rule Compliance SafetyModeling
in Excavation. -e literature review revealed that re-
searchers have focused either on excavation’s safety moni-
toring and inspections [6, 8, 27] or on trench-related hazard
analysis and mitigation planning during the construction
phase [6]. Nevertheless, few tools for incorporating safety
rules in the preconstruction phase of the project are limitedly
available, while safety planning for excavation works in
preconstruction phase is yet unstudied and needs to be
investigated. In addition, incredible improvements in ex-
cavation safety performance have been reported in recent
years. Chi and Caldas recently developed image-based safety
system for surface mining and earth moving activities [45],
yet, automated hazard visualized excavation’s safety plan-
ning in preconstruction phase is still lacking. To date, none
of the existing studies currently provide evidence of safety
rules integration through algorithmic modeling tool in a
BIMmodel. Even though there has been few studies focusing
on safety enhancement in preconstruction phase
[18, 19, 25, 30, 36, 38, 46], none of them focuses on
excavation-related safety management that can support
automated modeling. Hence, significant attention is re-
quired to investigate better visualization techniques and
safety process automation. Proactive elimination of hazards
can be possible if safety regulations related to each activates
are appropriately considered at preconstruction phase.
Applications of advance techniques are inevitable to in-
tegrate concerned regulations to each hazard for the purpose
to ensure safety in excavation works. -erefore, additional
innovative algorithmic modeling approaches are needed to
be explored for the integration of construction safety rules
and best practices with the BIM 3D model in pre-
construction phase. With these needs in mind, the next
section will propose a unique approach for BIM-based
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excavation safety rule compliance modeling that can support
automated 3D modeling with proactive visualization of
potential hazards.

3. Research Design and Framework

In order to understand the nature of hazards related to
excavation, the study was commenced with a detailed study
of accident cases and previous literature. -ereafter, present
status of safety management, related safety rules established
by OSHA, and state-of-the-art of BIM technologies were
reviewed. Initial investigation of excavation work hazards
identified in accident cases motivated the development of a
conceptual framework for automated safety excavation
modeling. Subsequently, system prototype was developed
and implemented on a real-world case study in order to test
system’s usability and effectiveness.

-e proposed approach as depicted in Figure 1 reflects
the conceptual framework that deals proactively with cave-
in, fall, and safety egress risks.-e conceptual framework for
BIM-based excavation safety rule compliance modeling
approach comprises three parts. First, the extraction of
relevant rules from the pool of construction industry best
practices and regulations along with the other process
guidelines and information that includes field test and
blueprints. Second part consists of visual programming and
BIM. -e former is used to convert the required safety rules
information to graphical algorithms in a single scripting
environment while latter one is used to integrate the process
to a common place. Similarly, the third part is composed of
automated modeling tool, which executes safety rule algo-
rithms on the acquired information from two-dimensional
(2D) data drawings in a BIM platform. Commercially
available BIM tool (in our case Revit) is used for the ultimate
model generation and visualized protection plan with its
quantitative estimates and optimized locations as shown in
Figure 1.

4. Proposed Prototype System
Based on Framework

Based on the methodology and framework given above, a
proposed automated excavation safety modeling system is
developed as a tool for rule compliance automated safety
planning. -is system is named as Auto-Exca Safety
Modeling System, which comprised of the following three
modules, namely, (1) information extraction and logic de-
sign (IELD)module; (2) information conversion and process
integration (ICPI) module; and (3) automodeling and safety
plan generation (ASPG) module. -e functions and sys-
tematic process of the prototype system in each module are
detailed in the following sections.

4.1. Information Extraction and Logic Design (IELD)Module.
As the name indicates, the function of this module is to
extricate information from the raw data. -e information
extraction and logic design (IELD) module is initiated with
the analysis of OSHA regulations. -ese rules provide best

practices and lesson learned in the construction industry.
-e IELD module focuses on the extraction of relevant
information from the pool of OSHA regulations. -ese
ejected relevant rules are then manually converted to
mathematical logics and then further into computer read-
able data in the next module. As illustrated in Figure 2,
additional required guidelines is also considered in this
module, such as soil type and actual excavation dimensions
would be input from the soil report and excavation’s
blueprints, respectively.

4.1.1. Extracting Relevant Safety Rules. Causation of acci-
dents provides vital information for safety planning; his-
torical data related to trench excavation were reviewed and
analyzed to find out the major risks and causes. Collapse
cave-ins, safety egress, machinery and human fall into the
trench, and humans hit by machinery were the major po-
tential risks identified during the accident cases in-
vestigation. Apart from that, other risks like oxygen
deficiency inside the trench, fire, and water leakage were also
reported. Among them, collapse cave-ins pose the greatest
potential risk to the workers in excavation. To limit the
scope, this study only considers the top three potential risks
(cave-ins, safety egress, and fall). -e rest of the remaining
associated risks to excavation works are out of scope at this
stage of the research. Standard prevention methods appli-
cable to associated risks minimization and mitigation were
thoroughly studied in the context of regulations (OSHA).

-e OSHA described the regulation in three parts beside
the appendices (Table 1). First, scope and definitions
(Subpart P-Excavation 1926.650) discusses the terminolo-
gies and its application with scope. Second, excavation
specific requirements (Subpart P-Excavation 1926.651) il-
lustrates hazard information and required measures spe-
cifically linked to the excavation. -e third part is protective
system requirements and criteria (Subpart P-Excavation
1926.652), which further explains the second part that de-
termines prevention criteria and protective system to be
used. Moreover, 1926 Subpart P-Excavations also include six
appendices such as appendix A to appendix F. In 1926
Subpart P, appendix A focuses on soil classification while
appendix B describes sloping and benching details. -is
study considered both appendices (A and B) for sloping
method and soil classification. In addition to that, 1926
Subpart P appendix C, appendix D, appendix E, and ap-
pendix F show the detailed procedure along with scope for
timber shoring, aluminum hydraulic shoring, alternative to
timber shoring, and graphic summary of requirements in
Subpart P, respectively. Applicable rules to the top three
risks were extracted. Sloping, benching, and shoring are the
methods advised by OSHA regulations and several best
practices to protect workers from cave-ins in excavation
trench. -is paper considers merely sloping method
(1926.652(b)) based on the soil classification available in the
regulations (1926 Subpart P App A-Soil Classification).

Table 2 shows the detailed information specific to the
intended risks from OSHA website. According to OSHA
1926.652 (a) (1), “each employee in an excavation shall be
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protected from cave-ins by an adequate protective system
designed in accordance with the standard except when
excavations are made in entirely stable rock or excavations
are less than 5′ in depth and examination of the ground by a
competent person provides no indication of a potential cave-
in.” -e standards state maximum allowable slope (hori-
zontal to vertical ratio) for excavation pits considering the
soil or rock properties (see Table 1).

Likewise, another rule 1926.651(j) (2) says workers will
be protected from spoiled materials, excavated or other

materials or equipments that could cause a hazard by rolling
or falling into excavations. Protection shall be provided to
the employees by placing that material and equipment at
least 2 feet (0.61m) away from the edge of excavation pits/
trenches (Table 1), or by the using sufficient retaining devices
that could prevent materials or equipment from falling or
rolling into excavations, or combination of both conditions
should be employed if necessary. Considering safe egress, the
rule 1926.651(c) (2) clearly specifies the criteria for means of
egress and ingress: stair, ramp, ladder, or other safe means of
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Figure 2: System architecture for auto-exca safety planning model approach.
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Figure 1: Conceptual framework for automated safety excavation modeling approach.
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egress shall be provided in trench excavations that have
depth equal to or more than 4 feet (1.22m). Moreover, the
location of that means of egress should be optimized in such
a manner so that the employees require no more lateral
distance than 25 feet (7.62m). Ladders must be secured and
extend a minimum of 36 in (0.9m) above the landing. -ese
rules provided knowledge for automation algorithms
implemented in BIM. Specific steps taken for the automation
are discussed in the next section.

4.2. Information Conversion and Process Integration (ICPI)
Module. -e information conversion and process integration
(ICPI) module is the vital module of Auto-Exca Safety
Modeling System. -is module is devised to convert math-
ematical logics acquired through the IELD module into
machine-readable format as revealed in Figure 2. To do this,
visual programming techniques were employed. Commer-
cially available tool, Grasshopper (a plug-in to Rhinoceros),
which is a powerful tool for visual programming is selected for
the development of visual scripts. -is software is imple-
mented in the study, mainly because it is relatively easy to use
compared to other proprietary programming language

software, is fast, and has diverse feature components required
for this kind of programming. It is a platform that empowers
designer to solve problems by visual programming and de-
velop own tools. -e humming bird was used for in-
teroperability between the Grasshopper and other
commercial BIM tool called Revit as delineated in Figure 2. It
is used due to its broad functions and effectiveness for
transferring more than one type of geometry. Functionality of
Hummingbird plug-in covers a wide variety of different
family types such as adaptive components, levels, walls,
beams, lofts, and family instants and imports as CSV file to
create geometry. A veritable tool file is developed from the
algorithms created in a single scripting environment and then
imported as CSV file to create geometry in a BIM (Revit)
using Hummingbird available in both.-e implementation of
the prepared tool was executed in the next module.

4.3. Safety Rules-Based Visual Algorithms Development.
-is section focuses on the process details of the trans-
formation of mathematical logics to algorithms through
visual programming tool (Rhino Grasshopper). -is com-
mercial software provides visual scripting process in terms of

Table 1: Excavation-related OSHA rules.

1926 Subpart P-Excavation
No. Standards Explanation

1926.650 Scope, application, and definitions
applicable to this subpart Appraise terminologies and application guidelines

1926.651 Specific excavation requirements Illustrates hazard information and required measures
specifically linked to the excavation

1926.652 Requirements for protective systems Further explains the second part that determines
prevention criteria and system to be used

1926 Subpart P Appendix A Soil classification
Focuses on soil and rock classification based on site,

environmental conditions, and structural
composition of the earth deposits

1926 Subpart P Appendix B Sloping and benching Describes sloping and benching if adopted as procedure
to protect workers in excavations from cave-ins

1926 Subpart P Appendix C Timber shoring for trenches -is appendix covers information if timber shoring is
used as a method to protect employees from cave-ins

1926 Subpart P Appendix D Aluminium hydraulic shoring for trenches
Appendix D contains information when aluminium
hydraulic shoring is provided to protect workers

against cave-ins

1926 Subpart P Appendix E Alternatives to timber shoring Alternative to timber shoring is illustrated in this
appendix through figures

1926 Subpart P Appendix F Selection of protective systems
-is appendix explains the requirements for the
protective equipment’s used for less than 20 feet

depth as summarized logical figures

Table 2: OSHA regulations related to excavation works.

Depth Soil type Slope ratio
Protection needed

Cave-ins Safety egress Fall
D< 5 ft — Vertical side 1 : 0 No No No

5 ft<D< 20 ft

Stable rock Vertical side 1 : 0 No Yes Yes
Type A 0.75 :1 Yes Yes Yes
Type B 1 :1 Yes Yes Yes
Type C 1.5 :1 Yes Yes Yes

D> 20 — Consult P.E Yes Yes Yes
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predefine functionality components and wire connections
for inputs and outputs data.

As noticed in swimlane diagram, Figure 3, there are
four main portions that are cave-ins, prohibited zone, fall,
and safety egress. First, in the cave-ins section, the system
will convert logically designed rule for allowable slopes
required for different types of soil. -is is then ultimately
liable to design proactive measure for cave-ins risk, in this
case sloping base on soil types as shown in Figure 4. Second,
with respect to prohibited zone, previous algorithm
would be extended to figure out the danger zone near
the edges. -ird, with reference to the previous two al-
gorithms, guardrail would be established for fall risk.
Fourth, an additional algorithm for safety egress would be
incorporated with the first section on the designated
centerline.

4.3.1. Cave-In Hazard. As discussed earlier, cave-in is the
major type of accident and usually happens in the
excavation-related projects. Figure 5 deliberates the de-
veloped visual program to recognize the potential risks of
cave-in and then suggests a preventive solution in 3D
through slope ratio or angle based on the soil classification in
OSHA standards. Figure 3 swimlane diagram shows the
process flow of programming for cave-ins risk in the first
column. To determine the bottom width, offset the cen-
terline from inside and outside depending on the dimension
input as shown in Figure 6 by using Voronoi logic tool
imported to the Grasshopper canvas.

-e offset curves inside and outside to the centerline at
the specified distance and direction can be added by using
Python Script Editor> import rhinoscriptsyntax as
rs> a� rs.OffsetCurve(curve, dir, dis) in Grasshopper,
where “rs” is the rhino-script and “a” refers to the output
offset curves to the centerline at a given direction and
distance.

In pursuit to understand the obligation of the excavation
preventive procedures, the depth related OSHA rule
1926.652 (a) (1) (see Table 2) was translated through an
algorithm. Afterwards, to detect the slope ratio or angle of
the excavation, mathematical equation was generated and
scripted as follows:

W.T � (D∗ 2)∗ SR + W, (1)

whereW.T is width at the top of the excavation, SR is a slope
ratio of the soil type based on the classification, and D and W

refer to the given depth and width for trench, respectively.
-e depth and width can be identified from the 2D blue-
prints, while the slope ratio can be extracted from the field
test. Table 1 and Figure 4 describe four types of soil along
withmaximum allowable slope from regulations. Notice that
angle (α) equal to 90° is allowed in excavation pit and safety
prevention is not required in cases of stable rock. However,
slope angle (α) equal to 53°, 45°, and 34° is required for rest of
the remaining three types of soil, type A, type B, and type C,
respectively. OSHA further clarifies that if the field test result
of the soil type is absent, then soil type C will be used for
further actions to ensure safe side [12]. -e presented

algorithm in Figure 5 will automatically visualize cave-in
hazards determined by abovementioned soil type.

4.3.2. Fall Hazard. Falls from heights have received keen
attention of health and safety management professionals and
academic researchers. Currently, construction industry
professionals are doing manual estimation and modeling of
fall protections. -is manual process needs a great deal of
human inputs and cost and consumes time. However, some
researchers used automated modeling for fall protection
[19, 23, 38]. To automate and advance the safety manage-
ment process with respect to fall risk in excavation works, an
attempt was made to sort out the issue of automated
modeling and estimation approach for fall preventions.

-e programming process flow applied to detect edges
where fall might happen and produce guardrails right there
is depicted in Figure 3. -e slope edges are defined in first
column and are extended to the second column in the in-
terest of prohibited zones; thereupon, guardrails are
established in the process at third column of swimlane di-
agram. Previously stated fall hazard-related OSHA standards
(see Table 2) are converted to graphical algorithms as il-
lustrated in Figure 7. According to OSHA regulations, if the
depth from the surface to the lower level exceeds than 6 feet,
then fall protection system is needed. In addition, another
vital rule for prohibited zone ascertaining to avoid over-
turning of the heavy construction machinery or human into
the trench was also incorporated into the script (see Fig-
ure 7). -at rule recommends that there will be prohibited
zone for human, material, and machinery of at least 3 feet
from the edge of the affected zone. Hence, the algorithm was
set to allocate the fall prevention at the distance of 3 feet and
visualize the prohibited zone along with the quantity of
guardrails in running length.

4.3.3. Safety Egress. Numerous ways are currently used in
the real construction excavation sites to ensure safe access.
Apparent methods are providing slip-resistant ramps, use of
stairs/ladders, and stepping back an excavation. OSHA
standards endorse the provision of means of egress and
ingress to the trench excavation if the depth is equal to or
greater than 4 feet. -e furthest lateral distance of the egress
point from any worker inside the trench excavation should
not be greater than 25 feet. Figure 8 demonstrates the al-
gorithm for location optimization for means of egress and
ingress.

-e centerline of the excavation obtained from 2D
blueprints (Figure 9(a)) was taken as a reference for op-
timized spot location as depicted in swamlane diagram in
Figure 3. To calculate the most favorable points, a grid of
5 feet by 5 feet was positioned through a visual pro-
gramming script as shown in Figure 9(b). Unique points of
25 intervals were picked through using the cull pattern for
every five points (green points in Figure 9(c)). Next, the
circles of 25 feet diameter were embedded on those unique
points in order to trace the overlapping regions. -e
midpoints in overlapping regions of the two circles were
then considered as an optimum location for means of
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safety egress and ingress. Finally, the system will provide a
chart after simulation that shows the exit number of re-
quired safe access locations along with the position co-
ordinates. -e entire three portions of algorithm scripts
were then connected to each other to make a complete,
comprehensive visual program for Auto-Exca Safety
Modeling System.

4.4. Automodeling and Safety Plan Generation (ASPG)
Module. Lastly, the function of this module is to produce
results after information extraction and logic design (IELD)
and information conversion and process integration (ICPI)
modules. -e automodeling and safety plan generation
(ASPG) module is designed to give users the visualized
outcomes, produce an automated safety plan, and determine

Voronoi logic

Cave-in risk Prohibited zone risk Fall risk Safety egress risk
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slope lines
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Figure 3: Visual algorithm development swimlane diagram.
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Figure 4: OSHA prevention videos (v-tools) for excavation.
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hazard response strategies. -e principal emphasis of this
module is to execute the developed tool on any centerlines of
a given excavation 2D plan, which could be obtained from
the excavation blueprints. -e users select the soil types and
feed the actual required width and depth, and then the
simulation is conducted. -e potential of this module is the
rule compliance 3Dmodel automatic safety plan for possible
hazards. Detailed functions and results of the ASPG module
are categorically illustrated in the discussion section.

5. Case Study

-is section demonstrates a case study conducted to validate
the prototype system by using a real-world excavation
project. -e aim was to apply Auto-Exca Safety Modeling

System tool developed for automated safety planning and
modeling with regard to excavation pits on a practical
building project. -is project uses excavation trenches for
making the foundation of the typical school building
(Figure 10).

-e 2D drawingmade in Revit for foundation excavation
was used for experiment (Figure 10). -e centerline length,
width, and depth of the foundation were obtained from the
2D drawings as shown in Figure 11.

-e soil test from the field was assumed as type C soil.
-e acquired centerlines of foundation were then imported
into Rhinoceros as object file (obj). With noticing that the
location/scale of the file imported as .obj file should remain
as default in Rhinoceros because the coordinates (x, y, z) of
each vertex (points) are matching between Rhinoceros and
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Revit. If the coordinates (x, y, z) change, then as a result, the
location/scale of the simulated foundation excavation model
will not match with original 2D foundation layers. Formerly
prepared graphical computational algorithms in grasshop-
per canvas were then simulated on the loaded data from the
Revit into the Grasshopper. It was observed that the system
produced the results successfully as expected for cave-ins,
prohibited zone, fall and, safety egress risks. -e brief result
of the case study can be depicted in Figure 12. A 3D model
was generated automatically with the appropriate allowable
slope angle of 34° recommended by OSHA standards for

type C soil. -e generated allowable slope for the foundation
trench can be seen through a cross section in Figure 12. In
addition, the system automatically established guardrail
system at the distance of 3 feet from the trench edges along
with the estimated running length report (see Figure 13).-e
3 feet distance between the guardrail system and the exca-
vation trench edges are identified as a prohibited zone for
machinery, spoil materials, and humans. Identification of
this zone at this stage can decrease the occurrences of ac-
cidents due to the overturning of heavy construction ma-
chinery falling into the trench. In a similar manner, the
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automatically created 3D model correspondingly visualized
an optimum safety egress plan for employees working inside
the trench.

6. Discussion

-e case study test of building foundation excavation
revealed that the proposed system leveraging BIM tech-
nology could support more advanced and comprehensive
excavation pits and trench safety planning. -e tool has
automatically and successfully designed the excavation slope
according with the OSHA guidelines in order to prevent the
cave-ins risk. -e system produces more practical results
when it comes to the contiguous trench; if the nearest
alongside trench is close enough so that the slope lines
intersect each other, in that case, the system generates more
practical 3D model by visualizing both the trench as one pit.

Notice that when this case happens in real construction site,
the decision makers recommend excavating both the ad-
jacent trench completely to avoid a potential collapse. -e
developed tool further detects vulnerable edges that could
lead to fall risk and installed guardrails around the perimeter
of the trench or pit. In addition to detection of edges and
installation of guardrails, quantity take-off report list can be
easily obtained by using its built-in function. OSHA made
videos for education and training for concerned stake-
holders in order to make the excavation works possible
without accidents. -e screenshots of the video made by
OSHA for allowable slopes based on soil types can be seen in
Figure 4. -e framework for experiential safety education
utilizing mobile-based virtual reality and augmented reality
[47] can be extended to a comprehensive excavation safety
training and education by integrating 3D model of the
proposed system.

Figure 10: Isometric view and foundation plan of school building.
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Figure 11: Automated excavation safety planning simulation.
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-e construction excavation is a dynamic activity that
relies on different external factors such as weather (rain and
hot temperature) and internal factors, for example, suffo-
cation, toxic gases, water leakage, and underground services.
Hence, representation of all unsafe conditions related to
excavation pits and trenches in BIM at this level is not
possible. Nonetheless, human hit by heavy machinery risk in
construction excavation could be dealt with using 4D-BIM
and sequencing the work path for both human and ma-
chinery considering their work schedule. Various limitations
of the excavation’s safety planning tool were observed
through a building foundation case study. Several limitations
of the system found were (1) that it might not be possible to
generate required rule compliance 3D model for distinct
layer of soil, since the layer of soil can vary based on the
depth and width and (2) that as a construction site needs
walkways crossing and pedestrian overpasses on trenches,
this system does not specify crossings at current extent of

study; however, users can modify the 3D model manually to
overcome this limitation.

7. Conclusion

Despite the vital development of building information
modeling (BIM) technologies for construction safety plan-
ning, current excavation safety planning practice is still
manual and relies on conventional methods. To address the
issue, an automated excavation safety planning tool was
developed and tested. Based on the findings, the vital benefits
are summarized as follows:

(a) -e study depicted that the developed tool has ample
potentials to enhance excavation-related safety
planning, which is inevitable to cope with the re-
cently reported significant increase in injuries and
fatalities. It is found that the system automatically
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Figure 12: Automated safety planning model.
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identifies and visualizes cave-ins, fall risks, and
prohibited zone risks and optimizes the planning for
ingress and egress based on OSHA rules.

(b) Automatic 3D model generation and more practical
safety planning is another major contribution of this
study. It is expected that the proposed approach
would help the designers through automated mod-
eling and assist decision makers in developing
practical safety plans compared to the conventional
2D plans for excavation works at preconstruction
phase. -is unique approach of automatic modeling
can be extended to other rule-dependent subjects
and infrastructure work like bridges, pipelines, and
additional works as parametric designs.

(c) Safety resources installation along with their quan-
tity take-off and optimized locations were also
witnessed in the case study. Hence, the system can
predict the location coordinates and required pre-
ventive resources in advance.

To sum up, the potential of the VPL and BIM for the
excavation safety planning and modeling at the pre-
construction stage has been ascertained and confirmed with
a real case study. In the future, this tool can be developed as a
tab plug-in to commercial software applications that will
enhance the entire safety planning process. Another future
consideration is to simplify this tool to an app that can assist
and guide field workers to execute safety plans in a more
accurate and efficient way. Also, integrating the presented
work with augmented reality could provide new direction
for execution of planned excavation work in the real site.
Moreover, this can be used to guide and educate the workers
during the excavation execution phase.
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Augmented reality (AR) may support effective design and constructability reviews by providing both the physical exploration
benefits of traditional physical mock-ups and also the flexibility benefits of building information models (BIM). Many different
types of mobile computing devices can present the same technical AR environment, but it remains unclear how the different
properties of the devices impact user behaviors in an architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) context.,is study tasked
users with completing the same design review task, using the same technical AR environment but viewed through different
commercially available mobile AR devices. Specifically, 32 participants were tasked with collaboratively laying out and reviewing a
simple office design using the randomly assigned AR device. Results showed 11 different behaviors were observed and different
mobile computers elicited different behaviors. To add further context to the findings, the results were compared to those of a
similar, previously published study where users completed a design review with the option to choose one or multiple AR devices.
For several types of behaviors, including alternative design formation, navigation of design, and problem solving, no differences
were observed between either groups or based on specific AR devices. Conversely, for other behaviors, including explanative,
decision making, and discussions with team members, participants did not engage in these behaviors when they could self-select
devices, but these behaviors were observed when participants were forced to use a particular device. ,is suggests that, for some
applications, while users may tend to prefer one type of AR interface, they are fully capable of performing the same types of design
review tasks with any AR device. ,e novelty of this work is in demonstrating how the context in which devices are applied
impacts the ways in which they are used.,is may help future practitioners and researchers to strategically choose to use, or not to
use, certain types of devices to elicit specific behaviors.

1. Introduction

In recent years, many researchers have attempted to develop
methods to resolve communication and coordination chal-
lenges related to using traditional two-dimensional docu-
mentation.With the increase of project complexity, traditional
2D documentation may not be adequate to represent all
project information for project parties [1]. For example, ob-
servations of project meetings reveal that communicating
project information through 2D representations limits project
stakeholders’ ability to work together to solve problems and
make decisions [2]. In response to this recognition of limi-
tations related to traditional 2D communication, researchers

have explored various 3D visualization strategies, including
virtual reality (VR) or building information modeling (BIM)
walkthroughs, physical mock-ups, and augmented reality
(AR).

,e research community has gravitated toward using 3D
visualization media in part because of recent developments in
computing, modeling, and visualization technologies, which
have become inexpensive and powerful. ,ese technologies
can facilitate collective decision making throughout project
phases in the architecture, engineering, and construction
(AEC) industries [2, 3]. ,is is especially important during
design and constructability review sessions, when a number of
project teams come together to review a design concept [3].
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A prior study has explored how AR can enable different
human behaviors in design review sessions by allowing
participants to choose from various different mobile com-
puters that are capable of displaying the same technical AR
experience [4]. ,is prior work used the DEEPAND coding
system developed by Garcia et al. [5] to identify 10 different
behaviors that can impact the outcomes of the meeting using
mobile AR computing tools [4]. In this prior study, par-
ticipants were presented with a variety of mobile AR devices
and those participants could freely choose to use any device
at any point in the design review session. While the prior
work enabled individuals to experiment with different de-
vices to support AR visualization, it also provided an op-
portunity for participants to gravitate toward using devices
for reasons other than pure effectiveness. In other words, it is
possible that participants were more familiar with a par-
ticular computing device or had some other reason for using
a particular device, which might have made them use it
more. ,is could potentially increase their likeliness of
demonstrating certain design review behaviors. While this
approach provided evidence to illustrate the types of be-
haviors that AR may enable, it did not specifically illustrate
the types of behaviors that might be observable in the
presence of only a single device. In practice, many design
review teams do not have a variety of devices to use for
viewing the same environment. ,erefore, this study aims to
explore the extent to which the same behaviors observed in
the prior study are also observable when the participants do
not have the option to choose different devices. ,is may
support technology planning in future studies to allow in-
dividuals to strategically plan for certain technologies to
enable targeted human behaviors.

,is study presents findings to address the following
research questions:

(1) What human behaviors are observed with different
mobile AR devices when participants are forced to
use a particular device?

(2) How do the behaviors observed in this work com-
pare and contrast to those observed during sessions
where individuals were provided with various AR
device choices?

To address these research questions, the authors con-
ducted design review sessions with graduate and un-
dergraduate students at Arizona State University. While it
might initially seem like a limitation to study student par-
ticipants with less experience than typical industry practi-
tioners, it is common for owners without prior design review
experience to be involved in these types of review sessions. In
many cases, owners may have a strong understanding of
their own needs but do not necessarily understand all de-
tailed design or construction needs. ,erefore, the authors
aimed to replicate this type of scenario by creating a design
review task that would require consideration of space
constraints but would not require substantial prior industry
experience to make plausible decisions. Furthermore, this
approach of using student participants enabled the re-
searchers to systematically test individual AR computing

devices in a collaborative design review session, including
devices that the prior study [4] suggested would be coun-
terproductive for design review sessions. ,erefore, the
students were only provided with a single mobile computing
device for experiencing the AR design environment. A
structured analysis approach was used according to the
coding strategies defined in DEEPAND [5] and the initial
study [4].,e results are presented, and a detailed discussion
is provided to provide insights into the similarities and
differences that were observed between implementations.

2. Background

Design and constructability review sessions involve co-
ordinating design information among project teams to un-
derstand and negotiate the interests and the objectives of the
owners and the project in a timely manner [6–8].,is process
focuses primarily on analyzing design components and
methods such as structural, mechanical, electrical, and
plumbing elements. In many cases, project stakeholders
spend too much time and put too much effort trying to il-
lustrate, define, and understand cross-disciplinary knowledge
and information throughout design phases [9, 10]. As a result,
important information is unable to be properly leveraged and
decisions cannot be made efficiently [2, 11, 12]. However,
with so many design and construction concerns to be dis-
cussed, analyzed, and decided upon, 3D visualization tech-
nologies have become increasingly useful and necessary.

Studies reveal that design review is crucial for identifying
conflicts, errors, and inconsistencies in designs when using
3D representations, such as physical mock-ups and VR
[6, 13]. Physical mock-ups and VR can support reviewers in
addressing potential concerns prior to construction, such as
constructability and assembly needs, safety, structural per-
formance, environmental performance, and planning [14–
16]. While several studies used physical mock-ups and VR to
facilitate design review practices, AR has been also used in
various collaborative tasks [14, 17, 18]. For example, AR has
been used as an interactive architectural visualization tool
[2, 19, 20] and also for evaluating heights of virtual buildings
for site planning [21].

Researchers have also explored various different types of
computing devices to display AR content. For example,
smartphone-based AR has also been used for enhancing face
to face collaboration and communication [22–25]. Personal
computers have been used to model, simulate, and visualize
AR construction scenarios [26]. A helmet-based wearable
mobile computer was also developed and tested for on-site
visualization of construction drawings and relevant in-
formation through a projection-based AR system [27, 28].
Moreover, Kopsida and Brilakis [29] provided a survey of
different markerless solutions for pose estimation with re-
spect to a known 3D model on mobile devices with 2D
images, with a monocular algorithm for simultaneous lo-
cation and mapping or with a combination of RGB images
and the corresponding depth images [30]. ,ey claim that
the corresponding depth images solution should be the most
robust solution to advance AR on mobile devices. ,ese
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prior studies aimed to develop an AR environment for a
single device in order to support a specific AEC use-case.

In most cases, the contributions of these prior works
relate to proving that AR can support the targeted use-cases
in some way. However, there is a limited understanding of
how different mobile AR interfaces may enable different user
behaviors when users have no choice to select a preferred AR
device in design review sessions. Understanding the types of
behaviors can support decision making when planning for
the use of AR technology through specific computing in-
terfaces to support specific human behaviors. ,is study
aims to contribute to this understanding.

3. Methodology

Student participants were solicited for this study to complete
design and constructability review sessions for a hypo-
thetical office space using specific AR devices. ,ese par-
ticipants were video and audio recorded, and their behaviors
were coded in order for the researchers to understand the
typical types of behaviors demonstrated by individuals using
different AR devices. Using students as participants allowed
the researchers to repeat the same design review session, but
to modify the specific AR device supplied to participants for
completing the session. Furthermore, it allowed the re-
searchers to incorporate AR devices that prior AR research
[4] suggested should be counterproductive. ,is helped to
identify the types of behaviors that would be observed by
participants who were required to use a specific AR device
for the entirety of their review session and did not have the
option to choose to use different or additional devices.

3.1. Design and Constructability Review Scenario. ,e con-
straints of the hypothetical design scenario were the same for
all participants. During each session, each of the two par-
ticipants was provided with a single AR computing device.
During different sessions, different pairs of participants were
provided with different devices to allow each device to be
tried in multiple sessions. ,e following sections present the
detailed method involved in collecting and analyzing the
data recorded from these sessions.

Upon arriving to the sessions, participants were given a
quick introduction to AR and how they can use the device
that they were both assigned.,en, they were presented with
the design review activity.,e participants were brought to a
mostly empty room and told that they would need to plan for
the layout of that space in order for it to serve as an executive
office. ,is required them to plan out how they would want
to arrange AR-based design components in the space. ,is
scenario does not require substantial prior expertise to
define a preferred layout as the students are familiar with the
types of design components included (i.e., desks, cabinets,
chairs, table lamps, and computers) and the general needs of
an office worker. However, the activity did challenge stu-
dents to collaboratively determine what elements they would
include in their office layout, given the space constraints.
Participants were provided with printed fiducial markers
that represented various design elements. To ensure that

participants would have to prioritize what objects would fit
in their layout, they were intentionally given more office
components to select than could realistically fit in the space.
Figure 1 shows participants laying out these markers and
determining how to best allocate space for the office layout
according to the following design programming
requirements:

(i) Required items needed to be added:

(a) Office desk, office chairs, computer, table lamp,
bookshelves, and office drawers.

(ii) Optional additional components:

(a) Larger office desk options, office chairs (dif-
ferent styles and sizes), and other miscellaneous
furniture options. ,ese items challenged par-
ticipants to find space in the office, which could
not come at the expense of omitting required
components.

(iii) Room constraints:

(a) ,e size of the office (the physical room where
the activity was conducted) could not be
changed.

(b) ,e built-in architectural elements in the space
(including a window, door, electrical outlets,
TV, and a built-in bookshelf ) could not be
changed.

,e constraints provided a challenge to the student
participants, but they also provided a direct method for
allowing participants to engage with both physical and
virtual objects involved in the session. In order to test
different design concepts, participants were required to
physically pick up and move printed fiducial markers. ,is
behavior is simple to perform by participants, but it also
enables the researchers to accurately code their behaviors
(i.e., when a participant moves a marker, it is immediately
clear that this represents the consideration of a design al-
ternative). ,erefore, this approach enabled the researchers
to effectively observe how it might affect the behaviors of the
participants.

Participants were allowed to lay out the space for as long
as they felt was necessary, but most groups used approxi-
mately 30minutes. When the participants felt that they had
identified their ideal space layout, they were asked to doc-
ument their design decisions on a form provided. ,is form
tasked students with listing all items that they had selected,
including both required and available options.

3.2. Technology Selection and Development. ,e mobile
computing interfaces used in this study are listed in Table 1.
,ese devices included both handheld and also wearable,
head-mounted display- (HMD-) based devices. Both
handheld and wearable devices represented a range of sizes
and modes of displaying content, but all were chosen be-
cause they can present the same technical AR experience.
,eoretically, the authors could have included other AR
devices that involve newer, gesture-based, interaction
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(i.e., Microsoft HoloLens), but this change in interaction
could also have an impact on the users’ ability to interact
with the AR content. ,erefore, these devices were selected
because they allowed for exactly the same type of marker-
based AR interaction.

,e authors followed a structured process to develop a
single AR application that could be built to all of the devices
that were used in the design and constructability review
sessions [31]. Using an Android-based, mobile AR appli-
cation that allows users to visualize virtual objects in a
physical space, participants were given various printed fi-
ducial markers that represented different design elements.
Regardless of the device they were given, the interaction with
AR involved participants placing markers on the ground,
pointing the computing device camera at the markers, and
viewing augmented content at full scale. ,is allowed par-
ticipants to physically navigate around the space, and their
view of the “augmented” content would modify accordingly.
,is development approach also enabled the researchers to
have a consistent AR environment for comparison between
all devices.

4. Data Collection and Analysis

,e research techniques adopted in this study aimed to
facilitate comprehensive data collection. ,e authors used
direct observation to record behaviors as they occurred.
,ese observational data were collected through video and
audio recordings of the sessions. Previous research has
categorized the behaviors people exhibit when working
together in engineering meetings [2, 5]. ,is prior work
classified meeting activities by analyzing the ways people

interacted, participated, and contributed to meetings, as well
as the way projects evolved. ,ey classified all utterances
spoken during several engineering meetings according to the
reactions they promoted. ,ey also identified seven codes of
behavior among participants that influenced the outcomes
and efficiency of the meetings, including describe; explain;
evaluate; predict; formulate alternative; negotiate; and de-
cide (DEEPAND). In this research, the authors have used the
codes of behavior from DEEPAND as their coding system to
study participant behaviors. ,e authors also developed five
additional codes of behavior that could occur in an AR
environment that were not included in the original
DEEPAND system. All codes used from DEEPAND and
those developed specifically for AR are shown in Table 2.
Furthermore, the definitions of these behaviors and exam-
ples that were observed in this study are provided to clarify
how the data were analyzed in this research.

,e authors analyzed the data in each category as either a
time- or event-based dataset. ,e time dataset records the
amount of time spent engaging in a given behavior while
using a different mobile computer. In this category, eight
codes of behaviors were considered, including visualizing;
describing; explaining; evaluating; predicting; walking/
navigating through a design; discussing while looking at
others; and discussing while looking at themarkers.,e time
spent on each behavior was noted in intervals of minutes.
,e events dataset counted the number of occurrences of
different behaviors. ,ree codes were considered for this
dataset, including deciding; problem solving; and formu-
lating alternatives (moving markers). ,is approach of
coding certain behaviors based on the total time and others
based on the number of occurrences was implemented to try

Table 1: List of devices interface used in this research.

Device type Selected device
Small smartphone screen size 3.8″ smartphone: Samsung Galaxy T599
Large smartphone screen size 5.7″ smartphone: Samsung Galaxy Note 5
Small tablet screen size 9.7″ phablet: Samsung Galaxy Tab S2
Large tablet screen size 12.2″ tablet: Samsung Galaxy Tab Pro
One eye screen smart glass Vuzix Smart Glass M100

Dual eyes screen glasses VR box (note: while this device has “VR” in the title,
video pass-through AR was used for data collection)

Duel eyes transparent smart glasses Epson smart glasses: BT-200
Tablet mounted on a stand 12.2″ tablet: Samsung Galaxy Tab Pro

Figure 1: Interacting with printed fiducial markers that represented various design elements.
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to provide meaningful results based on how teams might
actually want to use the findings of this work. For example,
“formulate alternative (move markers)” could theoretically
be treated as a time dataset, but the time it would take to
move markers would be highly dependent on factors outside
of the AR device used (i.e., if the size of the room were much
larger, it may take longer to move markers per alternative,
but this still indicates the same number of considerations of
design alternatives). ,erefore, the researchers aimed to use
coding approaches that would provide practical meaning to
the data collected.

,e observed time for each behavior was normalized to
provide an average use per person. Because some sessions
took longer than others, the results were divided by the total

time spent in each session to indicate the average time spent
for a specific behavior per minute. For example, when using
handheld devices with less than a four-inch screen, 4 par-
ticipants spent 24minutes visualizing and they took
50minutes to complete the 3 sessions.,erefore, the average
use per person was calculated according to the following
equation:
24(minute)
4(persons)

� 6minutes of visualizing behavior per person.

(1)
After determining the average use per person, the av-

erage use per minute was calculated according to the fol-
lowing equation:

Table 2: Definitions and examples of all behaviors used in this study.

Code of behavior Definition Example Definition
reference

Describe Show or display what is explicit. What,
where, when, who information

“We have one office desk and three chairs,
we can start with the office desk as this would

be the largest item in the design”
[5]

Explain ,ink aloud. Why, why not information
“We should use a smaller office desk and
place it in the corner away from where the

office door swings inward”
[5]

Evaluate
Assess extent to which a design option meets
the needs. What is better? Does it meet

requirements?

“,is chair does not match the desk design,
we need to go with a different design... at

least matching the colors”
[5]

Predict What if scenarios

“,ere may be no enough space for people to
sit if we use this desk and those chairs. We
will get more room for people if we move the
desk to that corner and move the chairs

accordingly.”

[5]

Formulate alternative (move
markers) Create new design alternatives When replace, relocate, or change markers’

orientation [5]

Negotiate Negotiate tasks and responsibilities

Define who will detail a specific alternative
solution “[a request to the other participant]
move this marker to this side and we will be

done here”

[5]

Decide Select design option “Is this a good location? [they refer to the
book shelve]” “Yes that is perfect” [5]

Discuss while looking at others When having face-to-face communication

Any comments or verbal related to the
design but participants having face-to-face
communication “do we really need a foosball
in the office? I do not think this is achievable

in this room”

[4]

Discuss while looking at the
markers

When communicating with others while
looking at the design

Any comments or verbal related to the
design but participants navigate through the
design “moving the bookshelves to here (the
other side of the wall) may give better space

in this area (the center of the room)”

[4]

Problem-solve Decision-making event “agreement”
occurred after defining design problem

“,e computer is merged with the desk, we
need to move it up or down.” ,e action has

been taken to solve the conflict
[4]

Visualize

When holding/wearing a device, looking
through the device’s screen, and visualizing

(including seeing or not seeing virtual
objects)

Holding or wearing a device, looking
through the device’s screen [4]

Walk/navigate through a design When holding/wearing a device and walking
to navigate the design pieces

Holding or wearing a device and walking
around virtual objects [4]
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6(minutes visualizing per person)

50(total sessions time)

� 0.12

� 12%(percentage in visualization time per person perminute).

(2)

,e main purpose of this analysis strategy is to normalize
the data so that the observed behavior that occurs per minute
can be seenwithout considering the variance of the total time of
the sessions. All observational data were normalized based on
the total amount of time that participants spent in the session.
,e following sections use these percentages to report results.

5. Results and Discussion

In total, 32 participants completed AR-based design and
constructability reviews for this research in 16 design and
constructability review sessions, with two participants per
session. In each review, a different AR device was provided,
but the same device was given to both participants involved
in the specific session. In total, eight devices were tested
throughout all sessions, which meant that each device was
tested by four participants in two sessions. In every session
completed by every participant, the office space layout de-
sign and constructability use-case and AR experience cre-
ated remained identical. ,e results from the data collected
were sorted in Table 3 to illustrate the percentage of each
behavior observed in this research.

In order to provide meaningful results, the discussion
sections are separated by the specific behaviors coded. ,e
results observed through the different AR-based design
review sessions are included. Additionally, results from
prior, industry-based AR design review sessions [4] are
provided in order to add context to the results based on
whether or not participants could choose their own AR
device.,is is especially important for this work because this
comparison helps to provide evidence of the types of be-
haviors commonly exhibited among participants when they
do and do not have the option to choose different devices.

5.1. Descriptive. Descriptive behaviors were identified as
those when participants simply stated what something was
in the AR space. For example, participants would often
describe what they were looking at as a preface to a sub-
sequent evaluative behavior. Descriptive behavior was coded
as a time-based behavior to allow researchers to understand
the extent to which people are engaged in this behavior
during the design review sessions.

,is behavior was observed in this student-based work
with all devices that were tested. Similarly, it was also ob-
served in the prior industry-based work using all devices
tested. Based on the data collected, there is no evidence to
suggest a major difference in descriptive behaviors among
users in either study using any devices.

Admittedly, both sessions indicated that users described
their environment the least when using a single-eye see-
through AR glass. While this might initially suggest that

head mounted displays (HMDs) do not support descriptive
discussion among participants as much as handheld devices,
other HMDs observed elicited comparable amounts of de-
scriptive behavior as compared to the handheld devices.
,erefore, it may be more likely that the single-eye see-
through AR glass, specifically, was not as well suited to this
behavior.

5.2. Explanative. Unlike descriptive behavior that simply
aims to describe the “who,” “what,” “when,” and “where”
information related to a situation, explanative behaviors are
identified when participants explain why something is the
case. For example, users might explore the AR environment
and explain why they placed the office desk in the corner
away from where the office door swings inward. Explanative
behavior was coded as a time-based behavior, which allowed
researchers to understand the extent to which it occurred.

,is behavior was observed in all sessions with student
participants using all devices. However, it was not observed
in the prior industry-based study when participants used
handheld screens less than 4″; two-eyed see-through glasses;
or one-eyed see-through glasses. ,is suggests that partic-
ipants would likely prefer not to use these types of devices
when explaining an attribute of a design. ,is preference to
use devices with a larger or more intuitive display may seem
largely expected. What is more noteworthy about this
comparison is the observation that when not provided with
an option to use a more preferable device, users will still be
able to explain their thoughts about a particular situation
using any of the AR devices tested.

5.3. Evaluative. Evaluative behaviors are those that include
an assessment of the extent to which a certain design element
will meet the needs of the team. For example, participants
might state that a certain desk placement did not provide
adequate room for them to swivel in their office chair, which
would not be conducive to working in the space. ,is type of
behavior was coded as a time-based behavior as there are not
clear delineations between evaluative comments within a
single statement or series of statements by participants.

,is behavior was observed in all student-based sessions
with all devices tested. It was not observed in the prior study
when participants used small handheld mobile devices less
than 4″; one-eyed see-through AR glasses; or two-eyed see-
through glasses. Similar to the explanative behaviors, this
suggests that when participants are forced to use a certain
AR device, they will be able to evaluate a design. However,
unlike the descriptive findings, evaluation may indicate a
more cognitively challenging task that requires more con-
sideration from users. It is worth noting that in both student-
based and industry-based sessions, there appear to be
substantial differences in the extent to which participants
demonstrate evaluation in AR. Tablet-based devices con-
sistently led to higher amounts of evaluation among par-
ticipants. Conversely, HMDs seemed to consistently elicit
less (or no) evaluation among participants.,is suggests that
not only do participants seem to avoid using HMDs for
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design evaluation, but even if they are not given an option on
device, they do not evaluate attributes of the design as often.

5.4.Predictive. Predictive behavior occurs when participants
discuss what they believe would be potential impacts of a
particular design change. For example, they might discuss
cost implications of using a larger office desk option in their
space and how that could potentially impact the effectiveness
of a given layout. Similar to the prior behavior codes,
predictive behavior was coded as a time-based behavior as
there often was not a clear end point or number of pre-
dictions made within a particular statement of a participant.

,is behavior was observed in all student-based
implementations with all devices except two-eyed see-
through glasses. Conversely, it was not observed in any of
the discussion among the industry members.,is may imply
that the industry participants felt that certain impacts of
decision changes were obvious because of the experience
that all participants had, but it could also be due to the slight
differences in the design activities that were compared. For
example, in the student-based activity, participants had to fit
all design content within the confines of a single, existing
space. In the industry-based study, the team was not given
specific room constraints to their design challenge. ,ere-
fore, the researchers do not conclude that certain devices are
likely to enable or inhibit specific predictive behaviors
among participants.

5.5. Alternative Design Formulations. While predictive be-
haviors describe the impact envisioned from a potential

design change, alternative design formulation behaviors
simply explore different designs for a space. Because this
study leveragedmarker-based AR, this was coded as an event
data point. Anytime a participant moved a printed fiducial
marker in their space, this was coded as an alternate design
that they explored. For example, when experimenting with
placement of the required office desk, participants maymove
the printed fiducial marker several times to explore different
layout options. Each movement was counted as an alter-
native design formulation.

,is behavior was observed in all student-based
implementations using all AR devices tested. It was not
observed when using every device in the industry-based
study. Specifically, the prior work did not observe this be-
havior when using the VR box or the smallest smartphone
less than 4″. ,e design activity incorporated in both the
student- and industry-based events required participants to
lay out a particular space within certain constraints. In all
cases, participants were initially given a stack of printed
markers that were not placed anywhere. ,is forced them to
determine an initial design on their own. While this method
allows participants to demonstrate evolution in their design
considerations, it almost guarantees that they will demon-
strate this behavior of design alternative formulation. ,e
only exceptions that were observed were in the collaborative
industry-based session where users could choose their own
device. For example, if a user was wearing the VR box, which
presented video pass-through-based AR, and wanted to
explore a different design, they would occasionally mention
to another participant to move a marker to explore a dif-
ferent option. ,erefore, while they did not technically

Table 3: AR interfaces and behaviors observed in the study.

Observed Behavior

Device interface

Handheld with
screen less than

4 inches

Handheld
between 4
and 6 inches

Handheld
between 6 inches
and 10 inches

Handheld
larger than
10 inches

Two-eyed
see-

through
glasses

One-eyed
see-

through
glasses

Video
see-

through
VR box

Tablet
mounted
on a stand

Time data
Visualizing 12.3% 11.9% 14.2% 12.0% 6.2% 15.5% 15.1% 12.8%
Descriptive 17.3% 12.8% 17.1% 3.8% 0.7% 12.6% 18.7% 16.9%
Explanative 19.1% 12.9% 16.7% 8.0% 2.3% 13.0% 5.9% 22.2%
Evaluative 8.2% 20.5% 17.9% 3.0% 0.8% 4.5% 3.4% 41.7%
Predict 25.5% 12.9% 23.1% 13.8% 0.0% 14.6% 4.3% 5.8%
Negotiate N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Walking/navigating
through design 12.9% 10.1% 13.6% 2.7% 5.9% 23.0% 16.6% 15.2%

Discussing about the
design while looking to
each other (face-to-face
communication)

15.1% 18.5% 14.2% 1.7% 4.2% 16.4% 14.0% 16.0%

Discussing about the
design while looking to
markers

12.5% 21.0% 25.8% 1.2% 5.0% 11.8% 12.9% 9.9%

Total time/device (minutes) 20.2 18.7 15.9 23.0 17.7 16.2 12.3 28.8
Event data

Decision making 18.3% 15.6% 20.2% 23.3% 1.5% 7.3% 5.7% 8.0%
Problem solving 16.8% 17.9% 16.2% 21.2% 2.2% 7.8% 8.9% 8.9%
Design changes
(alternatives) 14.9% 15.7% 13.2% 13.3% 11.8% 6.8% 10.0% 14.2%
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display this behavior in all sessions, it seems reasonable to
claim that it is likely that all devices tested would support
either direct formulation of alternatives or at least consid-
erations related to design alternatives.

5.6. Negotiating. Negotiating behaviors relate to discussion
about who will handle certain responsibilities based on an
outcome of the design review session. For example, if a
participant were to ask or instruct another to complete a cost
estimate or model change based on a decision made during
the design review, this could constitute a negotiation activity.
,is behavior was not observed in either the student-based
or industry-based study. ,is is likely a result of the
implementation strategy. During both implementations,
participants were asked to complete a single design review of
a space and were not asked to complete a follow-up review or
complete design tasks after the event. It is likely that ne-
gotiating behaviors would have been observed if this mode
of visualization were tested on an actual project where
stakeholders would be required to plan around the outcomes
of the design review meeting, but the authors of this study
cannot make claims about this behavior based on the data
collection approach used.

5.7. Decision Making. Decision-making behaviors are con-
sidered to be those where participants come to an agreement
about a particular design element. For coding this type of
behavior, the authors identified instances when a participant
proposed a design alterative and when another confirmed
that the alternative would meet the needs of the project.
Because these behaviors have a clear proposition of a design
concept and acceptance from another participant, they were
coded as event-based data.

In the student-based study, decisions were made by
participants using all devices. For the industry-based study,
decisions were not made with either the handheld tablet or
tablet mounted on a stand, nor were they made with small
handheld devices less than 4″. ,is suggests that all devices
may facilitate decision making to some extent if participants
are not given a choice about what device they use.

5.8. Navigating the Design. Navigation behavior was coded
specifically for AR-based design reviews. For traditional
design review sessions that might involve traditional plans
and architectural renderings, it is difficult or impossible to
know the extent to which participants navigate a design.
However, in AR, users physically explore the space to see the
design from different perspectives. ,erefore, this behavior
was coded as a time-based behavior to determine which
devices elicited the greatest and least amount of physical
exploration through a space.

,is behavior was observed in all student-based sessions
with all AR devices tested. It was also observed in all
industry-based sessions using all devices provided. ,is
seems to indicate a fundamental performance attribute of
AR: it enables physical exploration of a space.While this may
not always be beneficial in all situations, the building in-
dustry is unique from other industries in that many times the

final built product cannot be developed through iterative
testing. Instead buildings must be completed correctly the
first time they are made. ,erefore, the ability of AR to
support physical exploration of a space seems to provide
potential advantages for project stakeholders to explore
building design concepts.

5.9. Discussing the Design with Others. ,is behavior in-
cluded any of the verbal behaviors mentioned earlier that
involve more than one participant. In other words, if a
participant was thinking aloud to him or herself, this was not
considered to be discussion with other participants, but
anytime a statement was made to inform or engage with
another participant, this was considered as time spent
discussing with others. To further understand how the
different devices support engagement with the model or
engagement with other participants, this coding category
was separated into time spent discussing the design when
looking at other participants and time spent discussing the
design when looking at the design.

,is behavior was observed in all student-based
implementation sessions with all devices tested. However
in the prior study, this was only observed when using tablet-
based devices (either handheld or mounted on a stand). ,is
initially seems to suggest that head-mounted displays might
be less conducive to supporting discussion among partici-
pants. However, when looking at the student data, there is
clear evidence of discussion occurring between student
participants and also when students are looking at the model
content in AR. ,is seems to indicate that while participants
may not always prefer HMD-based devices for discussing a
design, these can lead to different modes of group discussion
in the absence of device choice.

5.10. Problem Solving. Problem solving was defined in this
work as any event where a decision was made as previously
coded that specifically followed the identification of a
problem related to a design. ,is was collected to try to
identify the decisions that may have required more cognitive
effort from participants. In other words, in both design
activities, there may be certain design attributes that may not
require substantial consideration from the participants. By
considering decisions that were made after a problem was
identified, this helps to illustrate the specific cases of de-
cisions that were made that required actual consideration of
the needs of the design task to generate agreement about a
design approach. Similar to the coding approach used for
decision making, this event has a clear start point (proposing
a design alternative) and end point (acceptance of propo-
sition). ,erefore, these were categorized as event data.

,is behavior was observed in all student-based sessions
using all devices tested. It was not observed with most of the
devices in the industry-based session. It is possible that this is
because the initial design alternatives explored by the in-
dustry participants were guided by their prior experience
and therefore less likely to lead to problematic issues that
would require a subsequent problem-solving decision. It is
also possible that this had to do with the design challenge
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given to the different groups that may have been more or less
likely to lead to problems that would need to be addressed.
Because all student groups using all devices still indicated
problem-solving behaviors, the authors conclude that all de-
vices could support this type of behavior among participants.

6. Noteworthy Trends in Findings

,e findings from this study indicate a few trends when
exploring them in conjunction with one another. First, the
study demonstrates that while there are often preferences of
users to leverage certain technologies more than others, this
often does not mean that the device specifically enables or
inhibits certain behaviors. For example, when looking at
explanation, evaluation, alternative design formation, de-
cision making, and discussion among the team members,
these behaviors were frequently not observed with certain
devices in the industry-based design review session, but they
were often observed in the student-based sessions. ,is
demonstrates that while users may have a preference to a
certain type of device, they may still be able to engage in a
certain behavior if they do not have the choice to select a
more preferable device.

Similar to the time-based data, it is worth noting the
similarities between high-occurrence events that were ob-
served through larger tablets and the comparatively low-
occurrence events that were observed on the head-
mounted displays. ,is is noteworthy because a head-
mounted display-based AR environment might initially
seem to offer advantages for marker-based AR because it frees
the users’ hands for moving markers and exploring designs.
Based on the findings of this work, this assumption does not
always seem to be the case. It is possible that this indicates that
head-mounted AR does not support these behaviors as much
as handheld, but it could also be related to the fact that the
devices used a video pass-through method for realizing AR.
,is would offer an opportunity for a future study to explore
the extent to which these behaviors are observable using a
newer head-mounted AR device that does not use a video
pass-through system (for example: Microsoft HoloLens).

Another noteworthy finding between the prior study and
this one relates to the behaviors exhibited while using the
handheld mobile computing devices. In the prior study, few
if any design alternatives were explored when using
smartphone-sized devices. Conversely, in this study, design
alternatives appear to be explored at approximately the same
rate between all handheld devices.,is seems to indicate that
while users may prefer to view AR on larger tablets or
“phablets,” in the absence of choice, all handheld devices
seemed to elicit similar levels of exploration of design al-
ternatives. ,is is especially important for design and
constructability review sessions. One of the core functions of
these review sessions is to enable team members to identify
potential issues with a concept and explore potential al-
ternatives. ,e comparison of these findings suggests that
while users may gravitate toward using larger devices for
exploring design alternatives, similar frequencies of this
behavior may be observed through the use of smaller
handheld devices as well.

7. Research Limitation

,e authors of this study intentionally developed the exact
same technical AR experience for all devices tested. While
the same environment was built to each device, different
computing devices had some differences in terms of tech-
nological hardware. ,is means that some devices may run
the application more smoothly than others. ,e authors
were interested in understanding the behaviors elicited or
inhibited using the different technologies, so any hardware
limitations that may have influenced user behavior in this
study would still be relevant for future researchers who use a
similar type of hardware. However, as technologies continue
to evolve, it is likely that new devices would enable in-
teractions with the AR environment in a fundamentally
different way than those tested in this study. For example,
new and emerging holographic AR displays (i.e., Microsoft
HoloLens or Magic Leap) do not generally rely on marker-
based approaches to content tracking and may provide
different capabilities than the HMDs tested in this research.
As a result, the authors elected to focus on testing different
technologies that could all run the same technical marker-
based AR environment, but they do not make claims about
emerging technologies that function in fundamentally dif-
ferent ways than those tested.

8. Conclusion

,is study aimed to understand how different mobile
computing technologies presenting the same technical AR
environment may enable or hinder different user behaviors
in a design review context, based on whether or not users
had a choice to select a preferred AR device. By comparing
two groups of participants with and without the ability to
choose AR devices, the authors were able to identify several
noteworthy trends about how different devices enabled or
inhibited behaviors.

In some cases, there appeared to be differences in be-
haviors enabled through different types of AR devices, re-
gardless of whether participants could choose their device or
not. For example, regardless of choice, HMDs did not
generally elicit evaluative behaviors. Typically, these types of
behaviors involve input from various team members.
Gaining input from a team member while wearing a HMD
would involve a user observing his or her team members
through the device. In the marker-based HMDs tested, this
means that participants would see their team members
through a video screen. It is possible that this type of in-
teraction influenced users while evaluating the design with
the HMDs. It is also possible that emerging HMDs that are
moving away from video pass-through AR may also be able
to better support evaluative behaviors.

For other behaviors studied, all AR devices seemed to
elicit certain behaviors, whether or not users had the choice
to select their own device. For example, in both studies, users
engaged in alternative design formulation; navigation of
design; and problem solving. ,ese findings largely aligned
with researcher expectations. Creating a marker-based ap-
plication is likely to encourage alternative design
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formulation regardless of the device chosen, and the task of
agreeing on a design concept among a team of individuals is
likely to require problem solving. Furthermore, physical
navigation of the design is one of the core benefits afforded
by AR, as compared to reviewing a static document or virtual
model. ,erefore, while partially intuitive, these findings
indicate core affordances that all AR devices seem to enable,
regardless of whether users may select their own device.

Perhaps the most noteworthy conclusions of this work
relate to the observations that differed between groups based
on whether or not participants had a choice in selecting their
AR device to use. For several behaviors on certain devices,
participants who had a choice to select certain devices did
not exhibit certain behaviors. However, when not provided
with a choice, the same behaviors were exhibited on all
devices. ,ese behaviors included explanative; decision
making; and discussing with others. ,ese findings are
noteworthy because researchers and practitioners who
conduct design review sessions with a new visualization
technology, such as AR, are unlikely to provide multiple
devices that deliver the same technical experience. Instead,
they are more likely to own or purchase a particular type of
device that they would implement for the session. ,e
novelty of this work is in providing evidence that for certain
behaviors, exact AR device types may not matter for sup-
porting specific behaviors. ,is may help to guide re-
searchers and practitioners when planning for what
computing devices to purchase for AR design review ses-
sions, based on what may offer the most range of effective
uses for their needs.

Data Availability

,e authors of this work will share aggregated results from
this research but cannot release individual data points from
human subjects, in accordance with their institutional re-
view board’s requirements. Furthermore, the authors will
also share models that were used for the AR design review
sessions described in this work. ,is will allow other re-
searchers to replicate the activity if it is of interest. If a reader
would like to access any available data, please contact the
authors directly with their request for information.
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Space-use analysis offers quantitative and reliable references to support architects’ decision-making regarding the planning and
design of flexible spaces. To allow for automated space-use analyses of such flexible space, it is imperative to create activity and
space ontologies that offer systematic and explicit forms representing user activities and the spaces in which they occur..erefore,
this study extends the current research on activity ontologies in order to capture flexible space-use patterns for user activities and
develops a new space ontology by abstracting the information related to both flexible and nonflexible spaces. In addition, this
study formalizes a framework for an automated space-use analysis implementation process that predicts and updates flexible space
utilization by integrating user activity with flexible space. .is work contributes to performance-based building design by
providing a common, computer-interpretable vocabulary for representing user activities and flexible spaces and a framework for
an automated space-use analysis implementation process that informs space utilization (i.e., a space efficiency measurement).

1. Introduction

In recent years, improving building space efficiency has
become a primary concern in building design. It not only
relates to economic considerations but also to a building’s
thermal load and energy consumption level, both of which
are associated with a building’s carbon footprint and overall
level of sustainability. .erefore, it is critical for architects to
predict space utilization during the planning phase with
reliable measurements of space efficiency [1]. Architects
prefer design options that use minimal space, while still
satisfying the building’s functionality and allowing for
various occupant activities. Flexible space is a popular choice
in space planning because it promotes space efficiency, due
to the ease of reconfiguration made possible by movable
components. Such spaces offer a greater net usable area and
increased occupant density that contribute to a building’s

economy [2, 3]. However, conventional space utilization
assessment methods such as workplace planning [4] and
automated space-use analysis (SUA) [5] cannot yet deal with
predicting the utilization of flexible space. In addition, the
traditional evaluation methodology has not fully utilized
integrated information models such as building information
models (BIMs) to analyze space usability. As a result, ar-
chitects must make such predictions on an ad hoc basis,
which can be both time-consuming and inconsistent.

1.1. Motivating Cases. .e Cygnaeus High School project in
Finland [4] was required to reduce the school’s net spatial
area from 6,926m2 to 6,508m2, without losing any function
or activities space. .e planner pointed out that the audi-
torium (270m2 in area) was only used for educational
purposes approximately 2% of the time. Because the
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activities it accommodated required a small time-load but
large amount of space, it was suggested that the auditorium
be removed and turned into three adjacent flexible class-
rooms (80m2 each). .ese flexible classrooms could then be
combined into one large space by uniting the three subunits,
but only for the activities previously supported by the au-
ditorium. .e Vodafone office in England [6] is a similar
case. In order to improve space planning efficiency and
create a multifunctional environment in a minimum
amount of space, architects planned for two flexible meeting
rooms that could be combined into a bigger space to support
events with larger user groups. .e Kentish Town Health
Centre [6], a health clinic located in England, is the third
example. Architects must closely engage with their cus-
tomers if they are to plan spaces that meet the client’s
changing needs. In the beginning, the centre was planned
with eight meeting rooms, based on the client’s practical
needs. As the flexible space offers a larger net usable area, five
of these meeting rooms were designed to be flexible, with
three subunits. However, after occupying the buildings, it
was determined that some of these spaces were underutil-
ized, which implies that manual SUA interpretation for
flexible space can be error-prone. .erefore, the client re-
quired renovation so as to transform them into two
counseling spaces [7, 8].

.ese examples illustrate that the current SUA is not yet
tailored to accommodate flexible space. Architects must
manually interpret on an ad hoc basis, due to the different
types of flexible space-uses and activities, as well as the many
properties of flexible space itself. Taking the Cygnaeus High
School project as an example, if a teaching activity required a
160m2 classroom and the classroom was defined as a super-
type space, given the current representations of activity and
space, the spaces identified would be several nonflexible
classrooms and one large flexible classroom (i.e., the 240m2

space created by combining the three subunits). Existing
knowledge of SUA does not permit (1) an appropriate set of
properties to be formulated for the spatial requirements of
user activities, which could be applied to distinguish between
flexible and nonflexible space-use or (2) a definition of a
sufficient set of flexible space properties, since the properties
of such a changeable space are not yet available.

1.2. Research Objectives and Scope. To fill this research gap
and enable an automated SUA for flexible space, the ob-
jectives of this study are (1) to develop user activity and
space ontologies that function as a common vocabulary and
enable seamless performance of automated SUAs for both
flexible and nonflexible space-use and (2) to extend the
SUA framework [5] defining an automated SUA imple-
mentation process in flexible space, enabling architects to
quickly and consistently predict its utilization based on
activity and space information and update the prediction
when changes occur. .is will support architects’ decision-
making regarding their designs. .e present study focuses
primarily on office and institutional buildings. User ac-
tivities were determined and tested primarily by existing
ontologies and SUA methods [5, 7].

2. Literature Review

.e authors reviewed the concept of ontology and repre-
sentations of user activity and space, which provided useful
background knowledge for this study. In addition, the au-
thors examined a number of current SUA studies, upon
which this research builds.

2.1.2eConcept ofOntology and ItsRelated StudiesUsingBIM
Techniques. Ontology has been described as “an explicit and
formal specification of a conceptualization” [9]. .eoreti-
cally, an ontology represents a shared understanding of a
domain interest and provides a formalized and machine-
readable model of the domain [10]. Numerous applications
in information management and integration systems have
been developed using ontologies that artificial intelligence
applies when capturing knowledge and creating knowledge-
based models [11]. Recently, many business and scientific
domains have adopted ontologies for sharing, reusing, and
processing domain knowledge [11]. .e construction in-
dustry has also developed domain ontologies such as In-
dustry Foundation Classes (IFC) to improve knowledge
management and workflow by establishing a comprehensive
data exchange set.

Recently, various studies have been conducted on rep-
resenting domain knowledge in BIM models using ontol-
ogies. Jeong [12] demonstrated building information
management using BIM to represent the connectivity of
non-BIM data and convert those data into an ontology.
Zhang et al. [11] researched a construction safety ontology
for organizing, storing, and reusing construction safety
knowledge. .at study demonstrated the interaction be-
tween a safety ontology and BIM. In addition, researchers
have employed a building energy ontology using BIM and a
Modelica language for building thermal analysis. Other
researchers developed the ModelicaBIM library for BIM-
based energy analysis and a framework enabling BIM
models to be automatically translated into building energy
models [13–15].

2.2. Knowledge about Representing User Activity and Space.
Text formats (i.e., natural language) are frequently used in
the documentation of user activities and space details. Al-
though such representations are convenient for pro-
fessionals seeking to communicate with one another, they
are not compatible with computer modelling and automatic
recognition due to their inherent ambiguity [7, 16]. In
contrast, ontology is a systematic and explicit method for
professionals to use when representing expertise that can be
stored and analyzed later through computer modelling
[7, 17].

Many studies have modeled construction activities via
ontologies, in areas such as automated planning [18, 19], cost
estimation [20], field instruction generation [21], and the
analyses of time-space conflicts [17]. Darwiche et al. [19]
specified the difference between activity and action classes
through ontology formalization. Other researchers added
spatial requirements to represent construction activities
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[17, 20]. Many research efforts have created user simulations
for building activity representation, such as modelling
emergency evacuation plans [22], assessing building per-
formance [23], and evaluating environmental effects [24].
However, these studies have focused more on individual
users than the activity concept (i.e., the precursor of the user
concept). .erefore, the direct use of these SUA methods
cannot fully represent user activity. To do so in space uti-
lization prediction [4, 7, 25, 26], the current research utilized
activity properties (i.e., frequency, duration, user, activity
load, sound insulation, and visual privacy). One study
distinguished designated space-use from nondesignated
space-use, specifying that the subclasses of spatial re-
quirements allowed for flexible space SUA [7]. However, an
unstructured combination of existing knowledge cannot
form an appropriate set of properties that distinguishes
flexible from nonflexible space-use in SUA. .erefore, the
current SUA process for flexible space still requires archi-
tects to conduct ad hoc analyses, especially when user ac-
tivities change.

Many researchers have developed space representations
that incorporate the dynamic nature of flexible spaces. One
developed dynamic layout could be used in planning for
temporary facilities on construction sites [27]. Another
represented a construction site using a spreadsheet with grid
units, in which space area was calculated by combining the
unoccupied components [28]. Yet, others utilized sets of
space properties such as space type, area, and number, as
well as equipment number and area, to enhance space
management practices [4, 26]. .e changeable space rep-
resentations in these earlier studies provided a useful
background for the current research and inspired the idea of
dividing flexible space into appropriate configurations to
accommodate different activities.

2.3. Flexible Space in Current Space-Use Analysis Studies.
Although studies related to SUA have provided useful
theories such as architectural programming [29] and
postoccupancy evaluation [30], these have been subject to a
significant limitation. Utilization cannot be quickly and
consistently tracked or updated when information about the
users’ activities or spaces changes. To deal with this problem,
in [4], the workplace planning theory was introduced, which
can be applied during project development. .e workplace
planning theory determines space utilization on the basis of
user activities that are manually linked to a set of building
spaces. To automate the mapping between these user ac-
tivities and spaces and the utilization analysis of the project
information, Kim et al. [5] developed an automated SUA
based on [4], which provides basic knowledge for computer-
aided SUA. However, because a changeable configuration of
space is not available in the current automated SUA, SUA for
flexible spaces remains an ad hoc process.

To deal with this challenge, Chen and Kim [31] identified
the characteristics of user activities by considering the space-
use of flexible spaces and used these characteristics as
precursors to define seven space-use type differentiators
(SUTDs). .e goal was to distinguish between flexible and

nonflexible space-use. A mapping method was also de-
veloped based on these findings that maps user activities
onto both flexible and nonflexible spaces and generates
activity-space pairs with an algorithm in order to determine
the number of usable units of a flexible space that are needed
to support a certain activity. However, although this advance
is available in automated SUA, activity and space ontologies
for capturing flexible space-use and representing flexible
space have not yet been defined and employed in automated
SUA. .erefore, architects still cannot systematically and
explicitly capture activity and flexible space information. As
a result, automated SUA implementation for flexible space
has still not been developed, and thus the utilization cal-
culation of flexible space cannot be automated, nor the
potential of automated SUA in the flexible space domain
realized.

3. Methodology

To develop the activity and space ontologies, this study
followed the ontology development guidelines proposed by
Noy and McGuinness [32] and then defined the two on-
tologies based on a literature review, case studies, and in-
terviews with architects. Classes and properties were defined
to create an activity ontology that captures both flexible and
nonflexible space-uses and a space ontology that represents
both flexible and nonflexible spaces. .ese ontologies were
further elaborated upon by defining the facets of each
property (i.e., cardinality, value type, and range of value
types). .e validation tasks were already available in earlier
research [7, 17, 20, 33] and conducted to measure real-world
achievements..e validation method was adopted to test the
formality and comprehensiveness of the two ontologies
presented here, by representing user activities and spaces in
four different cases to determine whether they accommo-
dated seven SUTDs defined in earlier work [31]. Six ar-
chitects were invited to participate in this test. Since this
study developed a prototype of an automated SUA in which
the activity and space ontologies function as data input
templates, their reproducibility was tested in an automated
SUA application.

To enable implementation of the proposed ontologies,
this study defined a framework for an automated SUA that
would deal with flexible space based on the abovementioned
seven SUTDs [31], certain ontological relationships, the
developed mapping method [31], and concepts related to
utilization prediction [4, 5, 29]. A charrette test was then set
up to test the framework’s effectiveness via utilization
prediction in two separate cases (i.e., an office building and
an institutional building). .e test was accomplished by
comparing the innovative method (i.e., performing an SUA
on trials using the prototype) to the conventional process
(i.e., manually performing an SUA on the trials) [34]. Each
case was predicted by three architects in three trials, in-
cluding one initial prediction and two updates. .e archi-
tects performed the three trials by following both processes.
As in Clayton et al.’s work [34], comparison of the two
processes for each case was based on the time spent and
consistency of the results of the utilization predictions. .e
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flowchart in Figure 1 shows the flow of research method-
ology and clarifies the relationship of each step.

4. Results and Validation

.e activity ontology was extended from a previous model
developed by Kim and Fischer, which developed the user
activity representation as <User>, <Action>, and <Spatial
requirement> [7]. .e ontology for representing building
space (i.e., flexible and nonflexible spaces) was newly de-
veloped in this study to provide an explicit representation of
both flexible and nonflexible spaces for SUA. In addition, the
implementation process for an automated SUA was also
clarified with a prototype system capable of predicting the
utilization of flexible space.

4.1. Ontologies Representing User Activities and Spaces. In
this research, a new <Space requirement> class in the user
activity ontology was defined by adding properties that
derived the spatial requirements for an activity. .ese could
then be used to distinguish flexible from nonflexible space-
uses..e properties’ address issues such as sound insulation,
visual privacy, furniture rearrangement, and whether flexible
space are allowable. <User activity> was further classified
into <Typical activity> and <Atypical activity>. .e ratio
in <Typical activity> represents the proportion of a user
group that will participate in the activity, whereas the fre-
quency of <Typical activity> indicates the number of oc-
currences of a user participating in the activity per day [7].
.e <User>, the driver of the activity is further classified
as <Regular user> (i.e., one who needs a space that satisfies
only the minimum spatial requirements of the user activity,
called a constraint) or <Important user> (i.e., one who needs a
space that must satisfy the spatial requirements for better
performance of the user activity, called a preference).
.e <Action> is a short description of what the user will do in
the space. .e extended area, <Spatial requirement>, in-
dicates what a user activity requires in order to occupy the
space. .e spatial requirement is further classified
into <Whole room use requirement> (i.e., what a user activity
requires to occupy the whole room) and <Equipment use
requirement> (i.e., what a user activity requires to occupy
only a part of the room, such as a cubicle within an office).

.e newly developed space ontology includes properties
that describe various features and attributes of a space, as
well as restrictions on those properties (i.e., cardinalities,
value types, and ranges). In this study, the space ontology
abstracted the nonflexible and flexible space descriptions
and associated them with their use. To be specific, space was
further classified into <Flexible space>, which can quickly be
changed via movable components (e.g., walls and parti-
tions), and <Nonflexible space>, which cannot [31]. In
addition, a space has one or both of the following space-
uses: <Whole room use>, which supports a user activity that
requires an entire room, and <Equipment use>, which
supports a user activity that requires only a part of a room
(e.g., a cubicle in an office).

In this research, a survey of 12 architects from Hong
Kong and mainland China, with an average of five years of
experience in the construction industry and just over four
years in SUA, was conducted to select the newly identified
properties (i.e., properties in the user activity ontology re-
lated to sound insulation, visual privacy, furniture rear-
rangement, and whether flexible space is allowable). .e
architects were asked to rate their level of agreement with
these properties on a 5-point Likert scale (1� strongly dis-
agree, 2� disagree, 3� neither agree nor disagree, 4� agree,
and 5� strongly agree). All properties received average
scores greater than 4.0, suggesting that all properties were
accepted and should be dealt with as spatial requirements in
the SUA. Note that the consideration of flexible space in the
SUA multiplies the number of possible space-use types by
roughly four (i.e., increasing the total from 288 to 1,088), as
discussed by [31].

As shown in Figure 2, all properties (including the
cardinalities, value types, and ranges of value types) of the
user activities, users, and action classes followed the defi-
nitions provided in [7], which will not be detailed in this
research. .ere were 13 common properties used in the
space ontology and spatial requirement class of user activity
ontology as summarized in Table 1.

(i) Space Type. In the user activity ontology, this
property represents the specific type of space that
an activity occupies (e.g., a small classroom).
According to [7, 35], this differs from the space
instance (e.g., classroom Y4302) in the design
model. In the space ontology, this functions to
identify a space class (e.g., a small classroom). A
space type should be unique to distinguish it from
others [36].

(ii) Space Super-Type. In both the user activity and
space ontologies, this property represents the
super-type of a space type (e.g., a classroom) that
includes one or more space types.

(iii) Designation. In the user activity ontology, this
property indicates whether or not an activity re-
quires a designated space. In the space ontology,
this property characterizes whether the space is
already designated for a user activity. If the space is
designated for an activity, it is not available for
other activities.

(iv) Sound Insulation Degree. In the user activity on-
tology, this property characterizes the degree of
sound insulation required by a user activity, based
on the user’s needs and wants. For this property, the
authors interviewed 12 experienced architects. From
their opinions, it was clear that sound insulation of
55 dB or more is more expensive than regular
insulation. .erefore, only activities sensitive to
noise and that require a high degree of conversa-
tional privacy should require spaces designed above
this threshold, such as meeting rooms in law
chambers, hedge fund companies, and banks. Sound
insulation of 50 to 54dB is usually sufficient for
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the research methodology.

Table 1: Properties and Facets of the <Spatial requirement>, <Whole room use requirement>, and <Equipment use requirement> classes.

Property Cardinality Value type Range
Properties in <Spatial requirement> class
Requirements name {1 :1} String \
Space type {0 :∗} Instance Space type
Space super-type {0 :∗} Instance Space super type
Designation {1 :1} Boolean True, false
Sound insulation degree {1 :1} Interval ≤39 dB, 40–44 dB, 45–49 dB, 50–54 dB, ≥55 dB
Allowing flexible space {1 :1} Boolean True, false
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teaching activities and speeches, to prevent these
kinds of activities from affecting those occurring in
adjacent spaces. Sound insulation of 45 to 49 dB is
required for activities that do not require conver-
sational privacy. In such environment, voices can be
heard but not understood in adjacent spaces. Sound
insulation of 40 to 44 dB is sufficient for activities
such as normal staff training, but sound insulation of
39dB or less is inadequate for activities such as self-
study. Based on the experts’ feedback, “Guidance on
sound insulation and noise reduction for buildings”
[37] and “Acoustic design of schools: Performance
standards” [38], five scales of sound insulation were
applied in this research, as shown in Table 1. In the
space ontology, this property signifies the degree of
sound insulation used in a space (e.g., 44 dB).

(v) Space Number. In the user activity ontology, this
property represents the amount of space that a user
activity requires. In the space ontology, this prop-
erty signifies the amount of a particular space type.

(vi) Visual Privacy. In the user activity ontology, this
property denotes whether an activity requires a
space that can guarantee visual privacy. In the
space ontology, this property indicates whether or
not a space can guarantee visual privacy.

(vii) Furniture Rearrangement. In the user activity on-
tology, this property represents whether an activity
requires a space that provides rearrangeable fur-
niture. In the space ontology, this property denotes
whether a space provides rearrangeable furniture.

(viii) Other Space Features. In the user activity ontology,
this property signifies the features of a space re-
quired for an activity, such as multimedia facilities.
In the space ontology, this property represents the
features of a space.

(ix) Equipment Name. In the user activity ontology,
this property represents the specific name of the
equipment required for an activity, such as
workstation or cubicle. In the space ontology, this
property signifies the specific name of the equip-
ment that a space provides.

(x) Equipment Number. In the user activity ontology,
this property indicates the amount of equipment
that a user activity requires. In the space ontology,
this property shows the amount of equipment that
a space provides.

(xi) Equipment Visual Privacy. In the user activity
ontology, this property indicates whether an activity
requires a piece of equipment (e.g., a cubicle with
partitions installed) to guarantee visual privacy. In
the space ontology, this property specifies whether
the equipment can guarantee visual privacy.

(xii) Equipment Rearrangement. In the user activity
ontology, this property represents whether an ac-
tivity requires a piece of rearrangeable equipment.
In the space ontology, this property signifies
whether the equipment provided can be rearranged.

(xiii) Other Equipment Features. In the user activity
ontology, this property denotes the features the
activity requires of a piece of equipment. In the
space ontology, this property denotes the features
of a piece of equipment.

.e other properties related to the spatial requirements
of the user activity ontology are defined as follows. .e
properties and facets of the <Spatial requirement>, <Whole
room use requirement>, and <Equipment use requirement>
classes are summarized in Table 1.

(i) Requirement Name. .is functions as an identifi-
cation of the requirement class (e.g., Constraint 1 or
Preference 1). An user activity’s requirement name
should be unique to distinguish it from others [36].

(ii) Flexible Space Allowed. .is property indicates
whether a user activity is allowed in a flexible space.
When the value is “true,” the activity can be ac-
commodated by a flexible space, and when the value
is “false,” it cannot.

(iii) Space Minimum Area. .is property signifies the
minimum space area that an activity requires.When
the space’s minimum area is not specified in the
spatial requirement (i.e., <Whole room use re-
quirement>), the automated SUAwill use the values

Table 1: Continued.

Property Cardinality Value type Range
Properties in <Whole room use requirement> class
Space number {0 :1} Integer Positive
Space minimum area {0 :1} Float Positive
Visual privacy {1 :1} Boolean True, false
Furniture rearrangement {1 :1} Boolean True, false
Other space features {0 :∗} Instance Feature
Properties in <Equipment use requirement> class
Equipment name {0 :∗} Instance Equipment
Equipment number {0 :1} Integer Positive
Equipment minimum area {0 :1} Float Positive
Equipment visual privacy {1 :1} Boolean True, false
Equipment rearrangement {1 :1} Boolean True, false
Equipment other features {0 :∗} Instance Feature
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for space criteria (under the <Action> class) and
group size (under the <Action> class) to auto-
matically estimate the minimum space area needed
(i.e., space criteria∗ group size).

(iv) Equipment Minimum Area. .is property signifies
the minimum area required for a piece of equipment
needed for an activity. When the equipment’s min-
imum area is not specified in the spatial requirement
(i.e., <Equipment use requirement>), the automated
SUA will use the value of the space criteria (under the
<Action> class) and group size (under the <Action>
class) to automatically estimate the minimum area
necessary (i.e., space criteria∗ group size).

.e other properties in the space ontology are defined as
follows. .e properties and facets of the <Space>, <Whole
room use>, and <Equipment use > classes are summarized
in Table 2.

(i) Open hour: .is property indicates the number of
hours per day that a space is available for use.

(ii) Subunit number: .is property represents the
number of subunits that form a flexible space. In a
nonflexible space, only one subunit is available.

(iii) Subunit area. .is property indicates the area of
each subunit of a space.

(iv) Inaccessible user: .is property denotes user
groups that are not allowed to access the space.

(v) Connected HT (i.e., connected head and tail
subunits): .is property represents a type of
flexible space in which the head subunit either
shares a movable component with the tail subunit
(i.e., value: true) or does not (i.e., value: false). Both
types were described by [31].

(vi) Whole room use name: .is functions as an
identification of the whole room use class
(e.g., S1W). It should be unique to distinguish it
from others [36].

(vii) Equipment use name: .is functions as an iden-
tification of the equipment use class (e.g., S1E). It
should be unique to distinguish it from others [36].

(viii) Equipment area: .is property denotes the area
taken up by a piece of equipment.

4.2. Implementation Process of the Automated Space-Use
Analysis for Flexible Space. .is implementation process
enables the (1) automatic generation of activity-space
pairs by mapping user activities onto appropriate
spaces and (2) automatic calculation of utilization based
on the pairs available and certain operation prediction
theories [4, 5, 29]. .is framework was developed based
on (1) SUA concepts [4, 5, 29], (2) seven SUTDs that
distinguish space-use types for SUA [31], (3) a method for
mapping user activities onto both flexible and nonflexible
spaces [31], and (4) activity and space ontologies that
capture the necessary flexible and nonflexible space-uses
of user activity and the information necessary for both

flexible and nonflexible spaces, respectively. A prototype
system (see Figure 3 represented as a unified modelling
language activity diagram) was created and used in the
validation of this research, in order to examine the re-
producibility of the developed ontologies and test the
effectiveness of the automated SUA. .e prototype system
was developed in power builder, an integrated application
development environment. .e implementation process
for the automated SUA had three steps (Figure 4): “en-
tering project data (input),” “mapping user activities onto
space (analysis),” and “computing utilization (output).”

Step 1. Entering project data (input)
.e architect enters the data based on the user profiles

and space information. .e two ontologies described in this
research function as data input templates. .e architect can
enter the necessary data based on the ontologies, even
without background knowledge of them. .e computer
gathers and stores these data and feeds them into Steps 2 and
3 (i.e., mapping and computing utilization) after the ar-
chitect finishes entering the data.

Step 2. Mapping user activities onto spaces (analysis)
When the input (i.e., activity and space information) is

available, the computer uses it to analyze (i.e., map user

Table 2: Properties and Facets of the <Space>, <Whole room use>,
and <Equipment use> classes.

Property Cardinality Value
type Range

Properties in <Space> class
Space type {1 :1} Instance Space type

Space super type {1 :1} Instance Space super
type

Open hour {1 :1} Float Positive
Space number {1 :1} Integer Positive
Subunit number {1 :1} Integer Positive
Subunit area {1 :1} Float Positive
Sound insulation degree {1 :1} Integer Positive
Designation {1 :1} Boolean True, false
Inaccessible user {0 :∗} Instance User
Properties in Flexible
space
Connected HT {1 :1} Boolean True, false
Properties in <Whole room use> class
Whole room use name {1 :1} String \
Visual privacy {1 :1} Boolean True, false
Furniture
rearrangement {1 :1} Boolean True, false

Other space features {0 :∗} Instance Feature
Properties in <Equipment use> class
Equipment use name {1 :1} String \
Equipment name {1 :1} String \
Equipment number {1 :1} Integer Positive
Equipment area {1 :1} Float Positive
Equipment visual
privacy {1 :1} Boolean True, false

Equipment
rearrangement {1 :1} Boolean True, false

Equipment other
features {0 :∗} Instance Feature
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Click “import user profile” bottom to enter the interface;
Click “choose” bottom to select the file to be imported;
Click “save” bottom to store the imported
activity data in the prototype system.

3.
2.
1.

(a)

Click “import space” bottom to enter the interface;
Click “choose” bottom to select the file to be imported;
Click “save” bottom to store the imported space
data in the prototype system.

3.
2.
1.

(b)

Click “analyzing” bottom to enter the interface;
Click “mapping” bottom to process the mapping
and generate the activity-space pairs;
Click “counting” bottom to calculate the
utilization;

3.

Click “mapping save” bottom to export the mapping
results∗;

4.

Click “utilization save” bottom to export the
utilization results∗;

4.

�e formats of the exported file include: excel, PDF, text, ect.∗

2.
1.

Utilization of each sub-
unit of a flexible space

(c)

Figure 3: Prototype system for an automated SUA. (a) Import activity information. (b) Import space information. (c) Mapping and
computing utilization.
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activities onto appropriate flexible or nonflexible spaces) and
generate activity-space pairs. .is activity-space mapping
proceeds without human interpretation and includes
choosing spatial requirements, finding appropriate space,
computing usable units for flexible space, and mapping
activities onto the available space [31].

Step 3. Computing utilization (output)
When the input from Step 1 and activity-space pairs from

Step 2 are available, the computer can prepare its output
(i.e., calculate the utilization based on utilization prediction
theories [4, 5, 29]). .e process for this step is as follows:

Step 3.1. Processing analysis related to user activity

Step 3.1.1. Compute the load demanded by an activity,
which indicates the number of hours that an activity
requires from its mapped spaces. .e event quantity
must be calculated before computing the load
demanded. .e event quantity refers to the number
of user groups for a given user activity. For activities
that require a designated space, the computer will
read the value of the event quantity from Step 2
because it is calculated before the activity is mapped
onto its designated spaces. For activities that do not
require a designated space, the computer will cal-
culate the event quantity. .e formulas used are as
follows [4]:

event quantity �
(the number of users of an activity ∗ the ratio of an activity)

the group size of the action of an activity
,

load demanded by an activity � event quantity of an activity ∗ the frequency of an activity ∗ the duration of an activity.

(1)

Step 3.1.2. Sum and record the number of mapped
spaces (or equipment) for an activity.
Step 3.1.3. Evenly distribute the load demanded for an
activity to each of its mapped spaces (or equipment)
by dividing “the load demanded for an activity” by
“the number of mapped spaces (or pieces of
equipment).”
Step 3.1.4. Move to the next activity and repeat Phases
1.1 to 1.4 if more activities are available.
Step 3.2. Processing analysis related to spaces and
predictions:
Step 3.2.1. Sum and record the total space load: for
nonflexible spaces, the total space load is computed
by summing the loads of all mapped activities, in-
cluding activities mapped onto the space and those
mapped onto pieces of equipment that belong to that
space. For flexible spaces, the total load is computed
by separately considering each subunit. .at is, the
total load of each subunit of a flexible space is
computed by summing the loads of all mapped ac-
tivities, including activities mapped onto the subunit
and those mapped onto pieces of equipment be-
longing to that subunit.
Step 3.2.2. Compute the utilization of space: for non-
flexible space, the utilization is computed by dividing
the “total space load” by the “open hours.” For flexible
space, utilization also separately considers each subunit
(i.e., the utilization of each subunit of a flexible space is
computed by dividing the “total load of each subunit of
a flexible space” by the “open hours”).
Step 3.2.3.Move to the next space and repeat Phases 2.1
and 2.2 if more spaces are available.
Step 3.3. Export and save the utilization results (in-
cluding the generated activity-space pairs).

4.3. Validation. .e activity and space ontologies defined in
this study were tested on four cases to determine their
formality and comprehensiveness [7, 17, 20]. In addition, a
prototype automated SUA was developed, and the re-
producibility of the two ontologies tested on two cases via
the automated SUA [33]. A charrette test was also conducted
to validate the effectiveness of the context of the automated
SUA [34].

4.3.1. Formality of the Ontologies. Four case studies were
conducted to validate the formality of the activity and space
ontologies. Two were office projects (Cases 1 and 2) in
Shenzhen, China. Confidentiality constraints prevent the
disclosure of their names. .e other two cases were in-
stitutional buildings: Cygnaeus High School (Case 3), based
on [4], and an Integrated Teaching (AIT) building (Case 4) at
the Chinese University of Hong Kong, developed via ob-
servation. .e user activities, flexible spaces, and nonflexible
spaces identified from these four cases were represented using
the proposed activity and space ontologies (Table 3). .e
authors invited six architects with an average of fifteen years
of industry experience to participate. .ree were involved in
the two institutional cases, and the other three participated in
the two office cases..e results of these four case studies show
the formality of the activity and space ontologies because 20
user activities, 10 non-flexible spaces, and four flexible spaces
were all successfully represented. .e 20 user activities rep-
resented nine types of space-use, four of which captured
flexible space-use. Two types of flexible space were formally
represented using the space ontology.

4.3.2. Comprehensiveness of the Ontologies. .e activity and
space ontologies were proven to be sufficiently compre-
hensive because the proposed activity ontology captured
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seven SUTDs and the proposed space ontology captured
information related to both flexible and nonflexible spaces,
corresponding to four of the seven SUTDs (i.e., those related
to the spatial requirements of user activity). Specifically,
the <User activity> class of the activity ontology was further
classified into <Typical activity> and <Atypical activity>,
which considered SUTD 1 (i.e., typical activity vs. atypical
activity). .e <User> class of the activity ontology was
further classified into <Important user> and <Regular user>,
which considered SUTD 2 (i.e., important user vs. regular
user). .e properties of constraint and preference were
available for instances of <Spatial requirements> in the
activity ontology, which considered SUTD 3 (i.e., situations
in which the space preference and constraints are the same
vs. those in which they differ). .e property of designation
was available in the <Spatial requirement> class of the ac-
tivity ontology, and the property representing the desig-
nation status was available in the <Space> class of the space
ontology, both of which considered SUTD 4 (i.e., situations
in which an activity requires a designated space vs. those in
which it does not).

.e <Spatial requirement> class of the activity ontology
was further classified into <Whole room use requirement>
and <Equipment use requirement>, and the <Space> class of
the space ontology had space-uses—<Whole room use>
and <Equipment use>—that considered SUTD 5
(i.e., situations in which an activity requires a whole room vs.
those in which only a part of a room is necessary). .e space
super-type property and properties that represent the space’s
features were available in the <Spatial requirement > of the
activity and space ontologies, both of which considered
SUTD 6 (i.e., situations in which an activity requires a
specific type of space vs. those in which only the required
features of the appropriate space are specified). .e property
that indicates whether a user activity can be accommodated
by a flexible space was available in the <Spatial requirement >
of the activity ontology, and the <Space> class was further
classified into <Flexible space> and <Nonflexible space>,
both of which considered SUTD 7 (i.e., situations in which an
activity allows for the use of a flexible space vs. those in which
it does not).

4.3.3. Reproducibility of the Ontologies. To test the re-
producibility of the developed ontologies, it was necessary to
determine if different architects could obtain consistent
results from the automated SUA, using the proposed on-
tologies to represent the same case as input..us, the activity
and space ontologies were implemented in a prototype of the
automated SUA via the innovative process of the charrette

test introduced in the next section. As a result, it was de-
termined that the utilization data from the architects using
the innovative process for Cases 2 and 3 were consistent with
one another, which was demonstrated via the successful use
of the proposed activity ontology to represent the user ac-
tivities and proposed space ontology, with both flexible and
nonflexible spaces used as input for the prototype automated
SUA. .is implies the reproducibility of the activity and
space ontologies such that different architects should be able
to use them to model the same activities and spaces (both
flexible and nonflexible) and obtain consistent results.

4.3.4. Effectiveness of the Automated SUA. To validate the
effectiveness of the automated SUA’s framework, a charrette
test (Figure 5) was conducted, following the definition
provided in [34]. A prototype system was developed to
automatically predict and update the utilization of both
flexible and nonflexible spaces. Case 2 (i.e., the office case)
and Case 3 (i.e., the institutional case of Cygnaeus High
School) were used in this test. .ree architects (i.e., Group 1,
with an average of 16.3 years of work experience) were
invited to test Case 2, and another three (i.e., Group 2, with
an average of 13.7 years of work experience) were invited to
test Case 3..ere were three user activities, one flexible space
and two nonflexible spaces in each. Two flexible space types
[31] were included in each case.

Based on the intent of the charrette test, the testing of
each case included three trials. .e first predicted the space
utilization based on three user activities and three non-
flexible spaces. .e second trial updated the space utilization
based on changes in the space information (i.e., the spaces
were updated to have one flexible space and two nonflexible
spaces)..e third trial updated the space utilization based on
changes in the activity information (i.e., the spatial re-
quirements of the user activities were updated). .e ar-
chitects from Groups 1 and 2 performed three trials, first via
the conventional method (i.e., manually performing SUAs of
the trials) and then using the innovative method (i.e., using
the prototype to perform SUAs of the trials). In both cases,
the propositions (i.e., the time spent and consistency of the
results) necessitated specific measurements of each archi-
tect’s performance using the two processes.

.e charrette results suggested that the automated SUA
(i.e., the innovative method), for which no human in-
terpretation was needed in the utilization prediction, was
more effective. Tables 4 and 5 show the time spent on the three
trials for Cases 2 and 3. .e average time spent using the
innovative method for Case 2 (i.e., 11.08 minutes�

9.05minutes + 1.08minutes + 0.95minutes) was much less

Table 3: Cases for validation of the ontologies.

Case id Building type Number of activities Number of nonflexible spaces Number of flexible space included
1 Office 5 2 1 (with two subunits)1

2 Office 5 3 1 (with two subunits)1

3 Institutional 5 3 1 (with four subunits)2

4 Institutional 5 2 1 (with six subunits)1

Note. 1A flexible space whose head subunit does not share a movable component with the tail subunit. 2A flexible space whose head subunit shares a movable
component with the tail subunit.
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than the average time spent using the conventional method
(i.e., 30.29minutes� 17.64minutes + 8.93minutes + 3.72 min-
utes). .us, the innovative process for Case 2 was 2.7 times
faster. .e average time spent for Case 3 using the innovative
method (i.e., 10.76minutes� 9.33minutes +0.8minutes +0.63
minutes) was much less than the average time spent using
the conventional method (i.e., 42.34minutes� 18.13minutes +
14.24minutes + 9.97 minutes)..us, the innovative process for
Case 3 was 3.9 times faster. .e reasons why the innovative
process was faster were that the architects did not need to
manually distinguish different flexible and nonflexible space-
use types, map activities onto nonflexible and flexible spaces
with the appropriate configurations, and calculate the data
needed (e.g., activity load, and space load) to predict the
utilization.

To show that the charrette test reduces the effects of
learning that can occur when subjects repeat tasks of the
same case (i.e., perform an SUA first with the conventional
and then with the innovative methods), the time spent by
each architect during each trial was measured in each of two
separate parts. For the conventional process, these two parts
were comprised of the time needed to comprehend the
material regarding the activities and spaces (i.e., the three
architects in Case 2 averaged a total of 7.39minutes for the
three trials, while the three architects in Case 3 averaged a
total of 10.55minutes for the same) and the time required for
separate manual utilization calculations. With regards to the
innovative process for each trial, the two parts were com-
prised of the time needed to enter the data on the activities

and spaces (i.e., the three architects in Case 2 averaged
10.11minutes in total for the three trials, while the three
architects in Case 3 averaged a total of 9.85minutes for the
same) and the time needed for the utilization calculation via
the prototype. Neither Case 2 nor 3 saw significant reduction
compared to the time needed to comprehend the material by
those entering the data. In terms of generality, the charrette
test included the utilization use predictions for three trials of
one institutional case and three trials of one office case.

In terms of measuring the consistency of the results, the
mean absolute deviation (MAD) [39] was used. .eMAD of
a group of utilization results for a certain space is obtained
by measuring the average distance between each architect’s
utilization value and the mean..eMAD analysis of Cases 2
and 3, shown in Tables 6 and 7, suggests that the innovative
process with the automated SUA was relatively consistent
among all trials. .e reasons why the innovative process
would bemore consistent are that the architects did not need
to manually analyze the flexible spaces with appropriate
configurations, calculate the activity load, assign the activity
load to the mapped space, and calculate the utilization..us,
this innovative process with standardized activity and space
representations will reduce the probability of manual errors
and contribute to a consistent result. .erefore, the auto-
mated SUA can be considered more reliable as the ontol-
ogies help analysts accurately capture a project’s important
information (i.e., activity and space) and therefore consis-
tently predict and update the uses of both flexible and
nonflexible spaces.

Performance of six architects Performance of six architectsEffectiveness of automated SUA 

Conventional process 
(manual SUA)

Innovative process 
(automated SUA)

Time spent
Consistency 

(i)
(ii)

Initial prediction
First update (changes in 
space information)
Second update (changes 
in space information)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Initial prediction
First update (changes in 
space information)
Second update (changes 
in space information)

(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Figure 5: Charrette test design.

Table 4: Time spent on Case 2.

Participants Experience (years)
Time for conventional process (min) Time for innovative process (min)

Initial prediction First update Second update Initial prediction First update Second update
Architect 1 6 18.72 9.27 3.85 8.37 1.05 0.92
Architect 2 13 17.02 9.4 4.05 9.8 0.93 0.96
Architect 3 30 17.2 8.11 3.25 8.97 1.28 0.95
Average 16.3 17.64 8.93 3.72 9.05 1.08 0.95

Table 5: Time spent on case 3.

Participants Experience (years)
Time for conventional process (min) Time for innovative process (min)

Initial prediction First update Second update Initial prediction First update Second update
Architect 4 8 21.95 14.88 10 11.2 0.87 0.6
Architect 5 5 17.55 14.67 12.05 8.3 0.74 0.59
Architect 6 28 14.88 13.17 7.86 8.5 0.8 0.7
Average 13.7 18.13 14.24 9.97 9.33 0.8 0.63
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5. Conclusions

Research efforts have been made to extend the current SUA
method in order to more quickly and consistently examine
the performances of different design options in terms of
flexible-space utilization. In a previous study [31], researchers
developed a method for mapping user activities onto flexible
spaces. However, current activity and space representations
are not available to provide architects with a common vo-
cabulary for capturing flexible space-use and abstracting the
information accompanying the use of flexible space. In ad-
dition, a framework for the implementation process for an
automated flexible-space SUA had not yet been developed. To
make use of the previously developed mapping method [31]
and achieve a potential automated SUA for the flexible space
domain, this study defined (1) an activity ontology containing
10 classes and 32 properties and a space ontology containing
five classes and 22 properties, and (2) a framework for

formalizing an automated SUA implementation process to
deal with utilization predictions for flexible space.

.e activity and space ontologies are novel because they
allow a computer to gather the information necessary to dis-
tinguish among different flexible and nonflexible space-use
types and predict the utilization of both flexible and non-
flexible spaces based on the developed implementation
framework of an automated SUA. .ese are not available in
current theories of user activity and space representation, which
require architects to track the information manually for later
utilization calculations. .e proposed activity and space on-
tologies have been validated and are considered formal, as 20
user activities, 10 nonflexible spaces, and four flexible spaces
from four different office and institutional cases were all suc-
cessfully represented. To validate thismethod as comprehensive,
seven SUTDs of user activities and information related to both
flexible and nonflexible space (corresponding to four of the
seven SUTDs that were related to spatial requirements) were

Table 6: MADs of the three Case 2 trials.

Space MAD of conventional process (%) MAD of innovative process
Initial prediction
Space 1 0.53 0
Space 2 4.84 0
Space 3 7.90 0
First update

Space 11 Subunit 1 2.58 0
Subunit 2 2.95 0

Space 2 2.56 0
Space 3 7.90 0
Second update

Space 11 Subunit 1 2.58 0
Subunit 2 2.95 0

Space 2 0.92 0
Space 3 26.76 0
1A flexible space whose head subunit does not share a movable component with the tail subunit.

Table 7: MADs of the three Case 3 trials.

Space MAD of conventional process (%) MAD of innovative process
Initial prediction
Space 1 10.12 0
Space 2 0.72 0
Space 3 0.85 0
First update
Space 1 17.13 0

Space 21
Subunit 1 0.43 0
Subunit 2 0.43 0
Subunit 3 0.43 0
Subunit 4 0.43 0

Space 3 6.42 0
Second update
Space 1 14.94 0

Space 21
Subunit 1 0.32 0
Subunit 2 0.32 0
Subunit 3 0.32 0
Subunit 4 0.32 0

Space 3 20.50 0
1A flexible space whose head subunit shares a movable component with the tail subunit.
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captured. Finally, to deem the process as reproducible, the
utilizations predicted by three architects in office or institutional
cases who used these two ontologies as input for the automated
SUA application were found to be consistent with one another.

.e proposed framework for this automated SUA
implementation process for flexible space is novel because with
the assistance of computer and it provides architects with a
quick and consistent means of utilization prediction with
regards to flexible space. .is framework is embedded with (1)
SUA concepts [4, 5, 29], (2) seven SUT`Ds that distinguish the
different space-use types that must be analyzed in an SUA [31],
(3) a method for mapping user activities onto both flexible and
nonflexible spaces [31], and (4) activity and space ontologies
that capture the necessary flexible space-uses of user activities
and the information necessary for flexible space..e three steps
include “entering project data (input),” “mapping user activ-
ities onto space (analysis),” and “computing utilization (out-
put).”.e authors demonstrated its effectiveness by developing
a prototype and conducting a charrette test. As the results of the
charrette test show, the speed and consistency of utilization
prediction are improved with the automated SUA. In terms of
generality, the charrette test was conducted on one institutional
case (including one initial prediction and two updates) and one
office case (including one initial prediction and two updates),
with six trials in total. .ree architects participated in each
case’s predictions.

Architects equipped with such an automated SUA will
be able to quickly and consistently monitor the space ef-
ficiency of building designs and determine the effects of
their decisions, such as by adding flexible space to a design,
changing the number of subunits of flexible space, and
refining the spatial requirements of user activity. .e au-
thors plan to extend the representations and SUA to in-
clude (1) activities containing a stochastic number of users
that affect dividing flexible space into appropriate usable
units and (2) flexible spaces that contain different sizes of
subunits and a variety of types of movable components to
support sustainable building design. In future work, the
authors will link the automated SUA with BIM models to
develop and visualize flexible space and its movable
components and determine how these can be processed to
the automated SUA. .is research will contribute to
performance-based designs by providing an automated
method for architects to predict and update the utilization
of both flexible and nonflexible spaces during project de-
velopment, which will improve designs by reducing
underutilized or overutilized spaces without losing the
planned functions of a building facility.
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Construction projects are subject to numerous interface problems, particularly during the construction phase. +e absence of
suitable systems or platforms to tackle these issues could hinder the performance of construction management. +us, the
communication and management of interfaces (CMI) are necessary to improve the quality of the management of construction
projects. E-mail and generic construction information systems are commonly used communication tools; however, they pose
several limitations in recording and managing as well as in responding to interface problems. Building information modeling
(BIM), by contrast, saves and delivers information in a digital format in a 3D computer-aided design (CAD) environment. +e
adoption of BIM technology integrated with web technology for construction projects allows users to communicate interface
issues and obtain responses for them effectively. +us, this study develops a database-supported and BIM-based CMI (DBCMI)
system for general contractors to enhance their CMI work efficiency during the construction phase. To confirm the efficacy of the
CMI, the DBCMI system was used in a building project in Taiwan. +e case study results reveal that the proposed DBCMI system
is an effective communication and management platform, particularly for practical CMI work integrated with BIM technology.
+is study concludes with the benefits of using the proposed system and possible limitations in its further application.

1. Introduction

A construction project faces numerous interface issues
emerging from various fields that must be effectively resolved
to enhance construction management. To this effect, the
effective communication and management of interfaces
(CMI) can be an essential aspect for a project’s stakeholders.
General contractors must consider a suitable platform with
which to exchange feedback and responses related to con-
struction interface management. While e-mail and general
construction information systems are widely used commu-
nication tools, their ability to record and manage interface
problems and responses is limited. Building information
modeling (BIM) technology, by contrast, can digitize and
deliver information in a 3D computer-aided design (CAD)

environment [1]. In the context of construction interface
management, BIM technology can help project stakeholders
manage and track interfaces integrated with 3D BIM illus-
tration. +us, BIM as an information technology (IT) can
contribute toward improving the efficiency and success of a
construction project [2, 3].

BIM-based information systems are currently used in
construction interface management because no appropriate
platform yet exists for project participants to integrate CMI
work with BIM technology. Furthermore, the limitation of
file-based BIM model format needs to be overcome to
provide the effective illustration for construction BIM-
enabled interface management. +erefore, the aim and
objective of the study is to develop a database-supported and
BIM-based CMI (DBCMI) system to overcome the file-
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based BIM model limitation and enhance the efficiency of
CMI work in a web environment. +is study creates a novel
database-supported and BIM-based communication plat-
form that enables project participants to discuss, share, and
respond to problems and issues related to the BIM elements-
based interface during the construction phase. +e DBCMI
system enables project engineers and project managers to
access records of previous and current discussions regarding
BIM models for a given project and to manage and respond
to interface problems (Figure 1). +e DBCMI system can
also be used during the construction phase to track the most
recent problems and responses to BIM-based interface issues
from project engineers. We applied the DBCMI system to a
Taiwan building project case study to verify the effectiveness
of CMI applications. +is study presents the findings,
suggestions, benefits, and limitations of the DBCMI system
for further practical implementation.

2. Literature Review

+e interfaces should be identified and managed effectively
for all the participants involved to minimize deleterious
changes during the construction phase of the project [4–6].
Only limited research has examined interface management
issues in construction. Al-Hammad proposed 19 common
interface problems identified based on four categories (fi-
nancial problems, inadequate contract, specification, and
environment problems) [7]. Also, there are many research
studies focusing on the frameworks and approaches special in
construction interface management [6, 8–12]. +ere are some
research studies focusing on case studies for construction
practical interface management [10, 13–17]. +ere are some
construction interface management research studies focusing
on information system developments [5, 11, 18–21]. +e
above research studies focus mostly on the interface man-
agement approaches and internet-based interface manage-
ment system developments in construction.

BIM is a digital tool that supports continual updating
and sharing of project design information [22]. BIM is a
process of creating and using digital models for design,
construction, and/or operations of projects [23]. Eastman
et al. described the BIM as tools, processes, and technologies
that are facilitated by digital or machine-readable docu-
mentation about a building [1]. BIM is a process focusing on
the development, use, and transfer of a digital information
model of a building project to improve the design, con-
struction, and operations of a project or portfolio of facilities
[24]. BIM provided a digital technology for describing and
displaying information required in the planning, design,
construction, and operation of constructed facilities [25].

During the construction phase, there are many in-
formation system developments integrated with BIM
technologies. Ku and Mahabaleshwarkar presented the
concept of building interactive modeling (BIM) which
complements with BIM technology to enhance collaborative
information and knowledge sharing [26]. Chen and Luo
explored and discussed the advantages of 4D BIM for a
quality application based on construction codes integrated
with product, organization, and process (POP) data

definition structure [27]. Lin applied BIM concepts and
approaches to enhance the construction interface manage-
ment implementation [21]. Han and Golparvar-Fard lev-
eraged 4D BIM and 3D point cloud for monitoring
construction progress deviations at the operational level
[28]. Matthews et al. proposed a new object-oriented
workflow and processes for progress management in-
tegrated with cloud-based technology during construction
[29]. Costin et al. utilized RFID-BIM integration to generate
real-time data to produce leading indicators for building
protocol control [30]. Lin et al. proposed a BIM-based defect
management (BIMDM) system for on-site quality man-
agement during the construction phase [31]. Fang et al.
integrated BIM and RFID technologies to provide cloud-
enabled RFID indoor localization solution [32]. Park and
Cai developed WBS-based dynamic multidimensional BIM
database for total construction as-built documentation [33].
Hamledari et al. developed to automatically update schedule
and progress system using BIM technology and industry
foundation classes (IFC) during construction [34].

Numerous information systems have been developed
for various purposes; however, few studies have focused on
system development in the context of construction in-
terface management integrated with BIM technology.
+ere is a lack of suitable platforms for BIM-based CMI
work based on literature reviews. Moreover, the limitation
of traditional file-based BIM model format needs to be
overcome in sharing and visualizing the latest construction
progress [35]. To solve this problem and overcome the
limitation of file-based BIM practices for interface man-
agement, this study develops web-based DBCMI system to
enhance CMI work efficient. Especially, the proposed ap-
proach and system proposed in the study differ from other
existing BIM software and BIM-related information system
development.

3. Research Method

From interviews with senior project managers and engineers
experts in Taiwan’s construction industry, the study ob-
tained the following major problems relating to interface
management experienced by general contractors [36]: (1) no
suitable platforms or functions are available to support the
interface management of CMI work, (2) the records of
communication and responses regarding interfaces are in-
sufficient and incomplete, and (3) it is unclear whether the
problems are caused by problem parts in the construction
project.

To overcome these problems, the proposed system needs
to incorporate the following: (1) full integration of CMI work
with the construction projects and activities, (2) records of
the communications and responses for each interface issue
for CMI work, and (3) links between the contents of CMI
work with the elements of the BIM models used in the
project.

+e study proposes the concept of BIM-based interface
management for GC during construction (see Figure 2).
+ere are three proposed statuses for CMI work in the study.
+ey are pending confirmation status, continued discussion
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status, and completed discussion status (see Table 1). In order
to help project engineers and project managers to access and
manage interface problems integrated with elements of BIM
models, this study proposes interface breakdown structure
(IBS) and model breakdown structure (MBS) approach in-
tegrated with BIM. An interface breakdown structure (IBS) in

interface management is a deliverable-oriented breakdown of
a project into related interfaces (elements). IBS is an hierar-
chical representation of interfaces, starting from higher levels
and going down to finer level interfaces (elements). +is is
similar to the approach of the Work Breakdown Structure
(WBS). Furthermore, a model breakdown structure (MBS) in

Project manager
BIM engineer

Project participants

DBCMI system

Interfaces

BIM models BIM model
element

Interface issue
communication and

management

Project engineer

BIM model
element

Interface issue

Figure 1: +e application of DBCMI system for construction interface management.
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Figure 2: +e concept of BIM-based interface management for GC during construction.
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interface management is a deliverable-oriented breakdown of
a BIM model into smaller elements of BIM models for in-
terface management. A model breakdown structure is a key
interface integrated with elements of BIM models. Figure 3
shows the framework of database- and BIM-based interfaces
communication and management integrated with IBS and
MBS. Figure 4 illustrates the preprocessing of BIMmodels for
CMI work.

+e CMI-related information stored in elements of BIM
model includes both CMI-related problems and solutions.+e
major information for CMI should include topic of interface,
description of interface, response of interface, or related at-
tachments (e.g., documents, reports, drawings, and photo-
graphs). CMI-related problems and solutions in the BIM-
based communication and respond are associated with pro-
jects, activities, people, and organizations. Identifying the
relationships between interfaces and all CMI-related in-
formation are essential for project managers and project
engineers when tracking and managing interfaces in the
project. Additionally, the most recent CMI-related problems
and solutions can be acquired from project engineers and then
shared and linked with corresponding BIM model elements
for interface management and future reference. +e DBCMI
system is a web-based platform that utilizes 3D BIM model
illustration with different levels of access to CMI work that
depends on user roles. When information is updated in the
DBCMI system, the server automatically sends e-mails to the
related project participants associated with the interface issue.

+ere are three stages for CMI work in the study. In the
initial stage, the responsible participants or project managers
identify all interface issues. In the second stage, the project
participants edit the interface issues, select an appropriate
BIMmodel and its elements, and link the interface problems
associated with the BIM model’s elements. +ese may in-
clude accounts of unconfirmed interface issue problems,
detailed situation information, and solutions to problems. In
the final stage, the engineer submits the interface issues
associated with the BIM model elements to the DBCMI
system for approval. After obtaining approval from the
project manager, responsible participants respond to
problems via the selected interface in the DBCMI system.
+e system tracks the most recent status and shows the result
for each interface problem. Participants can directly access
the related interface issues and mark up the comments by
linking the BIM model elements. +e following section
describes the development of the proposed DBCMI system.

4. System Implementation

+e DBCMI system is developed and executed in Microsoft
Windows Server 2010 for use by the project manager, project

engineers, the BIM manager, and BIM engineers. +is study
uses the BIMmodel as a visual tool for the interfaces.+e BIM
model elements are broken down and entered into the database
of DBCMI system in advance. +ese elements are linked with
the interface information in the DBCMI system for interface
management using API programming. +e proposed DBCMI
system enables participants to access the related interface
information and records through the database-supported el-
ements of the BIM models, which were developed for this
study using Autodesk Revit and Trimble Tekla Structure.

Interface issue information integrated with the BIM el-
ements in the BIM models was achieved using application
programming interface (API) andMicrosoft Visual Basic .Net
(VB.Net) programming language. Furthermore, WebGL
technology is utilized to display BIM models and elements of
the BIMmodels in the web environment in the study. Figure 5
shows the framework of the DBCMI system. Figure 6 presents
the system and modules of the DBCMI system. Figure 7 il-
lustrates the system process flow chart used in the DBCMI
system.

+e DBCMI system utilizes a three-tier architecture to
integrate the database-supported elements with the BIM
models’ illustration. +is improves and enhances the BIM-
based interface management. +e three distinct tiers are the
database layer, the application layer, and the presentation
layer, which are described in the following.

+e database layer comprises two databases on the server
side: the BIM-CMI database and the BIM elements database.
+e BIM-CMI database stores and maintains all commu-
nication records regarding interface issues, and the BIM
elements database stores all information related to the BIM
model elements. +e two databases are associated with a
unique ID linked to the main index by a primary key. +e
unique ID is required for retrieving complete interface in-
formation from the two databases to perform data associ-
ations needed for data mapping for CMI work. A firewall
protects the system database from intrusion.

+e application layer integrates and utilizes BIM soft-
ware for various applications required for indexing,
updating and transferring data/information, visualizing the
status, and generating reports. When the application pro-
gramming interface (API) modules in the DBCMI system
receive a request from the client, the application layer can
acquire and analyze the data based on the request and
present the results to the client side.

+e presentation layer, the main illustration platform of
the DBCMI system, enables the project manager and project
engineer to access and edit the interface communication
records and the responses to topics associated with the BIM
model elements via a PC or tablet (client side) for CMI
implementation.

Table 1: Description of CMI status in case study.

Status Description
Pending confirmation Proposed interface is awaiting the project manager’s confirmation prior to the initiation of a discussion
Continued discussion Ongoing discussion with related engineers or awaiting responses to a project manager’s confirmation
Completed discussion Final phase of discussion and confirmation received from the project manager
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Figure 4: +e preprocessing of BIM models for CMI work.
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+is study develops a novel markup-enabled BIM viewer
integrated with WebGL technology to enhance and track
interfaces of markup information linkage with the elements of
BIM models efficiently during the CMI work process. +e
markup-enabled BIM viewer can be defined as a 3D CAD
graphic representation of interface issues linking relationships

between BIM objects and attributes of interfaces. +e
markup-enabled BIM viewer, which is defined in multiple
objects, is constructed from variables that can be decomposed
into elements of BIM model to store the identified problems
of CMI work. +e markup-enabled BIM viewer allows users
to access CMI-related problems stored in layers based on
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Figure 5: System framework of the DBCMI System.
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interface problem. Only authorized participants can access
the markup-enabled BIM viewer for interface issue in-
formation entry and update based on their responsibilities in
the DBCMI system. +e BIM approach retains digital in-
terface information and enhances CMI-related discussion and
communication in the BIM environment. +e markup-
enabled BIM model elements are designed to be easily in-
tegrated with interfaces and elements of BIMmodels. Assisted
by the 3D BIM approach, CMI-related problems in the
markup-enabled BIM viewer can be identified and managed
effectively during the process.

+e following section demonstrates the implementation
functionalities of the DBCMI system.

4.1. Authority Management Module. +e proposed module
includes an access control mechanism that prevents un-
authorized users from accessing sensitive information. Only
registered project participants have access to the DBCMI

system, and access rights and authorities vary for different
project participants.

4.2. Interface Edition Module. +is module provides an
environment for project participants to edit interface in-
formation (or attached files), select elements of BIMmodels,
and communicate with each other in a similar way to instant
messaging, enabling users to exchange comments online.
Project participants can post questions, responses, and
comments, thereby generating records of discussions re-
garding particular topics.

4.3. Search Module. To enable project participants to search
the interface quickly and easily, the search module offers
indexing, full text search, element ID search, and location/
area search functions.

To integrate the system with the elements of BIM model,
the DBCMI system incorporates the following six API
programming modules.
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4.4. Automated BIM Import API Module. +is module im-
proves the effectiveness of importing BIM elements into the
editing format by automating the process. Users can directly
edit the interfaces of the BIM models.

4.5.HighlightedVisualizationAPIModule. +ismodule uses
bright colors to highlight relevant elements of the BIM
model, providing the user with swift and effective access to
the relevant interface.

4.6. BIM Link Interface API Module. +is module links the
two databases through an element ID index. +is data as-
sociation can be used to retrieve complete information and
records of interfaces for data mapping.

4.7. BIM Perspective Information API Module. +is module
allows the project participants to save their current view of
the BIM model (i.e., view position, direction, elevation,
distance, and zoom information) so that other project
participants can access the same view to get a clear un-
derstanding of the interface and BIM model elements.

4.8. Automatic Synchronization API Module. +is module
enables users to access the latest BIM model elements in the
system. To maintain an accurate and efficient system per-
formance, the module automatically synchronizes updated
BIM model element information.

4.9. Dashboard API Module. +is module enables users to
access the latest interface status and information directly
through the dashboard. To improve the tracking and
management performance for CMI work, the module au-
tomatically synchronizes the newest updates to interfaces in
the dashboard.

+e BIM engineer is responsible for creating the BIM
models, breaking the BIM model down into elements, and
saving them in the BIM elements database prior to com-
mencing CMI work operations. +e BIM engineer also
updates and resynchronizes the BIM elements database
when the content of the BIM models is changed or revised.
Finally, Figure 8 illustrates comparison of CMI work process
in the current practice and the proposed DBCMI system.

5. Pilot Case Study

5.1.PilotCaseDescription. +is section presents a pilot study
demonstrating BIM implementation to manage construc-
tion interfaces in Taiwan. +e case includes a general
contractor who has 28 years of experience and intends to
adopt BIM to enhance construction interface management
for a 13-month commercial building project with approx-
imately 2,350 activities. +e project comprises three un-
derground and 16 above-ground floors. +e general
contractor has previously adopted BIM for interface man-
agement but believes that the models are not free from
certain limitations. Consequently, the contractor utilized the

DBCMI system to communicate and manage interfaces and
verify its effectiveness for CMI.

We asked all participating engineers to evaluate the
DBCMI system and conducted a field test by first inviting
participants to discuss the possible issues facedwhile using the
DBCMI system. Here, we present the case of an interior
decoration engineer in charge of door installation on the first
floor of the project. Prior to installation, the engineer was
required to undertake certain prework and thus used the
system to enter and edit related interface information for
interface management. Next, the engineer selected interior-
related elements in the BIMmodel using the markup-enabled
BIM viewer and edited the associated WBS, IBS, and MBS
codes. Upon entering the information and attaching the
related files, the engineer assigned two on-site engineers to the
issue on the DBCMI system. Once this request was confirmed
by the project manager, the pending status changed and the
selected participants were notified via e-mail.

As the DBCMI system reflected a continued discussion
status, one of the two responsible on-site engineers received
an automated e-mail notification and was required to re-
spond to the related interface issue. To do so, the on-site
engineer selected the interface issue, accessed the door in-
stallation elements in the concerned BIM model, and
reviewed the content (Figure 9). +e on-site engineer
identified possible delays in the schedule owing to specific
reasons and accordingly the system highlighted in red the
impacted elements of the BIMmodel for door installation to
indicate the delay (Figure 10). +e on-site engineer then
submitted the issue along with the necessary explanation.
Once the issue was updated in the system, both the interior
decoration engineer and the other on-site engineer were
e-mailed an update.
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Figure 8: Comparison of CMI work process in the current practice
and the proposed approach.
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+e interior decoration engineer then proposed the
closure of the interface discussion and waited for the project
manager to confirm this action. Once the project manager
confirmed the closure, the DBCMI system updated the issue
with a completed discussion status. All authorized partici-
pants were notified of this update via e-mail.

5.2. Field Tests and Results. Prior to conducting the field
experiment, we installed the DBCMI system on the general
contractor’s main server. Participants in the project were
asked to use the DBCMI system for CMI work. We per-
formed tests to verify if the system operated in line with the
specified tasks and validated system utility. As part of the
tests, the participants—including two project managers with
20 years of experience, six senior project engineers with
10 years of experience, five junior project engineers with two
years of experience, and three BIM engineers with four years
of experience—were asked to provide feedback via ques-
tionnaire. +e questionnaires focused on evaluating system
function and determining user satisfaction with system
capabilities. +en, we asked the users to compare the system
with previous approaches and grade its usage, functionality,
and capability on a five-point Likert scale, where 1 denotes
“not useful” and 5 is “very useful.” In addition, we asked the
participants to offer recommendations for possible im-
provements to the DBCMI system. We observed that the

majority of participants used the DBCMI system for BIM.
Table 2 shows the results for the tests and Tables 3 and 4 list
the project engineers and project managers’ evaluation
comments.

Below are our major findings for the DBCMI system and
its benefits. First, 85% of respondents agreed that the system
facilitated their access and referral to BIM-related interface
information that was integrated with BIM model elements.
Second, 86% of respondents could use the system to col-
laborate with other stakeholders and share interfaces related
to the BIM elements in the 3D BIM models. Finally, 90% of
respondents stated that the DBCMI system facilitated ef-
fective communication and management in a web-based
BIM environment.

However, the respondents also highlighted certain
limitations. First, the number of updates of content stored
on the DBCMI system was insufficient to complete CMI
work. Second, modifying and updating the BIM models was
time consuming and the BIM engineers needed considerable
assistance. Unfortunately, certain participants were un-
willing to provide feedback on interface updates and related
procedures.

+e respondents offered the following recommendations
on the basis of their system usage. First, project managers
and engineers should be allowed sufficient time to edit and
respond to BIM-related CMI information. Second, support
from the senior management regarding system imple-
mentation is imperative to ensure successful utilization of
the DBCMI system. +ird, project engineers should be
sufficiently trained to review the BIM models using the
markup-enabled BIM viewer. Finally, the results from the
initial case study should be used in user education regarding
the BIM software and emphasizing the need for training.

In sum, the case study highlights that senior manage-
ment support is essential to successfully implement and
adopt BIM on-site. In this case study, the job site manager
extended complete support to incorporate the DBCMI
system and encouraged project engineers to use the BIM
model and DBCMI system for CMI work to communicate
BIM-related interface issues. In addition, when utilizing

Figure 9: +e interface-sharing using the DBCMI system in case study.

Figure 10: On-site engineer accessed and responded interface
contents using the DBCMI system at construction site in case study.
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BIM as a communication tool for CMI work, it is necessary
to update the model to its latest version.

6. Conclusions

+e BIM approach has been one of the most promising
developments in the architecture, engineering, and con-
struction (AEC) industry in recent times. +e CMI work can
be integrated with BIM technology to assist stakeholders
such as project managers, project engineers, and BIM en-
gineers in the construction phase of their projects.+is study
thus proposes a novel database-supported BIM-based CMI
system integrated with elements of the BIM model to en-
hance CMI work. +e DBCMI system allows project par-
ticipants to manage and respond to all interfaces via a web
environment integrated with WebGL technology.

+e academic and practical literature suggests numerous
BIM-based system developments related to construction
interface management; however, the majority of the BIM-
based systems for CMI work are file based. A key charac-
teristic of the proposed DBCMI system is its ability to
overcome the limitations of file-based BIM models, thus
enabling more effective visualization and sharing for BIM-
based interface management during the project construction
phase. In addition, we introduce IBS andMBS approaches to
integrate BIM and interface management. +is solution can
improve the visualization of interface discussions and
management among project participants. In particular, it
helps effectively integrate discourse in the BIM model and

improve the communication of information when interfaces
are related to BIM model elements. Further, the API
modules used in the DBCMI system are designed and de-
veloped with a simplified user interface and operations to
increase the willingness of participants to use the system,
especially among participants who are unfamiliar with BIM
software.

In this study, we verify the effectiveness of the proposed
DBCMI system for CMI work by applying it to a Taiwanese
building project. +e results of the case study reveal that
the system allows participants to identify, track, co-
ordinate, and manage interfaces that are integrated in the
database-supported elements of the BIM models. +e field
experiment results further support that the proposed
system with BIM and WebGL technology provides an
effective, user-friendly platform for construction interface
management.

Table 2: System evaluation results.

Standard
deviation

Average
rating

System usage
Ease of interface communication 0.63 4.64
User interface 0.52 4.65
Willingness to use system for interface
communication 0.53 4.32

Ease of use 0.63 4.64
System capability
Reduces rework 0.47 4.71
Easy of finding BIM-based CMI
information 0.52 4.23

Improves BIM-based CMI problems and
results tracking 0.47 4.71

Reduces BIM-based CMI communication
rework 0.52 4.50

Enhances BIM-based CMI response
records 0.43 4.62

Reduces BIM-based interface issues sharing
problems 0.52 4.50

Illustrates and understand BIM-based
interfaces clearly 0.43 4.23

Enhances BIM-based interface illustrations
using BIM model elements 0.41 4.76

Improves BIM-based complete records for
CMI work 0.42 4.53

Note.+emean score is calculated on the basis of the participants’ rating on
a five-point Likert scale, where 1� “strongly disagree” and 5� “strongly
agree.”

Table 3: Project engineers’ evaluation comments.

No. Participant comments

1

+e proposed DBCMI system integrated with the
markup-enabled BIM viewer is very useful in

handling identified interface problems with related
BIM model elements.

2

+e DBCMI system saves considerable time (almost
one-third) when handling interface problems and
responses (e.g., reentry of information) and helps me
to communicate and resolve interface issues at the job

site effectively.

3
I can use the DBCMI system to respond to current
interface problems (or discussions) and easily access

unfinished interface results.

4
+e system helps me to understand all interface

problems, explanations, and illustrations through the
BIM models easily and quickly.

5

+e DBCMI system is very effective in the CMI
process and allows me to communicate the BIM

model elements related to the interface issues with the
engineers.

6

+e biggest advantage of DBCMI is that it records all
communication regarding the BIM model elements.
+is is helpful when I need to refer back to necessary

information about the elements.

7
+e DBCMI system is very effective for interface
management integrated with BIM. I can access the
system via the Internet to read interface information.

8

+e case study does not cover all interface issues
regarding the BIM models. +erefore, there are likely
to be problems in the practical application of BIM

technologies for interface management.

9
While the practical application is subject to many
limitations, the DBCMI system can enhance the

performance of interface communication.

10

I previously used e-mail to check and track the latest
inspection results and modification work for the final
as-built model. With the proposed markup-enabled
BIM viewer under the DBCMI system, I can now do
the same more quickly and effectively. +e system
significantly helps project engineers to communicate
and discuss interfaces and improves the decision-

making process.
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+is study makes the following major contributions. First,
we introduce IBS and MBS approaches integrating BIM and
interface management. Second, we develop a novel markup-
enabled BIM viewer using API to simplify BIM-based in-
terface management. Finally, the database-supported DBCMI
system overcomes the limitations associated with using tra-
ditional file-based BIM models for CMI work.

Going forward, construction interface management can
be improved and integrated with innovative technology. For
example, BIM can be integrated with augmented reality (AR)
and virtual reality (VR) technology to visualize construction
interface management effectively by general contractors
during the construction phase.
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In a building context, decisions made early in the design phase can have a major impact on maintainability of the resulting facility.
Effectively leveraging the knowledge of facility management teams in the design stage can lead to improved maintainability in the
operation phase, but this feedback can be challenging to elicit during the design stage because facility management teams may not
be formed by the time of design. +is requires designers, who may not have facility management experience, to think like facility
managers in order to consider the needs of the maintenance teams.+is paper examines the extent to which different visualization
media may be able to enable individuals without prior maintenance experience to identify maintainability concerns in a design
model. Student participants, without prior maintenance experience, were randomly assigned to explore a design to assess
maintainability concerns with either augmented reality (AR) or a traditional computer screen for viewing a Building Information
Model (BIM).+eir perceptions, behaviors, and statements were recorded and analyzed. Results indicate that BIM supports better
identification of potentially problematic areas, but AR allows users to more consistently determine why an area is problematic.
+is suggests an opportunity to use a hybrid BIM/AR approach for identifying and resolving maintainability considerations
during the design phase. +e findings from this work provide evidence to illustrate how AR and BIMmay enable individuals with
limited experience to be able to effectively think like facility managers in order to make better maintainability decisions during
design to lead to a better building during operation.

1. Introduction

Maintainability, defined as restoring a component to its
initial original design state [1], is essential for the long-term
functionality of any building [2]. Maintainability can greatly
impact the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and functionality of a
facility [3, 4], attributing to between 50% and 80% of a
project’s total cost [5, 6]. However, maintenance resources
are continually decreasing while costs continue to increase
[7], and facility managers (FMs) are facing an increasing
frequency of design-related maintainability issues [8]. Im-
proving maintenance processes is essential for the long-term
success of any project.

+e leading cause of operation and maintenance issues
in facilities is the lack of maintainability considerations in
the design phase, despite designers’ best efforts [9]. Although

designers attempt to make the best decisions possible, most
operational problems in a facility are largely attributed to
decisions made in the design phase [10]. For example, air
handler vents need to be opened to change filters on a
regular basis. If these units do not have sufficient clearance
for the vent to be opened, changing filters will be difficult or
impossible. +is example illustrates the type of impact that
design decisions can have on maintainability. Considering
maintainability in design decisions can lead to more sus-
tainable and cost-effective facilities during operation
[11, 12].

One possible strategy to produce more maintainable
facilities is to include FMs in the design phase [13]. While
this can provide substantial value when executed correctly,
researchers report potential problems with communi-
cation between FMs and designers [14]. Furthermore,
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communication between FMs and designers is uncommon
among industry teams [15]. +is is partly due to the fact that
facility management teams are frequently not formed by the
time of design, making it impossible to get their input [16].
Challenges in communication between designers and FM
teams can contribute to inadvertent downstream problems
resulting from early project decisions.

Augmented Reality (AR) is a visualization technology
that overlays virtual objects onto the real world [17]. +e use
of AR by designers to view models during design review
sessions allows them to physically interact with virtual de-
sign concepts at full scale, similar to how they would actually
interact with the physical building. +is suggests a theo-
retical opportunity for AR to enable designers to better
identify maintainability concerns by mimicking FM prac-
tices in maintainability-focused design review sessions,
through the physical interactions afforded with AR.

In recent years, construction professionals have been
getting more involved in the design phases of projects. In
fact, BIM adoption among contractors is higher than among
designers [18]. While this suggests BIM experience among
construction companies, experienced construction pro-
fessionals are diminishing due to the present labor shortage
in North America [19]. +is may illustrate the need for less-
experienced individuals to be able to effectively leverage BIM
and related technologies to provide critical input during
design. +is study aims to determine the extent to which
individuals with limited construction experience are able to
provide effective input using AR and more traditional BIM
visualization formats when participating in maintainability-
focused design review sessions.

+is paper answers the following questions: What be-
haviors related to designing for maintainability are enabled
while reviewing an existing design through AR as compared
to Building Information Models (BIMs) through a tradi-
tional computer screen? How does reviewing the design
using AR impact the recognition and evaluation of main-
tainability issues compared to BIM? +ese questions are
addressed using an experimental procedure comparing the
behaviors and performances of participants using AR and
traditional BIM during maintainability design review ses-
sions. +e subsequent sections detail the research approach
and findings.

2. Background

2.1. Designing for Maintainability. Maintainability is largely
impacted by design decisions, and these decisions often lead
to inadvertent consequences during the operation of a fa-
cility [20]. +e lack of maintainability considerations in the
design phase is further evident when considering FMs’ in-
creasing costs [21]. A number of factors, such as accessibility,
cleaning, and replacing components, and determination of
parts are all affected by decisions made in the design phase
[22]. +ese previous findings highlight the opportunity to
improve the current design process in order to create more
maintainable buildings.

Most areas that prove to be difficult to maintain are
directly related to a lack of maintainability considerations in

design [23, 24]. Checklists have been introduced to guide
designers to create more maintainable designs in general
[25] and also for specific systems [26]. Having a series of
checklists to consider for each component may lead to
cognitive overload while designing may lead to over-
designing [27]. Methods to include maintainability con-
siderations in design have been developed, but application of
such methodology has proven to be difficult.

In response to the challenges associated with following
detailed design checklists, other publications have suggested
general maintainability criteria for design professionals to
consider. For example, designers should ensure enough
space to allow access and reach to components [12], reduce
the general complexity of systems included [28], make the
design more easily adjustable in the future if needed [29],
and utilize longer-lasting components [12]. Despite ad-
vancements in designing for maintainability, maintenance
problems due to building designs persist [9].

2.2. Building Information Modeling. Building Information
Modeling (BIM) involves the development of virtual repre-
sentations of buildings with physical and functional features
[30]. +is includes information such as precise geometry, cost
estimates, material inventories, and project schedule to which
all participants refer throughout the process of design, con-
struction, operation, and maintenance [30]. While BIM use
has been increasing during design [31] and construction
stages [32], researchers are just beginning to realize its benefits
in the operations and maintenance stage [33]. BIM has been
used to aid in developing maintenance plans, in order for
maintenance personnel to locate and assess the location of
work orders in facilities [34]. Kumar and Cheng studied the
use of BIM to optimize space utilization and travel time in
facilities [35]. Wetzel and +abet developed a BIM-based
framework to increase FMs’ safety while attending to
maintenance repairs [36]. Another effort used BIM and
Construction Operations Building Information Exchange
(COBIE) to aid with preventative maintenance for facilities
[37]. Love proposed a learning mechanism to aid FMs in
recognizing the value of BIM and its benefits in facility
maintenance [38]. +ese studies illustrate the potential for
BIM to offer value in operation and maintenance phases.

However, fewer studies have incorporated BIM in the
design phase for FM purposes [39]. Wang illustrated the
potential for BIM to support design for FM by enabling
pathway optimization, energy management, and commis-
sioning [40]. Despite this potential, viewing virtual BIM
content for maintainability concerns can also be challenging,
and maintainability issues can easily be hidden within the
model [41]. +ese studies illustrate the potential for BIM to
elicit early design feedback that can support operational
needs, but it is not yet clear the extent to which BIM en-
vironments may effectively enable designers to think like
end-users to identify problematic design elements in existing
construction projects.

2.3. Augmented Reality. Augmented Reality (AR) is a
technology that enables virtual objects to be overlaid onto
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the physical world, allowing the user to view them as if they
were real [42]. AR has been shown to offer potential value in
different stages of a construction project [43]. In pre-
construction, an AR-based construction planning tool was
tested instead of using 2D plans to reduce construction
planning errors [44]. During construction, participants
using AR were observed to be significantly faster in as-
sembling electrical conduit than those using 2D plans, and
they had fewer errors [45]. Yeh et al. studied AR for on-site
information retrieval, in order to view construction drawing
specifications instantly instead of using 2D plans [46]. AR
was also used for equipment operationmodeling tomaintain
safe and effective construction practices [47]. +ese studies
illustrate how AR may support various performance gains
related to construction tasks.

In addition to construction applications, researchers
have also found merits to using AR technology in various
maintenance and maintainability tasks. Zhou discussed
the feasibility of using AR to rapidly inspect segment dis-
placement during tunneling construction [48]. Lee utilized
an AR interface that monitors real-time construction op-
eration data of equipment tomaintain efficiency on-site [49].
Other work demonstrated the use of an AR tool for FMs to
access additional information that they may need while
undergoing regular facility repairs and inspections [50]. AR
has also been used for maintainability by assistingmechanics
in removing and installing components, plugs, and fasteners
in the manufactured product industry [51]. Schall et al.
presented an AR system for aiding field workers of utility
companies in outdoor maintenance tasks [52]. While AR is
being increasingly utilized for maintenance during the
operation phase, little effort has been made to assess the
value of using AR to enhance maintainability considerations
of the different components during the design phase. +is
paper addresses this knowledge gap.

3. Methodology

To study the behaviors of individuals with limited facility
management experience when using AR and BIM during
maintainability design review sessions, the researchers
identified existing maintainability issues and developed a 3D
model that aggregated those areas into a single space. +e
researchers then used an experimental methodology to
compare students’ abilities to identify design concerns in the
same model when visualizing that content either with AR or
with BIM on a traditional computer screen. Figure 1 pro-
vides an overview of the researchmethodology followed.+e
subsequent sections detail the procedure followed by the
researchers.

3.1. Identifying Common Maintainability Issues. +e re-
searchers collaborated with the facility management team of
a large university to identify the most common maintain-
ability issues encountered in built facilities that could have
potentially been avoided with different design decisions. +e
researchers toured multiple facilities at the university, ac-
companied by the FM personnel responsible for maintaining

each facility. +e researchers noted and photographed the
areas that the FMs considered challenging or impossible to
maintain due to specific attributes of the design. Sub-
sequently, interviews were conducted to determine the
frequency of these problems in other facilities. Accessibility
was the main cause of maintainability concerns, and four
different types of maintainability issues were identified, as
summarized in Table 1.

+eoretically, these recurring types of accessibility
problems should be detected during maintainability-
focused design review sessions. However, as evidenced by
the frequency of observing these issues in practice, these
issues are often missed during design, which lead to in-
stances of unmaintainable building designs. +erefore, this
research aims to study the extent to which AR enables less-
experienced individuals to recognize critical maintainability
concerns that are frequently missed in the current design
process.

3.2. Model Development. A 5-meter by 5-meter equipment
room model was developed by the researchers for the pur-
poses of this experiment. In the model, three types of
maintainable elements were included: ball valves, push/pull
valves, and air vents. Twelve total elements were included. Six
of these incorporated maintainability problems that were
reported by the FM team and the other six represented ac-
ceptable design scenarios. Of the six problematic areas, three
corresponded to obstruction issues, and one corresponded to
horizontal reach, vertical reach, and other ergonomic re-
strictions, respectively. +e researchers chose to include more
obstruction issues in order to more accurately represent the
frequency of maintainability concerns, as reported by the FMs
during prior interviews and site walks. After developing the
model, it was shown to FMs, and they confirmed that the
maintainable areas were in fact maintainable and that the
nonmaintainable areas were in fact problematic. +is process
helped to validate that the building elements deemed to be
problematic and not problematic were accurately categorized,
according to current professionals. +e resultant model is
shown from two viewpoints in Figure 2.

All 12 valves and vents were numbered with unique
identification numbers (IDs) to enable participants to clearly
state which element they were viewing. +e numbered IDs
were not in any particular order and were not numbered one
through 12 to avoid participants from being able to discern
how many elements they should be seeing within the model.
Designers would not know how many problematic elements
they should be seeking during a model review, so the re-
searchers intentionally did not tell participants how many
they should be expecting either.

3.3. Developing AR Application. After finalizing the model
content, the authors began building the AR application.
+eoretically, the authors could have elected to use virtual
reality (VR) instead of AR, but VR does not intrinsically
allow a user to be able to see his or her own body in the
visualization experience. Instead, this may simulated
through the use of an avatar.While it is possible that VRmay
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provide value to a maintainability-focused design review, the
authors strategically targeted the unique physical engage-
ment affordances of AR.+is enabled them to determine the
extent to which participants would physically experiment in
the environment to perform the types of tasks that eventual
FMs would be expected to perform and observe how that
interaction may support the generation of relevant design
for maintainability feedback.

For this work, the authors elected to use the Microsoft
HoloLens, which is a head-mounted display (HMD) that
allows users to visualize the design at 1 :1 scale. +is device
uses infrared sensors to map users’ surroundings and allows
them to interact with virtual content overlaid onto their
view. Furthermore, this HMD does not require a physical
connection to a computer, which enables users to move
freely in space.

+emodel was exported from the native BIM software to
a FBX file, which was in turn imported into the Unity Game

Engine for development for the intended AR device. Scripts
were added in Unity to add control to the model. Four voice-
based commands were integrated: “Higher,” “Lower,”
“Reset,” and “Stop.” “Higher” moves the model downward
to simulate the user going slowly upward, and “Lower”
moves the model upward to simulate the user moving down.
+ese functions were added to allow users to simulate the
change in elevation and accessibility enabled by using a
ladder. To allow users to choose their own desired elevation
for exploration, a “Stop” function would stop model
movement when this word was spoken. Finally, “Reset”
enables the user to recalibrate the model into its initial
position on the ground floor automatically. +ese com-
mands allowed the participants to interact with the AR space
in a safe manner, but also allowed them to view the space
similarly to how a real FM might interact with the physical
space.

3.4. Experiment Activity. Participants were recruited from a
senior construction management class at Arizona State
University.+e participants had at least two internships each
and reflected the less-experienced target audience of this
paper. +e following sections detail the steps taken by
participants throughout the experiment.

3.4.1. Preexperiment. +e participants were first given a
consent form to permit their data to be used for research, in
accordance with the authors’ Institutional Review Board.
Participants were then asked to fill a prequestionnaire. +e
questions involved in this work are included in Table 2.

After participants completed the questionnaires, they
watched a video presentation that introduced the activity
to them. During this video, the valves and vents included
in the model were shown, and the function of each was

Developing and validating model for testing

Define BIM based 
on actual 

maintainability 
problems through 

FM interviews 

Prepare BIM for AR 
and load BIM onto 

a standard computer 
and screen for 

experimental testing

Verify that developed BIM 
accurately categorizes 

model elements according 
to FM team

Experimental procedure with model in BIM and AR

Participants 
complete

preactivity 
questionnaire

Researchers 
provide 

overview of 
visualization 

interface

AR physically
explores space to 

assess maintainability

BIM virtually
explores space to 

assess maintainability

Participants 
complete 

postactivity 
questionnaire

Participants 
explore alternate 
visualization and 

complete final 
questionnaire 

Figure 1: Model development and methodological approach followed by researchers.

Table 1: Accessibility categories and their definitions.

Categories Definition

Horizontal
reach

Areas that are difficult to reach on a
horizontal axis, not intended to include

instances where standard equipment would
allow a FM sufficient access

Vertical reach

Areas that are difficult to reach on a vertical
axis, not intended to include instances where

standard equipment would allow a FM
sufficient access

Obstruction
Areas that include components that block
other components’ range of motion during

maintenance

Other ergonomic
restrictions

+ese areas may result in FMs having limited
maneuverability while maintaining the

component
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demonstrated. For example, the way to open and close
specific valves was shown. Additionally, the four categories
of accessibility in Table 1 were explained to the participants.
+is helped to ensure that each participant understood what
type of model element he or she was expected to locate and
also that each participant could differentiate between the
access concern categories that were defined.

Before starting the design review activity, a think-aloud
protocol was also introduced to the participants. Participants
were specifically asked to state what they were thinking
throughout the activity. As participants identified numbered
building elements, they were asked to state the number of the
area they were exploring and then state whether the area was
maintainable or not. If participants stated that a modeled
element was not maintainable, they were asked to choose the
accessibility category that they felt described the nature of
the issue. If any participant did not state clear and complete
information about a particular modeled element that they
were exploring, the researcher intervened to ask for addi-
tional information as required. +is protocol helped to il-
lustrate the underlying thought processes performed by the
student participants.

3.4.2. During Experiment. Each participant was randomly
assigned to complete his or her design review using either
Navisworks on a traditional computer screen or using the
developed AR content. +e BIM and AR models used the
exact samemodel file (FBX format), which was exported from
commonly used BIM software. +is ensured that the specific
content viewed by all participants was identical and only the
format of that visualization changed. If the participant was

assigned to the computer screen, the “walk”, “zoom,” and
“orbit” commands in Navisworks were demonstrated. If the
participant was assigned to use AR, he or she was assisted in
wearing the headset, taught the four voice commands, and
instructed on how to physically navigate the space to move in
the virtual model. Figure 3 illustrates what the experimental
space and user experience involved in this work. In both AR
and BIM cases, the experiment began when the participant
stated that he or she understood how to navigate the model.

Each participant was asked to navigate the virtual space
in order to locate areas that included one of the numbered
components (i.e., ball valves, push/pull valves, and air vents)
in the real space, as illustrated in Figure 3. It was also made
clear to the participants to discontinue the activity imme-
diately if they felt any discomfort or dizziness. After locating
one of these components, the participant stated the in-
formation required from the think-aloud protocol. +e
entire design review experiment was video- and audio-
recorded, which allowed for subsequent analysis of results
by the researchers.

3.4.3. Postdesign Review Activity and Alternative
Visualization. After completing the activity using either vi-
sualization format, participants were provided with a post-
questionnaire. +e content of the questionnaire is included in
Table 3.

When participants completed the questionnaire, they
were shown the alternative visualization tool. If they orig-
inally viewed the model in AR, they were shown the model
on a computer screen and vice versa. +e participants were
asked to briefly look through the model and consider a single
instance of a valve or vent to familiarize themselves with the
alternate visualization format. Based on their experiences
with both visualization formats, a final questionnaire was
given to the participants. +e content presented in the
questionnaire can be seen in Table 4.

+e responses to these questions helped to illustrate the
perceptions of the students regarding their preferences after
they had an opportunity to explore both visualization formats.

3.5. Analysis. +ree main data points were extracted from
the design review activity: the number of areas that each
participant found, whether each identified area was

(a) (b)

Figure 2: 3D model used in both visualization methods.

Table 2: Prequestionnaire questions.

Prequestionnaire questions (and response options)
(1) Have you been a part of a design review session before? (Yes/
No)
(2) Have you been a part of a design review session that assessed
maintainability before? (Yes/No)
(3) Do you have any experience in facility maintenance? (Yes/No)
(4) If you answered “yes” to the previous question, please specify
your role and responsibilities during your experience. (Short
answer)
(5) Do you have any experience using AR? (Yes/No)
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considered by the participant to be maintainable or not, and
the accessibility category in which the participants placed
the areas, if applicable. +e data recorded during the ex-
periment were inputted into a spreadsheet, which allowed
for sorting and organizing the data points. +e data points
were then uploaded onto SPSS for statistical testing.
+e two visualization tools were compared according to
their ability to allow users to locate areas and navigate the
space, make effective maintainability decisions, classify
problematic areas into one of the four categories, and avoid
false identification of areas as nonmaintainable. False
identification of an area is an instance when an area is
located and reported as problematic by the participant even
though it did not receive any maintainability concerns
from the FMs interviewed. A representation of the analysis
structure and corresponding result section is illustrated in
Figure 4.

+e videos collected from the design review activity
were exported into behavioral coding video analysis soft-
ware. +e videos of the participants using AR were analyzed
for two specific sets of behavior: physical interactions and
verbal interactions with the model. A physical interaction

with the model consisted of any movement the individual
made relative to the model, such as using their arms to reach
out and gauge distance between themselves and a virtual
object. A verbal interaction was the use of any of the voice
commands within the AR application. +e data extracted
from the analysis process was imported into a spreadsheet.
+e findings relating to performance and perception are
presented in the following section.

4. Results

+e students involved in this work had completed three years
of academic coursework related to construction management
and were in the process of completing their fourth year. +eir
academic program of study includes courses related to
construction estimating, planning and scheduling, materials
and methods, basic structural analysis, building systems, and
other general education courses. Beyond their academic
background, the participating students also completed at least
one industry internship, with most students having com-
pleted more than this, which provided some basic industry
experience; to guide their behavior, 3.2% of the sample had
taken part in a maintainability-focused design review session
prior to participating in this research. Only 15.9% of the
sample had used AR at least once before, and 11.9% of the
sample had previous experience in the facility management
field. +e low percentage of participants with experience in
design review for maintainability and AR usage represent a
novice participant sample, while participants’ background
and experience in construction indicate a basic understanding
in the processes of designing, constructing, and operating
facilities.

4.1. Performance. +e two modes of visualization were
compared according to four criteria: (1) ability to locate areas
that would require maintenance; (2) ability to enable users to
make decisions about whether the area is maintainable or
not; (3) ability to correctly assess the type of accessibility
issue; and (4) ability of users to avoid false identification of
maintainability problems. Given the categorical nature of
the independent variables, the researchers used cross-tabs
and corresponding Pearson chi-square tests to identify
statistically significant relationships between the visualiza-
tion medium and criteria of concern. +e following sub-
sections detail the findings in each criterion.

(a) (b)

Figure 3: +e space used for the augmented reality environment: third person and first person views.

Table 3: Postquestionnaire questions.

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following
statements (0� strongly disagree and 10� strongly agree)
(1) It was easy to find the location of all targeted components
(2) I was able to identify which of the target elements posed a
maintainability concern
(3) I provided effective suggestions to improve maintainability

Table 4: Final questionnaire questions.

Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following
statements (0� strongly disagree and 10� strongly agree)
(1) Augmented Reality can help users think more like facility
managers
(2) I would prefer to use AR over traditional BIM in designing for
maintainability
(3) AR was easier to use than BIM (on computer screen)
(4) (Choose one) If I were to conduct another design for
maintainability design review session I would use:
(i) Augmented Reality (AR)
(ii) BIM (on computer screen)
(iii) AR and BIM (on computer screen)
(iv) Others
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4.1.1. Effect of Visualization Medium on Locating Areas.
An area is considered to be located when the participant
verbally states the selected area’s number. Table 5 shows the
number of areas and percentage found using each visuali-
zation medium.

When using BIM, the participants found 81.6% of the
numbered areas in space, compared to 73.7% of the areas
when using AR, and the difference is statistically significant
according to the chi-squared test (P value <0.05). +is in-
dicates that users are significantly better at finding areas of
interest in space using BIM on a traditional computer screen
compared to when using AR.

+is findingmay be explained by the differences afforded
through BIM and AR navigation. While the participant has
to physically walk through the space when using AR to see it
in its entirety, he or she can quickly pan and zoom through a
BIM on a computer screen to achieve the same functionality,
making space exploration significantly easier on a computer
screen. +is may explain the comparative ease of identifying
targeted building elements in BIM over AR.

4.1.2. Effect of Visualization Medium on Identifying If Areas
Are Accessible. After locating the points, the participants
were asked to decide if the area they had identified was
maintainable. Areas that had maintainability issues were
considered correctly identified when participants verbally
stated that an area was unmaintainable. Areas that did not
have maintainability issues were considered to be correctly
identified when participants stated that the area was
maintainable. Table 6 shows the number of areas identified
correctly in each medium.

When a point was found, it was correctly identified
82.4% of the time when using BIM on a screen, compared
to 84.3% of the time when compared to AR. While this
illustrates a numerical difference, there was not sufficient
evidence to indicate a statistical difference between these
performance findings according to the Pearson chi-
square test (P value >0.05). +erefore, this does not

provide evidence that either mode of visualization is
better for determining whether something is maintain-
able or not.

4.1.3. Effect of Visualization Medium on Identifying the Type
of Accessibility Issue. If participants locate the area and
decide it is unmaintainable, they are then prompted to
categorize the area into one of the accessibility subcategories.
+e number of correctly classified points in each medium
can be seen in Table 7.

When a point was correctly identified as unmaintainable,
a participant was able to correctly classify the reason 80.1%
of the time when using AR, compared to 73.7% of the time
when using BIM on a traditional computer display, and the
difference is significant at the 95% confidence level (P value
<0.05).

+is indicates that participants using AR were signifi-
cantly better at classifying maintainability problems. +is
could be attributed to the physical interactions enabled by
using AR, where the participant can check whether a system
is placed in the correct position in reference to the real
environment. +is finding is especially noteworthy because
it illustrates that the physical exploration afforded through
AR does not only provide a novel experience, but that this
experience actually impacts students’ ability to evaluate why
a given building component works or not more than BIM on
a computer screen.

4.1.4. Effect of Visualization Medium on Avoiding False-
Positive Identification. False-positive areas represent areas
that were verified as being maintainable by the FMs, but
were identified as being nonmaintainable by the participant
during the design review activity. Participant performance in
avoiding false-positives in both visualization media was
analyzed.

Table 8 shows the count and percentages of false-
positives identification.

4.1.3-4.1.4

4.1.2

4.1.1

Coressponding Results 
sections Area 

Found

Maintainable Nonmaintainable

Classified 
correctly

Classified 
incorrectly

False 
positives

Not found
Found: verbally stated the area number

Not found: did not verbally state the area 
number

Consists of one of the following components:
push/pull valves, ball valves, vents

Maintainable: verbally stated area is not
problematic

Nonmaintainable: verbally stated the area is 
problematic

Classified correctly: verbally stated a category that 
matched the categories verified by FMs

Classified incorrectly: verbally stated a category that 
does not match the category verified by FMs

False positives: verbally stated the area is
nonmaintainable even though it was previously validated 

to be maintainable by FMs

Figure 4: Steps for analyzing design review session.
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When a participant was using AR, he or she falsely
identified only 11.8% of maintainable areas as unmain-
tainable. Conversely, when a participant was using BIM on a
traditional computer screen, he or she falsely identified
24.7% of maintainable as unmaintainable. +e difference is
significant at the 95% confidence level. +is suggests that
using AR reduces the need to review correctly designed areas
in a given space, further increasing the productivity of the
reviewers.

Furthermore, when using AR, participants verbally and/
or physically interacted with the model in 96.8% of the areas
considered. In 74.2% of the cases, the participants chose to
invoke verbal interactions, allowing them to safely simulate
actions that would have been undertaken by the FM, such as
climbing a ladder. In 90.3% of the cases, the participants
physically interacted with the model (i.e., reached out to
physically touch virtual building components in an attempt
to mimic the types of actions that FMs would perform). +is
highlights the natural inclination of participants to physi-
cally interact with the model, taking further advantage of the
unique opportunities enabled by this mode of visualization.

+ese interactions, especially the physical ones, are
unique to this type of visualization andmay be the reason for
the enhanced performance compared to viewing the same
model on a computer screen. Similar to the results on
classifying building elements, this suggests that the in-
teractions afforded in AR allow participants to more ef-
fectively evaluate design elements for maintainability.

In the prequestionnaire, each participant was asked to
identify whether he or she had any experience participating

in design review sessions and whether any of those sessions
were specifically maintainability-focused review sessions.
Furthermore, participants were asked if they had any ex-
perience in facility management or with using AR prior to
this research activity. While the responses illustrated some
variation in levels of experience among participants, none of
these individual attributes indicated any statistically sig-
nificant effects on the performance. In other words, when
assessing the ability of participants to find areas in the
model, correctly identify whether the areas are maintainable
or not, and correctly classify areas deemed to be unmain-
tainable, none of the individual attributes of participants had
an impact on their performance.

4.2. Perception. +e participants were asked to rate their
performance on a Likert scale from 1 to 10, with 10 being the
highest level of agreement with the statements, after com-
pleting the activity. +e questions and average response per
communication medium are detailed in Table 9. +e par-
ticipants seem generally comfortable using both viewing
media, with bias towards AR, especially when asked about
the ability of identifying maintainable areas. +is is espe-
cially noteworthy because it illustrates that their perception
may not necessarily match their behavior. For example,
students in the AR group generally reported higher per-
ceived ability to find components, but comparatively lower
ability to determine which components posed maintain-
ability concerns, even though this finding is in opposition to
the behavioral coding analyses.

Table 5: Effect of visualization medium in locating areas and corresponding chi-square results.

Medium Count, % within medium
Locating areas

Total Pearson chi-square P value
Not found Found

BIM (on-screen) Count 73 323 396

0.004% within medium 18.4% 81.6% 100.0%

AR Count 98 274 372
% within medium 26.3% 73.7% 100.0%

Table 6: Effect of visualization medium on identifying accessibility and corresponding chi-square results.

Medium Count, % within medium
Correct identification

Total Pearson chi-square P value
Incorrect Correct

BIM (on-screen) Count 57 266 323

0.262% within medium 17.6% 82.4% 100.0%

AR Count 43 231 274
% within medium 15.7% 84.3% 100.0%

Table 7: Effect of visualization medium on maintainability classification.

Medium Count, % within medium
Correct classification

Total Pearson chi-square P value
Incorrect Correct

BIM (on-screen) Count 70 196 266

0.046% within medium 26.3% 73.7% 100.0%

AR Count 46 185 231
% within medium 19.9% 80.1% 100.0%
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After using the second visualization medium at the end
of the session, the participants were given an additional
questionnaire. +is helped to illustrate the preference of
students to use one mode of visualization over the others.
Table 10 summarizes the questions and average answers of
the participants. +e responses were rated on a Likert scale
from 1 to 10, with 10 being the highest level of agreement.

In general, the participants agreed that AR can help users
think more like facility managers in designing for main-
tainability. In fact, when asked to choose a visualization
medium that they would like to use for a design review
session, 93% of the respondents stated they would use a
combination of on-screen BIM and AR. Participants stated
that while viewing the same area in AR in comparison to
BIM, they changed their classification of the area, stating that
now that they could explore the space with reference to their
own bodies and the surroundings they were able to identify
possible accessibility complications in the BIM. +e results
indicate that participants realized that they were able to
conduct more accurate inspections of the areas using AR,
but may have been inclined to use both visualization
methods due to the navigation capabilities of BIM.

5. Discussion

AR and BIM on a computer screen both showed advantages
to users’ performance. BIM on a computer screen allowed
users to locate components in the model more effectively,
while AR enabled users to identify how or why an area posed
maintainability issues more accurately than with BIM on
a computer screen. Furthermore, viewing the model in an
AR environment enabled the users to avoid false-positive
identification more than with BIM on a computer screen. It
is also noteworthy that no participant felt any discomfort or
dizziness while conducting the activity. In addition to the
behavioral evidence that illustrates the potential value of-
fered by both modes of visualization, the students also re-
ported perceived value to both formats for various reasons.
+erefore, in order to capitalize on the observed behavioral

affordances and perceived advantages of each visualization
method, the researchers propose a hybrid visualization
approach to performing maintainability-focused design
review sessions. Figure 5 illustrates the steps involved in the
suggested hybrid method.

First, the researchers assume a 3D model of the designed
space is either developed or obtained by the review team. A
user would then start by exploring the space using a tra-
ditional computer screen, locating any areas that may seem
problematic. Exploring the model on a screen initially will
mitigate AR’s current limitations in rendering and navi-
gating large spaces and enable the user to automatically
query the model to quickly locate similar types of devices,
such as valves and vents, that may present problems.

Once the areas are located, the user can then export the
model to an AR viewing environment. In AR, he or she can
inspect each area, leveraging the physical and verbal in-
teractions uniquely afforded by AR. +en, he or she would
identify whether each area is maintainable or not. While
evidence collected in this work did not indicate a perfor-
mance difference in the ability to determine whether or not
elements are problematic, AR enabled users to more ef-
fectively avoid falsely identifying acceptable areas as prob-
lematic. +erefore, this approach would capitalize on the
benefits observed by users of AR.

For all the areas that the user determines that are
unmaintainable, he or she would classify them into one of
the four categories previously defined. Classifying the
unmaintainable areas may further facilitate the process of
rectifying the errors by offering a descriptive explanation of
the reason why the area is not maintainable. +is would
remove the need to speculate during the design revision
phase.

Once all the unmaintainable areas are identified and
classified, the user may use either an AR or a BIM envi-
ronment to discuss solutions. An external stakeholder can
also be added to the discussion at this point, where AR can
allow him or her to explore the design by simply walking and
looking around, regardless of previous experience.

Table 8: Effect of medium on false-positive identification and corresponding chi-squared results.

Medium Count, % within medium
Correct identification

Total Pearson chi-square P value
Incorrect Correct

BIM (on-screen) Count 37 113 150

0.0035% within medium 24.7% 75.3% 100.0%

AR Count 14 105 119
% within medium 11.8% 88.2% 100.0%

Table 9: Postquestionnaire-perception results.

Statement AR
average

BIM
average

It was easy to find the location of all targeted
components 8.65 8.13

I was able to identify which of the target
elements posed a maintainability concern 8.69 9.06

I provided effective suggestions to improve
maintainability 8.32 8.13

Table 10: Alternative visualization questionnaire results.

Statement
Mean

agreement
(1–10)

Augmented reality can help users think more like
facility managers. 9.1

I would prefer to use AR over traditional BIM in
designing for maintainability 7.63

AR was easier to use than BIM (on computer screen) 7.17
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Once a solution is chosen, the model is rectified in a
traditional BIM environment, and the model is once again
exported to an AR environment, and the newly adjusted
areas are checked once again for maintainability issues. +is
loop would continue until no maintainability issues can be
found. +is may be difficult to execute if the design is not
adequately detailed, which is why this approach is best used
during late stages of design. At that point, the model can
then be finalized in a traditional BIM environment. +is
process provides an evidence-based approach to
maintainability-focused design review sessions, but should
still be independently tested to validate its effectiveness in
the context of actual maintainability design reviews.

6. Limitations

+ere are a few limitations to the work presented in this
paper related to the process and the model explored. First,
during this design review session, the participants were
prompted to look solely for maintainability concerns related
to certain systems while exploring the space. In most actual
design review sessions, designers do not focus only on
maintainability of certain systems. +ey also consider other,
nonmaintainability-related factors, such as the overall de-
sign of the room, the fit of the equipment, constructability,
and other concerns depending on the type of the project.
+erefore, this focus on maintainability concerns for
certain building components could have impacted the ability
of the participants in this work to identify maintainability
concerns in design. While this may illustrate a practical
limitation based on current design review practices, it also
illustrates evidence to further suggest value to changing
the way that maintainability reviews are conducted in
order to leverage the unique affordances provided by AR and
BIM when designers specifically consider the needs of FM

professionals. Fully adopting this type of approach could
lead to a decrease in design-related maintainability issues.

Additionally, the researchers designed the space used in
this experiment by aggregating a number of areas from
different existing facilities that were observed to be difficult
to maintain. While both maintainable and nonmaintainable
areas were included in the model, the density of the com-
ponents in the overall space could potentially be higher than
other equipment rooms typically reviewed in design ses-
sions. +is approach allowed the researchers to collect
statistically significant samples by allowing each participant
to find (or fail to find) known building components in a
confined space, but it may not exactly represent the density
of maintenance concerns experienced in typical design re-
view sessions. While this should not influence the users’
ability to classify components, it could theoretically allow
participants in this work to locate model components more
easily. +is limits the extent to which authors can claim that
others would find similar percentages of elements in other
models; however, the proposed hybrid BIM/AR review
strategy would negate this issue. If future researchers and
practitioners use BIM on a computer screen to quickly
identify specific building components, through automatic
model queries, they could identify all points of interest
regardless of model size or density. +en, they could use AR
to quickly investigate the maintainability of each of the
identified building components.

7. Conclusion

+e researchers aimed at understanding the behaviors of
individuals with limited facility management experience
when using AR in comparison to on-screen BIM for
maintainability-focused design review sessions. +e re-
searchers followed a comparative experimental approach,

BIM

AR
Is area

maintainable
?

Unmaintainable

Area is maintainable

Locate areas for
consideration

Obtain
design
model

Classify issue

Discuss
solutions

Finalize
design

decision
Modify model

Figure 5: Hybrid visualization approach.
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where half the participants used on-screen BIM and the
other half used AR to locate areas, identify whether they are
maintainable, and classify the maintainability problems
using a previously defined paradigm. Participants that used
BIM on a traditional computer screen were significantly
more effective at locating relevant building components in
space. However, by leveraging the physical interactions
enabled by AR, the participants were more effective at
identifying whether an area is maintainable or not and
significantly more effective at classifying maintainability
issues and reducing false-positive observations.

+e researchers propose a hybrid visualization method
for maintainability-focused design review sessions, which
capitalizes on the benefits of both BIM on a traditional
computer screen and AR visualizations. Using this method, a
user would start by exploring the space on a computer screen
to locate the areas of interest. +en, he or she would use AR
to identify whether the previously located areas are main-
tainable and classify the maintainability problem when
appropriate. Using immersive and interactive visualization
approaches can enable inexperienced individuals to make
more maintainable designs, especially considering the dif-
ficulties of incorporating FM input and maintainability
criteria during the design phase.

+e contribution of this work is in providing evidence of
the differences in behaviors and decision-making observed
by individuals with limited facility management experience
when considering maintainability. Furthermore, this work
contributes a new hybrid approach to using BIM and AR in
conjunction to capitalize on the unique affordances of both
technologies. +ese contributions will allow future re-
searchers to target specific user behaviors related to de-
signing for maintainability and will also allow them to
implement the proposed hybrid BIM/AR strategy to make
better-informed design decisions to support maintainability.
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Structural engineering companies (SECs) currently have a series of deficiencies that hinder their processes and interactions,
decreasing their productivity, lacking collaborative and interconnected processes, not including current work methodologies such
as building information modeling (BIM). 1e BIM methodology seeks to integrate processes and professionals involved in
engineering tasks by working on platforms with coordinated and intelligent 3D virtual models. BIM has great potential for
structural engineering companies (SEC) and solves their most salient problems. 1is paper defines a methodology to implement
BIM in the SEC, focused on solving the complexities of the design phase, those that make the implementation of BIM in these
offices a nontrivial task. Characterized by the optimization of resources, flexibility, and adaptability, themethodology proposed for
BIM implementation within SEC clearly and objectively identifies the resources and expectations of the organizations, sets out the
requirements necessary to develop the BIM methodology, and provides practical and technical recommendations for planning
and monitoring the implementation.

1. Introduction

In a building or infrastructure project, the structural design,
materialized in the analysis, design, and documentation of
structures is a complex and dynamic process that undergoes
constant modifications and restrictions during the life-cycle
of the project on the orders of the client, the architect, and/or
contributions from other professionals [1]. In structural
engineering companies (SECs), interactions between both
professionals within and outside the organization and the
workflows tend to situations that decrease productivity,
interaction problems among different professionals, in-
efficient delivery of information, and inadequate commu-
nication channels, reworks, and recurrent changes, among
others [2].

Building information modeling (BIM) is one of the most
important and promising changes in the architecture, engi-
neering, and construction (AEC) industries, as it represents a

paradigm shift in the conception and gestation of projects,
allowing for the development of a detailed virtual model for
the different phases of a project life-cycle. Improving col-
laboration and harmony and achieving higher levels of effi-
ciency, BIM allows integration in the AEC industry, which is
usually characterized by fragmentation [1]. Currently, with
complex and large engineering projects, these methodologies
and technologies are enabling the management and pro-
cessing of the generated data [2–4].

1e structural design phase represents one of the most
complex and dynamic tasks in the life-cycle of a project,
given that structural behavior must be rigorously analyzed in
adherence to a series of regulatory provisions, not to
mention professional practices. 1is significance makes the
structural design phase an essential component of the
generation of the BIM model [5]. In addition, modern ar-
chitectural designs increasingly include complex geometric
configurations of buildings [6], which make structural
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analysis of buildings more complex [7]. Notwithstanding the
above, there is still not a unanimously accepted method for
information transfer at the structural design stage, and so it
continues to be the weak link in BIM model workflows [8]. It
is therefore essential to be able to solve this latter barrier and
efficiently incorporate structural area processes into the work
chain of typical projects, taking advantage of the fact that the
success of BIM depends, to a large extent, on the efficient
exchange of information generated by different disciplines
[9]. BIM implementation within a structural engineering
company is not a trivial task, as it represents a complete
evolution of the way the work process develops [10].

1emain goal of this document is to revise and provide a
solution to the current problems within traditional industry
standards, developing a methodology for BIM imple-
mentation in structural engineering companies (SEC), in-
cluding procedures, interactions, and workflows [11];
recommendations for computer programs and communi-
cation networks; and other variables necessary for success.

1is paper is structured on the basis of a robust bib-
liographic review of scientific journals in the area, together
with studies of expert recommendations that define the
problems of the structural design phase and the potential of
the BIM methodology. 1is methodology is structured on
the basis of six sections: company analysis, reformulation of
the BIM objective in the company, requirements for the
adoption of BIM, determination of the “implementation
gap,” strategies and planning for implementation, and fi-
nally, the assessment and monitoring.

2. Literature Review

Current procedures in structural engineering companies are
dynamic and iterative. 1e analysis and design of structure is
based on trial and error processes, until the convergence of
structural models and defines and designs the various ele-
ments that make it up [12]. 1is process is also constantly fed
by changes coming from the senior structural engineer and/or
the architect, generating recurrent revisions of the design that
must be studied again. In addition, the interactions between
the various professionals in this phase are high but poorly
systematized and not optimized, establishing artisan com-
munication channels, which causes lack of information and
disconnection [1]. 1ese situations entail a series of in-
teraction problems, both within the company and with ex-
ternal professionals, which translate into productivity losses,
in addition to the fact that they have not incorporated col-
laborative workmethodologies to optimize their processes [2].

Building information modeling (BIM) is a collaborative
work methodology that seeks to connect people, processes,
and digital models in building and infrastructure projects,
thereby allowing fluidity in the transfer of information and
communication [1]. 1us, with a digital graphic represen-
tation of the physical characteristics and functionality of the
project, it is sought to manage the phases of design, con-
struction, and administration throughout the life-cycle,
considering relevant the information associated with the
graphic representation, which allows its work and use for
various functions [13].

1e need for BIM in the early stages of the project is very
relevant [14]. 1e MacLeamy time-effort distribution curve
in Figure 1 shows how capacity to influence costs and
changes of a project is greater at the design stage and de-
creases significantly as the project enters the operation phase
(curve 1). At the same time, the cost of making changes is
very low during the design phase and quite high in the
operation phase. Curve 3 shows traditional design behavior,
while curve 4 shows how performance shifts to the left when
using BIM technologies, allowing for greater ability to make
changes at lower costs [15]. It should be noted that dis-
placement of the curve necessarily involves interactions
between all phases of the project; this is where BIM and nD
modeling have great potential for industry integration [16].

Specifically, BIM has been demonstrated to facilitate
communication and information transmission between
professionals from different disciplines during the structural
design process, allowing greater accessibility and constant
updating of information, even in real time [17]. BIM en-
hances knowledge sharing management, reducing the time
and cost of solving problems related to constructability and
projects coordination [18]. In addition, it allows architects
and structural engineers (bidirectional flow) to visualize
modifications and conflicts and assists immediate decision
making, significantly reducing rework and optimizing
project times and costs [8]. Also, by detecting errors in
advance and automating variables that were traditionally
used in “manual” processes, BIM also enhances automation
of detail engineering and documentation processes, re-
ducing work times and increasing project quality [19, 20].
1e possibility of integrating structural and nonstructural
elements into the model controls performance of the whole.
Once structural analysis has been carried out and member
sections have been verified, BIM allows SEC to monitor how
structural behavior affects nonstructural elements and/or
other components of the project (considerations that would
otherwise be too complex without the use of this type of
tool). 1us reductions in costs for repairs when the structure
is used differently, or when affected by adverse natural effects
(earthquakes, hurricanes, among others) [7].

1e correct exchange, quality information extraction
and storage, are relevant to the success of BIM. 1ere, the
importance of universal archives, such as IFC format, is
relevant to the achievement of these objectives [21].

In spite of the above lack of agreement, there are
methodologies or guidelines for BIM implementation,
mainly from developed countries such as the United States,
Holland, and the United Kingdom, among others.1ese lists
of recommendations for BIM are structured around project
development [22], the roles included, and the tasks, ob-
jectives, and responsibilities of each of the participants in the
process [23]. However, the steps for implementing BIM in
companies remain to be defined: plans, training, studies,
progressive changes, etc.

It is important to clarify that BIM implementation does
not modify design criteria or standards, but rather re-
structures the way professionals and processes develop and
interact with each other. 1us, each team member becomes
aware of the importance and objectives of the process, has
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well-defined roles and responsibilities, and acquires
knowledge of the requirements for skills, competencies,
processes, and interactions needed for project success.
Furthermore, the implementation plan serves as a guide for
new professionals to join the task at hand and is a reference
for future evaluations of success in the company [10].

3. Methodology for BIM
Implementation in SECs

1e BIM implementation methodology for structural en-
gineering companies (SEC) has different stages, as shown in
Figure 2. 1e methodology maintains implementing manual
principles from leading authors, methodological recom-
mendations, templates, and guides of the “BIM Handbook”
and the “Project Execution Planning guide” [23, 24] while
expanding and adapting the same for SEC. It is mainly
characterized by clear and flexible processes for company
requirements, objective evaluations of resources and pro-
cesses, real implementation requirements identified, and
maximally optimized costs.

1e requirements for an implementation methodology
necessarily include recognizing the objectives, expectations,
and approaches that a given company wishes to achieve
when incorporating BIM methodology; identifying roles,
teams, and functional structures; planning gradual scales
and speeds of implementation and training; and identifying
the alignment of management and staff, along with a detailed
program of action, according to experiences reflected in

various research documents [25–27]. In addition to the
above recommendations, the model in the present paper has
additional components to generate a more complete and
flexible implementation methodology, summarized in six
major sections: company analysis; reformulation of the BIM
objective in the company; requirements for the adoption of
BIM; determination of the “implementation gap”; strategies
and planning for implementation; and finally, assessment
and monitoring.

Below, each section of the methodology as shown in
Figure 2 is detailed.

3.1. Business Analysis and Diagnosis. In order to refocus
company activities using BIM methodology, it is necessary
to understand how the organization works, what resources it
possesses, and its expectations and projections for the future.
In this way, the implementation will be aligned with the
objectives, vision, and mission of the company, will take
advantage of available resources, and will generate the most
suitable plan. From the very first contact with the company,
management staff must be instructed on BIM in order to
bring them closer to the methodology and show them its
potential. Afterwards, in order to carry out a complete study
of company operations and characterize its needs, all the
necessary information points below are to be developed.

3.1.1. General Information. General, information on the
organization is to be collected, which is useful for identi-
fication of the company and future management. 1e
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following is requested: name of the company, address,
contact, professional contact, organizational chart, number
and type of professionals, working hours, and timetables
available for training sessions.

3.1.2. Focus and Expectations of the Company. 1e imple-
mentation plan should be aligned with company vision,
mission, and the objectives it seeks to achieve through BIM
implementation. 1us, three perceptions should be defined:

Analysis and diagnosis of the company

Analysis and rethinking of the BIM purposes and 
objectives declared by the company

Purposes and objectives of
BIM in the company

Characteristics and 
resources of the company

Gives

Rethinking aims and 
objectives

This is used to carry out

Company 
agrees?

Yes

No

BIM purposes and objectives 
in the company (final)

Aims and objectives, short term

Aims and objectives, medium term

Aims and objectives, long term

Identification of requirements to meet the purposes 
and objectives of BIM in the company Team roles

Technologies to be used

Organization of physical space

BIM workflow

BIM modeling protocolDetermine ″implementation gap″

Requirements are subtracted from the 
current available resources

Real implementation 
requirements

Implementation planning

General strategy

Assigning roles

BIM office protocol

Requirements costs

Indicators for quality and achievement of purposes and objectives

Assessment and monitoring

Creation of company vignettes and 
templates in BIM software

Knowledge monitoring

Resolving doubts

Development of parametric elements

Monitoring compliance with objectives and plan

Various integral assessments

Parallel and incremental implementation

Definition of pilot project

Definition of percentage of professionals involved

Technology implementation plan

Physical space remodeling plan

Strategic adaptation of traditional workflow to BIM workflow

Training strategy

Standardization and creation of elements for working on BIM platforms

Implementation costs

Assessment and 
monitoring costs

Figure 2: Methodological model for BIM implementation in structural engineering companies (SEC).
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(1) vision of the organization; (2) target market and projects
developed; and (3) purpose of BIM implementation.

Identifying the vision and mission of the company
implies understanding its own definitions of how it was
conceived, how it has acted, and how it projects itself to-
wards the future. Respondents should be ready to answer
how BIM will help meet these institutional objectives.

1e organization should be explicit about their target
market and the size, type, and approximate duration of the
project it is developing in order to timely inform re-
quirements and provisions for respective contractors in
alignment with BIM deliverables.

1e organization must also state the objectives for which
it wishes to adopt BIM. 1ese may include lower costs,
improved project quality, reduced time, participation in new
markets, and/or regulatory requirements, among others.1e
organization delivers these objectives expressed in expec-
tations of concrete goals (tasks and dates).

3.1.3. Evaluation of Available Resources. Available resources
are evaluated through three categories: (1) human resources;
(2) technological resources; and (3) physical space and office
furnishings. For each of these, it is necessary to know in-
vestment, renovation, and/or plans for expansion in order to
identify previously assigned resources and align some
implementation costs.

1e human resources available are evaluated to obtain
information regarding capabilities and competencies, with
technical and personal skills such as: technical competencies
(TC), personal and collaborative work skills (PCWS),
mentality and willingness to change (MWC), and alignment
with the vision and development of the company (AVDC).
In order to obtain high levels of veracity during consulta-
tions, self-assigned scores from each professional (Pp)
should be weighted against the evaluation of their direct
supervisor (Ps), at the discretion of the evaluator. Table 1
shows the skills and abilities that should be consulted with
company employees. Items should be added or removed for
specific computer programs, depending on the context of the
company. 1e list shown, while not exhaustive, includes the
most frequently found programs in offices surveyed.

Inventory of the company’s technological resources
should include hardware and software; all software or virtual
tools and/or platforms used should be accounted for. 1us,
at least 3 broad categories of these media items are available:
equipment (brand, model, processor, video card, RAM, hard
disk, and video adapter); software and/or virtual platforms
(name, developer, local provider, type and cost of licenses,
description of use); and local and/or “cloud” servers (brand,
model, capacity, and description of the network).

BIM implementation requires fluid interaction among
project team members, and it is essential that the physical
workspace within the company allows for this type of in-
teraction [24, 25]. 1is is why the organization must submit
its plans for the existing physical facilities, detailing locations
of facilities, networks, furnishings, and people in order to
understand staff interaction conflicts within the office and to
propose restructurings adapted to the current scenario
during BIM implementation.

3.1.4. Analysis of Current Deliverables. 1e company should
report current deliverables. 1e need to know the charac-
teristics of organizational deliverables lies in the fact that the
product achieved through BIM implementation must align
with current indicators.

Any deliverable an organization currently has should be
included in a document called the “Traditional Design and
Drafting Practices Manual,” which details development of
the plans made under traditional work methodology and
standardizes work done within the SEC. 1e aim is for the
organization to clarify three characteristics: (1) minimum
regulatory framework required; (2) standards set by the SEC
above regulatory requirements; and (3) established check-
points for verifying information at all levels of project de-
velopment to prevent the spread of errors and to seek timely
correction. Many companies already have this document for
office criteria, so its identification should not be complex.

Table 1: Items for measuring human resources.

Item Competencies

TC

1 Mastery SAP2000
2 Mastery ETABS
3 Mastery of SAFE
4 Mastery AutoCAD 2D
5 Mastery of AutoCAD 3D
6 Advanced mastery EXCEL

7 Mastery of the programming program (MatLab,
other)

8 Mastery structural robot
9 Mastery of advance steel
10 Mastery advance concrete
11 Mastery of tekla structures
12 Master and other structure programs (please specify)
13 Mastery revit architecture
14 Mastery revit structure
15 Mastery revit MEP
16 Mastery archicad
17 Mastery of navisworks
18 Mastery of “working in the cloud” (please specify)
19 Mastery of other BIM programs (please specify)
20 Mastery standards of structural design
21 Mastery of plan detailing standards
22 Mastery of BIM methodology

PCWS

23 Leadership
24 Collaborative work
25 Management control skills
26 Problem solving skills
27 Creativity
28 Conflict management
29 Ability to persuade
30 Communication skills
31 Negotiation skills
32 Sense of discipline

MWC

33 Quality orientation
34 Self-study capability
35 Flexibility to change
36 Readiness for training and new studies

AVDC

37 Organizational sensitivity
38 Alignment with company vision
39 Alignment with the company’s mission
40 Commitment to the company
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3.1.5. Evaluation of Current Processes. Evaluation of current
processes (and components thereof) within the organization
is developed along three lines: current workflow and pro-
cesses; programs used in each activity; and current problems.
Workflow and processes within the organization are to be
identified for all types of resources and deliverables. In
general, companies in the field do not formally define
processes; however, professionals usually do have a clear
definition. 1e evaluator then translates the declared pro-
cesses into a workflow template. For each of the activities
declared within the workflow, any programs used to develop
or support work should be indicated. 1is helps to identify
current problems in the organization. To this end, Muñoz
[2] published a nonexhaustive set of 25 common problems
that occur in structural engineering offices, which are
reproduced in Table 2.

3.2. Analysis and Rethinking of the Purpose and Objectives of
BIM as Stated by the Company. 1e statement of objectives
that the organization seeks to achieve by incorporating BIM
in some cases may come from partial or misconceived
knowledge of, rather than the full potential embodied in,
BIM. In view of this, once company objectives have been
defined and placed within the framework of its character-
istics (size, resources, etc.), the objectives to be achieved
through BIM must be reconsidered in order to optimize
resource use for investments, or to place concrete goals on
the expectations raised. 1e fulfillment of objectives should
also be distributed throughout the short, medium, and long
terms.

3.3. Requirements for the Adoption of the BIM. 1e imple-
mentation plan identifies all the requirements necessary for
an SEC to work with BIM by considering the important
contributions from current organization attributes and
resources.

3.3.1. Team Roles. Since the implementation plan in this
paper focuses on SEC, it is necessary to adapt traditional
generic BIM roles to the development of structural design
and calculation under BIM methodology [28–30]. 1e
construction of BIM roles for the work team expands and
adapts the four roles and 15 competencies from the BIM role
matrices as proposed by both the Dutch BIR [31] and
Chilean BIM Plan [25], given that they propose in a simple
and complete way the generic roles that must be assumed in
the BIM methodology. In addition, the BIM approach of the
United Kingdom [E] has been studied, pioneers in BIM
worldwide, considering the articulation of tasks and roles
that they include, focused on aspects of training and skills
that must be assumed. It is important to note that BIM roles
assign responsibilities and functions to different members of
the work team; they are not necessarily related to specialties
or positions, and moreover, they can be developed by more
than one person or allow one person to exercise more than
one role. Table 3 shows the five roles the current SEC BIM
plan considers: BIM coordinator, BIM modeler, BIM

reviewer, BIM project engineer, and BIM leader. In addition,
the skills and abilities of the roles detailed by the Chilean
BIM Plan and the Dutch BIR have been adapted to nu-
merical parameters in order to quantitatively establish re-
quirements for the different attributes and capabilities for
professionals assuming a specific BIM role. Table 4 shows

Table 2: Typical problems in structural engineering companies
(SEC) [2].

Interaction No. Problems in SEC

I-E

1 Various returns of the projects to architecture

2 Delay in return of plans from architecture,
protested by the SEC

3 No notification or specification of changes in
plans from architecture

4 Inefficient communication channels with
architecture

5 Few direct coordination meetings with
architecture

6
Lack of initial coordination (defining channels,
means for working, and feedback) in early

architecture-engineering interactions

7 Differences in modeling criteria between
architecture and SEC

8
Delays in deliveries due to questioning of
calculations based on differences in design

criteria between project review offices

9 Projects returned to the SEC due to doubts/
errors identified during the construction phase

10 Postdelivery changes to total costs of bulk work
(reduced costs)

1-E/I-I

11

Loss of information from central source
(architect, client) when passing across the desks
of senior engineers, coordinators, up to the

executing project engineer

12 1ere is no logbook/record of project
modifications

13 Presence of downtime in projects

I-I

14
1e exchange of information between the
engineer-designing draftsman is “manual”
(handwritten plans, verbal indications, etc.)

15 Large number of reworks by the designing
draftsman due to recurring changes

16 Errors in final structural plans

17 Excessive work for designing draftsmen because
of large amount of detail in the projects

18 Redrawing of architectural plans to structural
plans

19 Changes in analysis models (partial or global)
due to project modifications

20 Identification of errors and/or omissions in
near-completed projects

21 Low internal control of ongoing activities and
projects

22 Decreased efficiency due to multiple jobs
performed in parallel by one professional

23 Excessive rework by the project engineer

24 Large number of spreadsheets (excel, etc.) that
make the design process slow and cumbersome

25
Many projects with similar deadlines as all
clients want their projects to be completed
quickly (everyone needs theirs “yesterday”)
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Table 3: Characteristics of BIM roles.

Role Main characteristics Model

BIM leader

Responsible for commanding BIM implementation
in the organization, defining protocols, and guiding
the BIM execution plan (BEP). Must have extensive

knowledge of BIM methodology.

BIM reviewer

Responsible for verifying that the modeling is correct,
based on technical and normative aspects and

according to organizational protocols.

BIM coordinator

Articulator of the BIM process in the organization,
responsible for model validation and coordination.
Serves as a point of contact among different modelers
and specialties—must comply with the BEP and be

fully aware of BIM standards, mandates, and
regulations.

BIM modeler

In charge of developing BIM models, including 3D
visualizations and information associated with the
elements. Must have a broad mastery of the related
computational tools and a broad knowledge of the

discipline modeled.

BIM project engineer

Professional who performs modeling, analysis, and
structural design, but who has acquired skills to
partially or totally develop such work under BIM

methodology and computational platforms.

Table 4: Competencies and capacities a professional must have to assume a certain BIM roles.

No. Skills BIM leader BIM reviewer BIM coordinator BIM modeler BIM project engineer
1 Leadership 5 2 3 1 3
2 Training 4 4 4 4 4
3 Collaborative work 5 4 5 3 4
4 Management control 5 3 3 1 3
5 Problem analysis 5 3 5 2 5
6 Creativity 5 3 4 3 4
7 Organizational sensitivity 5 2 3 2 3
8 Vision 5 3 3 3 3
9 Conflict management 5 3 4 1 2
10 Persuasion 5 3 4 1 1
11 Negotiation skills 5 2 3 1 2
12 Communication skills 5 3 4 1 3
13 Quality orientation 5 5 5 5 5
14 Sense of discipline 5 4 4 4 4
15 Constant self-learning 4 4 4 5 4
16 Flexibility to change 4 3 4 4 3
17 Industry needs and challenges 5 1 1 1 2
18 BIM methodology 5 3 3 3 3
19 BIM implementation strategy 5 2 2 2 2
20 BIM execution plan (BEP) 5 2 2 2 2
21 BIM standards and norms 5 4 4 4 4
22 Structural design and calculation 2 1 1 1 5
23 Use of structural calculation program 2 1 1 1 5
24 Using the BIM structural calculation program 2 1 1 1 5
25 Use of BIM modeling software 2 5 5 5 5
26 Use of BIM coordination program 2 5 5 3 2
27 Use of BIM communication platform 5 4 5 4 5
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this quantitative measure of skills on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1
represents a low competency level required and 5 high.

3.3.2. Technologies to Be Used. Software interoperability
chosen for working in BIM environments is important to the
success of the workflow proposed by BIM methodology.
While industry foundation classes (IFC) look to be a uni-
versal language to connect many software programs in BIM
environments, the technology is not yet fully resolved; the
only 100% effective way to correctly connect models from
different platforms is currently through the use of native
programs, i.e., from the same provider or with partner
providers. In addition, in view of the variety of options
offered by the market, it is necessary to choose the specific
tool that best solves objectives sought, weighed in favor of its
scale of use and interoperability.

Each BIM professional will have different uses for each
computer program [32], and thus differing levels of mastery
to successfully perform tasks (though further training is not
to be disregarded) within the framework of company-
defined objectives. By accounting for these variables, it is
possible to optimize and plan training resources.

BIM software requires greater computing power. 1e
recommendations given in Table 5 correspond to specifica-
tions provided through consensus among program brands
and expert user opinions [33, 34]. Required hardware ca-
pabilities are closely related to the size of the projects to be
modeled; thus, these are specified to reduce equipment costs
that, in the short or medium term, would not be used to
maximum potential. Five evaluation categories are defined:
operating system, processor, hard disk, RAM, and video card.
Table 5 shows general hardware requirements and provides
recommendations according to project size. “Type I” projects
are considered to be single-family houses and small residential
buildings; “Type II” projects are considered to be medium-
sized and large residential buildings, and medium-sized office
buildings and complex works (e.g., medium-sized clinics);
and “Type III” projects are considered to be large skyscrapers
and complex works (e.g., large hospitals, airports, etc.).

Since the core of BIM is the connection of processes,
files, models, and professionals, a network (server) is re-
quired to connect all office team member computers. For
example, working under the “Windows Server” platform
(Microsoft) has several security advantages and cloud
storage capabilities. In addition, visualization and co-
ordination of models must be possible from any physical
location. To this end, the use of cloud computing envi-
ronments, such as A360, BIMsight Key, or Solibri Model
Viewer, among others, is recommended to allow inter-
connected work on the Internet with the rest of those in-
volved in a project. In the future, when there is a project with
a large amount of data, computer supports will be necessary
to manage it. Optimizing the Big Data of the projects will be
relevant for its management [35, 36].

3.3.3. Organization of Physical Spaces. 1e distribution of
physical spaces directly affects how professionals develop
their activities, even more so within a collaborative

environment such as BIM. To achieve greater and better
interactions, it is necessary to remodel the workspaces
within the company. Field observations were made to 10
structural engineering companies in Chile, noting that in all
of them, the engineers were separated from the modelers. In
addition, the professionals declare that there are commu-
nication problems between engineers and modelers, mainly
because of how the jobs are distributed, having to move from
place to consult the projects. Based on field observations
made in various companies in the area, a physical ar-
rangement called “3 pairs” is proposed (Figure 3). 1is
arrangement has professionals together at the same time in 3
types of pairings: engineer-modeler (blue-yellow in-
teraction); modeler-modeler (blue interaction); and
engineer-engineer (yellow interaction). 1us, engineers are
able to communicate directly with modelers, and engineers
as modelers (designer draftsmen) are able to provide
feedback to each other, etc.; in short, each may directly
consult technical and theoretical doubts of their profession
with the colleague next to them. It is recommended that
there should be more experienced professionals at the ends
of the “chains,” where there is only one professional left
without a paired colleague, since they will make fewer
consultations with their colleagues, spending less time
overall.

At the same time, the professional BIM modelers and
coordinators must be in an integrated collaborative workspace
linked to the integration of other specialties (besides the
engineering-designer calculation work) in what has been
termed the “extreme collaboration environment” [37]. Figure 4
shows how this room should be organized. 1e use of a big
room is useful, to bring together the owner and the other
disciplines, achieving an integrated collaborative process [39].

Here, professionals can work from their personal
computers and view a central model on screen. In addition,
the extreme collaboration environment serves as a meeting
and decision-making room for all project members (in-
cluding architects and builders) to identify errors or ways to
construct the models. In this room, real physical collabo-
ration is achieved among the different professionals involved
in the project, with real-time visualizations of how decisions
are materialized (in 3D).

3.3.4. BIM Workflow. Figure 5 shows the ideal SEC BIM
methodology workflow diagram. 1e proposed BIM
methodology workflow provides fluid communication and
document generation processes and facilitates model re-
vision, reducing time spent overall. 1is workflow is an
adaptation of generic BIM flows proposed in the project
execution planning guide [22] and is based on professional
interactions in a central model: the BIM platform for a given
SEC (Revit, for example) will contain volumetric models,
reinforcement steel or other structures, as appropriate, and
detailed designs and drawings [40].1us, all the models may
be “superimposed” in order to visualize conflicts and op-
timize interaction.1e workflow also proposes coordination
meetings among all the professionals to advance criteria
and/or agree on changes.
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3.3.5. BIM Protocol. 1e structural design companies have
their own manuals of procedures and standards that define
the work they do, which are based on the standards and
national design codes. Currently, based on the documented
CAD-2D drawings (complemented by three-dimensional
analysis models), companies are guided by 2D design
manuals and drawing practice manuals to standardize their
design and detail outputs. Now, to work in BIM, counterpart
document should be generated for documentation under the
BIMmethodology, to be called the “BIM Protocol.” 1is will
contain the minimum regulatory framework required,
standards established by the SEC (over and above the
regulatory requirements for modeling, according to the
objectives defined with BIM), and the control points for
verifying information at all levels of project development in

order to prevent the spread of errors and seek their timely
correction. 1is should be aligned with the BIM execution
plan (BEP) and look to standardize model generation on
BIM platforms, establish work platforms, define channels,
and connect models and professionals. It will be a dynamic
document, adaptable to regulatory requirements and tech-
nological changes. Table 6 shows recommendations for BIM
Protocol content.

All information from the BIM Protocol that reiterates
that of the Traditional Design and Drafting Practices Manual
should be explicitly incorporated in this protocol (ideally
referencing the traditional standard as a user guide).

In addition, office project plans should explicitly indicate
any particular characteristics of the deliverables generated,
so as to check that the work is being properly standardized,

Modeler EngineerModeler

Engineer EngineerModeler
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Figure 3: Organization plan for the ideal BIM physical space, “3 pairs”.

Table 5: Hardware recommendations for use of BIM software as of 2018.

No. Item General characteristics Recommendation, by type of project

1 Operating system
1e use of Microsoft® Windows® (not Linux or

Apple), higher than 7, 64-bit version, is
recommended.

I Microsoft® Windows® 10, 64 bits
II Microsoft® Windows® 10, 64 bits
III Microsoft® Windows® 10, 64 bits

2 Processor
Single or multicore Intel® Pentium®, Xeon®, or i-series processor or equivalent AMD processor (with
SSE2). Select version with the highest possible speed.

I Intel® core I5
II Intel® core I7
III Intel® core Xeon

3 Hard disk
Preferably solid state disks (SSD) or traditional HDD
disks of 750GB or higher. 5GB of free disk space is

required.

I Traditional 1 TB HDD disk
II 128GB SSD+ traditional 1 TB HDD disk
III 500GB solid state disk SDD

4 Ram RAM of 8GB or more.
I 8 GB RAM
II 16GB RAM
III 32GB RAM

5 Video (or graphics) card

NVIDIA Quadro cards: 2000 (1024MB), 4000
(2048MB), 5000 (2560MB), 6000 (6144MB), k-series
and above, or similar to the above. 1e video (or
graphics) card must be dedicated, not integrated.

AMD counterparts (less recommended) may be used.

I Dedicated NVIDIA graphics card
II Dedicated NVIDIA graphics card

III Dedicated NVIDIA graphics card
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especially in the initial stages of the project. Once the first
models have been generated, examples of these should be
attached to serve as a guide for future professionals and/or
for queries regarding how particular complex situations
were modeled.

1is protocol is meant to be flexible andmay bemodified
in the future provided that there is progress in BIM ob-
jectives. For example, this protocol may incorporate new
planning or construction tactics (when a constructionmodel
is generated, for example).

3.3.6. Business Requirements for BIM Software. It is assumed
that the company will currently have a “design” of how it
structures and delivers its products (drawings), as detailed in
its “Traditional Design and Drafting Practices Manual.” In
view of this, it is necessary to generate all the templates used
in BIM program documentation, in such a way that the office
professionals only use models from previously created
templates. 1ese resources should be made available in the
initial phase of implementation and handed over to the office
for free use.

3.4. Determining the Implementation Gap. BIM imple-
mentation undoubtedly represents an important cost for the
company, which is why it is necessary to optimize the use of

current resources, i.e., to refocus and adapt them to the work
under the BIM methodology. After identifying objectives and
establishing the tools to be used, BIM methodology proposes
that current resources should not be ignored; on the contrary,
they should be considered as the starting point for imple-
mentation. From there, the resources missing to reach the
total requirements should be established. 1is establishes the
concept of the implementation gap, as shown in Figure 6.

1us, BIM requirements (in terms of job roles, tech-
nologies, physical space, BIMworkflow, modeling protocols,
and templates) must be subtracted from currently available
company characteristics and resources in order to imple-
ment only those missing requirements. In other words,
technological implementation does not start from zero; the
company will already have equipment that can be totally or
partially reused, fromwhich it is sufficient to acquire parts or
improve systems to meet the requirements of BIM.

By determining the implementation gap, it will be possible
to identify the costs of the actual implementation re-
quirements. 1e economic cost of the latter will be lower than
would be requirements that do not consider the current
resources of the company and thus would be less impressive
for companymanagers looking to program future investment.

3.5. Implementation Planning. Implementation planning
should clarify, specify, and contain details of the actions that

Table 6: Recommendations for BIM Protocol.

Item Description

Responsibilities Commitments, staff in charge, implementation, supervision, and compliance
responsibilities are identified, established, and assigned.

Project development and workflow
All the phases of a project, input documents, and the deliverables of each
(background, calculation report, models, documented) must be indicated.

Workflows between internal and external professionals are detailed.

General terms, definitions, and characteristics

General aspects of the deliverables must be made explicit according to the
criteria of the company in particular. Define: formats, bullets, updates and

revisions, scales and work units, dimensions and sizing, among other
characteristics.

Basic modeling elements

Basic aspects of modeling should be pointed out regarding how certain actions
should be developed in these BIM platforms. Detailed design references,
program commands used, characteristics of parametric elements, types of

annotation, among others, are indicated.

Contents of plans

1e final plans, which will be produced in coordination with the BIM model,
must comply with the traditional specifications of the SEC, so their content and
characteristics do not vary from those specified in the company’s Traditional

Design and Drafting Practices Manual.

Definitions and considerations for BIM

1e team must be contextualized in the new work methodology, according to
the following aspects: single work model (a cloud-based file in which several
elements are simultaneously combined), model transcendence (where any

modeling must be useful “upstream” during later stages), LOD and LOI (levels
of detail and information in the models), IFC and interoperability, importance
of fluid communication, BIM computational tools, interconnected work “in the

cloud,” among others.

BIM modeling strategies and recommendations

Clarify recommendations such as: general structuring of the modeling
(partitioning the model into levels and specialties, in order to improve

workability), generation of phases (organizing different temporal states of the
project, e.g., demolition, construction), construction considerations (replicating
the modeling as it is built in reality), considerations for material take off, model
coordination, order in the project environment, subdivision by system colors,

among others.
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will be carried out. 1e general guidelines provided must be
adapted to the particularities of the company. 1e points
discussed in this section should be contained in the BIM
execution plan (BEP), which guides the successful devel-
opment of BIM projects. Essential planning points are
discussed below, and details of the objectives and contents
that each section seeks are given.

1e recommendations outlined below have been based
mainly on the methodological recommendations of the
“BIM Handbook” [24] and the templates and guides of the
“Project Execution Planning Guide” [23], together with
recommendations for implementation experiences declared
in the literature [25–27]. All of them declare themselves
considering the specific processes that are developed in the
structural engineering companies, focused on the work,
professionals, and dynamics of structural engineering
companies.

3.5.1. General Strategy. 1e general strategy should be the
initial motivating impulse for the entire work team, with the
company’s vision and mission strongly present. It should
indicate the objectives of the BIM (previously defined with
the company), the scope of the implementation plan, and a
general timeline indicating the actions required to achieve
the goals.

3.5.2. Parallel and Incremental Implementation. A parallel
and incremental implementation is to be developed in the
company. On one hand, the implementation will be in-
cremental; that is, there will be training and stages for
implementation (or uses) that, once successfully completed,
will allow for the company to proceed implementing the
next. In this way, quality will be assured in the fulfillment of
small objectives, avoiding dragging errors downstream. On
the other hand, the implementation is to be carried out in
parallel with traditional techniques (so as not to jeopardize
the current project). Parallel work can become part of the
real chain once mastery of that phase or objective has been
successfully achieved; that is, in subsequent projects, work
previously done in parallel (but now validated) can be in-
corporated into real process lines.1us processes dominated
by professionals are continuously incorporated.

3.5.3. Definition of a Pilot Project. 1e implementation
process is to be carried out with a pilot project, which may be
a current company project or one already completed. If a
current project is used, its implementation on BIM plat-
forms should be carried out in parallel with the work carried
out under the traditional methodology; in this way, the

changes in work methodology and the ease of use provided
by the BIM platforms can be demonstrated with evidence.
On the other hand, when working with a previously com-
pleted project, there are benefits in contrasting imple-
mentations under BIM vs traditional methodology (e.g., how
previous problems are now simplified with BIM), as well as
comparisons of results once the pilot has finished (results
from material take off for the previous project, for example).

3.5.4. Definition of Percentage of Professionals Involved.
1e professionals to be trained in BIM should be established.
For small and even mid-sized companies, BIM training and
implementation should be done by all professionals in the
company. However, in medium-sized or large companies, a
group of professionals should be assigned. In small com-
panies, it is much easier to manage and instruct a small
group of people (strengthened by the likely closeness and
trust among the work team) and to take their different
professional roles into consideration. 1is is especially true
given that there are not a sufficient number of professionals
to assign specific tasks to each. On the other hand, large
companies generally establish working groups and areas of
expansion, and it would be unmanageable to work with all
professionals in the first instance.

Rather, the aim is to generate a “BIM nexus” within the
organization, which will generally be in charge of future
expansion of BIM knowledge in the rest of the organization
and with any new professionals who can be strengthened by
formal training.

3.5.5. Strategic Adaptation to BIM Workflow. 1e re-
quirements of BIM propose an ideal workflow; however,
initially, a gradual incorporation of BIM into the office
should encourage compliance with this flow, from partially
to wholly. In view of this, the adaptation of the workflow
should start with what the company has declared, refor-
mulated, and oriented towards partial, gradual replacements
and, eventually, ideal BIM workflow. 1e speed of these
changes will be in accordance with the traceability of ob-
jectives achieved.

3.5.6. Assigning Roles. 1e selection of professionals that
best meet the profiles required of new BIM roles is possible
by identifying current competencies found in the roles of the
work team, and the characteristics of each of the pro-
fessionals that the office currently has. 1is selection should
first be made with reference to personal and collaborative
work skills, followed by technical knowledge; it is easier to
train technical skills than soft skills.

Requirements for 
meeting the purposes and 
objectives of BIM in the 

organization

Business features and 
resources available for 

BIM

Implementation 
gap

Figure 6: Determining the “implementation gap”.
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3.5.7. Technology Implementation Plan. To define the
technological gap of a company to work in BIM, it must have
the following information: current capabilities of technol-
ogies and technological characteristics. Here, it is also im-
portant to know the plan for the acquisition and renewal of
equipment and licenses in order to take advantage of any
already planned resources in purchasing platforms and
equipment necessary for the operation of the BIM meth-
odology. 1is procurement schedule should also be planned
according to the traceability of defined objectives.

1e implementing company should be responsible for
installing licenses and configuring the organizational in-
tranet network. In this way, it will be possible to offer the
service of sale of licenses (through a strategic partner dis-
tributor of programs) or to leave the choice open to the
organization. In addition, there must be a technical team to
install the necessary equipment and networks.

3.5.8. Physical Space Remodeling Plan. A remodeling plan
should be proposed regarding resources of the physical space
required by the BIM workflow and the company’s current
physical state in order to adapt to the size of the office. A
gradual plan for site changes and/or a change to another
branch, as planned with the owners, should be proposed.
Here, it is attractive to know the acquisition and expansion
plan of the organization, in order to channel it with the
required changes.

In sequential terms, it will be imperative to first re-
organize the teams, as shown in Figure 4, and then (based on
the gradual progress of implementation and available re-
sources) incorporate the office layout shown in Figure 5 and/
or generate the necessary physical changes.

3.5.9. Training Strategy. Training strategies are organized
into three focuses: initial general dissemination of the plan,
methodological training, and technological training.

Once the action plan for the office is defined, it will be
relevant to inform all professionals about what will be de-
veloped. 1is “empowerment” and “conviction” should
begin with senior company management to ensure firm
commitment to the project. It is important to achieve these
high levels of commitment with the work team as well, since
they will have to make the greatest effort in terms of training
and time dedication. Specifically, there should be explana-
tory sessions and consultations about the plan to give the
entire team written support for the actions to be taken.

Training in BIM methodology should be a priority. 1e
methodology, its scope, and general challenges should be
taught theoretically. Afterwards, there should be specific
explanations of how the company will adapt in functional
and strategic terms, how roles will be assigned to each
member, and what implications the process will have.
Failure to correctly understand this will have a strong impact
on the success of the implementation. Group training ses-
sions are to be established, along with provision of back-
ground explanatory material.

Technological trainings should be oriented around BIM
role requirements and selected technologies. Program

trainings should consider previous professional knowledge
in order to optimize curricula of employees. If professionals
do not have an official certificate for the knowledge they
declare (from e.g., professional internships or academic
courses), evaluations to measure their content mastery are
convenient: an instrument may be developed independently
or jointly with a university to provide proof of academic
certification for professionals. In turn, training should be
conducted by level and based on implementation progress so
as to distribute resources invested in training over time.

It is preferable that the company provides training
service through its own resources, subcontractors, or
agreements generated with universities or private institutes.
Ideally, trainings are carried out at the office. Content de-
livery should be closely related to the practical work in the
defined pilot project.

3.5.10. BIM Office Protocol. 1e BIM Protocol, and the
extent to which it has been reformulated from the Tradi-
tional Design and Drafting Practices Manual, should have
the same guidance and order as the latter in order to fa-
cilitate and accelerate understanding of new requirements,
details, and necessary reconsiderations. 1e implementing
company is to be in charge of generating the document,
requesting all the required background information from
the company, and providing examples and recommenda-
tions for its use. 1e different updates the protocol un-
dergoes as it evolves in the use of BIM should be monitored.

1e company will not be able to start its work in BIM if it
does not have this document or if it has not been dissem-
inated and socialized by all the members of the team.

3.5.11. Standardization and Creation of Elements for
Working in BIM. Vignettes, templates, parametric elements
(families, for example), information requirements sheets, and
interference detection sheets, among others, must be created
and/or adapted so that, at the beginning of the pilot project, the
office has all the necessary elements available in BIM platforms
for the successful development of the project. 1e objective is
that deliverables are plotted and visualized in the BIM plat-
form (Revit, for example) with same details and characteristics
as in 2D CAD (referring to the final product in plans). 1e
indications for this will be set out in the office BIM Protocol.

3.5.12. Indicators of Compliance and Quality. Compliance and
quality indicators are related to the achievement of BIM
objectives and purpose within the organization. In this sense,
the evolution of the implementation will be measured with
respect to its degree of capacity, understood as company
aptitude in developing BIM features and services; and
maturity, understood as the degree, depth, quality, and
repetition of BIM features and services [41]. 1e above
measurements provide generic indicators of BIM method-
ology progress (and implications) in global terms; that is to
say, they serve to compare and classify the company within a
certain range that, for example, is useful in identifying
compliance with a maturity profile requested by a contractor
(for e.g., bidding bases). 1at said, in order to measure
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progress and fulfillment of proposed objectives, the topics
necessary for the fulfillment of each objective (theoretical and
technological learning and/or acquisitions) should be iden-
tified and evaluated into three possible categories (1� not
achieved, 2� somewhat achieved, and 3� achieved). With
this, efforts can be redirected to reinforcing unsuccessfully
learned content or to reviewing moderately acquired content.
Evaluations should be conducted on a topic-by-topic basis, so
as not to leave knowledge or implementation gaps in the
course of the process.

3.6. Assessment and Monitoring

3.6.1. Monitoring of Compliance with Objectives and Plan.
1e process must exhaustively document all company ac-
tions carried out and decisions taken within the platform
that the implementing company deems appropriate. 1is
record should note progress and compliance vis-à-vis in-
dicators. 1is will allow for the generation of plans and
actions to reformulate and restructure scheduled actions not
yet completed.

3.6.2. Knowledge Monitoring. 1e knowledge acquired by
professionals should be constantly monitored. To this end,
knowledge tests are to be conducted on the use of programs
and methodology as aligned with the progressive ad-
vancement of knowledge professionals acquire. Such eval-
uations generated by the implementing company and/or by
university or technical entities (house certification pro-
grams) certify professionals and thus increase the compet-
itiveness of the work team (with respect to personnel
training in bidding, for example). 1e type of certification is
subject to the resources available in the organization [42].

3.6.3. Resolving Doubts. Active communication channels
are to be established between the organization and the
implementing company in order to establish means, times,
and dates of assessments regarding procedures and technical
aspects of the use of programs. Professionals are encouraged
to self-teach and learn collaboratively with teammembers in
order to gradually allow the organization to be self-sufficient.

3.6.4. Development of Parametric Elements. To facilitate
modeling on BIM platforms, a family building service is to
be provided. 1is service allows the company to optimize
modeling times and access requirements of the projects they
carry out. 1e family building service is not considered part
of the initial costs of implementation, but is rather intended
to be a contribution in the course of the development of BIM
in the office.

4. Conclusions

A methodology was developed for BIM implementation
within structural engineering companies (SEC). 1is
methodology clearly and objectively shows how to carry out
implementation and includes processes for analysis and

diagnosis, rethinking of objectives, identification of re-
quirements, planning, and monitoring of the proposal.

1e methodology made explicit the instruments to
perform the in-depth company analyses and include steps
for gathering information on current expectations, pro-
cesses, and resources in order to clearly identify the potential
of the company with a view to BIM restructuring.

1e requirements for the adoption of BIM have been
detailed and consider roles of the work team, technologies
and space distribution, BIM-focused workflow, protocols,
and other specific elements necessary for the success of the
implementation. 1is allows companies to identify imple-
mentation gaps and, subsequently, real requirements for
optimizing current resources.

Points which must be considered while planning a BIM
implementation were raised in regards to general strategy,
parallel and incremental forms of implementation, work
with pilot projects, adaptations to BIM workflow, efficient
assignment of roles, technological and physical remodeling
plans, training strategies, standardization and creation of
elements in BIM platforms, and the generation of a BIM
Protocol for the company with follow-up and assessment
actions.

1e proposed methodology, although considers com-
putational tools and technology that should be used, does
not specify how they connect directly with each other and
does not detail the technical aspects for it to work. It has been
prioritized in this paper to show how BIM should be
implemented in methodological terms, given that it is
considered essential in the success of the incorporation of
BIM.1e technical will be relative to the computational tools
used and will vary in each case.

In general, emphasis is placed on how to address each of
these situations that should consider a structural engineering
company, with a view to solving its productive inefficiencies,
associated with collaborative work and interconnection, and
clear actions were delivered that lead to a successful
implementation.

Finally, the implementation of the described method-
ology should be carried out in pilot companies, for its
practical validation.
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A window set is defined as a window where the frame and the glass are combined and is used at the part that comes into contact
with the air. As the performance evaluation of window sets has gained significance, the need for software that can simulate window
set performance has also increased accordingly. However, the simulation of window sets is not carried out efficiently due to the
difficulty in the window set modeling. Meanwhile, the design of building information modeling has recently proliferated so that
the window set BIM library is distributed online. If such a window set BIM library is utilized in the window set simulation, it is
expected that the productivity issue that occurs in the simulation process could be improved. -erefore, this study proposes a
method to automatically convert the information required in the simulation of the window set heat transfer coefficient from the
BIM. In order to achieve the purpose of this study, the following procedure is carried out. First, the framework for converting the
information required in the simulation of the window set heat transfer coefficient from the BIM is suggested. Second, the method
to extract and convert BIM data based on the suggested framework is proposed. Lastly, the BIM data conversion program is
developed, and its performance is validated by applying the window set BIM case. -e case study result showed that the in-
formation converted and entered from the window set data BIM conversion program coincided with the information entered in
the window set BIM. It is expected that the result of this study will increase the productivity of window set simulations, which will
lead to the increased use of certification through these simulations.

1. Introduction

Since the performance evaluation of window sets has gained
significance, the need for software that can simulate window
thermal performance has also increased accordingly. In the
case of applying an evaluation method through a test, costly
testing equipment is necessary for measuring the heat
transfer coefficient of window sets. However, a simulation
can evaluate the thermal performance of a window set
without the need for separate testing equipment. Also, data
indicating small changes, which cannot be determined due
to uncertainties that occur in the evaluation method through
a test, can be obtained from the simulation [1]. In addition,
the effect of input variables related to the heat transfer
coefficient of the window set can be determined [2]. In

particular, the determined information can be utilized in the
design process for achieving the target performance of the
window set by a manufacturer [1]. As the burden of expenses
and time required for the certification of window sets can be
reduced, the window set simulation has been introduced and
implemented in various countries, including the United
States and the Republic of Korea.

However, the window set simulation is not efficiently
applied despite its various advantages. In many studies,
inconvenient user interfaces of window set simulation
programs and difficulty in window set modeling are cited as
examples of some obstacles [3, 4]. In fact, the user should
draw each edge of all window set members for window set
modeling. -e user should also specify each material
composing the respective window set member, select an
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edge inside and outside the window set, and specify the
boundary condition. Although the modeling time varies by
program, window set modeling takes approximately one
hour to complete [5]. -erefore, it is essential to develop a
method that can automatically provide modeling in-
formation required by the window set simulation program
in order to maximize the window set simulation.

Meanwhile, the use of the building information mod-
eling (BIM) design is currently proliferating in the con-
struction industry [6]. Along with the BIM design, the
establishment of a library for the BIM design is being
proliferated, and window set manufacturers are already
making the window set BIM library accessible online. If such
a window set BIM library is utilized in a window set sim-
ulation, it is expected that the productivity issue that occurs
in the simulation process could be improved. -erefore, this
study proposes the method to automatically convert the
information required in the window set simulation from the
BIM.

In order to achieve the purpose of this study, the fol-
lowing procedure is carried out. First, the framework for
converting the information required in the simulation of the
window set from the BIM is suggested. Second, the method
to extract and convert BIM data based on the suggested
framework is proposed. Examples of BIM data for the
window set’s heat transfer coefficient simulation include the
information on the geometry and boundary of the window
set. Lastly, the BIM data conversion program is developed in
consideration of user convenience for the window set’s heat
transfer coefficient simulation, and the performance of the
developed program is verified by applying the window set
BIM case.

2. Literature Review

-e Industrial Foundation Classes (IFC) data model is the
standardized method to save information included in BIM.
IFC includes the geometry and semantic information of the
members composing a building as well as the exchange of
information that is available during the building’s life cycle
[7, 8]. Also, the information included in BIM can be utilized
without specific BIM software [9]. Due to such advantages,
IFC is widely utilized in various fields, including building
energy simulation [6], construction quality evaluation [10],
and progress measurement [11]. Some studies for mapping
the information included in the IFC to another file format as
required by an application are being carried out based on the
field of 3D geographic information system.

In the field of 3D geographic information system, many
studies for mapping an IFC file into the CityGML format
have been carried out. Typical studies that were recently
conducted were summarized in this study. Cheng et al. [12]
suggested a method for mapping an entity included in the
IFC and an entity in the format of CityGML to each other.
For such purpose, the relationship between entities was
discovered by applying the text-mining method to the name
and definition of the entity in the IFC and CityGML.
Donkers et al. [13] suggested a method for automatically
converting the property information and geometric

information included in the IFC into CityGML. For such
purpose, relevant entities for each format were defined in
advance according to the data structure, and the geometric
transformation of the building envelope was carried out
according to the information required by CityGML. Deng
et al. [14] suggested a framework for the bidirectional
mapping between the IFC and CityGML. -e mapping rule
between the IFC and CityGML was created by applying the
instance-based method in order to enable the bidirectional
mapping between the IFC and CityGML. Stouffs et al. [15]
suggested a method for defining the entity relationship
between the IFC and CityGML to be applicable to various
cases. For such purpose, the entity relationship was defined
by applying the triple graph grammars.

Apart from the studies regarding the conversion of an
IFC file into CityGML, other related studies have been
carried in other fields. Kim et al. [16] suggested a method for
converting an IFC file into an IDF file which was the format
supported by EnergyPlus, a building energy simulation
program. Also, Kim et al. [17] suggested a method for
converting an IFC file into an INP file which was utilized in
the DOE-2-based building energy analysis.

In order to map the information included in the IFC to a
file in a format required by each application, it is necessary to
carry out the process to analyze the data structure of two
different formats and to convert and map the relevant en-
tities in order to match the value and representations [12].
Such studies presented the possibility that an IFC file in
building units could be converted into and utilized in an
appropriate format for each application. However, the
conversion in building units was mainly carried out in
previous studies. Since the conversion in building units is the
methodology based on a simple geometry, the previously
suggested building unit method is not appropriate for the
window simulation, which requires detailed geometry in-
formation. Moreover, studies for converting the information
included in the BIM into an appropriate format for the
window set simulation have not yet been carried out within
the scope of the author’s understanding. -erefore, a
method for converting the detailed geometry information
included in the BIM into an appropriate format for the
window set simulation is proposed in this study.

3. BIM Data Conversion Method for Window
Set Simulation

THERM is the program developed by the Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory (LBNL), and it simulates the 2D heat
transfer of the window set. In previous studies, experiment
results showed that the THERM’s simulation result was
sufficiently accurate when compared with the evaluation
method through test [18, 19]. Moreover, THERM is ap-
proved by the National Fenestration Rating Council (NFRC)
of the United States. -is program has been certified and
utilized for the performance evaluation and grade assess-
ment of the window set in various countries, including the
U.S. and the Republic of Korea. As THERM is particularly
easy to use in comparison with other 2D heat transfer
simulation programs and requires less time for users to
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learn, it is widely used [20]. -erefore, THERM, which is the
representative program for simulating the thermal perfor-
mance of the window set, is highlighted as this study is
conducted. -e file formats supported by THERM include
THM and THMX, and the information included in these
two file formats is identical. THM is THERM’s own unique
format, which is not an open format. On the other hand,
THMX is the XML (Extensible Markup Language) format,
which is simple to use for file creation and modification.
-erefore, this study suggests the framework to extract the
window set BIM information saved to IFC and to convert
and output such information into a THMX file supported by
THERM.-e framework suggested in this study is shown in
Figure 1.

First, the geometry data are extracted from the window
set BIM.-e step that takes the longest time in the modeling
process for the window set simulation is window set
modeling. Modeling includes the generation of a cross-
section and a boundary as well as the setting of the boundary
condition. -e geometry data of the window set are nec-
essary for the generation of the cross-section and boundary
of the window set as well as the setting of the boundary
condition. -erefore, the method to extract data regarding
the geometry of the members that compose the window set
from the BIM is proposed.

Second, the data extracted from the window set BIM are
converted into data that are required for the window set heat
transfer coefficient simulation. -e geometry of the window
set is expressed according to the IFC’s geometry represen-
tations. However, the geometry of a member that composes
the window set is defined as a set of outside vertices in the
window set simulation program. -erefore, the complicated
geometry of the frames that compose the window set
changes to a set of outside vertices. Next, the 3D geometry
extracted from the BIM is converted into 2D cross-sections,
such as the head, sill, and the jamb, all of which are required
by the window set simulation program. Additionally, the
outline of the window set is extracted and converted into
information regarding the boundary condition based on the
converted cross-sections.

-ird, the converted information is outputted in a
format that can be inputted to the window set simulation
program. A unique format that can be inputted to the
window set simulation program has been specified. -e
information regarding the geometry and boundary of the
window set is outputted automatically in a format that can
be inputted in the THERM, according to the method pro-
posed in this study.

3.1. GeometryData Extraction fromBIM. -e BIM expresses
the geometry of an object as a plane or a solid, which is a set
of a number of planes [21]. It is determined in various
expression methods, including “Body SweptSolid,” “Body
Brep (Boundary Representation),” and “Body CSG (Con-
structive Solid Geometry)” in IFC according to the geometry
of the object [22]. In the case of the window set, a simple
geometry such as a wood frame and glass as well as a
complicated shape exists. In the IFC file, a simple geometry

of the window set is expressed in the “Body SweptSolid
Geometry” method. However, a complicated geometry of
the window set is expressed in the “Body Brep Geometry”
method [13]. As the method to extract data on a simple
geometry has been discussed in previous studies [23], this
study will primarily focus on and discuss the method to
extract complicated geometry data from the IFC file.

Figure 2 shows the process to extract geometry data in
“Brep” format. For the geometry data in the IFC, the co-
ordinate in the local coordinate system can be extracted after
converting it to the global coordinate system [14]. While the
method to extract a coordinate in the local coordinate
system from an IFC file varies for each geometry expression
method, the information of the “Brep” geometry in the IFC
is expressed as shown in Figure 2. IfcWindowStyle is an
entity that defines the style of the window set and includes
the geometry data. IfcRepresentationMap and IfcShapeR-
epresentation can be referred from IfcWindowStyle se-
quentially, and the IfcShapeRepresentation entity includes
information showing whether the geometry type of the
relevant object is “SweptSolid” or “Brep.” If the geometry
type in IfcShapeRepresentation is “Brep,” IfcFacetedBrep
can be referred from IfcShapeRepresentation, and IfcFace-
tedBrep includes the list of separate members that compose
the window set. -e list of faces composing each member
can be checked from IfcClosedShell, and IfcClosedShell
includes some IfcFace information. IfcFace has a polygonal
geometry, and the coordinate of vertices composing each
face can be extracted from IfcCartesianPoint. It is possible to
extract the geometry data of the window set saved in the
“Brep” method by extracting the coordinate of vertices of all
faces composing the window set.

3.2. Data Conversion

3.2.1. Simplification of Window Set Geometry. A more
complicated geometry is expressed as a larger number of
faces in the design tool [24]. In order to utilize a model that
has such a complicated geometry in the simulation, the
simplification of the model should first be conducted [25].
-e top drawing in Figure 3 indicates the frame that
composes the window expressed with a number of faces. For
the first triangle, the edges that compose the outline of the
member are the edges shown in green as shown in the figure.
As the red edge is not an edge that composes the outline of
the member, it should be removed. Unlike the edges in
green, the first and second triangles share the red edge. From
the understanding of this information, this study suggests
the simplification method to decimate an edge that is shared
with an adjacent triangle among the edges composing the
triangle.

To achieve this purpose, the following is carried out.
First, the three vertices composing the triangle are converted
into three edges, including two vertices for all the triangles
that compose the shape of themember. Second, a triangle for
simplification is selected arbitrarily. -ird, all the triangles
that compose the figure are checked to determine whether a
triangle that includes the same edge among the three edges
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that compose the selected triangle exists. If the triangle that
includes the same edge exists, the vertices that compose all
the other edges, except for the relevant edge, are saved.
When this process is completed, an edge that overlaps with
the other triangles will be removed. Next, it is possible to
remove an edge inside the figure and extract the coordinate
of vertices composing the outline of themember sequentially
by repeating the above process for a triangle that shares the
vertex composing the triangle as the next triangle.

3.2.2. Cross-Section Generation. As mentioned above,
THERM is the 2D-based simulation program. In THERM, a
2D cross-section is defined as head, jamb, or meeting rail
according to its position [26]. In this study, the position of
the glass is utilized in order to define the cut position

according to the required cross-section. According to the
cross-section of each member that should be extracted based
on the glass, the members located at the top can be classified
as the head, the members located at the bottom can be
classified as the sill, and the members located on the left or
right can be classified as the jamb.

-e first step for utilizing the coordinate information of
the glass is to classify between the glass and the frame among
the members composing the window set. In the case of the
window set, the glass is thinner than the frame. -erefore, a
member, which is the thinnest among the members of the
window set, is classified as the glass, and other members are
classified as the frames.

-e cross-section according to the window set type is
created based on the glass that was previously classified.
Figure 4 shows an example of the cross-section generation of

IfcShapeRepresentation

IfcFacetedBrep

IfcClosedShell

IfcFace

IfcFaceOuterBound

IfcPolyLoop

IfcCartesianPoint

“Brep”

Figure 2: Data structure of “Body Brep Geometry” in IFC.

BIM extraction Export
(∗.thmx)

Geometry data extraction

Data conversion

Cross-section generation

Simplification

Boundaries extraction

Boundary condition 
determination

<CrossSectionType>
<Polygons>

<BoundaryConditions>

<Boundaries>

Is it Brep
geometry?

Yes

No

Figure 1: BIM-based framework for window thermal performance simulation.
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the head and the sill. As shown in the figure, a vertex, which
is the coordinate of Z that is larger than the coordinate of Z
based on the glass, is extracted for the head based on the
profile. On the other hand, a vertex, which is the coordinate
of Z that is smaller than the coordinate of Z based on the
glass, is extracted for the sill based on the profile. In this way,

a vertex, which is the coordinate of X that is larger than the
coordinate of X based on the glass, is extracted for the jamb.
For the meeting rail, all vertices existing between two
windows are extracted as shown in Figure 5. -e coordinate
of the vertex that shows the geometry for the 2D cross-
section of the head, sill, jamb, and the meeting rail can be
extracted from the 3D geometry information extracted from
the IFC file through this process.

3.2.3. Boundary Extraction. In the window set simulation,
the boundary condition defines the temperature and the
surface heat transfer coefficient of each member. For the
window set simulation, the exterior and interior surfaces of
the cross-section of the window set are specified as different
boundary conditions to each other. -e window set BIM
includes the geometry information of each member.
However, the information regarding the boundary of the
window set is not included. -erefore, the method to extract
only the geometry of the boundary of the window set among
the geometry information of the window set and to specify
the boundary condition of the relevant geometry is necessary
for extracting the boundary condition of the window set.

In this study, the following method is applied in order to
extract only a geometry corresponding to the boundary
among the geometry information of a member that com-
poses the window set. First, the geometry information of all
members that compose the window set is extracted. Second,
all the coordinates that correspond to the vertex of each
member are determined. -ird, the top, or the start point of
the window set, is connected to the next vertex that com-
poses the figure. In the case of an intersection, themovement
in the direction of the window is the priority. -e second
priority is to connect the vertex in the bottom direction
(Figure 6).

3.2.4. Boundary Condition Determination. -e coordinate
information of edges composing the boundary of the win-
dow set is extracted, and the boundary condition of each
edge is matched. In the window set simulation, the boundary
condition is classified as “Outside,” “Inside,” or “Adiabatic.”
Interior indicates the inside boundary, Exterior indicates the
outside boundary, and Adiabatic indicates the insulation
boundary with no heat transfer. -e direction of the window
set is initially extracted from the IFC file to differentiate
between the interior and exterior boundaries. In the IFC, the
direction of the object is included in the IfcDirection entity
[27]. -erefore, it is possible to confirm the direction of the
window set by extracting the information included in Ifc-
Direction, which is connected to IfcWindow. If the interior
is south and the exterior is north in the IFC, IfcDirection
does not exist. However, the values for the other directions
are included. -e interior and exterior directions, according
to the direction information of the window set extracted
from IfcDirection, are shown in Table 1. -e interior side is
set as the interior and the exterior side is set as the exterior
for boundary condition according to the direction in-
formation among the edges composing the boundary that
was extracted above. Next, the edges that are not in the

1

2

Figure 3: Geometry simplification algorithm.

Baseline of head

Baseline for sill

Glass

Glass

Z-axis

Figure 4: Cross-section generation algorithm (head and sill).
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interior and exterior directions are set as “Adiabatic,” which
is the adiabatic boundary side for the boundary condition.

3.3. Export. -e geometry and boundary condition
extracted from the IFC file can be extracted as the re-
lationship between specific entities. However, there is a
difference between the format of the information extracted
from the IFC file and the format required in THMX that is
compatible with THERM. -erefore, it is necessary to
convert each type of information extracted from IFC into the
format that is required in THMX.

In this study, the geometry information extracted from
IFC was converted into the format that was required in
THMX. -e result through the cross-section generation
algorithm that is converted into <CrossSectionType>, which
is the cross-sectional type and a proper format for <Poly-
gons>, which indicates the 2D geometry of the cross-section,
is inputted to THMX. Here, the cross-sectional types in-
cluding the sill, head, and the meeting rail are inputted as the
cross-sectional type. For the boundary information in
THMX, the information on the two vertices and property
should be entered for each edge composing the boundary.
For the geometry information in the boundary information,
each vertex is connected and arranged in a way in which the
starting point is connected to the endpoint. -en, this in-
formation is saved in the <Boundaries> class of THMX. In
addition, the boundary information that corresponds to the
Exterior, Interior, and Adiabatic classifications, as previously
determined, is also saved together.-e entity items extracted
from IFC and the items of the result converted through the
method suggested in this study that is outputted to THMX
are shown in Table 2.

4. Case Study

-e BIM data conversion program for the simulation of the
window set heat transfer coefficient that was developed in
this study can be used easily by the general public. Moreover,
it is developed to facilitate the management of a material

Table 1: Boundary condition determination by IfcDirection.

IfcDirection Boundary condition

N/A
Window set

Exterior

Interior N

S

W E

IfcDirection
(−1, 0, 0)

Window set

Interior

Exterior N

S

W E

IfcDirection
(0, 1, 0) W

in
do

w
 se

t

Interior Exterior

N

S

W E

IfcDirection
(0, −0, 0) W

in
do

w
 se

t

Exterior Interior

N

S

W E

Baseline of meeting rail

GlassGlass

Figure 5: Cross-section generation algorithm (meeting rail).
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Figure 6: Boundary extraction process.
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database. In case of a material database, the program is
designed to allow the user to utilize the basic database and
update the data for a newly developed material. -e home
item includes the function to import an IFC file and export
the extracted information in the THMX format. -e library
item includes the function to manage the database content
related to glass and frame material. -e default screen of the
developed program is shown in Figure 7.

In order to verify the performance of the BIM data
automatic extraction program developed in this study, the
extraction result targeting the window set BIM was evalu-
ated. -e window set with a simple cross-section expressed
as ‘Body SweptSolid Geometry’ and the window set with a
complicated cross-section expressed as “Body Brep Geom-
etry” were selected as the targets for the case evaluation.
Also, the double-hung windows and casement windows are
specific types of windows that are mainly used in residential
buildings. -erefore, the double-hung windows expressed as
“Body SweptSolid Geometry” and the casement windows
expressed as “Body Brep Geometry” were selected as the
targets for the case study in this study. -e default libraries
provided by Autodesk® Revit® and the window set BIM
library accessible on the Internet were utilized as the window
set BIM for the case evaluation. -e window set BIM was
modeled through the family creation, and the material and
finishing materials of each member were specified as family
parameters in order to connect the material of each member
composing the window set.

4.1. Test Case 1. -e first window set case for verifying the
suggested method is shown in Figure 8. -is is the double-
hung window in a wood frame that has the cross-section of a
simple shape. -e modeling of the window set BIM was
carried out in Autodesk® Revit® and was saved to an IFC file
format. -e following is carried out for test case 1. First, the
operational feasibility of the window set BIM conversion
program developed in this study was verified. In order to
verify the operation of the window set conversion BIM
program, the IFC file is imported to the program and the
type of the cross-section is specified. Second, whether the
geometry information and the boundary condition that are
“Body SweptSolid Geometry” are outputted correctly to
THMX is verified. In order to verify the status of the output
to THMX, the THMX file outputted in the window set BIM
conversion program is analyzed to determine if it is out-
putted properly for the THMX format. Lastly, whether the
information outputted to THMX can be imported to the

THERM program is verified. To achieve this purpose, the
THMX file outputted in the window set BIM conversion
program is imported to THERM and the information on the
geometry and boundary is checked from the inputted
information.

-e window set BIM saved in the form of an IFC file can
be imported to the program developed in this study. -e
program developed in this study imports an IFC file and
simultaneously recognizes the type of window. Moreover, it
provides an option to select a cross-section that is suitable
for the window type. When the user selects a cross-section,
the program provides the type of the proper cross-section
corresponding to the middle window. In the case of a
double-hung window, which is the first test case, the head,
upper jamb, lower jamb, meeting rail, and the sill can be
selected as the type of cross-section. Figure 9 shows the result
of importing an IFC file to the window set BIM conversion
program developed in this study and the head selection as
the cross-section. As shown in the figure, the geometry of the
cross-section is outputted at the center of the program GUI.
It was confirmed that the outputted geometry information
was the same as the cross-section of the head in test case 1.
-e user can output the geometry and boundary in-
formation as a THMX file by selecting the type of cross-
section and pressing the Save THMX button.

Figure 10 shows the THMX file of the head cross-section
outputted in the window set BIM conversion program. We
can see that the <Polygons> class includes the geometry
information of the window set, and the x coordinate and y
coordinate of the members composing the cross-section of
the member according to <Point index> are saved. -is
means that the geometry information previously saved in the
IFC file has been properly converted into the form that is
required in the THMX file. In addition, “Adiabatic,” “KS
Interior,” and “KS Exterior” have been specified for the
boundary condition in the <Boundaries> class, and the
point index of the relevant boundary is saved.

A file saved by THMX can be imported directly from
THERM. Figure 11 shows the result of importing a THMX
file that includes the cross-section information of the head
outputted using the program developed in this study from
THERM. We can see from the figure that the geometry
information, whose cross-sectional type is a head, is im-
ported to THERM and is the same as the geometry of the
cross-section shown in Figure 9. In Figure 10, the green
border that surrounds the geometry of the cross-section
indicates the boundary of the cross-section. We can see that
the boundary of the cross-section is outputted through the

Table 2: Mapping from IFC to THMX.

IFC entity Conversion data THMX class

IfcWindowStyle

Cross-section generation results <CrossSectionType> Cross-sectional type
Boundary condition determination results <BoundaryCondition> Boundary condition name

Cross-section generation results <Polygons> Point index
Cross-section generation results Nsides

Boundary condition extraction results

<Boundaries>

BC polygon ID
Boundary condition extraction results Boundary condition
Boundary condition extraction results Polygon ID
Boundary condition extraction results Point index
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suggested method without configuring additional settings by
the user. We can also see that when the boundary corre-
sponding to the outside among the boundaries of the
window set is selected, “KS Exterior” is entered. -e type of
the boundary is also automatically converted and outputted
in BIM through the suggested method.

4.2.TestCase 2. -e second window set case for verifying the
suggested method is shown in Figure 12.-e window type in
test case 2 is the casement window, and it has the cross-
section of a complicated geometry. test case 2 was targeted to
verify whether the geometry information, which is “Body
Brep Geometry,” has been correctly outputted as the cross-
section. To achieve this purpose, the head and the meeting
rail were selected among the cross-sectional types of the
window set and converted into a THMX file. -en, the
THMX file outputted from the program was imported to

THERM. Just as in the procedure described in test case 1, the
modeling of the window set BIM was conducted in
Autodesk® Revit® and was saved to an IFC file format.

-e cross-section created through the method suggested
in this study is shown in Figures 13 and 14. Figure 13 shows
the head among various cross-sections, and Figure 14 shows
the cross-section of the meeting rail. We can see from the
result that the complicated geometry of the window set,
which was converted into a 2D cross-section, was imported
to THERM.We can see from the THERM input result figure
below that the geometry information, expressed as “Body
Brep Representation,” has been simplified through the
conversion method suggested in this study. It was also
observed that the information was outputted properly in a
form required in the THMX file. -is indicates that the
window set BIM with a simple geometry, as well as a
complicated geometry, can be converted into a proper ge-
ometry for the simulation program of the window set’s heat
transfer coefficient in the future.

5. Discussion

-e window set modeling process for simulating the heat
transfer coefficient of the window set is labor-intensive due
to an inconvenient user interface. -erefore, its utilization is
limited regardless of the various advantages of the simula-
tion. As the BIM design has recently been revitalized, various
window set manufacturers have released the BIM libraries
online. If such BIM libraries are converted and utilized for
the window set simulation, the manpower required in the
modeling process for the window set simulation can be
reduced. In Section 3, the method to convert BIM data for
the window set simulation suggested in this study was de-
scribed. In Section 4, the result of the case study was il-
lustrated. -e result of the case study indicates that the
method suggested in this study has the following benefits.

First, the method for extracting the Brep shape that
indicates the detailed geometry of a member, not the

Figure 7: Graphic user interface of the developed program.

Figure 8: BIM model of test case 1.
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geometry information of CSG and swept solid expressed
mainly, which in case the previous building BIM, was
suggested. -e method for converting the extracted ge-
ometry information into an appropriate format for window
simulation was also suggested. -is has a significance as the
basic study on the method to express the geometry in-
formation of the IFC. Moreover, the suggested model can be
utilized in the extraction of the geometry information from
other separate members that have a complicated geometry in
the future in addition to that of the window set.

Second, the geometry information and the boundary
information were converted and entered into the simulation
program automatically from the window set BIM through
the suggested method as the result of the case study. In order
to certify the window set, the modeling should be performed
manually in the same way in a certified program based on the
window set drawing. As this process accounts for a significant
amount of time in the simulation, a window set certification
agency can save themanpower required for the certification of
a window set by automating such a process. In this way, a

Figure 9: Conversion program input result of test case 1.

Figure 10: THMX output result of test case 1.
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window set manufacturer does not require additional man-
power to evaluate a change in the certification class according
to a change in the geometry of a window set when developing
a product to submit for certification.

-e BIM data conversion method suggested in this study
can enter the geometry and boundary information of a
window set to the simulation program automatically.
However, the following limitations of this method should be
investigated continuously in the future.

First, THERM, which was developed by LBNL, was
selected as the target in this study among window set
simulation programs. In the future, a method applicable to
other window set simulation programs in addition to
THERM will be suggested.

Second, a study related to the conversion of geometry
and boundary information, which took the largest amount of
time, was carried out in this study. However, the material
information of the members composing a window set is also
required for the simulation. -erefore, a method to identify
the property information of materials through the estab-
lishment of a database will be suggested in the future.

6. Conclusions

-ere is a growing interest in the performance of the window
set along with a growing interest in the improvement of
energy efficiency in buildings. -erefore, a method for
evaluating the performance of a window set is also gaining
significance. -e performance evaluation of a window set
through simulation is highly practical as expensive equipment
is not required. However, its utilization is limited due to the
limitation of labor-intensive window set modeling.-erefore,
a study for extracting the information required for window set
modeling from BIM and converting the data into an ap-
propriate format for THERM, a window set simulation
program developed by LBNL, was carried out in this study.

-is study suggested the method to automatically ex-
tract, convert, and output the information on the geometry
and boundary required in the window set’s heat transfer
coefficient simulation from the window set BIM. To achieve
this purpose, the method to extract the geometry in-
formation from the window set BIM saved as an IFC file,
which was the standard format of BIM, was suggested. Since
the window set is expressed as complicated geometry in-
formation, the method to extract “Body Brep Representa-
tion,” which was not previously suggested, is included.
Second, the method to convert the geometry information
extracted from the window set BIM into the geometry of the
cross-section, geometry of the boundary, and the boundary

Figure 11: THERM input result of test case 1.

Figure 12: BIM model of test case 2.
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type was suggested. -e geometry information was sim-
plified, and the cross-section was created in order to convert
it into the geometry information of the cross-section re-
quired in the window set simulation. -e boundary was also
extracted based on the priority in order to convert the ge-
ometry information of the window set into the boundary
information, and the boundary condition was determined
based on the direction of the window set. Lastly, the window
set BIM conversion program that took in consideration the
user convenience based on the suggested method was de-
veloped, and its performance was verified by applying the

window set BIM model to the developed program. -e
information on the geometry and property was extracted by
applying the selected window set case to the program, and
this information was converted to a THMX file. It was
confirmed that the converted information inputted to
THMX could be imported to THERM and that the con-
verted geometry and boundary information was inputted.

Since the information on the geometry and boundary
required in the window set’s heat transfer coefficient sim-
ulation can be inputted automatically through the program
developed in this study, the manpower and time required for

Figure 14: THERM input result (meeting rail) of test case 2.

Figure 13: THERM input result (head) of test case 2.
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the simulation can be reduced. It is expected that the
program can be particularly useful in the window set design
step to evaluate the performance repeatedly by changing the
shape of somemembers. In conclusion, it is expected that the
increased productivity of the window set simulation will lead
to the increased use of certification through the window set
simulation. -e performance of the developed program was
verified in this study based on the analysis of some cases.

-is study targeted THERM, which was developed by
LBNL among window set simulation programs. -is study
has a limitation, in which only the geometry and boundary
information was converted. A method that can be applicable
to other window set simulation programs in addition to
THERM and a method to automatically extract the property
information of the material from the IFC will be suggested in
the future.

THERM, the window set simulation program that was
developed by LBNL and discussed in this study, can be
downloaded from https://windows.lbl.gov/software/therm.
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Building information modelling (BIM) is a set of technologies that aim to increase interorganisational and cross-disciplinary
collaboration in the architecture, engineering, and construction (AEC) industries to promote productivity and the quality of
design, construction, and maintenance stages of a building. Studies on BIM adoption in small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) have remained an under-represented area. It is necessary to understand the main challenges hindering the adoption of
BIM in SMEs and to consider corresponding strategies that can be applied in order to obtain further understanding of BIM in
SMEs. On the basis of literature review and interview, stakeholder-associated factors were identified from a network perspective,
and the social network analysis (SNA) method was applied to determine the interconnections between the influencing factors and
links in BIM adoption in SMEs. Eventually, 10 critical factors and 10 crucial links were selected and divided into six challenges.
Corresponding strategies, including cultivating the BIM perception of SMEs, integrated project delivery, strengthening the legal
environment for BIM adoption in SMEs, and developing native software and standards and cloud-based technology, were
proposed to mitigate these challenges. 0e strategies may help practitioners gain an in-depth understanding of BIM adoption in
SMEs from a stakeholder-oriented perspective.

1. Introduction

Building informationmodelling (BIM) has been increasingly
used by the architecture, engineering, and construction
(AEC) industries to address performance problems that have
long plagued the construction industry [1, 2]. Using BIM
methods, compared with the traditional working model, can
help us achieve coordination, cooperation, and integration
whilst improving information flow and processing [3].
Recognising the aforementioned advantages, most AEC
enterprises have started to use BIM in their projects and
attempted not to perform traditional methods again, as BIM
increases their productivity and greatly decreases the re-
quests for information and rework [4], and even extend to
the management of demolition waste [5]. Although the
potential benefits of the technologies may seem evident, the
industry adoption rate of BIM varies [6]. Kouide et al. found
through an investigation on the Heathrow Airport Terminal
5 Project in London that although the latest software tools

are available, major hidden technology constraints hinder
their wide adoption in small and medium-sized enterprises
(SMEs) [7]. Such constraints also exist in China, and we
must admit that BIM adoption in SEMs in China is at an
infant stage [8]. 0e Chinese central government has
emerged as a major force for promoting BIM adoption [9];
the Ministry of Housing and Urban-Rural Development has
mandated a guideline that aimed at a national BIM adoption
rate of 90% by the year 2020 in large- and medium-sized
buildings [10]. 0e main objectives of this guideline are to
improve the digitisation of buildings. However, buildings are
limited to large- and medium-sized buildings, which are
mainly constructed by large enterprises. To some degree,
BIM adoption in SMEs in China is largely overlooked. SMEs
have greatly contributed to the economic development of
existing regions or countries [11], and relying on large
enterprises to improve the digitisation of buildings is in-
sufficient.0e problem that must be solved is how to achieve
BIM adoption in SMEs in China.
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Quantitative studies have investigated the influencing
factors associated with BIM adoption for SMEs. Scholars,
such as Gu, have confirmed that the factors affecting BIM
adoption can mainly be grouped into technical tool func-
tional requirements and needs and nontechnical strategic
issues [6]. A case study conducted by Kouide et al. dem-
onstrated that in terms of the time, cost, and effort required
to implement the technology, the current investment means
that BIM is unlikely to be used in small, simple projects
where a traditional computer-aided design (CAD) remains
sufficient [7]. Goodridge et al. pointed out that SMEs’ in-
novation capability is extraordinarily low due to fragmen-
tation, limited collaboration, and risk-averse attitude [12].
According to a research on the BIM adoption state of UK
construction industry SMEs, the challenges faced by SMEs
include the short of investments, the lack of BIM skills and
capabilities, the slow return on investment, the security of
the model, and the necessity to establish a mechanism for
BIM implementation plan [13]. In fact, the reasons for BIM
adoption in SMEs are not simply a single issue but a
combination of several issues [14]. Previous studies have
insufficiently considered the linkages that underlie the
critical stakeholders and influencing factors. 0erefore,
critical factors that challenge BIM adoption in SMEs must be
reidentified and must consider what strategies can be
adopted from a stakeholder network perspective.

In consideration of the objectives of this study, two as-
pects are mainly discussed. Firstly, the critical factors that
affect or impede BIM adoption in SMEs are investigated
from the stakeholder perspective. Secondly, strategies for
handling the challenges during the process of BIM adoption
in SMEs are proposed. For these objectives, we propose the
social network analysis (SNA) to evaluate the stakeholder-
related factors in the adoption stage of BIM. 0is study
contributes to local governments and SMEs in mitigating the
existing challenges and promoting BIM adoption in SMEs
through provided strategies. A new frontier for BIM adoption
in SMEs is also opened via a network analysis, which in-
tegrates the critical factors with related stakeholders.

0e remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 outlines the literature review of BIM adoption in
SMEs. Section 3 demonstrates the research methodology,
data collection and data processing. 0e results including
node, link, and network levels are displayed in Section 4.
Section 5 discusses the critical factors and corresponding
strategies, and Section 6 summarises this paper.

2. Literature Review

2.1. %e Development Process of BIM. 0e concept of BIM
first appeared in 1992, published by the Automation in
Construction journal in an article entitled “Modelling mul-
tiple views on buildings” [15]. Since then, studies on BIM have
gradually emerged, and it has been defined in several ways.
Paavola et al. described BIM from three aspects: (1) BIM is an
object-based 3D model that can achieve visualisation and
simulation of the building. (2) BIM can be perceived as a new
way of working collaboratively through the entire life cycle of
the building. (3) BIM can be considered a central way for

promoting productivity and business results [14]. Succar et al.
held the point that BIM can be perceived both as a technology
and process [16]. In the early stages of BIM research, most
articles regarded BIM as a technical means [17]. Gradually,
Both et al. found that it is not enough to set the goal only on a
technical level. 0e combination of technical and methodo-
logical aspects particularly contributes to the enhancement of
understanding economic issues [18]. Gradually, a further
comprehensive view on BIM emerged, which describes it as
the process of generating, storing, managing, exchanging, and
sharing building information in an interoperable and reusable
way [19].

0e project-based nature and fragmentation of the
construction industry lead its productivity development to
lag behind that of other industries [2, 20]; the emergence of
BIM aims to solve this problem [21]. However, Porwal
pointed out that potential conflicts and risks will exist due to
the change in work practices by the adoption of BIM [22].
On the basis of Chang et al.’s benefit-cost theory of BIM, we
divided the development stage of BIM into three levels. In
level 1, only a small group of AEC firms use BIM in daily
production activities because the extra cost arising from BIM
is high. As the application broadens (considerable life cycle
phases), deepens (BIM levels), and diversifies (the benefits of
various analyses), industry players acquire additional po-
tential benefits from BIM [23]. Figure 1 shows the benefit-
cost curve of BIM (the red curve represents the benefits of
using BIM and the black curve represents the cost of using
BIM). Numerous studies have recently been published to
support that BIM is beneficial, since it presents an accurate
cost estimation, is time saving, exhibits few design co-
ordination errors, and presents energy-efficient design so-
lutions [24–26]. Wang et al. found that early adoption of
facility management in design stage with BIM can obviously
reduce life cycle costs [27]. Paavola and Miettinen proposed
a novel concept of “virtual materiality”; that is, BIM models
provide dynamic but tangible ways for collaboration [14].
However, Arayici et al. found that stakeholder collaboration
expands organisational boundaries [28]. When using BIM
models in the construction industry, more stakeholders than
ever will be involved in the entire phases of a project. As a
result, critical factors that profoundly affect BIM adoption
must be determined from the stakeholder perspective.

2.2. Factors and Stakeholders Related to BIM Adoption in
SMEs. With respect to BIM adoption in AEC industries,
researchers have identified sufficient influencing factors.
Johnson et al. partly conceived the lack of initiative and
training, the fragmented nature of AEC industries, the varying
market readiness across geographies, and the industry’s re-
luctance to change existing work practices as the reasons why
BIM is at a relatively low level in AEC industries [29]. In
addition, scholars found that collaborative environment and
management process [30], motivation and BIM capability
[23], a clear division of roles and responsibilities, and benefits
allocation [31] also play important roles in the adoption of
BIM in SMEs. On the basis of an empirical study of the
motivations for BIM adoption in China, Cao et al. stressed
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that a robust understanding of how stakeholders implement a
BIM adoption decision and which factor will affect it should
be established [8]. As previously mentioned, these studies
have helped us understand the factors that limit BIM adoption
in AEC industries. However, Poirier described BIM as a
technological innovation for construction organisations [32].
In terms of this respect, evidence suggested that SMEs treat
innovation differently compared to large firms [33]. It is vital
to find out the influencing factors to gain further insight into
the BIM adoption for SMEs.

SMEs are usually defined by its characteristics including
number of employees, enterprise turnover, asset size, and
capital requirement [34]. 0e Ministry of Industry and
Information Technology of the People’s Republic of China
(MOIIT) defined SMEs as companies that use approximately
10–300 employees [35]. With respect to BIM in SMEs,
Jayasena first emphasized the terminology as these terms
have yet to start their journey towards BIM transformation
[36]. Rodgers et al. revealed that the level of understanding
of BIM in Australia was much lower in SMEs, and there is
prejudice to the requirements and challenges of imple-
menting BIM in SMEs [37]. Based on Lam’s study, he
pointed out that guidance and frameworks in the UK to help
SMEs to make an informed decision on BIM adoption are
currently lacking [38]. Compared with developed countries,
this situation also exists in China. China Construction In-
dustry BIM Application Analysis report (2017) shows that
only 10.4% of Chinese enterprises began to promote the
deployment of BIM on a large scale [39]. Almost all of these
enterprises are large enterprises, which means no SMEs. It
widened the gap between SMEs and large firms in themarket
[40], despite the fact that research has confirmed the increase
of using BIM by SMEs is a key condition for achieving the
transformation of construction industry [38]. 0e above-
mentioned influencing factors include diverse stakeholders,
who are directly or indirectly involved in the process of BIM
adoption in SMEs. 0e stakeholders mainly comprise the
government, contractors, designers, software developers,
owners, BIM consultants, and so forth.

Studies have also highlighted the factors that impeded
BIM adoption in SMEs. Kouide et al. indicated that the BIM
environment requires training, timing, and costing software,
but SMEs would not pay additional fund where a normal
traditional 2D method is adequate [7]. Resources limitation,

competition, and functional structure were also influential
barriers to BIM adoption in SMEs [38]. Grounded in
a quantitative study performed on more than 200
manufacturing plants, Belvedere et al. found that SMEs
cannot invest in the latest manufacturing practices and
technologies that can improve their performance [41].
Meanwhile, Goodridge et al. revealed that fragmentation,
limited collaboration, and risk-averse attitude are partly the
reasons why SMEs are in low levels of innovation capability
[12]. In fact, SMEs are naturally inclined to adopt reliable
methods to ensure the return on investment (ROI) [32]. In
the absence of sufficient evidence, the use of BIM is con-
sidered to be too risky due to the limited resources in SMEs
[42]. Despite the lack of sufficient resources and key assets
[38], Rosenbusch et al. deemed that SMEs are usually more
flexible in their organisational structure and can quickly
exploit new business opportunities in the market compared
with large firms [43]. On the basis of an experiment with two
SMEs, Hochscheid et al. brought to light that when actors are
satisfied with the experiment results in their usual practices,
they will take the initiative to invest in BIM and integrate
more advanced BIM uses [44]. Project size was also in-
vestigated in Both and Petra’s study, indicating that the use
of BIM increases as the project grows in size [18], but they
did not mention why the BIM adoption rate in SMEs is low.
As discussed above, in this study, we considered the critical
challenges that impede BIM adoption in SMEs from a
stakeholder’s perspective and proposed strategies to mitigate
the challenges.

3. Research Methodology and Processes

3.1. Methodology

3.1.1. SNA. 0e concept of SNA was proposed by Moreno
in 1934 [45]; since then, it has become an effective tool
for researchers and practitioners who cover construction
project management [46], information science [47], and risk
management [48]. SNA is grounded on graph theory, so-
ciology, and anthropology [49], which assumes that network
members can interact with one another and their behaviours
are largely influenced by the relationship pattern embodied
in the network [50]. Accordingly, SNA is defined as a set of
connections among stakeholders with additional attributes,
which can be used to explain the social behaviours of the
stakeholders involved [51]. Mok et al. applied SNA to solve
the problems related to stakeholders in construction project
management and other research fields and found that this is
an effective means [52]. In order to identify critical factors
for BIM adoption in SMEs, we applied SNA as it can link
factors with associated stakeholders and quantify the in-
terrelationships among different network nodes [48].

All nodes are encoded as SmFn in SNA, wherem denotes
the stakeholders and n represents the associated factors. For
instance, S2F5 indicates the second stakeholder associated
with the fifth influencing factor. Each node has a unique
colour that represents corresponding stakeholder groups
and factor categories. An arrow from node SxFy to node
SwFz in the network indicates the relationship between SxFy
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Figure 1: Benefit-cost curve of BIM.
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and SwFz, and the thickness represents the influence degree
of the relationship. Nodes with multiple links will be located
at the centre of the network, while nodes with fewer con-
nections will be on the edge of the graph. Density, node
degree, status centrality, brokerage, and betweenness cen-
trality are also the indicators for analysing the nodes and
network [50]. 0ese indicators provide a holistic un-
derstanding on the factor network.

3.1.2. Research Framework. Shi et al. adopted the SNA
method to determine the critical factors to achieve dockless
bike-sharing sustainability, which followed a classical
framework, including factor identification, factor evaluation,
key factor analysis and stakeholder analysis, and challenges
mitigation [53]. Previous studies have shown that combining
traditional frameworks with SNA can effectively manage
stakeholder-related factors [46, 54]. Inspired by the above-
named scholars, we (1) identified the factors that and the
corresponding stakeholders who affect BIM adoption in
SMEs, (2) estimated the relationships among factors, (3)
analysed critical factors and stakeholders, and (4) conducted
responding strategies. Figure 2 shows the main framework
processes.

3.2. Processes

3.2.1. Data Collection. Interviews were conducted to collect
data, which provided considerable information and a face-
to-face interaction between investigators and interviewees.
According to Brinkmann, open discussion and information
sharing with different participants can mitigate ambiguities
whilst improving data reliability [55]. In Section 2.2, gov-
ernment (S1), contractors (S2), designers (S3), software
developers (S4), owners (S5), and BIM consultants (S6) were
recognised as key stakeholder groups in BIM adoption in
SMEs. We interviewed all six stakeholder groups to avoid a
biased judgement and ensure data representativeness. S1
interviewees must come from a building department and
involve in the management of BIM adoption. All inter-
viewees from S2, S3, and S5 worked in SMEs (the number of
employees is between 10 and 300) and have more than six
years working experience. S2, S3, and S5 interviewees must
also be knowledgeable about BIM or experienced related
projects. S4 interviewees mainly came fromGlodon (a native
Chinese software developer, which has 10 years of BIM
experience) and PMSbim (a local BIM developer in China,
which is established in 2011). To find the appropriate people,
interviewees from S6 were primarily introduced by S5 due to
their close relationship. We do not pay particular attention
to the natures of S5 and S6, because this paper discusses the
BIM adoption by SMEs. However, S5 and S6 are mainly
service providers. Initially, we contacted several familiar
interviewees from corresponding stakeholder groups, and
then a snowball sampling was used to encourage additional
potential respondents to participate in our survey. We
contacted 76 stakeholders via telephone, email, or face-to-
face talk; 26 of them did not have sufficient knowledge or
were not interested in our study topic, and 19 claimed that

they were ineligible for the investigation. 0us, 31 partici-
pants were identified as eligible interviewees (with the ex-
ception of seven members in group S2, the number of
members in the other groups was six). 0e sample met the
requirements of previous studies [48, 53, 54].

Prior to the formal interview, we email all interviewees
with background information and content to help them
prepare for follow-up questions. On the basis of the ques-
tions proposed by Li et al. [48], we asked the interviewees to
answer the following: (1) what factors do you think may
affect BIM adoption in SMEs? (2) provide other factors that
are not included in the above list (a reference list of
stakeholder factors compiled by literature review), and (3)
how are these identified factors relevant to the corre-
sponding stakeholders? On the basis of their reply and
combined with our literature review, we recompiled our
influencing factors and the corresponding stakeholder list,
delivered the manuscripts to respondents for feedback, and
finally formed our list, as shown in Table 1.

Face-to-face interviews with semistructured attributes
were conducted to find out the potential interconnections
among the influencing factors. A detailed verbal explanation
was provided to each interviewee when they were confused on
the questions to minimise ambiguities. In SNA, nodes refer to
the factors identified before, and links are defined as the
influence of a stakeholder-related factor over another factor.
Interviewees were asked to determine the direction of the
potential effect clearly, as the interaction may be mutual. In
other words, if a link exists between SxFy and SwFz, then SxFy
can affect SwFz, and the corresponding stakeholder groups Sx
and Sw will be asked to assess the linkage between SxFy and
SwFz. 0ree types of questions were asked: (a) Can factor
SxFy affect SwFz when using BIM method in a project (the
link direction)? (b) What is the likelihood of this potential
link? (c) If SxFy affects SwFz, then to what degree is the
influence? On the basis of similar studies conducted by former
scholar, we followed a five-level Likert scale, where “1” and “5”
denote the lowest and highest levels, respectively [48, 53]. 0e
overall effect of a link (P) can be represented by multiplying
the likelihood of this link with the degree of influence.

3.2.2. Data Processing. In some cases, the associated
stakeholders cannot agree on the final outcome of a linkage
evaluation (0≤P≤ 25). Different stakeholders typically
have different criteria for certain links. When this phe-
nomenon happens, we calculate the degree of variation (V �

(Pmax−Pmin)/25, where Pmax � the maximal effect of the link
and Pmin � the minimal effect of the link). If V≤ 0.2, which
indicates that the result is acceptable, then the weight of
the link will be reflected by themedian of the evaluation [66].
If V> 0.2, which means that the result is unacceptable,
then a re-evaluation with related stakeholders must be
performed until an acceptable result is generated. Given this
situation, we organised an online meeting via WeChat
(a social software in China) and obtained the ultimate data.
We imported the collected data into NetMiner 4 for factor
network visualisation and analysis. Critical factors, links and
corresponding stakeholders were identified further.
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4. Results

On the basis of the literature analysis and semistructured
interviews, 33 factors and 54 network nodes were identified,
as shown in Table 1. On the basis of the different charac-
teristics of these factors, we classified the 33 factors into 8
categories, namely, data (C1), cost (C2), technology (C3),
perception (C4), contract (C5), collaboration (C6), legal
(C7), and organisation (C8).

4.1.Network-Level Results. 0e factor network consists of 54
influencing factor nodes connected by 336 links, as shown in
Figure 2. An arrow from nodes SxFy to SwFz indicates that
SxFy can affect SwFz. 0e thickness of this arrow represents
the influence level. Influencing factors with numerous links
are at the centre of the network, while the less connected
nodes are close to the graph boundary, as shown in Figure 3.
A large number of interconnected relationships mean that
the promotion of BIM adoption in SMEs is complex. 0e
network density is 0.113, which indicates that the network is
intensive and each factor has a close relation. S1 (govern-
ments), S3 (contractors), and S5 (owners) are at the network
centre, which implies that governments, contractors, and
owners are dominant in BIM adoption in SMEs.

4.2.Node andLink-LevelResults. We explored the direct and
indirect propagation effects of individual nodes to identify
the key factors that influence BIM adoption in SMEs. Fig-
ure 4 shows the status centrality map, including all factors.
Factors at the map centre play important roles in the net-
work. Nodes S1 (governments), S3 (contractors), and S5

(owners) assume the central position, thereby implying the
important role they play in BIM adoption in SMEs.

Out degree, degree difference, and ego size were used on
the basis of previous studies to measure the roles of nodes in
the network [48, 67]. 0e out degree reflects the range of
direct influence, whereas a high degree of factor directly
affects several neighbours in the network. 0e degree dif-
ference is equal to the gap between the out and in degrees
[68]. A stakeholder issue with a large degree difference can
be interpreted as exerting more influence on their neigh-
bours than on acceptance [48]. If a factor has a large ego
network size, numerous factors will be closely related to this
factor [54]. In terms of the three indicators, we list the top 10
nodes in Table 2. A node with a high value often plays an
important role in the network.

Brokerage is considered a valuable network index that
demonstrates the different functions and capabilities of factor
nodes in connection subgroups. 0ese nodes play an impor-
tant role in connecting various stakeholder groups; they are
also crucial to BIM adoption in SMEs. We selected the top 10
nodes in the brokerage analysis, and they are shown in Table 3.

On the basis of betweenness centrality analysis, Table 4
displayed top 10 factors and links to show the capability of a
factor or link to control the influence on other factors.
Removing these factor nodes or links can considerably
promote BIM adoption rates in SMEs.

5. Discussion

5.1. Critical Factors andChallenges Identified. On the basis of
a previous study, the critical factors and links we selected will
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Figure 2: Research framework.
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vary slightly in accordance with different ranking criteria; we
followed a principle that selects the top factors from each
ranking list in Section 4 as critical factors, often selecting three
to five factors [48]. 0ese factors play an important role in the
network. Removing these nodes and links reduces the overall

complexity of the factor network [46, 67]. Factors that appear
many times in different ranking lists are identified as critical
because they have multiple functions that support factor
networks [53, 54]. Following these principles, 10 influencing
factors and 10 links were identified as critical for BIM

Table 1: Influencing factors and relevant stakeholders.

Factor ID Stakeholder node Factor node Factor name Source Category
S2F1 S2 F1 Security of confidential data [56] C1S5F1 S5
S2F2 S2

F2 Inserting, extracting, updating, or modifying the data in the
BIM model [57] C1

S3F2 S3
S4F2 S4
S5F2 S5
S6F2 S6
S2F3 S2

F3 Accuracy of data transmission Interview C1S3F3 S3
S4F3 S4
S2F4 S2 F4 Limited budget [42, 44, 58] C2
S2F5 S2

F5 High costs to educate people [42, 59] C2S3F5 S3
S5F5 S5
S2F6 S2 F6 High-economic investment in the facilities [40, 60] C2S5F6 S5
S1F7 S1 F7 Inadequate funding [38] C2S5F7 S5

S5F8 S5 F8 Downstream beneficiaries do not pay compensation to
upstream for additional cost and effort Interview C2

S4F9 S4 F9 Standards and protocols with a common language [42] C3
S5F10 S5 F10 Difficulties in measuring the effects of BIM [42, 61] C3
S4F11 S4 F11 Interoperability among different software Interview C3
S5F12 S5 F12 Unlikely to find BIM that matches SMEs’ specific practice [42, 61] C3
S4F13 S4 F13 Lack of subcontractors who can use BIM technology [42] C3
S2F14 S2

F14 Lack of case studies and samples [42] C3S3F14 S3
S5F14 S5
S4F15 S4 F15 Scalability to handle small simple and large complex projects [38, 62] C3
S2F16 S2 F16 Reluctance to change [13] C4S3F16 S3
S2F17 S2 F17 New roles and responsibilities [22] C5S5F17 S5
S5F18 S5 F18 Awareness about BIM Interview C4
S5F19 S5 F19 Client interest or request for BIM [42] C4
S2F20 S2 F20 Habits of 2D-based work [18] C3
S5F21 S5 F21 New contractual relationships [63] C5
S2F22 S2 F22 New project delivery methods [7] C5S5F22 S5
S2F23 S2

F23 Contractual responsibilities for inaccuracies in the BIM model
are unclear [57] C5S3F23 S3

S5F23 S5
S2F24 S2 F24 Distribution of benefits [21] C5
S5F25 S5 F25 Lack of BIM-ready samples for contractual documents [18] C5
S3F26 S3 F26 Several people are concerned in the planning and design phases [13] C6
S3F27 S3 F27 Interoperability among different project teams [6] C6
S2F28 S2 F28 Substantial adjustment to the current process/practice change Interview C6S5F28 S5
S3F29 S3 F29 Ownership and intellectual property rights over BIM models [2, 6] C7S5F29 S5
S2F30 S2 F30 New responsibilities among projects participants [64] C7
S1F31 S1 F31 No specific law to address BIM-related disputes Interview C7
S5F32 S5 F32 Organisational restructure to support BIM [42, 60] C8
S2F33 S2 F33 Changing well-established non-BIM procedures [42, 65] C8S5F33 S5
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adoption in SMEs, as shown in Table 5. We divided them into
six categories and explained them briefly to show the basic
principles of this classification for understanding the meaning
of key factors and links. 0e basic rationale of this classifi-
cation is that if one of the 10 key factor nodes and the selected
10 key links exist in multiple links at the same time, which
may lead to multiple problems, then that is a key challenge.

5.2. Strategies to Challenges Mitigation. From these analyses,
we proposed five strategies to mitigate challenges in BIM
adoption in SMEs. 0ese strategies, including cultivating the
BIM perception of SMEs, integrated project delivery (IPD),
strengthening the legal environment for BIM adoption
in SMEs, and developing native software and standards
and cloud-based technology.0ese strategies are mainly based
on the view of governments, software developers, owners, and
contractors who are the main stakeholders in the adoption of
BIM by SMEs. Following these management strategies, we
constructed a governance framework, as shown in Figure 5.

5.2.1. Strategy 1: Cultivating the BIM Perception of SMEs.
Incentives are major drivers of new technologies, whilst
great efficiency is not enough to change business

behaviour. Governments must play a positive role at the
early stages of BIM adoption in SMEs. Issues, such as high
education cost and high-economic investment in the fa-
cilities, must be solved through mandatory legislation
and supervision. Clear compensation institutions must be
provided to mitigate apprehensions, for instance, imple-
mentation and maintenance costs outweigh its usefulness.
Apart from costs, the interest and willingness of project
managers and engineers to use BIM also play important
roles [73]. Following this principle, governments should
strengthen BIM training. For example, they can force
SMEs to set up a BIM department (with only 1–2 people
required) and can train the BIM staff responsible for
training within the enterprises and reporting on the result
of the training. In this way, they are changing SMEs’ at-
titude towards new technologies, formulating positive
perceptions, and promoting BIM adoption in SMEs. As
such, challenges 1 (SMEs are short on resources) and 3
(lack of BIM awareness) can be addressed.

5.2.2. Strategy 2: IPD. We introduced an IPD concept to
address challenge 2 (collaboration challenges) identified
in Table 5. 0e combination of BIM and IPD has been

Figure 3: Stakeholder-related influencing factor network.
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widely supported in the literature as a method for solving
the problem of limited collaboration in the construction
industry [74, 75]. IPD is defined as the simultaneous
development of a product and service during the plan-
ning stage. Using IPD increases the number of

participants involved in the design, which leads to a good
understanding among mean parties at the early stage.
0erefore, a further detailed upstream analysis can be
conducted on the product model, so that the product
design process can be easily understood and the structure
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Figure 4: Status centrality map.

Table 2: Critical factors based on degree analysis, ego network, and status centrality.

Ranking Factor ID Ego size Factor ID Out status centrality Factor ID Out degree Factor ID Degree difference
1 S5F19 46 S5F19 3.15 S5F19 46 S5F19 39
2 S1F31 41 S5F22 1.696 S1F31 36 S3F26 28
3 S3F26 35 S1F31 1.675 F3F26 33 S1F31 24
4 S5F22 28 S3F26 1.627 S5F22 26 S5F22 15
5 S2F24 23 S3F23 1.247 S2F24 19 S5F25 14
6 S5F23 22 S2F24 1.132 S5F23 19 S1F7 14
7 S3F23 22 S5F23 0.973 S1F7 19 S2F24 11
8 S1F7 20 S1F7 0.968 S3F23 18 S5F23 11
9 S5F7 19 S5F25 0.762 S5F25 17 S3F23 11
10 S5F32 18 S5F7 0.643 S5F7 16 S5F7 10
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Table 3: Critical factors for BIM adoption in SMEs based on brokerage analysis.

Ranking Factor ID Coordinator Gatekeeper Representative Itinerant Liaison Total
1 S1F31 0 0 0 10 284 294
2 S5F19 0 7 0 13 163 183
3 S5F22 2 14 14 18 107 155
4 S3F26 0 3 0 7 81 91
5 S3F23 0 1 9 7 46 63
6 S5F23 0 1 11 7 44 63
7 S5F32 0 0 10 0 50 60
8 S2F24 0 1 11 6 33 51
9 S5F7 0 2 12 2 26 42
10 S5F33 0 0 6 0 28 34

Table 4: Critical factors and links for BIM adoption in SMEs based on betweenness centrality.

Ranking Factor ID Node betweenness centrality Link ID Link betweenness centrality
1 S1F31 0.1044 S2F33⟶S1F7 63.9
2 S5F19 0.0602 S4F11⟶S3F26 58.6
3 S5F22 0.0446 S5F33⟶S5F7 57.7
4 S1F7 0.0441 S2F33⟶S5F7 56.7
5 S5F7 0.0421 S5F32⟶S5F12 54.5
6 S5F33 0.0367 S5F12⟶S5F33 48.3
7 S3F26 0.0345 S5F12⟶S2F33 47.5
8 S2F33 0.0327 S5F7⟶S5F19 47.2
9 S5F1 0.0193 S2F30⟶S5F33 45.1
10 S5F12 0.0189 S5F29⟶S2F33 43.8

Table 5: Critical factors and challenges for BIM adoption in SMEs.

Critical factors and links Associated critical stakeholder Primary challenges and explanation

S1F7
S1F7⟶S2F4
S1F7⟶S5F5

Governments
Governments
Governments

1. SMEs are short on resources: SMEs are often extremely short on
project resources [69]; as a result, they cannot afford extra overheads on
infrastructure construction and training people to support new
technology. SMEs’ downstream beneficiaries also do not pay
compensation to upstream for additional cost and effort. 0us,
companies with limited human, time, and financial resources must focus
on what they consider to be important criteria for success.

S3F26
S5F22
S2F30⟶S5F33
S5F22⟶S3F26

Designers
Owners

Contractors
Owners

2. Collaboration challenges: 0e fragmented nature of construction
industries leads to difficulties in sharing information and collaboration
among different participants. Meanwhile, willingness to share
information among project participants is considered the most critical
[70]. 0e lack of cooperation consciousness and 2D-based work habits
cause the production efficiency of the construction industry to be
considerably lower than that of other industries, which is unconducive to
the sustainable development of SMEs.

S5F19
S5F7⟶S5F19
S5F19⟶S3F16

Owners
Contractors
Owners

3. Lack of BIM awareness: As a new technology, BIM has been adopted
and applied by large enterprises and has been gradually combined with
project management and even enterprise management. However, SMEs
lack the awareness of BIM and neither understand what BIM is nor how
BIM is combined with the current working methods.0us, the benefits of
BIM to enterprises are difficult to determine.

S1F31
S2F24
S3F23
S1F31⟶S3F23
S5F29⟶S2F33

Governments
Contractors
Contractors
Governments

Owners

4. Legal disputes and uncertainties in policies: 0e construction industry
is a complex process involving numerous people and information. When
design information is generated in collaboration among several
participants, identifying inaccurate responsibilities can be problematic
[65]. No law explicitly addresses BIM disputes, and SMEs are worried
about their own interests.
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can be adjusted in detail [76]. Besides, IPD also stimulates
people to be involved in a project for the benefit of the
entire project. BIM is more than a technical means with a
social dimension, but it has no contractual authority to
manage stakeholders. As a result, a formal infrastructure
and a BIM manager are required to manage stakeholders
across organisations.

5.2.3. Strategy 3: Strengthening the Legal Environment for
BIM Adoption in SMEs. Resolving legal and contractual
disputes is essential to SMEs. SMEs are more focused on
immediate interests than large enterprises. When a po-
tential risk exists, SMEs will select traditional project de-
livery over BIM to ensure the interests of the enterprises.
BIM programmes are full of collaboration, in which

individuals coordinate their work by using objects created
or designed by others. Nevertheless, conventional legal
instruments implemented to BIM project seldom accom-
modate the collaborative nature that is generated by BIM.
When the design information is engaged in collaboration
among numerous participants, identifying inaccurate re-
sponsibilities is vital. For instance, legislation can define
the specific information that different actors are re-
sponsible for communicating. When the risk is equally
shared through legislation, the return must be shared.
Accordingly, part of the owner’s savings must be shared
with participating project members due to increased
productivity. 0is aspect should be specified in the contract
to facilitate BIM adoption by SMEs. As such, Challenge 4
(legal disputes and uncertainties in policies) can be
governed.

S1F7
S1F7→S2F4

S1F7→S5F5

S3F26
S5F22

S2F30→
S5F33

S5F22→
S3F26

S5F19

S5F7→S5F19
S5F19→S3F16

S1F31
S2F24
S3F23

S1F31→S3F23
S5F29→S2F33

S5F12
S5F10S4F11→S3F26

S5F1

S4F3→S4F1
1

Challenge 1

Challenge 2

Challenge 3

Challenge 4

Challenge 5

Challenge 6

S1: cultivating 
the BIM 

perception of 
SMEs

S2: integrated 
project delivery 

(IPD)

S3: strengthening 
the legal 

environment for 
BIM adoption in 

SMEs

S4: developing native
so�ware and standards 

S5: cloud-based 
technology

Framework for BIM adoption in SMEs

Critical factors 
and 

interactions 

Figure 5: Framework for BIM adoption in SMEs.

Table 5: Continued.

Critical factors and links Associated critical stakeholder Primary challenges and explanation

S5F12
S5F10
S4F11⟶S3F26

Owners
Owners

Software developers

5. Difficulties in meeting SMEs’ needs: A 3D coordination and design
review is considered the most effective and prevalent application of BIM
today [71]. Projects in SMEs may be too simple to determine the benefits
of BIM. Scalability to handle small, simple, and large, complex projects
must be improved in an environment where conventional CAD remains
adequate.

S5F1
S4F3⟶S4F11

Owners
Designers

6. Concerns about data and information: 0e BIM model must store
considerable data, involving input, output, and update. 0e accuracy of
data transmission among different project teams must be ensured.
Enterprises will not upload important data if data security cannot be
guaranteed. Data security must be ensured through encryption or the use
of secure file exchange servers during transmission [72].
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5.2.4. Strategy 4: Developing Native Software and Standards.
Software is a means for realising BIM application, but best
results are only achieved when cross-disciplinary standards
and platforms can be interoperable. 0e success of BIM
adoption depends more on how a company combines BIM
technology with their workflow than on how well prepared it
is, thereby allowing teams to adapt to the technologies to suit
their existing work practices [77]. From this point of view,
without changing the existing building development ap-
proval process, a set of building code-related standards and
software must be developed to assist SMEs to build the
model correctly. If BIM-related software can automatically
generate 2D drawings and related documents for building
approval process, it will improve the adoption of BIM by
SMEs. Establishing a BIM-based case library to fulfil local
needs is also crucial. Well-documented experiences con-
tribute to assessing achievements, problems, and challenges,
thereby facilitating BIM adoption in SMEs. 0ese strategies
could play an important role in the mitigation of Challenge 5
(difficulties in meeting SMEs’ needs).

5.2.5. Strategy 5: Cloud-Based Technology. Projects in con-
struction industries often have a long life cycle, which in-
volves quantitative data. Inserting, extracting, updating, and
modifying data and ensuring the accuracy of data trans-
mission in BIM model are important problems. Drawing on
experience in other industries, software developers in BIM
have moved towards cloud services to manage data. On the
basis of the powerful computing and data-processing ca-
pability, embedding cloud technology in BIM can solve these
problems. Interoperability issues can also be addressed as a
cloud-based BIM solution will allow multiple BIM practi-
tioners to work on the same version of BIM data [58].
Restricting password protection and assessing authority
regulations can assure security and privacy that address
users’ concerns about security. Furthermore, cloud-based
BIM enables users who have an Internet connection to
synchronise their data on more than one device, such as
personal computer and smart phone. In this way, in-
frastructure cost can be saved and bring convenience to
SMEs. As a result, Challenge 6 (concerns about information
and data) can be solved through this approach.

6. Conclusion

BIM adoption in SMEs is complicated, in which numerous
stakeholders and various influencing factors are involved. In
this paper, we list the factors that influence BIM adoption in
SMEs on the basis of previous studies and interviews.We used
SNA to investigate the underlying network of stakeholder-
associated influencing factors and links and divided them into
six challenges: (1) SMEs are short on resources, (2) collab-
oration challenges, (3) lack of BIM awareness, (4) legal dis-
putes and uncertainties in policies, (5) difficulties in meeting
SMEs’ needs, and (6) concerns about data and information.
We proposed five corresponding strategies, namely, culti-
vating the BIM perception of SMEs, IPD, strengthening the
legal environment for BIM adoption, developing native

software and standards, and cloud-based technology, to
mitigate the challenges considering that removing these
factors and links will greatly reduce network complexity.

0e strategies provide a strong reference for building
departments in China and software developers to apply
appropriate approaches for increasing BIM adoption in
SMEs. For example, related government departments can
conduct training activities to improve BIM awareness in
SMEs andmandate specific policies to address BIM disputes.
For software developers, they can develop a local software to
best suit China’s current approval process.

0e main limitations of this study are two. Firstly, a
small-sample survey, which only covered 31 people, was
used in this study due to the difficulty of researchers to find
sufficient interviewees. 0e sample size may influence our
results. Secondly, not all stakeholder groups involved in BIM
adoption in SMEs were included in our study. Sub-
contractors, material suppliers, and mechanical, electrical,
and plumbing workers are also stakeholder groups related to
BIM adoption in SMEs. 0erefore, a wider group of
stakeholders should be invited to carry out follow-up
studies.
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,e main purpose of this study is to investigate the advantages of digital fabrication pertaining to construction project man-
agement, in particular, in terms of different project management factors, using case studies of irregular-shaped buildings in which
digital fabrication has versatile applications. ,is study collected secondary data corresponding to 27 construction projects of
irregular-shaped buildings that implemented digital fabrication. Success criteria were developed based on the Project Man-
agement Body of Knowledge (PMBOK) to assess the benefits of implementing digital fabrication for management of the
considered construction projects of irregular-shaped buildings. Content analysis was performed to investigate the degree of
satisfaction for the success criteria of each project. With this approach, it is possible to see which success criterion appears more
times as a positive factor and which ones appear as challenges or problems. Among the positive benefits of digital fabrication on
construction project management, quality increase and control appeared in the highest number of projects (17 out of 27 projects)
at the highest frequency (26 instances). However, among the negative benefits that were mentioned as challenging or causing
difficulties of digital fabrication on construction project management, cost reduction and control appeared in the highest number
of projects (14 out of 27 projects) at the highest frequency (21 instances). But it does not mean that the use of digital fabrication was
overall negative.

1. Introduction

,e construction industry is responsible for up to 40% of
energy consumption and greenhouse gas emission world-
wide [1]. For such reasons, major international organiza-
tions (e.g., UNEP and IPCC) consider the construction
industry as the main governing factor for carbon reduction
activities [2]. ,is potential can be employed by imple-
menting modern technologies including digital technology
in place of traditional construction methods [3]. Digital
technology is used widely in the manufacturing industry,
and the method of directly manufacturing construction
components using design data has become an essential part
in recent product development [4]. However, the con-
struction industry has an extremely disjointed production
method, and since it is a risk-averse sector, manufacturing

using digital technology still remains in the preliminary
stages [5]. Not only do most construction companies lack
resources to develop innovative technology through projects
[6] but they also fail to systemize the developed knowledge,
and therefore avoid using unfamiliar material and
manufacturing methods [7].

Despite this, interest in irregular-shaped buildings with
considerably complicated structures compared to typical
buildings is continuously growing [8]. An irregular-shaped
building is used mainly in terms of “irregular-shaped
buildings [8, 9],” “freeform building [10, 11],” “informal
structure [12],” “complex-shaped buildings [13],” and
“iconic building [14].” In general, it refers to a building to
which an irregular design element such as a two-direction
curved surface is applied to the interior or exterior of the
building.
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It is common to introduce digital fabrication with new
materials and manufacturing methods in such irregular-
shaped buildings to construct the complicated structures
[15]. Digital fabrication represents innovative, computer-
controlled processes and technologies with the potential to
expand the boundaries of conventional construction [6].
When it comes to project management, implementing
digital fabrication requires managing not only the con-
ventional supply chain but also supply chains for the new
manufacturing methods [16]. Moreover, construction sites
require managing the typical on-site construction as well as
off-site construction and off-site and on-site deliveries [17].
Furthermore, in order to attend to problems that occur while
constructing irregular-shaped buildings, various digital
technologies are used including building information
modeling (BIM) [18], reverse engineering with 3D laser
scanning [19], computer-aided manufacturing (CAM) and
computer-aided engineering (CAE) [4], and computerized
numerical control (CNC) [20]. Such digital technologies
directly support optimized design, factory production of
construction segments from design data, and site assembly
and installation; increase the quality of irregular-shaped
buildings; and reduce the construction period and cost [21].

,e number of studies analyzing the effects of digital
fabrication on sustainability is gradually increasing [22–24].
However, studies that quantitatively analyze the types of
positive and negative effects that digital fabrication has on
construction project management are hard to find.,us, this
study aims at constructing theoretical evidence concerning
the effect of digital fabrication on construction projects
through preliminary analyses of changes in the
manufacturing paradigm and effects of digital fabrication on
sustainability. Based on this, case studies on irregular-
shaped buildings implemented with digital fabrication are
investigated to quantitatively evaluate the benefits of digital
fabrication for construction project management.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Trend of Manufacturing Paradigms. ,e manufacturing
paradigm started from a very slow process of manual crafting.
Mass production became possible through the industrial
revolution in the early 20th century, and the manufacturing
system has greatly evolved economically through endless
technology development. Lean manufacturing allowed the
mass production of standardized products with high quality
[4]. Additionally, allocation formanufacturing reduced in size
to allow customization [25]. ,is mass customization started
with split demands from customers for high-quality low-cost
products and the nichemarket for such products. A new trend
of manufacturing is mass personalization. Products are cre-
ated within the mass customization framework and include
distinctive features according to the consumers. ,is trend
closely resembles mass customization, but the niches are
different in nature.,erefore, manufacturing systemsmust be
flexible to meet such demands [26].

In supporting this trend, additive manufacturing (AM)
processes such as rapid prototyping and stereolithography
play an important role in reducing the time and cost of

development required for assessing designs using prototypes
[27]. AM does not require formulating a processing plan
before manufacturing, but rather, it manufactures artifacts
(defined geometrically) directly derived from 3D CAD
models. A large amount of AM-type technology started
to develop in the 1980s including 3D printing. ,is
manufacturing method leads many industries to the concept
of direct digital manufacturing (DDM). ,e current
manufacturing methods for products are redefined using
DDM. Components are no longer manufactured in factories
and then assembled to create the final product before being
delivered to clients. Instead, these products are manufactured
in close proximity to the clients using AM based on digital
models [27].,erefore, AM is evolving into DDM as amutual
link for computers and manufacturing software through
manufacturing equipment and network (e.g., Internet and
servers). Various forms of DDM have the potential for
changing the efficiency of materials for product business
models, process chain, and relationship with product con-
sumers [4]. Furthermore, it is also possible to combine the
advantages of such a production paradigm to produce cus-
tomized high-quality products.

Such changes in the production paradigm in the con-
struction industry can be seen through the gradual increase
in the number of large-scale irregular-shaped buildings with
very complex structures. Irregular-shaped buildings face
limitations, in which conventional construction materials
and production methods cannot be applied effectively owing
to the structural constraints. Moreover, construction pro-
jects are fundamentally involved with one-off teams based
on a disjointed production system. Because the product size
is large compared to that in the manufacturing industry,
customization in advance is difficult. Consequently, digital
fabrication is gradually being introduced to overcome the
fundamental problems of a conventional production system.
However, studies that analyze the effects of digital fabri-
cation on actual construction projects are rare. In particular,
a performance indicator for construction project manage-
ment, which can be used by construction firms trying out the
newmanufacturing paradigm of digital fabrication, is not yet
available. ,erefore, this study aims at suggesting key per-
formance indicators (KPIs) for assessing the benefits of
digital fabrication for construction projects and verifying
them through case studies.

2.2. Digital Fabrication for Sustainability. Recent studies
have emphasized the benefits that AM brings regarding
sustainability [28, 29]. However, these studies mostly focus
on small-scale processes. For example, Kreiger and Pearce
proved that distributed manufacturing through 3D printing
potentially had lesser environmental impact and energy
consumption compared to the conventional manufacturing
method [22]. Faludi et al. pointed out that 3D printing could
reduce processing efforts, which could eventually reduce the
waste and energy consumption compared to that in con-
ventional CNC milling [23]. Gebler et al. provided a general
perspective on 3D printing technology from environmen-
tal, economic, and social perspectives [24]. However,
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quantitative studies were rarely found among these studies,
and Ford and Despeisse stressed that significantly more
applied studies on the environmental impacts of digital
fabrication were required [28]. Agust́ı-Juan et al. evaluated
the potential environmental benefits from applying con-
ventional manufacturing and digital fabrication on different
types of concrete walls in order to quantify environmental
benefits that digital fabrication could bring to the con-
struction industry [6].

A new manufacturing method that clearly distinguishes
itself from conventional production methods in the con-
struction industry is digital fabrication, which is based on
various digital technologies [6]. In the construction industry,
digital fabrication is implemented through particular pro-
jects such as irregular-shaped buildings. It is through these
particular construction projects that manufacturing pro-
cesses superior to conventional manufacturing methods are
developed from design aspirations and technological in-
novations [30]. Digital fabrication processes in the con-
struction industry are based on computational design
methods and robotic construction processes. In particular,
irregular-shaped building segments are typically achieved by
combining materials of additional manufacturing processes
(e.g., assembly, lamination, extrusion, and other forms of 3D
printing) using industrial robots [31]. Using this digital
fabrication, technology has allowed the construction of
customized complex buildings [32].

However, questions still prevail concerning the positive
benefits for sustainability in the manufacturing sector
wherein digital fabrication is applied. Traditionally, the
performance of a production system in the manufacturing
stage was evaluated by monitoring four main factors: cost,
time, quality, and flexibility. However, additional elements
that are an integral part of sustainability such as energy and
resource efficiency must be considered, as shown in Figure 1
[33]. It is evident that sustainability has conjoined with cost
and evolved as a main decision-making factor in
manufacturing [4].

Digital fabrication is a technology that is crucial for the
construction industry for constructing irregular-shaped
buildings, but it cannot be regarded as the only system
that is required for constructing buildings. Currently, real-
life projects have a basis in conventional manufacturing and
only apply digital fabrication to limited building segments.
Lean construction refers to applying the concept and
principles of the Toyota Production System (TPS) to con-
struction fields and focuses on waste reduction, increase in
customer value, and continuous improvement [34]. Lean
construction is possible through the integrated project de-
livery (IPD) approach, and BIM is essential in effectively
carrying out collaborations required for an IPD [35] and
contributing in sharing data necessary for achieving lean
construction [36]. Bryde et al. quantitatively evaluated the
benefits of BIM for construction project management [37].
As such, benefits of digital fabrication for construction
projects in the construction industry must be evaluated with
a focus on its effects on the overall construction project
management rather than the sustainability of manufacturing
technologies.

2.3. Limitation of Assessment for Benefits of Digital
Fabrication. Sustainability is the latest main interest in
many industries [38, 39]. ,e KPIs related to sustainability
allow manufacturers to monitor and evaluate all essential
aspects including economic, social, and environmental
factors [40, 41]. Many studies have tried evaluating sus-
tainability for manufacturing systems and the life span of
products [42]. Moreover, numerous tools were developed to
support sustainable manufacturing including green supply
chains, reverse logistics, design for environment, and design
for disassembly [33, 43–45].

However, studies evaluating the sustainability aspects of
particular technologies of AM and DDM are very limited in
terms of their findings [46–48]. Consequently, tools that
allow the quantitative analysis of the benefits of digital
fabrication for construction projects are rarely attainable.
Moreover, although digital fabrication is a very important
technological element in attaining the quality of irregular-
shaped buildings, it cannot replace the entire system nec-
essary for constructing buildings. To this day, real con-
struction projects typically adopt the conventional
manufacturing method and apply digital fabrication only to
specific segments.

Understanding the potential benefits of digital fabrica-
tion through projects is a challenge that must be addressed.
By implementing new manufacturing technologies such as
digital fabrication, changes occur in the roles of key parties
(e.g., clients, architects, contractors, subcontractors, and
suppliers) in a construction project, contract relations, and
reengineered collaborative processes [49]. Specifically,
construction project managers must undertake more
managing tasks than before if digital fabrication is imple-
mented. However, the ultimate effects of introducing a new
manufacturing technology on the daily managing tasks of a
construction project manager and project outcomes still
remain unclear [50]. Moreover, it is uncertain whether a new
manufacturing technology will be able to overcome the
operational problems that arise from the disjointed nature of
the construction industry [51]. ,us, this study aims at
evaluating the benefits of using digital fabrication for con-
struction project management through data collection of
irregular-shaped buildings. ,e research method for this
task is explained in the next section.

3. Research Method

3.1. Secondary Data Collection. In order to investigate the
type of benefits of digital fabrication on construction project
management, secondary data for irregular-shaped buildings
in which digital fabrication was employed were collected.
Empirical studies on tasks related to construction project
management often use self-reported data [37]. However, an
alternative approach using secondary data has the benefit of
reducing inaccuracy that arises from self-reporting and
accessing data on an event [52]. ,e secondary data of this
study were collected from projects using digital fabrication
utilizing innovative computer control processes and tech-
nologies. ,e sources of secondary data on overseas projects
were collected through the AIA BIM TAP Awards
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(currently, AIA/TAP Innovation Awards Program) from
2005 to 2017 on irregular-shaped buildings that had
implemented digital fabrication [53]. And the sources of
secondary data on projects in Korea were collected through
the previous research data of Korean BIM Journal (e.g., the
BIM Vol. 1∼12, KIBIM Magazine 2011∼2016) and Korean
BIM Award (e.g., Autodesk Korea BIM Awards 2014,
Building Smart Korea BIM Award 2009∼2015) [54]. Data
were supplemented from information available through
public domains such as academic journals and conference
publications, design firms and construction firms of each
project, and manufacturing firms that directly manufactured
irregular-shaped members. ,is was done in order to im-
prove reliability of the secondary data. Furthermore, pro-
fessional interviews were carried out for actual workers in
digital fabrication to add overlooked study cases on
irregular-shaped buildings and to verify the collected sec-
ondary data.

Twenty-seven study cases on irregular-shaped buildings
that mentioned positive and negative benefits of adapting
digital fabrication were selected for further analyses. In order
to evaluate the project advantages of digital fabrication in
terms of the management of construction projects, case
projects were selected considering the characteristics of the
project. In other words, we selected a project to investigate
the characteristics (e.g., an area of irregular-shaped seg-
ments, a number of unit materials, a size of unit material, a
production method, and segments with irregular shapes) of
digital fabrication. On the other hand, we excluded projects
where the project size was small, or digital fabrication was
applied only to some sections and did not bring significant
benefits to construction projects.

3.2. Success Criteria. Evaluation criteria were established to
analyze data on the types of benefits introduced due to
digital fabrication, or if any benefits were introduced at all.
,is analysis was performed by deriving a “success criteria”
that met the goals for time, cost, and quality of construction
projects and was related to process management aspects
including effective scope management and communications.
,ese success criteria reflected the idea of multidimensional
success of construction projects by including not only the
projects themselves but also project management [55]. ,e

success criteria can also be referred to as “critical success
factors” or “key results areas” in project management [37].

,e success criteria were classified according to the
Project Management Body of Knowledge (PMBOK)
knowledge areas of the Project Management Institute (PMI)
in order to establish the evaluation standards for the positive
and negative benefits of digital fabrication for construction
projects [56]. ,ese knowledge areas were chosen as they
provided an upper framework that was inclusive of all as-
pects of success in a project [37]. As shown in Table 1, the
success criteria were used to compare the roles and benefits
of digital fabrication on irregular-shaped buildings with
those expected from a project manager.

3.3. Content Analysis. It is very difficult to objectively
evaluate the impact of digital fabrication on construction
projects. However, researchers have difficulty in securing the
expert pool by applying digital fabrication to the irregular-
shaped buildings, and even if they have a pool of experts,
interviews and expert interviews are limited. In this regard,
Bryde et al. analyzed the project benefits of BIM on con-
struction projects through content analysis of secondary
data [37].

A content analysis process suggested by Harris was
carried out to confirm the positive and negative benefits of
digital fabrication for construction projects using secondary
data for each irregular-shaped building. ,e unit of analysis
adopted was the “phrase,” which may vary from a single
word to a whole sentence [52].,e phrase in this study refers
to “project benefit” [37]. ,e phrase associated with “project
benefit” found in each study case of irregular-shaped
buildings was converted into the success criteria, as
shown in Table 1. During the conversion process, the phrase
related to procurement or stakeholder was rarely found
among the success criteria. Consequently, the two factors,
procurement and stakeholder, were omitted, and instead,
software issues and materials of irregular-shaped segments
were added as important factors related to the quality of
irregular-shaped segments during content analysis for ap-
plying digital fabrication.

,e projects were then organized using the added score
for each of them (positive benefits minus negative benefits).
,is is not an attempt to find which case demonstrates the

Quality Quality

SustainabilityCost

Flexibility FlexibilityManufacturing
in the 90s

Manufacturing
today

Time Time

C

Figure 1: Manufacturing decision-making attributes in the 1990s and at the present time [27].
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most beneficial use of digital fabrication but to organize the
data in a way that highlights were there are more positive
than negative benefits. Hence, the numbers on the score
column should not be seen as an indicator of how successful
or unsuccessful those case study projects were, but simply
how many success criteria were mentioned positively or
negatively [37]. For example, the case study of P6 (Lotte
World Tower Podium) in Table 3 shows that the cost-based
success criterion is “−2” and the risk-based success criterion
is “−1.” ,is means that there are two aspects of the digital
fabrication related to the cost, risk success, and criteria that
were mentioned as challenging or causing difficulties
(negative benefit) but it does not mean that the use of digital
fabrication was overall negative. With this approach, it is
possible to see which success criterion appears more times as
a positive factor and which ones appear as challenges or
problems.

4. Assessment of Project Benefits of
Digital Fabrication

4.1. Case Description. Table 2 summarizes the study cases
where digital fabrication was applied to the construction of
irregular-shaped buildings. ,e total area, area of irregular-
shaped segments, material of irregular-shaped segments,
number of unit material, size of unit material, production
method, segments with irregular shapes (interior/exterior),
construction work, construction period, and software were
collected as data. Any data that were difficult to collect were
supplemented through interviews of professionals from
firms specializing in digital fabrication. Among the 27
projects from the study cases, 11 projects had irregular-
shaped segments comprising an area of 10,000m2 and 4
projects had an area of 50,000m2. Irregular-shaped segments

for which digital fabrication was applied were classified into
interior and exterior. Digital fabrication was applied on the
interior (4%) in 1 project, on the exterior (85%) in 23 projects,
and on the interior and exterior (11%) in 3 projects. ,e
results for construction work were similar to that for the
irregular-shaped segments. Of all the projects, 26 (96%)
corresponded to curtain wall and exterior finishing work,
while 1 (4%) corresponded to interior finishing work. Various
types of materials were used for irregular-shaped segments
including those commonly used in conventional construction
projects; for example, steel, concrete, aluminum, glass, eth-
ylene tetrafluoroethylene (ETFE), polytetrafluoroethylene
(PTFE), glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP), glass fiber-
reinforced concrete (GFRC), and ultrahigh performance
concrete (UHPC). ,e production method for irregular-
shaped segments differed according to material.

A CNC machine was used to produce AL. panels, AL.
bars, wood panels, titanium panels, and molds, and the
members were directly manufactured through cutting,
welding, and milling. Materials such as concrete panels,
UHPC, and customized bricks were produced into members
using an irregular-shaped formwork manufactured with a
CNC machine. For a unique material such as ETFE,
members are produced using pressure. AL. panels were
produced using conventional materials with the latest ma-
chine multipoint stretching forming (MDSF) machine
depending on the design. High-end software such as CATIA,
which can minimize the error range in the production, was
found to be used frequently for digital fabrication to ensure
the quality of the irregular-shaped segments.

4.2. Positive and Negative Benefits of Using Digital Fabrication.
Table 3 summarizes the evaluation results of the benefits of
digital fabrication for construction project management

Table 1: Success criteria based on PMBOK knowledge area.

PMBOK knowledge area Definition (after PMI, 2013) Criterion Positive consideration
Integration management Unification, consolidation, articulation, and integrative actions Integration Improvement

Scope management Defining and controlling what is and is not included in the
project Scope Clarification

Time management Manage the timely completion of the project Time Reduction or control

Cost management Planning, estimating, budgeting, financing, funding, managing,
and controlling costs Cost Reduction or control

Quality management Quality planning, quality assurance, and quality control Quality Increase or control
Human resource
management Organize, manage, and lead the project team Organization Improvement

Communication
management

Timely and appropriate planning, collection, creation,
distribution, storage, retrieval, management, control,

monitoring, and the ultimate disposition of project information
Communication Improvement

Risk management
Increase the likelihood and impact of positive events and

decrease the likelihood and impact of negative events in the
project

Risk Negative risk
reduction

Procurement management Purchase or acquire the products, services, or results needed
from outside the project team Procurement Help

Stakeholder management Develop appropriate management strategies for effectively
engaging stakeholders in project decisions and execution Stakeholder Satisfaction
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obtained using 10 success criteria. ,e benefits of digital
fabrication for construction project management were
evaluated by subtracting the negative benefits from the
positive benefits in order to obtain a score for each case
study. ,is is shown in the score column in Table 3.

,e focus of evaluation was not on how effectively each
case study used digital fabrication but on highlighting the
positive benefits over the negative benefits. ,erefore, the
values in the score column in Table 3 do not serve as an
index to determine the success of a project. ,ese values
simply indicate how many success criteria were mentioned
positively and negatively from the secondary data of
projects in the case studies. For example, case study P17
(Hangzhou Sports Park Stadium) expressed a negative
experience owing to its challenges or difficulties with re-
spect to time and cost, while a positive experience was
observed in terms of material caused by achieving good
quality irregular-shaped segments. Case study P20 (Zlote
Tarasy) presented a negative experience in applying digital
fabrication owing to its challenges or difficulties in terms of
cost. Case study P21 (Weltstadthaus Cologne) expressed a
negative experience in applying digital fabrication owing to
its challenges or difficulties in terms of time and organi-
zation, while a positive experience was seen in terms of
integration from digital fabrication. While the subtotal
score of case studies P17, P20, and P21 was “−1,” this
neither implies that introducing digital fabrication created
losses in terms of construction project management nor
that they were failed projects. Furthermore, the scores of
positive and negative benefits for the case studies were not
combined for each success criterion but divided into two
separate columns (positive benefits and negative benefits),
as listed in Table 3. ,is approach showed the success
criteria that appeared more frequently as a positive ele-
ment, which were challenges to be tackled, and what type of
problems they had.

4.3. Success Criteria Ranking of Using Digital Fabrication.
Each success criterion was defined with the frequency of
occurrence for positive and negative benefits (Table 4) and
was ranked according to the summation of total instances
and the total number of projects for positive benefits.
Moreover, the total instances and total number of projects
for negative benefits were shown together. An approach for
quantifying the number of projects in which a success
criterion had an influence as a positive benefit is funda-
mentally conservative [37]. In some cases, a success criterion
was mentioned once in a positive manner and once in a
negative manner. In such a situation, the success criteria
were not counted as projects that had a positive effect (or
negative), regardless of the impact of the project on the
outcome. For example, on the Louis Vuitton Foundation,
described by AIA TAP BIM Award, the integration success
criterion was counted once as positive for the “Integration of
construction modifications in the 3D model” and the quality
success criterion was counted once as positive for the
“Construction quality was monitored with on-site with laser
equipment, and round-tripped back into the model [57].”

4.3.1. Quality Success Criterion. ,ere were a total of 26
instances of positive benefits in terms of quality increase or
control from applying digital fabrication in 17 (63%) pro-
jects; the negative benefits were not observed. Digital fab-
rication can evaluate constructability starting from the
design stage to allow optimum design, as well as use latest
equipment such as a CNC machine, MDSF, and MSV that
allow precise production and minimize error down to the
millimeter range to achieve the quality required for con-
struction projects. Case study P25 (National Museum of
Qatar) included quality standards for irregular-shaped
segments in the request for proposal (RFP) [58–61]. ,is
document includes “design and engineering methodology,”
“design optimization,” “fabrication of panels,” and “meth-
odology of survey works” for irregular-shaped segments.

4.3.2. Software Issues Success Criterion. Positive benefits in
terms of software issues from implementing digital fabri-
cation were mentioned in 20 instances in 16 (59%) projects; a
negative benefit was observed in one instance owing to the
lack of experience in high-end software programming.
Digital fabrication executes design, manufacture, and con-
struction based on 3D models. ,us, software was used to
generate 3D models in all studied projects. Most projects
found positive benefits from using high-end software such as
CATIA and TEKLA because it minimized error ranges in the
manufacturing of irregular-shaped segments. In addition, a
positive benefit of being able to swiftly and continuously
provide necessary manufacturing information to the man-
ufacturers by obtaining tens of thousands of 2D
manufacturing blueprints from 3D models in a short period
of time was observed [62]. Furthermore, collaboration, clash
detection, and supply calculation were possible using 3D
models. Although high-end software can support global
collaboration systems based on server networks [63], the
applicability is not up to par. ,is is because not all par-
ticipants in the supply chain related to digital fabrication
have the resources to use high-end software.

4.3.3. Integration Success Criterion. Positive benefits in
terms of integration improvement from applying digital
fabrication were seen in 17 instances in 13 (48%) projects;
negative benefits were not indicated.,e integration process
of increasing productivity by optimizing different and in-
dividually designed members from simultaneously consid-
ering design, manufacture, and construction is crucial for
irregular-shaped buildings. Decisions on member size and
production unit that consider materials and production
methods were made by optimizing the design of irregular-
shaped buildings. ,e design optimization results for
irregular-shaped segments for case study P8 (KEB Hana
Bank, Samsung-dong, Seoul) are shown in Figure 2 [64].
Irregular-shaped segments can increase the construction
cost or affect the construction period in the case of many
types of formwork being presented according to unit size,
and thus increasing the manufacturing time of the FRP
formwork. Projects in the case studies minimized the
number of mold types for formwork from 12 in the initial
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design to 8 through design optimization. ,is allowed
manufacture and construction to be completed within the
project period.

4.3.4. Material Success Criterion. Positive benefits in terms
of material improvement from applying digital fabrication
were seen in 16 instances in 13 (48%) projects; negative
benefits were not observed. Unlike conventional regular-
shaped buildings constructed with traditional materials,
latest materials such as UHPC, ETFE, and GRCP were
applied to irregular-shaped buildings with digital fabrica-
tion, which allowed various and complex exterior envelopes.
,e members for irregular-shaped buildings were produced
using manufacturing equipment such as a CNC machine,
MDSF, MSV, and pressure using 2D manufacturing blue-
prints obtained through 3Dmodels.,is helps overcome the
limitations of conventional construction materials. More-
over, AL. panels or copper panels that have been constantly
used in the construction industry can be manufactured into
three-dimensional panels depending on the design using
manufacturing equipment such as press brake punches and
dies tools. ,e irregular-shaped formwork was manufac-
tured at a factory using a CNCmachine for exposed concrete
or concrete panel materials for complex shapes, and then,
members were produced by placing and curing the material.
In irregular-shaped buildings, the positive benefits related to

quality, software issues, and integration from applying
digital fabrication is inevitably associated with new material,
new design, and production method.

4.3.5. Risk Success Criterion. Positive benefits in terms of
negative risk reduction from applying digital fabrication
were seen in 7 instances in 5 (19%) projects; negative benefits
were seen in 3 instances in 3 (11%) projects. Applying digital
fabrication allows reducing risk that can arise during design,
manufacture, and construction stages using 3D models to
generate simulations and mock-ups. However, since
irregular-shaped buildings are not considered as standard
construction projects, discrepancies between initial plans
and execution are inevitable, which becomes a potential risk.
Currently, performance data or analysis data on the case
studies of irregular-shaped buildings are not readily avail-
able, which makes it difficult to proactively avoid potential
risks compared to typical construction projects [11].
Nonetheless, there were more instances of expressing pos-
itive benefits in terms of risk reduction from applying digital
fabrication to irregular-shaped buildings.

4.3.6. Time Success Criterion. Positive benefits in terms of
time reduction or control from applying digital fabrication
were seen in 7 instances in 7 (26%) projects; negative benefits
were seen in 6 instances in 5 (19%) projects. Applying digital

(a) (b)

Figure 2: Design optimization for exterior cladding. (a) Original design with 12 types of formwork and (b) optimized design with 8 types of
formwork.

Table 4: Success criteria ranking of using digital fabrication.

Success criterion
Positive benefit Negative benefit

Total instances Total number
of projects % of total projects Total instances Total number

of projects
% of total
projects

Quality increase or control 26 17 62.96 0 0 0.00
Software issues 20 16 59.26 1 1 3.70
Integration improvement 17 13 48.15 0 0 0.00
Material improvement 16 13 48.15 0 0 0.00
Negative risk reduction 7 5 18.52 3 3 11.11
Time reduction or control 7 7 25.93 6 5 18.52
Organization improvement 5 4 14.81 1 1 3.70
Scope clarification 4 4 14.81 0 0 0.00
Communication improvement 3 3 11.11 0 0 0.00
Cost reduction or control 1 1 3.70 21 14 51.85
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fabrication not only requires managing on-site construction
but also additional off-site construction (e.g., fabrication
factory). Moreover, managing new manufacturers in-
troduced to the project because of the new manufacturing
methods and consequential new supply chains becomes
necessary. Such occurrences in the studied projects were
either dealt with by going through trial and error in the early
stages of a project before slowly learning to manage this as
the project progressed or showed benefits that depended on
management skills obtained from experience and skills
gained throughout the project. When such management
skills are put to use, great benefits, incomparable to that from
the conventional production method can be achieved in the
time reduction or control aspects. If not, a great amount of
time may be consumed.

4.3.7. Human Resource Success Criterion. Positive benefits in
terms of organization improvement from applying digital
fabrication were seen in 5 instances in 4 (15%) projects.
Negative benefits were seen in 1 instance in 1 (3%) project.
,e application of digital fabrication is very similar to the
concept of lean construction. New labor, material or re-
sources, and equipment can be allocated in the right location
with JIT (just-in-time) and increase productivity. Con-
struction involving digital fabrication requires pre-
fabrication in a factory and transporting to a site before
installation takes place. ,is process is different from that of
a conventional construction production method, which may
result in negative benefits in terms of improving and in-
tegrating processes due to inexperience in digital fabrication.

4.3.8. Scope Success Criterion. Positive benefits in terms of
scope clarification from applying digital fabrication were
seen in 4 instances in 4 (15%) projects; negative benefits were
not observed. Digital fabrication requires defining the seg-
ments of the building, in which this production method is
being applied to beforehand. Furthermore, the scope of work
for design, manufacture, and construction firms responsible
for digital fabrication and the scope of work and allocated
tasks between initial production firms and new suppliers
must be clearly defined.

4.3.9. Communication Success Criterion. Positive benefits in
terms of communication improvement from applying digital
fabrication were seen in 3 instances in 3 (11%) projects;
negative benefits were not observed. Design, manufacture,
and construction processes were established based on 3D
models for irregular-shaped segments that required digital
fabrication. Moreover, construction project participants
carried out communication, collaboration, and arbitration
using 3Dmodels, which increased the accuracy of the design.
,e positive benefits from obtaining tens of thousands 2D
manufacturing blueprints from 3D models were already
dealt above with software issues, which seemed to have
caused the low number of instances of positive benefits for
communication improvement. All blueprints produced
during a construction project serve as the most primary

method of communication. ,erefore, the study results
cannot solely stand as a premise for digital fabrication with
meager positive benefits for communication improvement.

4.3.10. Cost Success Criterion. Positive benefits in terms of
cost reduction or control from applying digital fabrication
were seen in 1 instance in 1 (4%) project; however, negative
benefits were expressed in 21 instances in 14 (52%) projects.
,is was due to the burden of additional costs inevitably
encountered when new technology is introduced in a
construction project. New labor, software, and equipment
are certainly required when digital fabrication is applied.
Using the conventional construction method for irregular-
shaped buildings can result in simultaneous loss in time,
cost, and quality, which are important qualities in con-
struction project management. On the contrary, construc-
tion project management that considers positive benefits of
using digital fabrication not only allows attaining a certain
quality for irregular-shaped segments but also allows re-
duction in time and cost.

5. Discussion

,is study collected secondary data from the AIA BIM TAP
Awards, the Korean BIM journals, and the Korean BIM
award, various publications from conferences, websites of
corresponding projects, reports, and data from actual project
progress reports from professional construction firms.
However, challenges persisted in discovering in-depth data
for every project, and it was difficult to compile secondary
data owing to discrepancies in the amount and quality of
data attainable for each project. Further, while it was rela-
tively easy to obtain data on generally well-known irregular-
shaped buildings and projects that had now been completed
for years, it was impossible to obtain these data for the latest
irregular-shaped buildings. Nonetheless, professional con-
struction firms with direct experience in implementing
digital fabrication were sought out to supplement the in-
complete data in order to improve the quality of secondary
data.

In order to evaluate the benefits of applying digital
fabrication for construction projects, the knowledge areas of
the PMBOK were used. ,e success criteria on procurement
management and stakeholder management were omitted
because they were difficult to evaluate using the collected
secondary data. It was difficult to find such terms in the
secondary data because digital fabrication was still not
universally implemented in the construction industry. In-
stead, software issues and material improvement were added
as criteria to evaluate the benefits of digital fabrication for
construction project management.

Content analysis was performed to investigate the degree
of satisfaction for the success criteria of each project. With
this approach, it is possible to see which success criterion
appears more times as a positive factor and which ones
appear as challenges or problems. In the previous research,
Bryde analyzed the impact of BIM on construction projects
through the similar research method, while this study
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analyzed the impact of digital fabrication on construction
projects. BIM supports construction as a virtual model and
process, but digital fabrication is directly linked to the de-
sign, fabrication, and construction of the irregular-shaped
buildings. ,erefore, the analyzed results are more reliable.
Among the positive benefits of digital fabrication on con-
struction project management, quality increase and control
appeared in the highest number of projects (17 out of 27
projects) at the highest frequency (26 instances). However,
among the negative benefits that were mentioned as chal-
lenging or causing difficulties of digital fabrication on
construction project management, cost reduction and
control appeared in the highest number of projects (14 out of
27 projects) at the highest frequency (21 instances). But it
does not mean that the use of digital fabrication was overall
negative.

6. Conclusion

,e purpose of evaluation in this study was not to find the
project that used digital fabrication in the most effective way,
but to find success criteria that should be considered and
managed relatively more when managing projects wherein
digital fabrication is applied to irregular-shaped buildings.
,e average score for 27 projects in the score column in
Table 3 was 2.740. As shown in Figure 3, there are 13 projects
with a higher score than the average.

Among these, interviews with professionals revealed that
compared to other projects, projects P15 (Louis Vuitton
Foundation, Paris) and P26 (University of Technology,
Sydney), each with a score of 7 and 8, were examples that
could be referred to as the standard application of digital
fabrication or quality achievement for applying digital
fabrication in the future.

Production methods employed by the construction in-
dustry are not as diverse as the currently employed
manufacturing methods. However, investigating various
case studies on irregular-shaped buildings showed that
applying digital fabrication had significant positive benefits
for construction project management. ,e limitation of this
study is that we analyzed the advantages of digital fabrication

by using highly generalized PMBOK. Future research will
need to develop performance indicators that reflect the
characteristics of digital fabrication technology. In partic-
ular, quantitative cost factors need to be considered.
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Nowadays the built heritage has been recognized as one of the main sectors that can support the economic and sustainable
development of countries. In the last years, the built heritage has been subject to several levels of interventions, being now clear its
need for a proper maintenance and conservation management. However, in several cases, the maintenance faces lack of building
records, which makes the maintenance a harsh, long, and expensive process. ,erefore, there is an opportunity and need to apply
new technologies, like Building Information Modelling (BIM), as supporting tool to the management of historical heritage. By so,
the aim of this work was the development of a management system to be used as a supporting tool to the maintenance and
conservation of the existent buildings, in historical context, facilitating to the interested parties the automated and digitized
information needed to carry out the most varied tasks, with the particularity to be directly connected to the 3D-BIMmodel of the
building. But in order to test the developed system (its applicability and functionality), it was in an early phase, applied to a pilot
project with the significant heritage value. ,is work follows a development methodology applied to the case study and had
different phases: (1) the case study was modelled in Autodesk Revit software, in whose model was inserted all the parametric
information and associated metadata; (2) then, a support database of the management system was developed in Microsoft SQL
Server, which will support all the information exported from the BIM model; (3) a web application was developed in C# through
Visual Studio 2015, which works through and application programming interface (API) allowing the communication between the
web application and the BIM model, allowing not only the interaction with the parametric information of this one, but also, a
persistent access to a data management system (drawings, inspection reports, specifications, etc.) that has been created. ,e
development of the management system and its application to the case study allows us to show its potential as a tool for the
historical heritage management, contributing to its permanent and constantly updated management and cross off the frag-
mentation and loss of information therefore reducing the consequent investment in data collection.

1. Introduction

During last years, the historical and cultural heritage has been
classified as a strategic sector for the development of eco-
nomic, sustainable, and more cohesive society [1]. Countries
have been concerning about the preservation of the historic
assets, existing currently a special concern urban centres,
which are the main holders of the historic heritage. However,
the biggest concern related with refurbishment and main-
tenance interventions is the lack of data and information
about existent buildings. ,e management and maintenance
of buildings is a complex task and an onerous process.

Maintenance theory currently exists but fails when ap-
plied in practical application and implementation [2]. ,us, a
study of heritage buildings management processes is essential.

,erefore, the main objective of this work is to propose a
tool to integrate heritage buildings management within
digital technologies, namely, Building Information Model-
ling (BIM).

,e introduction of new digital technologies in the field
of heritage is an opportunity to create three-dimensional
models as effective communication tools, sharing and vis-
ualising interfaces either to physical and structural features,
as for its historic inventory [3].
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Depending on technology used, it is also possible to
obtain other types of information, such as, historical data,
conservation state, materials, and constructive techniques
used [3]. ,us, it is recognized that BIM is a multidisci-
plinary technology and it is essential to building lifecycle
management, such as, maintenance and development of the
growing inventory of heritage [4].

BIM methodology has other applications and can be
used as a database, to support project teams and to integrate
as-built information in order to plan monitoring and
maintenance of buildings during its lifecycle [5]. ,is in-
formation is supported by periodic visual inspections and
monitoring equipment that are essential to preserve the
historic heritage [3].

In this work, a methodology was developed and to be
validated was applied to a case study.

,e methodology adopted to be applied to the case study
follows the following steps:

(1) Data analysis: architecture and structure projects,
historic information throughout documentation
analyses, and technical information by tests and
visual inspections

(2) ,e object of study modelling in accordance with the
BIM methodology with recourse to Revit Autodesk
software

(3) Development of databases for the object of study
inventory

(4) Development of a management model in Visual
Studio 2015 with recourse to an API developed in C#

(5) Implementation of the management model inside of
a web application

(6) Results analysis

,erefore, in the next chapters, some important concepts
are approached to understand the methodology applied, and
those are presented and validated by applying them to a case
study. Finally, the results are analysed.

2. Review

2.1. Heritage Documentation. Heritage documentation
management encourages the use of computerized tech-
niques to preserve the information produced [6]. ,e
quantity of data produced during the working on a site can
quickly become huge. ,e worldwide scientific work on the
metadata concept is expanding rapidly. In heritage data
recording, forums and institutions appeared, such as ,e
Forum on Information Standards inHeritage (FISH) and the
English Heritage Data Standards Units (DSU). ,is one
works for the development of standards for heritage data.

,ere are also some approaches in web applications for
management of cultural heritage, such as a web information
system for the management and dissemination of cultural
heritage data applied to archaeologist developed by Meyer
et al. [6]. A web-based application for interactive users’ access
and exploration of three-dimensional models providing in-
tegrated geometrical and nongeometrical information by an

intuitive interface is developed for cultural heritage sites and
artefacts by Guarneri et al. [7].

there are some applications of 3D modelling to sup-
port cultural heritage management, namely, 3D models
that include digital documentation of monuments and
sites studied by Styliadis [8]; Pavlidis et al. [9]; Yilmaz
et al. [10]; Haggrén et al. [11]; and Grussenmeyer and
Jasmine [12].

Bassier et al. [13] compared the complex geometric
models, considering the data acquisition, the modelling, and
the structural analysis of timber roof structures defined in a
Building Information Modelling to a traditional wire-frame
model, and showed that the BIM complex models provide a
more reliable result in terms of geometry and structural
behaviour.

Portier et al. [14] presented a computerizedmethodology
as an assistance tool for archaeological hypotheses. ,ey
present a study for storage and consultation of archaeo-
logical archives, for the communication functionality, for the
exchange of information and creation of a virtual museum
for ancient part of historic city. However, the software used
was very expensive.

Lopez et al. [15] recognized that the current approaches
show that BIM tools and GIS tools supported by auxiliary
software are an effective solution for managing and mod-
elling graphical and semantic data, in a semiautomatic way,
and this is only possible once the common data structure
IFC allows the interoperability of information and com-
munication between the different actors that are involved in
architectural heritage rehabilitation, reconstruction, or
maintenance processes.

,us, this paper has some contributions for this area. It
aims at presenting a methodology supported by BIM in
order to achieve the three-dimensional model, and then
through an API, it is possible to connect parametric data
between BIM and database (in a bidirectional flow). ,e 3D
model, parametric data, and digitalized information of the
project can be depicted and consulted in a web application.
Once, in Portugal, there is a delay in the BIM methodology
application; the methodology presented in this paper is
considered innovative and important to support technicians
and heritage managers.

2.2. Building InformationModelling: BIM. Currently, the use
of BIMmethodology has been performing a highlight role in
the process of architecture, engineering, construction and
operation (AECO).

Projects development throughout BIM has become a
demand in several countries. Development, study, simula-
tion, and assessment of projects by BIM methodology
transformed the current processes of conception, commu-
nication and information necessary to do, and delivering a
project, in order to posterior construction and management
of the building (Lopez, 2016).

Building Information Modelling is an advanced para-
digm of collaborative work, based on interactive models
applied over information models, regularly updated and
synchronized. A set of processes and technologies that
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interact between them compose BIM. ,us, this method-
ology enables to manage the project and its data over its
lifecycle [16].

,erefore, this methodology is applicable to historic
heritage management, as far as allows registering, studying,
modifying, and updating and keeping the object for future
generations. In addition, it contains other features, such as
three-dimensional visualisation, animations, and automatic
production of documents (plans, elevations, sections, con-
struction details, reports, schedules, etc.) [17].

One of the main advantages and applications of BIM
methodology is to be able to integrate parametric objects
into a 3D model allowing its direct interaction and com-
munication with all the other components, granting a fully
parametric model, which precisely permits the functional-
ities that must be applied and explored in heritage [18].

In order to have a better understanding about BIM, it is
necessary to know about its foundations basis which are the
modelling oriented by objects and interoperability [19].

Modelling oriented by objects is related to parametric
objects (objects such as windows, doors, walls, roofs, and all
the elements categorized as part of a project) which are
defined as an integrated part of the system, which takes into
account the relation and interaction between other objects
[17].

Interoperability consists on the ability to communicate
between the different systems throughout the different
phases of the constructive process, granting an automated
modelling and design process to the interested parties
without loss of time or information.

Modelling oriented by objects and an efficient and in-
teroperability flow allows us to take advantage of in-
formation to create BIM workflows that are more efficient
than the traditional processes based in CAD [19, 20].

Besides this, due to multidisciplinary of the BIM process,
to different level complexity of data and to high quantity of
tools available to analyse this set of information of each
domain, the possibility of information sharing between
different software’s through Industry Foundation Classes
(IFC) format arises. IFC is a format of data archive directed
for the object, which allows us to share information between
different software. It represents a nonpropriety format being
an open source with a common language used for sharing
information between models of different developers [21]. It
is relevant to highlight that allows integrate XML language
enabling the circulation of information.,us, this is towards
other processes than projects.

BIM methodology has specifications, standards, and
guidelines established in some countries, which already
adopted BIM in their processes [22]. ,e National Building
Information Modelling Standard [23] was developed in the
United States of America; the National Common BIM
Requirements (COBIM) was developed in Finland; and in
the United Kingdom, there is PAS 1192-2: Specification for
Information Management using BIM [22]. ,e requests of
BIM implementation allied to current globalisation pro-
cesses of the construction sector and boost companies to use
this methodology in order to increase international
competitiveness.

In Portugal, application of BIM is delayed due to several
factors, such as lack of need to implement BIM technology;
lack of experience in BIM; conventional practice in 2D and
3D; and steep process to acquisition of knowledge in BIM
[24]. Besides this, standardisation in Portugal is in the be-
ginning. However, Portuguese Institute of Quality (re-
sponsible for the Portuguese standardisation process) is
represented in the work group of European Commission for
normalisation in order to develop the European BIM
standard [25].

In the BIM domain, it is necessary to attribute the defi-
nition of strategies and procedures to assets data for the
respective model, namely, parameters and information to be
attached and integrated in the model. So, when the in-
formation and parameters are integrated in the model, this
means that there exists an external database associated with
BIM model with a bidirectional relation. For example, this
database can be Access SQL, Open Database Connectivity
(ODBC), or Construction Operations Building Information
Exchange (COBie). To be able to manage all the information
integrated in the model, it becomes clear the need to ensure
the elements classification to all the interested parties, so they
are able to work with categorized elements. ,ere are cur-
rently several classification systems in place, but themost used
are the Uniclass, Master Format, and OmniClass. ,ese
classification systems grant every element, building, activity,
job, or timeline a code for universal understanding, granting
better workflow between different parties.

Besides this, BIM provides ways to manage the building
lifecycle through the integration of information in the
model. However, the tools to create and manage that same
information for existent building projects are being de-
veloped in BIM [26].

One of the main concerns of the implementation of the
informationmanagement based on a BIMmodel is related to
the historical building’s records and data, which are almost
the times incomplete or obsolete [27]. ,us, the manage-
ment of historical building was completely ineffective till few
years, and it has not been even a reliable methodology to
implement it. However, BIM can be applied to heritage since
it can digitalize and able to model all the historical and
constructive information from the existent buildings.
However, there are BIM libraries with objects and families
for new construction, and there is a lack of information
related to existent and historical buildings. ,us, the need of
this development and these difficulties result in the His-
torical Building Information Modelling (HBIM) to give
answer for the complex modelling process of historical
buildings’ objects.

2.3. HBIM. HBIM is a recognized tool that works like a
plug-in for BIM, defined as a system of model of historical
structures. ,ese tools work with data obtained from laser
scanning and photogrammetry [10, 28–32]. ,us, with these
processes, it is possible to speed up the building model and
the opportunity of developing object libraries. Besides this, it
supports the comprehension of the objects [10]. As recog-
nized by Baik [33], one of the most important parts of HBIM
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is transferring the information that is based on the rich data
survey into 3D parametric modelling. ,e model provided
by the context to data of different types is no longer the final
phase of heterogeneous information synthesis, but it is
becoming a working tool that recognizes the construction of
geometric and technological manufacturing models as valid
support for the monitoring of degradation and of structural
behaviour [34].

Figure 1 describes the methodology proposed for HBIM
application in historical buildings. ,is process involves (1)
collecting and processing the data from laser scanning/
photogrammetry; (2) identification of historical details
based on architecture books; (3) construction of historical
parametric components/objects; (4) mapping of parametric
objects in the project; and (5) production of final projects.

,us, through HBIM, it is possible to produce auto-
matically complete projects of engineering for building
conservation, which includes three-dimensional models,
schedules, details, plans, and sections [29].

Besides these features, BIM can add to the project and to
the objects other information through shared parameters and
project parameters. ,ese parameters are editable, and there
are different types since text, numbers, date, dimensions, etc.
,erefore, it is possible to complement the project with other
data not normalised in the software, turning the application of
this tool very significative, being very important the appli-
cation of these parameters in BIM for historical building [35].
By using these tools, it is possible to combine information that
would otherwise be very hard to combine [36].

So, there is an arise of the need to explore the integration
of the information from these parameters, in an interactive
and intercooperative management model, in order to in-
tegrate all the information and data generated by BIM in a
management platform. Due to this need, this work aims at the
development of a management system to be used as a sup-
porting tool to the maintenance and conservation of the
existent heritage buildings. ,is tool will facilitate the in-
terested parties the automated and digitalized information
needed to carry out the most varied tasks, with the partic-
ularity to be directly connected with the 3D-BIMmodel of the
building. In order to test the developed system (its applica-
bility and functionality), it was applied to a building with the
significant heritage value known as Casa de Santo António
located in Ílhavo, Aveiro, in the centre of mainland Portugal.
,en, a support database of the management system was
developed in Microsoft SQL Server®, which will support all
information exported from the BIMmodel. A web application
of heritage building management was also developed through
BIM since this methodology is enabled in the domain of data
management and data communication. In the BIM project,
the main requirements are to ensure the information ex-
change, and the integrated extraction of documents that when
allied to a collaborative methodology of workflow, can in-
crease the integration of every intervenient [37].

In the last year, several research projects in the domain of
data collecting and management and HBIM development
have been developed or are undergoing in the framework of
FP7 and currently progressing EU Horizon 2020 projects,
reflecting the high relevance for understanding and support of

management of cultural heritage assets. Among the several
examples, the INCEPTIONproject is related to the innovation
in 3D modelling of cultural heritage through an inclusive
approach for time-dynamic 3D reconstruction of artefacts,
built and social environments, and addresses several topics
such as the moisture detection in heritage buildings by 3D
laser scanning [38], semiautomatic generation of BIMmodels
for cultural heritage [39], and procedures to integrated data
capturing requirements for 3D semantic modelling of cultural
heritage [40], among others.,eHeritageCARE project is part
of the Interreg-SUDOE program that aims at the monitoring
and preventive conservation of historical and cultural heritage
implementing a system for the monitoring and preventive
conservation of heritage with historical and cultural values in
South-West Europe [41]. BIM4REN is a project devoted to
aBIM tools for all the building renovation value chain. ,e
project identified that the innovation in this field can be of
major importance to reduce costs, develop smarter solutions,
and streamline processes, namely, by the collection of data for
the characterization of the existing buildings, management,
and consolidation of the data and data driven design for
optimal selection.

3. Methodology

3.1. Introduction. According to Baik and Boehm [42], there
is a high necessity of the development of an integrate
management methodology for historical buildings, in order
to grant its preservation and maintenance and allow the
decision-makers about which buildings need interventions,

Build
characterization

Inventory of materials

Historical data and projects

Laser scanning/photogrammetry

Build parametric
objects library

Create 3D historic
building

information model
(HBIM)

3D
documentation

Figure 1: Historical building information modelling flowchart.
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maintenance, and demolition actions. So, the development
and integration of the data system within a BIM model and
how that same data system can be connected between the
BIM Model and the user is presented. Figure 2 depicts the
scheme proposed and developed, representing the in-
terconnection between the BIM model, a data system, and a
web management platform.

,is system is based on an organizational and functional
structure, in order to keep sustainability and automation of
the historical heritage management. ,us, the system can be
divided into two substructures: the core and the user
interface.

3.2. Development. ,e first part core is the system archi-
tecture, and inside it, it includes the BIMmodel, the database
system, and the API.

,e first step was to develop a full parametric building
model in software Revit.

,en, it was studied the Database Link (DBLink) since
BIMmethodology has the ability to export and import data
through the DBLink plug-in. ,is plug-in was developed
by Autodesk, and it aims at exporting and importing data
from Revit for an external database, which can be done to
Excel, Access, MSSQL, MySQL, Oracle, MongoDB, Redis,
or other database management software. ,e practical
application of this plug-in was studied, by connecting the
BIM model and the management system. ,is allowed us
to export and import information from one model to
another.

,e next step was to create a support database to the
management system that would serve as a bridge to in-
terconnect the database from the BIM model and the
management system. A database is a tool to collect, store,
and organize data, like a repository of information related
to an issue. ,us, the database management system is
software that manages the storage and manipulation and
searches the existing information in the database. In this
case, the database management system is based on re-
lational characteristics. It was developed using Microsoft
SQL Server (MSSQL), and it aims at supporting all the
information exported from the BIM model. ,us, the in-
formation from the BIM model goes to the database, and it
is organized by 3 phases and 5 categories, as it is repre-
sented in Figure 3.

It is essential to create credentials to restrain the user
access that can be Administrator (access without con-
straints), Read (access limited only for read material), or
ReadWrite (access to read and write but with constraints).
Each user has an Id, e-mail/username, and password. ,us,
the user can access their list of projects.

Project information includes 5 categories: drawings
from Revit or other type of drawings that user wants to add
as complement to the project; facility management in-
formation and data which allow us to access the external
database of BIM model and read or edit the information
about any family of objects (edition of data just included in
shared parameters); documentation, which allows in-
formation storage such as historic contextualization,

intervention information, and photographic collection;
reports, which allow the storage of data related to in-
formation about the conservation status and include in-
spection reports, structural analysis, tests and inspection
reports, etc.; BIM models that allow us to view any kind of
graphic information about any element allowing to update
the model when the building is submitted to interventions
and/or maintenance actions.

Figure 4 allows a better understanding about the orga-
nisation of themanagement model, where it is possible to see
the application of the methodology.

After, a web application (http://www.gestheritage.web.
ua.pt) was developed in C# using Visual Studio 2015 soft-
ware. It works through an Application Programming In-
terface (API) that allows the communication between the
web application and the BIM model, allowing not only the
interaction with the parametric information of this one, but
also, a persistent access to the data system (drawings, in-
spection reports, specifications, etc.) previously created. ,e
development of the Web API was done due to the need to
facilitate the user to access project information.

Web application was developed, named as “Gesther-
itage,” and was implemented in the hosting service of the
University of Aveiro. Finally, the second substructure of
the development management system was the user in-
terface, which represents the way that the user interacts
with the application. ,e web application is presented in
Figures 5–7.

,us, the user can communicate with the web appli-
cation, this one communicates with the API, and the API
communicates with the database. ,e process is represented
in Figure 8.

4. Case Study

4.1. Description. ,e case study is related to a residential
house named “Casa de Santo António,” located in the centre
city of Ílhavo, Aveiro, Portugal. ,is house is considered one
of the most iconic local buildings with great patrimonial
value (Figures 8 and 9)

,is building was built in 30s of the twentieth century,
with the category of residential house. Nowadays, it is the
head office of InovaDomus Association. ,e University of
Aveiro and more than 10 companies linked to the con-
struction sector are working in this building, in the scope of
the ReabilitaDomus project, since 2012 [43].

,is building was classified as a building of excellent
architecture, and it is composed by 2 stories and an attic,
with a total area of 450m2.

,e structural materials are composed of masonry,
wood, and concrete. Masonry brick composes essentially the
structural walls with variable thickness, anchored by con-
tinuous foundations of poor concrete and adobe. ,e
ground floor has a regularization screed of 2 cm. ,e first
floor is composed by wooden beams distant of 0.6m, with a
locking system for buckling, constituted by dowel perpen-
dicular to wooden beams. ,ere are some concrete re-
inforcements (beams and columns) included in the building
[43, 44].
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,e first part of the application of this methodology
started with the case study modelling in BIM, through Revit
Autodesk being the architecture and structural components
of the building modelling.

4.2. Modelling. ,e characterization of all components in-
cluded in the building (construction materials, geometry,
and structural behaviour) was done. ,is survey was carried
out in situ and throughout documentation analyses, such as
reports of structural characterization [44]. ,us, it was

possible to do the characterization of the building and de-
velop the BIM model of the building.

4.2.1. Architecture and Structure. Although the building was
a particular case with a great architectural detail, it was not
possible to model through the point cloud, and by so, the
modelling work was highly time-consuming. Adequate
objects and families closer to the existent components of the
building were developed.

Core
(system architeture)

DB actions
(add and view data information)

Import
Export

Database

Application
programming

interface

User interface

Interacts with system
provider

(get/put/post/delete)

Information managment
(only with credentials)

Website

User

(i)
-Access -MySQL
-MSSQL -Oracle

-Redis -MongoDB
(ii)

Relational database

Nonrelational database

BIM model

Figure 2: Scheme of the development of the management of the historical heritage model proposed.
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Figure 3: Organisation chart of the historical heritage management model structure.
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In Figure 10, the real building and the BIM model de-
veloped and the respective elevations are presented.

In Figures 11 and 12, other views of the building BIM
model are represented. InovaDomus provided structural

plans, which were used to develop structural components in
the BIM model.

,is BIM model was used as a plug-in of the Autodesk
library—Classification Manager, in order to associate the
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Figure 4: Organizational structure of the management model.
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Figure 6: GestHeritage Plans page.

Figure 7: Relational scheme between user, web application, API, and SQL database.

Figure 8: Current state of the building: left and main facades. Figure 9: Current state of building: main facade.

Figure 5: GestHeritage index page.
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classification system Uniclass applied to constructive ele-
ments, constructive processes, materials, rooms, etc.

4.2.2. Family of Objects. Due to the technical detail and to
unique and exclusive objects existence in the building, it was
needed tomodel in place a high number of objects. In Figure 13,
it is possible to show the creation of an object (window) in Revit.

It was not only essential to guarantee a precision level
similar to reality but also essential to guarantee the family
object parametrization, attributing geometric parameters
and materials characterization.

4.2.3. Shared Parameters Application. ,e shared parame-
ters were determined to be applied to add information to the
model with information related to maintenance and

conservation actions in heritage (Figure 14). ,us, 2 dif-
ferent parameters were created: general data and mainte-
nance/inspection data.

,e general data include the following:

(i) Facade element: yes/no
(ii) Facade: text
(iii) Floor level: text
(iv) Room: text
(v) Span: text

Maintenance/inspection data include the following:

(i) Construction date: integer
(ii) Date of last intervention: integer

Figure 10: Current Building vs 3D Model: Santo Antonio House and Elevations in Autodesk Revit.

Figure 11: 3D view of the BIM model (main and left elevation). Figure 12: 3D view of the BIM model (rear and left elevation).
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(iii) Notes: text
(iv) Pathologies report: text
(v) Maintenance cycle: number
(vi) Next inspection/maintenance: integer

,ese parameters were associated; however, it can be
associated other parameters besides those.

After parameters association, the BIM model is ready to
export all the information provided in the model to an
external database. However, the information to complement
the management model should not be provided just from
shared parameters.

4.2.4. Drawings Associated with BIM Model. In the devel-
opment of the management model through BIM application,
drawings were developed such as, plans, sections, elevations,
and constructive details. ,is application in the BIM model
is an advantage since it allows creating automatic drawings
from the model, and it can include annotations, comments,
and hatches provided by the designer.

When the model is subjected to changes, the drawings
are automatically updated in software. And this is an ad-
vantage of the automatic drawings created by the BIM
model, which can decrease the inconsistency in the devel-
opment of drawings.

,ese drawings perform an important role in the
management model since the more the quality and quantity
of the drawings developed, the less the difficulty of the
project analysis by the user.

4.3. Database. After the development of the BIM model, the
exportation of parametric information to an external da-
tabase is the next step.

Figure 13: Revit interface for creating the window object family.

Figure 14: Shared parameters association.
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,e support database (GestHeritage) included in the
management model was developed for supporting all the
databases exported from BIM projects. For each project,
GestHeritage will be associated with the, respectively, ex-
ternal database of the project.

,us, information from database to the database man-
agement system Microsoft SQL Server with name “Proj-
ect001_CasadeSanto António” was exported as shown in
Figures 15 and 16.

,is process was done through the plug-in DBLink that
is able to extract all the parametric information of the
constructive elements from Revit. ,is plug-in exports the
linked tables, allowing the organisation of information in an
interlinked and structured way, easier to the user. ,e ex-
portation of the information from the BIM model to the
external database is a high potential application; however, it
is necessary the implementation of a management model to
organize and catalogue all the information from the database
in order to support the user during the maintenance and
conservation actions in historical heritage.

4.4. API Connection. Since the management system is al-
ready developed, it is possible to start with the association of
the projects with the system. ,us, the association of this
case study model with the API developed through Visual
Studio 2015 was done.

4.4.1. Elements Drivers. Taking into account that API works
based on CRUD drivers, each element has its own driver
providing specified information type and how it should be
organized in the project database.

For example, for walls, the information that should
be presented in inventory for the user and how it was or-
ganized is

(i) Object ID⟶ [dbo].[Walls]⟶ “ID”;
(ii) Object Name⟶ [dbo].[WallType]⟶ “Name”;
(iii) Length⟶ [dbo].[Walls]⟶ “Length”;
(iv) ,ickness⟶ [dbo].[WallType]⟶ “,ickness”;
(v) Height ⟶ [dbo].[Walls] ⟶

“DisconnectedHigh”;
(vi) Materials ⟶ [dbo].[MaterialQuantities] ⟶

“Material Id”⟶ [dbo].[Materials]⟶ “Name”;
(vii) Structural use⟶ [dbo].[WallUsageEnums]⟶

“Name”;
(viii) Object in facade ⟶ [dbo].[Walls] ⟶

“Element_in_Facade”;
(ix) Facade⟶ [dbo].[Walls]⟶ “Facade”;
(x) Floor⟶ [dbo].[Walls]⟶ “Floor”;
(xi) Room⟶ [dbo].[Walls]⟶ “Compartment”;
(xii) Span⟶ [dbo].[Walls]⟶ “Span”;
(xiii) Construction date⟶ [dbo].[Walls]⟶ “Con-

struction date”;
(xiv) Date of the last intervention⟶ [dbo].[Walls]
⟶ “Date of the last intervention”;

(xv) Observations ⟶ [dbo].[Walls] ⟶
“Observations”;

(xvi) Recorded pathologies ⟶ [dbo].[Walls] ⟶
“Recorded pathologies”;

(xvii) Maintenance cycle ⟶ [dbo].[Walls] ⟶
“Maintenance cycle”;

(xviii) Next inspection/Maintenance⟶ [dbo].[Walls]
⟶ “Next inspection/Maintenance”.

,rough these parameters, it was possible to develop the
drivers. However, it is highlighted that these parameters can
easily be modified according the user needs.

4.4.2. Provision of Databases. Before the application of the
case study in web application, it was needed to feed the
support database (GestHeritage) with all adequate in-
formation and data for management. ,is information
includes drawings developed by the BIM model and all
complement information to categories of the management
model (reports, BIM model). Figure 17 shows an example
of association of drawings with the project of the case
study.

4.4.3. Application Web Involvement. ,e database in the
application web turns possible the visualisation and edition
of the information from the BIM model by the user. ,e
information must be structured, organized, and concise in
order to provide the adequate accessibility for user.

With the association of the database of the project with
the management model developed, the implementation of
dynamic tables developed was possible, when it connects the
application web with drivers, for every driver involved in this
case study.

Figure 15: Microsoft SQL Server databases.
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,us, it is possible to not only see just the information
included in exported database from the BIM model but also
edit this information directly from the database and con-
sequently from the BIM model. However, this information
editing is just possible by accredited users (Admin or
ReadWrite).

,e result is based on a dynamic table with the requi-
sition system (Get) and transmission (Put) of the database
and contains the advantage of deliver for user, just the es-
sential information of the element, as the example in
Figure 18.

With the application of the management model of this
case study, it was possible to verify and validate the use-
fulness of the heritage management system. It is also verified
that there exist an easy access of the user to the information
of the BIM model and also a complement system of man-
agement of information elements (drawings, documents,
and reports) in the digital format. ,us, it is possible to
guarantee a reliable library of information and with easy
access to user, decreasing the information loss and its
outdating.

5. Conclusions

,is work demonstrates the necessity of development and
implementation of a strategy of intervention which con-
tributes to the preservation and maintenance of heritage,
through the application of a management system able to
answer this need in a reliable process.

,e practical application of the management system can
revolutionize the way the management and maintenance of
historical heritage is seen. It is allowed not only to reorganize
and structure all Portuguese historical heritages but also to
manage them, assuring its constant and updated mainte-
nance, avoiding its degradation.

,e success of the implementation of this management
system proves its ability to adequate the management for any
kind of historical building to digital format. ,is ability
guarantees a decrease of the information lost and improves
the access by the users to this information.

BIM shows that is a methodology able to meet the user’s
needs in an every-day more challenging society.

In practice, BIM is still less explored in the imple-
mentation of management systems with success. ,is pro-
cess opens an opportunity to this model in the scope of the
maintenance, conservation, and refurbishment for heritage
and for all existent buildings.

Besides this, it is possible to have a three-dimensional
parametric and detailed model of the building, providing the
decision-making more reliable and quicker.

,e connection of the BIM model and database is done
through DBLink included in Revit Autodesk and performs
an important role in the developed management model.
However, the functionality of the plug-in demands an
extraperformance approach since it should predict the
exportation not only of the parametric data, but also of
drawings associated with the project, which it cannot do.
,e disability to update automatically and the changes
between databases and BIM model are other disadvantages
of the DBLink. DBLink should have the ability to update
automatically, instead of the manual command inventory
user.

,e practical application of this management model
achieves the expectations designed for this work since it was
possible to update the way how the management of heritage
was done for a management system which follows a concept
of new information technologies. ,us, it is possible to
guarantee a reliable update of the data and information
reached by the user.

Figure 16: Tables generated by DBLink from the case study.
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Although this work was developed and applied to the
management of heritage, it is essential to highlight the
practical application of this model to existent buildings,
namely, without any historical value but with conservation
or refurbishment justified in medium/long term.

So, the model developed and proposed can help man-
agement entities, such as general direction of historical
heritage, to have a resource to maintenance and conserva-
tion of heritage, allowing its management and maintenance
through a digital platform.

,e practical usefulness of this management model will
enhance the use of all existent resources in the heritage.

,e information will be stored in the digital format in a
management platform able to manage all the information
related with projects, assuring the interoperability between
system and user.

Besides this, these models are a solution to the existent
gaps and incoherence in the drawings through BIM
methodology. ,erefore, there is a decrease of the

incoherence in the draw parts, allowing us to have and
manage contextualized and consistent drawings.

,e documentation and reports are also included in the
model, so it is possible to inform the user about conditions,
documents details, and historical framework of the project
supporting the user to know about the evolutive situation of
the project.

Finally, this management system highlights the man-
agement of the elements of the project, improving a man-
agement of detail and parametric maintenance in project
inventory.

,is inventory includes all constituent elements,
allowing not only a general maintenance of the project, but
also a partial maintenance of the elements, rooms, facades,
for a reliable and focus maintenance management.

It is possible to conclude that the application of the
model was a success and all the objectives proposed were
completed.,e work presented and the work analysed in the
literature review show that HBIM applications are often

Figure 18: Dynamic table of the element walls of the case study in the web application.

Figure 17: Association of the case study project with the respective drawings.
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needed to jointly perform different kinds of analysis and to
properly connect the related environments and formats;
thus, it is clear why there is a need to focus the development
of HBIM applications with a heterogeneous multi-models’
interoperability with a standardised approach.
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Rigorous research and practical experience have allowed building information modeling (BIM) to be successfully adopted in the
traditional design process without being severely cumbersome. However, there has been less focus on the connectivity and
convergence of multiple types of BIM data or even the connectivity among non-BIM data, such as natural language and
image/video data. +e connectivity of BIM data means more than the syntactical correlations among them. +is paper considers
how BIM should be redefined to process BIM data as linked semantic data from the perspective of building information
management and employ recent advances in the evaluation, analytics, and prediction (EAP) methodology for linked building
ontologies and reasoners.

1. Introduction

Initially, building information modeling (BIM) largely
classified domains to reflect the life cycle of buildings above
a certain scale. +e classified domains included building
control; plumbing protection; structural elements; struc-
tural analysis; heating, ventilation, and air conditioning
(HVAC); electrical; architecture; and construction man-
agement. +e fourth revision of the Industry Foundation
Classes (IFCs) was officially announced recently; this is
the result of a focus on the interoperability of domains
covered by the entire architecture, engineering, and con-
struction (AEC) industry. +e current version of each
domain was reached through standardization whenever
new requirements appeared. IFC is relatively complete
from the perspective of BIM. +is allows BIM to be in-
troduced more frequently domestically and globally based
on various academic trials and studies beyond the commercial
needs driven by industry. +e visualization of related legis-
lation, including regulations on three-dimensional land
geospatial information construction from the Ministry of
Land, Infrastructure, and Transport, has also accelerated the
introduction of BIM.

BIM is associated with advances in conventional
computer-aided design (CAD) software. AutoDesk’s prod-
ucts, which are regarded as a de facto standard in the AEC
industry, include various functions, such as CAD, computer-
aided engineering (CAE), and computer-aided manufactur-
ing (CAM) to assist BIMs. As of 2015, more than ten software
programs directly or indirectly assist BIM. With IFC2.x up to
the recent 4.x, companies are waging a fierce competition to
advance and innovate in the industry while maintaining
backward compatibility. While the importance and utility
of BIM represented by the IFC have been on the rise, the
complexity of the IFC itself has also increased. +us, the
aspects of collecting, storing, analyzing, and utilizing data
in various types and sizes still depend on monolithic com-
puting resources (i.e., standalone computing as opposed to
distributed computing). In addition, during the life cycle of a
building, large-scale data that are available after construction
(e.g., data collected by closed-circuit televisions (CCTVs)
installed in the building) are not used at all. Even the IFC does
not consider various data that can be extracted from images or
videos, so there is no room for “connections” using such data.

+e main reason for using BIM is that accurate geo-
metric data for a building can be deployed in an integrated
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environment [1]. Economically, BIM can increase the cost
estimation accuracy, shorten the construction period, and
reduce changes that affect the budget by up to 40% [2].
Consequently, the positive functions of BIM derived through
various case studies help predict the building costs and
construction period more accurately through clearly defined
data obtained from design through construction. +is is be-
cause the purpose of BIM is to completely exclude uncertainty
from consideration. As Rittel previously indicated, however,
the problem of planning in architecture/construction is the
so-called “wicked problem” [3].+erefore, uncertainty cannot
be eliminated. More in depth, studies on methods for man-
aging the uncertainty are required.

+e leading academic disciplines to manage uncertainty
are economics and management. +e field of prescriptive
analytics, which aims to predict the future and find an
optimal alternative by collecting factual data and using an
analysis model, is at the cutting edge of such research. Some
studies have tried to use the conventional BIMmodel for the
initial design stage of a building to analyze the possible risks,
but management methods that provide more sophisticated
analysis using connections to new data beyond the model are
still in the rudimentary stage because they are limited to the
model. In this paper, BIM is examined from the perspective
of building information management by defining infor-
mation from the user’s point of view and converting it to an
ontology, which is usable and has web-scale expandability
beyond a simple model. A BIM evaluation, analytics, and
prediction (EAP) platform capable of collecting, storing,
processing, and analyzing BIM data in an integrated manner
is also presented.

2. Related Work

2.1. Background and Analytics Definition. Management re-
searchers have made significant efforts to manage the issue
of uncertainty. Analytics can be defined as a series of
technologies that help with decision making by collecting
factual data, examining them from various perspectives, and
predicting the future based on the results. Business analytics,
which is represented by enterprise resource planning (ERP),
was developed to predict future management situations
more accurately by collecting and storing all data that can be
defined in management activities and analyzing them
through various statistical techniques [4].

With BIM, these three types of analytics can be used for
decision making as entire project progresses. Descriptive
analytics is used to reproduce the relationship between each
object and is accomplished by various BIM software pro-
grams currently used in the mainstream. Predictive and
prescriptive analytics are used to predict costs and measure
the energy consumption performance, especially in the
initial design stage with high uncertainty [5].

2.2. BIM andOntologies in the AEC Industry. It is difficult to
deny that IFCs are an output of significant efforts to capture
and document domain knowledge throughout the AEC
industry. However, this means that in order to use IFC

correctly, there should be a way to find and retrieve re-
sources that correspond to individual domain knowledge
among the existing classes. It is also almost impossible to
extend the vocabularies to keep up with fast-paced domain
knowledge change.

+e modeling focus of IFC is quite different from
modeling ontologies, in which, IFC aims to set up a com-
prehensive set of data exchanges, whereas ontology is pri-
marily focused on reserving semantics and making acquired
and formalized knowledge reusable. +e relationships be-
tween concrete classes in IFC are already defined (e.g., IS_A
and PART_OF). Ontologies, however, allow users to define
the relationships freely (e.g., belongsTo and oppositeTo).
+us, organizing the IFCs with higher semantic languages to
facilitate shared understanding among the participants is
necessary [6, 7].

+e first step toward making ontological IFC is to create
an XML format of IFC. ifcXML, aecXML, BLIS-XML, and
others have aimed to extend, integrate, or complement IFC
with XML [8]. Other approaches to add an ontological layer
to the IFCs have been developed (e.g., STABU Lexicon,
eConstruct, and ISTforCE). +ese approaches focused on
developing a mediator between ontologies and the IFCs in
the form of a web service. More direct implementation of
ontology for IFC was proposed by Zhang and Issa [9] as
a part of constructing Inteligrid, which aims to support
dynamic virtual organizations through a set of ontology-
based grid-enabled services. +ey took two approaches.
First, they tried to use a standardized method with XSLT
technology and to transform the Part 28 XML schema of the
IFCs 2 × 2 into an OWL file with an XSLT. +e difficulty in
using this approach was to resolve the structural difference
between the XML schema and OWL. Secondly, they derived
the OWL notation directly from the original EXPRESS
schema format of the IFCs using their proprietary parser.
+ey reported that they maintain an ontology with over 850
classes and more than 4000 overall frames.

Beetz et al. took an additional step and proposed a se-
mantic web service framework structure that uses ifcOWL
[8]. +is system uses the IFC model stored in ifcXML, and
each user can obtain an answer by creating a query such as
“What is the height of the girder on the first floor?” using
a standardized method. Although this method can be used
without difficulty in few environments, particularly those
that have low complexity, it is not suitable for multiple users
and a large-scale project.

According to Pauwels et al. [10], other elements that
make up the semantic web included knowledge represen-
tation, which constitute the ontology, and software agents
capable of finding content and automatically constructing
and providing services on behalf of people. +ere are several
important reasons for converting IFC to an XML-based
ontology to express structured information in a form that
can be processed by computers: (1) data can be prevented
from being dependent on certain applications, (2) in-
telligence can be provided to the expression form itself, and
(3) new facts can be inferred and converted to knowledge
through the factual data-based expression form and struc-
tured query.
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2.3. BIM and Big Data. +e concept and technology of big
data are only briefly discussed here because of space
limitations. +e term “big data” refers to data with prop-
erties, such as the volume, variety, and velocity, that are
difficult or impossible for a single system to collect, process,
store, analyze, and utilize [11]. In terms of the data types, the
most important elements are structured data (e.g., databases
and data warehouses) and unstructured data (e.g., text
composed of natural languages, images, and videos). Among
various industries, analysis can improve the production yield
for manufacturing, which uses various high-precision sensors
in large quantities. Recommendation services of social net-
works, such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn, based on the
relationship-oriented collection, storage, processing, and
analysis of data are generally considered successful at defining
the meaning, form, and utilization of big data.

Hadoop, which was developed as open-source software
in 2005, is a representative big data technology. It is an
object-oriented distributed processing platform and has
been established as an industry standard after its capabilities
for collecting, storing, and processing Web-scale data were
verified. Various technologies have been developed to
overcome the properties and limits of Hadoop, NoSQL, and
NewSQL [12]. Relational database management systems
(RDBMSs) for data storage, distributed data stream pro-
cessing technology for real-time processing/analysis, in-
memory technology capable of processing/analyzing in
memory for high-speed data processing, and large-scale
machine learning and artificial intelligence technology for
intelligent analysis are expected to be established as standard
technologies for big data in the future.

Although technologies for storing and processing big
data are important, establishing and verifying a model for
data analysis are not dependent on the size or quantity of
data. +erefore, academic organizations have recently been
proposing optimal analysis methods that consider the type,
form, and size of data. BIM data include the properties of big
data (e.g., large scale, composed of structured and un-
structured data, and placement and real-time processing are
performed simultaneously). Because processing and analysis
through the existing standalone system decreases in pro-
ductivity as the scale of BIM data increases, attempts have
been made to approach BIM with the big data concept.

A sensor network was installed in a large building, and
a BIM system collected, processed, and analyzed the large
amount of generated data to provide the occupants with
higher thermal comfort while minimizing the energy con-
sumption [13]. +is focus on the volume and velocity
provides an important clue to data processing for occupant-
centric building design.

Cloud computing is often mentioned as a computing
resource for processing big data. +is is because big data are
not always present, so data collected for a certain period can
be processed within a short period by using cloud com-
puting, which utilizes combined computing power. Jiao et al.
utilized the concept of project data as a service and con-
nected BIM and a social networking service (SNS) [14]. +ey
proposed a management method that integrates various
forms of data generated in each area (e.g., architecture,

engineering, construction, and facility management) to be
shared by the entire project through the cloud.

3. BIM, LinkedBuildingOntology, andBigData

3.1. BIM Data and Ontology. +e BIM data characteristics
that are discussed in this study are based on the fourth version
of IFC [15], which was produced for BIM interoperability
[16]. IFC of the International Alliance of Interoperability
(IAI) is based on the object-oriented parametric product
model. +erefore, IfcRoot is defined at the top, and all other
objects are defined based on this object (Table 1).

Just as IFC is oriented to interoperability, XML shares
the same goal for the interoperability of documents on the
Internet, such as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).
+erefore, IFC currently uses various XML expressions. Not
only is ifcXML defined by the IAI, but also ifcOWL [17]
which is based on the Resource Description Framework
(RDF) [18, 19] is also defined to include semantic in-
formation in XML andWeb Ontology Language (OWL) and
is commonly used [20].

3.2. BIM and theOntologyUnits. Linked building ontologies
have the highest degree of freedom, in which terms can be
newly defined depending on the needs of the user. However,
different definitions for the same word may increase con-
fusion in the AEC industry, where collaboration is required.
One approach is the publish/subscribe method, where a kind
of repository is constructed for every object (including
entities) to be used that is shared through mutual agreement
by every collaborating unit in [22].

It is assumed that there are four common ontological
units, as illustrated in Figure 1: Building unit (BU) (house,
school, hospital, office, etc.), Space unit (SU) (room, bed-
room, bathroom, ward, lobby, etc.), Construction unit (CU)
(slab, partition, floor, wall, window, door, etc.), and Func-
tional unit (FU) (furniture, equipment, etc.). +e entities
within each unit are defined in Figures 2–5.

As stated earlier, RDF and XML are methods for defining
an ontology. RDF has three components: a subject, predicate,
and object. However, it can also be expressed by a graph
composed of nodes and edges to further emphasize connec-
tivity. Various commercial/open-source graph databases have
been developed to process this kind of data in large quantities.
In particular, graph databases specialized for RDF and capable
of processingmore than one trillion nodes are being developed
(e.g., AllegroGraph). Since the existing IFC model can be
automatically converted by using tools, such as ifc-to-RDF, the
user can save the RDF in the shared space when publishing or
subscribing. Sharing various data by multiple users requires
a suitable process model, as shown in Figure 6.

4. BIM EAP Framework and Platform of
Linked Building Ontologies and
Reasoners with Clouds

4.1. -e Components of the BIM EAP Platform. As noted
earlier, BIM has the three V’s of big data: volume, variety,
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and velocity. An analytics framework for BIM is required
along with an open-source platform to satisfy various
purposes. Figure 7 shows the components of the BIM EAP
framework and the functions of the platform. +e Hadoop
framework at the bottom collects and stores BIM-related
data of various kinds and speeds. It plays the role of the data
collecting/processing layer in charge of preprocessing for
data analysis according to the user’s requirements.

+e functions of MapReduce for processing large-scale
batch data, Spark framework for processing the relationships
between data at a high speed, and Drill or Impala for user
interactive analytics are located in this framework. As a data
analytics layer, the analytics framework divides BIM data
into structured and unstructured types, supports a series of
workflows capable of applying analysis algorithms depending
on the nature of data, and includes some machine learning
functions, such as deep learning.

+e BIM EAP platform supports an increase in versa-
tility. +e visualization framework corresponds to a data

presentation layer and visualizes the workflow used to store
and process data or the data analysis results. In this case, the
expression of three-dimensional (3D) geometry is important
because of the nature of BIM data. +is framework supports
level of detail (LOD) (technology to adjust details expressed
according to the size of the 3D model displayed on a com-
puter screen) and cross-platform capabilities by using
WebGL, which is the standard for 3D visualization, and its
web standard. Like the above ontology-based design process,
real-time ontology creation and queries are processed
through the interactive user interface and the analytics
framework performs a series of processes to visualize this.

On the grounds that structured, unstructured, and on-
tology BIM analytics are systematical, the collection and
analysis of external data, such as social networks, as well as
BIM data, must be possible. +ese are performed with
subframeworks for interlinking external data and the
existing statistical framework with R for statistical analysis,
and text mining engines. Earlier in this paper, a system was

Table 1: IFCEXPRESS, ifcXML, and ifcOWL [21].

IFCEXPRESS

ENTITY IfcRoot
ABSTRACT SUPERTYPE OF(ONEOF(IfcObjectDefinition, IfcPropertyDefinition, IfcRelationship));
GlobalId: IfcGloballyUniqueId;
OwnerHistory: OPTIONAL IfcOwnerHistory;
Name: OPTIONAL IfcLabel;
Description: OPTIONAL IfcText;
UNIQUE
UR1: GlobalId;
END_ENTITY;

ifcXML

<xs:element name�“IfcRoot” type�“ifc:IfcRoot” abstract�“true” substitutionGroup�“ifc:Entity”
nillable�“true”/>
<xs:complexType name�“IfcRoot” abstract�“true”>
<xs:complexContent>
<xs:extension base�“ifc:Entity”>
<xs:sequence>
<xs:element name�“OwnerHistory” type�“ifc:IfcOwnerHistory” nillable�“true” minOccurs�“0”/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:attribute name�“GlobalId” type�“ifc:IfcGloballyUniqueId” use�“optional”/>
<xs:attribute name�“Name” type�“ifc:IfcLabel” use�“optional”/>
<xs:attribute name�“Description” type�“ifc:IfcText” use�“optional”/>
</xs:extension>
</xs:complexContent>
</xs:complexType>

ifcOWL

<owl:ObjectProperty rdf:about�“http://buildingsmart.org/ontology/IFC-Name_of_IfcRoot>
<rdf:type rdf:resource�”>
<ns0:label>Name</ns0:label>
<ns0:range rdf:resource�”>
<ns0:domain rdf:resource�”>
</owl:ObjectProperty>

Ontology
Building object

Ontology
Building unit

Ontology
Space unit

Ontology
Construction unit

Ontology
Functional unit

AKO AKO AKO AKO

Figure 1: Building object ontology.
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introduced for the real-time processing/analysis of data
generated by various sensors in a building. +is agrees with
the concept of the Internet of +ings (IoT) at an expanded
scale. In the case of the BIM EAP platform, in-memory
computing that can process machine-generated data as the
produced data increases in sophistication and size that plays
an important role. In-memory computing is especially
important for the ontology. Because the query performance
on the ontology (i.e., quality and speed of query results)
depends on the repository itself, storage, processing, and
analysis in the main memory needs to be enabled to max-
imize the performance.

4.2. Modeling Ontologies. +e RDF triples in X3D have
identified advantages and limitations to integrate and embed
representation. +is immediately raised a need to come up
with a new way to integrate appropriate XML formats
seamlessly, as shown in Figure 8.

In order to describe one domain, it is necessary to use
different representation languages to express different as-
pects of the whole enterprise correctly. X3D, for instance,
has a comprehensive set of representing 2D and 3D
graphical entities and the acyclic graph structure to visualize
complex scenes. Since X3D is a general-purpose graphic
representation language, it lacks the ability to represent
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Figure 2: Building units (BUs).
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domain ontologies. +e IFC has captured sufficient domain
knowledge to represent a building as a collection of discrete
classes. IFC also supports the XML format [24, 25].

X3D is a successor of Virtual Reality Modeling Language
(VRML) that was invented and used in the late 1990s. VRML

already has a rich set of representing graphical entities and
their interactions through the event model. While rewriting
X3D specifications, the Web3D consortium incorporates
emerging software technologies, such as distributed net-
working, physical simulation, geospatial positioning,
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Figure 4: Construction units (CUs).
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Figure 6: Ontology-based design process model and design expressed by an ontology and RDF triple based on the graph model in [22, 23].
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programmable shaders, and particle systems by differing
corresponding profiles. We used X3D as a vehicle that can
accommodate ontological information. +e approach that
we used was to disassemble the RDF triples into individual
components, as shown in Figure 9 (see bold text).

Nonetheless, its XML format merely is an XML version
of IFC and still uses a file-based exchange paradigm. +e
languages that are dedicated to describing ontologies and
reasoners (e.g., OWL and Semantic Web Rule Language
(SWRL)) have been recently used among so-called knowl-
edge engineers. Although professionals in the AEC industry

are design knowledge creators, they are regarded apart from
their important roles [26].

4.3. A Case Study of the BIM EAP Platform

4.3.1. Description. +e hypothetical case study in Figure 10
is provided to elucidate the function and process of the BIM
EAP platform in a multidisciplinary collaborative design
environment: the core and shell design of an office building.
We assume that there is a land plot, which has predefined
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environmental settings (e.g., road and green space) and
constraints (e.g., stories), where different experts will col-
laborate to design an office. +e office project has a group of
participants, including an architect, structural engineer,
mechanical engineer, electrical engineer, and plumbing
engineer.

First, the owner needs to specify his/her requirements,
which will be shared among all the participants. +e ar-
chitect interprets the owner’s requirements and intentions
and then generates schematic designs that roughly meet
those. At this stage, the role of the architect would be
a consultant who helps the owner solidify his/her needs.

After the owner is satisfied with the proposed design, the
architect begins developing their design. In the course of the
design, the architect may encounter several issues that
she/he has to resolve, in collaboration with the other par-
ticipants. In a similar way, the other participants may have
similar conflicts that need to be resolved.

Since they have different knowledge, representation, and
discipline-specific tools, the participants are subjected to
interpret the input data in their own way. In this case study,
we are focused on the information flow between the par-
ticipants: what information is transmitted and how each BIM
interpreter interacts with another on behalf of its owner.

Figure 9: A snapshot of X3D.
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4.3.2. Assumption. +e following assumptions were made
for this study. Each participant deals with one aspect of
a design. Each application has its own data model, which
cannot be directly read by other applications. All data have
been written in XML, which can be processed by all the
participants. All of the applications can translate the pub-
lished data into their own data model.

4.3.3. Participants in Collaborative Design Process. +e ar-
chitect is in charge of creating a schematic design consid-
ering project guidelines and any particular design criteria
specified by the owner. Since the architect does not know
the technical details at this point, such as the width and
height of columns, the depth of a beam, she/he may develop
assumptions from previous experience and knowledge.
Before creating drawings, she/he starts by defining her/his
ontologies. Although she/he can reuse some ontologies

independent of a specific project (e.g., individual products
including doors, windows), she/he has to define particular
ontologies, if necessary.

For example, she/he draws a box with dimensions
(geometric information) and properties (nongeometric in-
formation), which are dependent on a specific project. +en,
by defining it as a “structural element,” she/he can build
a new ontology (Figure 11). In this case study, a 3D model is
created as a common denominator and her/his BIM in-
terpreter will publish it in XML to the public workspace.

In order to design the structure, the structural engineer
needs the architect’s model, as well as structural codes and
standards. Since the input does not have information on
structural analysis, the structural engineer’s BIM interpreter
will rebuild the model based on her/his own ontologies. For
example, when the structural engineer’s BIM interpreter
receives the architect’s schematic model, it tries to differ-
entiate the model to generate proper representation for

Properties

Size dimension (X,Y,Z)
Material
Color
Cost
Rigidity

<structural_element>

Figure 11: A structural element with a new ontology.
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Figure 12: Enriched representation by the structural engineer of the BIM interpreter.
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Table 2: +e hypothetical case study of the collaborative design process in the BIM EAP Platform.

Design processes Operations of collaborative interactions in X3D

Active

Inactive

A

PS

EM

Based on the owner’s requirement and design criteria, the
architect designs the office building using a particular

application (e.g., AutoCAD), as well as prior
experience/knowledge/ontology and reasoner in her/his private
workspace (as we assumed, the model shows a partial plan
including the core). +e architect creates the geometry using
project-independent products, as well as project-dependent

ontologies (e.g., <structural_element>).
After achieving a certain level of design development, she/he
wants the structural engineer to review the design.+e architect
of the BIM interpreter translates the design created in the
application into XML documents and publishes it. +e

published data will include 3D geometric information and XML
tags and ontologies connected to its private data model. As
additional information, the published data has the following

information:
(i) Who: the architect
(ii) When: creation date
(iii) What: geometry

(iv) How: XML/ontology
(v) Why: the owner’s requirement and design criteria

Active

Inactive

A

PS

EM

+e structural engineer’s task is to verify the architect’s design
in terms of structural buildability. In order for the structural
engineer to design the structure of the building, she/he needs
the architect’s model and structural codes and standards. +e
BIM interpreter retrieves the latest version of the design.
Although it can process the design, the BIM interpreter is
missing some information such as “beam” and “column.”

+erefore, the BIM interpreter begins breaking the architectural
model into structural pieces (e.g., horizontal and vertical

elements) using the incorporated knowledge base, ontologies,
and reasoner tools. +en, it translates the model into the

structural engineer’s ownmodel to review whether the elements
are properly dimensioned and positioned.

If she/he finds something that needs to be modified, then the
structural engineer redesigns the structure and provides

justification. When the structural design is ready, the BIM
interpreter gathers necessary information (e.g., 3D geometric
data, properties) and publishes the design with XML tags and

ontologies.

Active

Inactive

A

PS

EM

When the structural engineer publishes the design, the
published data includes the following information:

(i) Who: the structural engineer
(ii) When: modification date

(iii) What: geometry
(iv) How: XML/ontology

(v) Why: structural buildability
When the architect’s BIM interpreter receives the structural
design and represents it with architectural ontology, the
architect may decide whether she/he accepts the proposed

design. Although it would be unrealistic in reality, let us assume
that the design of the structure initially conformed to the
architect’s requirements thanks to the BIM interpreter
communication. Constraints for the architect’s design
development are immediately available. Based on this

information, the architect may begin designing interior walls
and exterior compartments. For the interior walls, she/he allows
further modification (e.g., tolerance) because she/he has prior

experience with the MEP engineers.
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Table 2: Continued.

Design processes Operations of collaborative interactions in X3D

Active

Inactive

A

PS

EM

+e mechanical engineer’s primary concern is installing the
ducts due to their size and inflexibility. In most cases,

architectural and structural designs act as constraints for
designing ducts and pipes. +e size, material, and shape of the
ducts and fittings along with the size, material, and connection
type of the pipes and the elevation of air terminals should be

based on the input data, as well as specifications.
As mentioned earlier, the first task of the interpreter is to find
available spaces where the ducts can fit using the provided
knowledge bases, ontologies, and reasoner tools, and then

illustrate them, as suggested in the view on the left.

Active

Inactive

A

PS

EM

+e mechanical engineer tries to fit the ducts in the available
space suggested by the BIM interpreter. However, it appears

that fitting in the space requires a special design (e.g.,
connection type) that usually leads to cost increase. +en,
she/he tries to find out whether modification of the design

would be allowed. First, she/he designs the duct and puts it in
the same space.

As soon as she/he tries to put it there, she/he can recognize there
is physical interference, as shown on the left. +en, the BIM
interpreter displays who is in charge of the proposed design and
semantic information (e.g., load-bearing or nonload-bearing
wall). Let us assume that the interfering walls turn out to be
nonload-bearing. +en, the mechanical engineer decides to

modify them with additional information (e.g., explanation on
his proposed action). +e BIM interpreter will publish the

proposed design with the following information:
(i) Who: the mechanical engineer

(ii) When: modification date
(iii) What: geometry

(iv) How: XML/ontology
(v) Why: physical interference

Active

Inactive

A

PS

EM

After the BIM interpreter of the mechanical engineer publishes
the proposed design, the architect’s BIM interpreter retrieves
and processes it. Consider the case that the proposed design is
within the range of the tolerance specified by the architect. Still,

the BIM interpreter lets the architect know that there is
a modification proposed by the mechanical engineer. After
getting the architect’s confirmation, her/his BIM interpreter
publishes the accepted design to remain consistent. Likewise,
the architect’s published data will be retrieved and processed by

the BIM interpreter for the structural engineer and the
mechanical engineer.
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structural analysis (Figure 12). Since the architect’s model
tagged “structural element,” the structural engineer’s BIM
interprets it as a composite model consisting of a “column”
and “beam” using its own ontology and reasoner. In addition
to that, the BIM interpreter ignores material, color, and cost
which are not pertinent to structural calculations. For the
same reason, it adds a “Section Area” property to the model.
Based on this information, the structural engineer conducts
analysis using her/his own disciplinary tools.

+e mechanical systems included here are HVAC supply
ducts. +e plumbing engineer’s task is to route sanitary
waste, and the electrical engineer has to deal with cable
trays and conduits. +e MEP (mechanical, electrical, and

plumbing) engineer’s primary concern is whether the cor-
ridor ceiling spaces were deep and wide enough to contain
the necessary MEP systems. +erefore, the architect’s and
structural engineer’s design criteria usually act as con-
straints. +e BIM interpreter connected to the MEP engi-
neers will deduce clearance and available spaces from the
input geometry (Figure 13). +en, the BIM interpreter will
ignore material, color, cost, and rigidity and add “Clearance”
to the model. +e electrical engineer’s task is even more
complicated because her/his design has to comply with
constraints imposed by the architectural design, clearances
required by code and specifications, along with the layout
design of other MEP systems.

Table 2: Continued.

Design processes Operations of collaborative interactions in X3D

Active

Inactive

A

PS

EM

+e situation for the plumbing engineer is more challenging
than that of the mechanical engineer. +e main constraints
imposed on her/him would be the architectural and structural
designs, as well as the mechanical designer’s ducts. +erefore,
her/his primary task is to determine whether there is enough

space to accommodate pipes.
When the BIM interpreter retrieves all the published data,
which were contributed by the architect, the structural

engineer, and the mechanical engineer, it begins analyzing
geometries to find available spaces. +en, it suggests the spaces
surrounded by the beams/columns (the structural engineer)
and the ducts (the mechanical engineer) including clearance

confined by the ceiling (the architect). If she/he could
accommodate all pipes in the suggested spaces, the plumbing
engineer could safely let her/his BIM interpreter to publish the

design.

Active

Inactive

A

PS

EM

Once she/he is done with the pipe layout, the plumbing
engineer lets the BIM interpreter publish the design. +en, the
other participants of the BIM interpreter will be notified with

the following information:
(i) Who: the plumbing engineer

(ii) When: creation date
(iii) What: geometry

(iv) How: XML/ontology

Active

A

PS

EM

+e electrical engineer’s situation is the most challenging
because their designs will all constrain her/his design.
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+e design processes (Table 2) illustrated in this case
study will describe only a part of the rather lengthy and
iterative design development process. +e design processes
envision that each participant uses their own knowledge and
representation methods and that their intelligent BIM in-
terpreters retrieve other participants’ knowledge in order to
construe their own representations. It would explain that an
object can be understood from within more than one do-
main at the same time, thereby, raising the possibility of
multiple interpretations.

5. Conclusion and Future Directions

+is paper describes the usability of the existing BIM and
introduces an ontology to enable user-oriented object def-
inition and operation with example cases. +e concept and
technology of big data and the BIM EAP platform for
utilizing big data are presented to cope with the explosive
increase in data of large-scale projects. +ese are important
technological elements for establishing a model to assess and
analyze BIM data, which will continue to increase and has
emerged as a main topic for the entire AEC industry.
+erefore, the early construction of the BIM EAP platform is
expected to be helpful for establishing related policies in the
future and maximizing the utilization value of BIM data.
Support is also required for the construction of large-scale
BIM ontologies and reasoners composed of OWL/RDF as
key technical elements, as well as continuous research and
development of technology for collection, processing,
analysis, and case studies for actual application.
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